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ABSTRACT

The Mentor Teacher Project

Michigan State University

The goal of this project was to modify the Academic Learning Teacher
Education program so that two important bodies of research were fully
integrated into the program: a) research on conceptual change in the teaching
and learning of subject matter, and b) research on preservice teacher education
and its relation to classroom practice. The modifications of the program were
designed to help prospective teachers come to understand this body of research
in ways that would enable them to eel on that knowledge. A needs assessment of
the program and a review of the second body of research suggested that a new
field component needed to be carefully integrated into the program in order to
help prospective teachers meet that goal. The purpose of the field component
was to deepen students' understanding of both research knowledge and knowledge
gained from practice and to help them integrate both sources of knowledge. The
field component that was developed is structured in unique ways, including the
use of collaborating mentor teachers each of whoa oversees an individual
preservice teacher's field experiences for a two-year period. Students
undertake field assignments each term under the joint supervision of the mentor
teacher and university instructors. Mentor teachers and university faculty
meet to study the research base and program goals, identify needs, and plan and
revise field tasks appropriate for each course in the Academic Learning
sequence. Work during years one and two focused on creation of field tasks and
field support arrangements with the Class of '87 cohort of Academic Learning
students. Beginning in Fall, 1986, a revised set of field tasks was
implemented for the Class of '88 students. These students' experiences in the
program were studied in the demonstration phase of the project (Fall, 1986 -

June, 1988). Project activities were assessed in terms of their impact on
preservice teachers' dispositions and abilities to draw from the conceptual
change research base and from practice during student teaching to teach in a
manner that facilitates conceptual understanding of worthwhile subject matter
content in K-12 pc2ils, A second focus of the program assessment was on the
mentor teacher/faculty collaborative process.



OVERVIEW OF

THE

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT REPORT

The Mentor Teacher Project, initiated in 1985, involved the development and

implementation of a new field component into the Academic Learning Teacher

Education Program at Michigan State University. The field component was

piloted with the Academic Learning students in the Class of 87. The piloted

component was then revised, and its impact on the Class of 88 Academic Learning

students was carefully studied. This final report of the Mentor Teacher

Project describes our findings from the study.

The report begins with sections describing the study as a whole: major

questions addressed, a description of the Academic Learning Program and the

mentor teacher field component, sample, and research methodology. The body of

the report, in which findings are presented and discussed, is organized in five

major sections. Thus, each of the five research questions (4 about impact on

students and one about the mentor/faculty collaborative process) is reported

and discussed in a separate section.

The five sections of findings are written in this document as drafts of

individual papers that will be reviied for presentation at professional

meetings (AERA in March, 1989) and for publication. Thus, each of these

sections can be read independently of the others. The reader can therefore

read sections I-IV for the context of the study and then select one or more

sections from Part V (4 papers about student outcomes) or Part VI (1 paper

about the mentor/faculty collaborative process),
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A final section describes major issues that the program is continuing to

explore as an outgrowth of the Mentor Teacher Program. Implications for

teacher education are also explored.



I. MAJOR OUESrONS

A major goal of the Academic Learning Teacher Education Program is to help

prospective teachers develop the knowledge, skill, and disposition to Loach in

a manner that promotes conceptual understanding of subject matter. Such

conceptual change orientation to teaching contrasts with the kinds of teaching

that most Academic Learning students have experienced as students. :nerefore,

helping these prospective teachers value and implement such a view of learning

and teaching is not easy. In the past, the sequence of Lcademic Learning

courses succeeded in helping prospective teachers question traditional vie's of

good teaching, but the student teaching experience later washed out the effects

of these courses. Students came to value the practical lessons learned from

their cooperating teachers and to reject conceptual change notions as too

idealistic for use in "real" classrooms. The Mentor Teacher field component,

an integrated set of field experiences woven into the two-year Academic

Learning course sequence, was designed to help each Academic Learning student

explore the meaning of conceptual change ideas in actual classroom contexts

from the beginning of the teacher education program and under the guidance of a

mentor teacher who could help the student link formal learnings about

conceptual change teaching and learning of subject matter with more practical

kinds of learning in the field.

Major questions about this innovative teacher education effort focused on

two major issues:

1) Prospective t_eachers abilltigts to }ink thgeir unorstqnctipts of

classroom. To understand the successes and failures of the new field component
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in deepening students' understanding of conceptual change ideas and in linking

those ideas with real classroom experiences, analysis focused on tracing over

time students' developing understandings of four program themes:

a) learning: How did the scaffolding of experiences (by course

instructors and mentor teachers) in Academic Learning courses and field

assignments help prospective teachers understand learning from a conceptual

change, constructivist perspective? In what ways were Academic Learl-ng

students able/unable to act on this knowledge during student teaching?

b) Planning and Teaching: How did the scaffolding of experiences (by

course instructors and mentor teachers) in Academic Learning courses and

field assignments help prospective teachers understand conceptual change

teaching goaLs and strategies? In what ways were Academic Learning

students able/unable to act on this knowledge during student teaching?

c) fatiest_ii=ericagylidge eded,to Teach, How did the scaffolding of

experiences (by course instructors and mentor teachers) in Academic

Learning courses and field assignments help prospective teachers understand

the need for selecting and representing well-structured subject matter

knowledge elat is appropriate to pupils' developmental needs and that can

be used flexibly for a variety of functions: to explain natural phenomena

and historical events, to solve problems, to think critically about

societal issues, to appreciate literature, etc. In what ways were Academic

Learning students able/unable to act on -his knowledge during student

teaching?

d) grocese. of Learning to Teach: How did the scaffolding of experiences

(by course Instructors and mentor teachers) in Academic Learning courses

and field-assignments help prospective teachers become reflective



practitioners who can integrate learnings from both formal study and

classroom experience? In what ways were Academic Learning students

able/unable or prone to reflect on their stud/ of conceptual change

planning and teaching and of constructivist views of the learner and to use

those refle,,:tions in their own planning and teaching during student

teaching?

2) facyltyimetItor teacher collaboration in the, teacher education procesq.

An important piece of the new field component was a new role for classroom

teachers. Instead of simply providing a classroom context for our students'

field visits, mentor teachers studied the Academic Learning Program goals and

research base; collaborated with Academic Learning faculty in the design,

evaluation, and revision of field assignments; and guided prospective teachers'

work in the field. Thus, mentors played active roles in the teacher education

process. The following questions about the mentor teacher role and

collaborative pIcness were studied: In what ways can classroom teachers

actively support prospective teachers in making links between their formal

study of conceptual change views of teaching and learning and their practical

experience in the classroom? How can faculty/mentor interactions be structured

so that they facilitate mentor input to the teacher education program yet also

educate mentors about program goals and effective ways of mentoring? What

roles can mentor teachers play in the teacher education process beyond simply

providing a field setting for prospective teachers?
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II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Context and Rationale

The Academic Learning Program is a 2-year, primarily undergraduate, teach

education program for prospective elementary and secondary teachers. It is on

of four alternative teacher education programs at Michigan State University,

each of which focuses on developing prospective teachers' understandings ot a

particular aspect of teaching - either subject matter teaching, teaching of

diverse learners, the social context of teaching and learning, or

decision-making in teaching. These programmatic themes are used to help

prospective teachers develop deep and useful knowledge of certain aspects of

teaching and learning rather than to acquire bits and pieces of knowledge that

are not meaningfully organized. Because this thematic emphasis means that some

important issues in teaching and learning will not receive thorough attention

in the preservice preparation, each program also emphasizes the importance of

lifelong learning in teaching and teaches students to be reflective, inquiring

practitioners.

CurrictauJILThemes in the Academic Learntm Program

The primary goal of the Academic Learning Teacher Education Program is to

help prospective elementary and secondary teachers learn to teach school

subjects in a manner that promotes pupils' conceptual understanding of

worthwhile subject matter content, and to take that goal on as a central

purpose of their teaching. Four curricular themes are central to the program:,

(a) helping students adopt a crnstructivist view of learners who construct
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their own understanding of subject matter knowledge, and whose prior knowledge

and experience influence their interpretations of instruction (Magoon, 1977;

Davis, 1981; Posner et al., 1982); (b) helping students develop knowledge of

effective strategies and appropriate learning environments for conceptual

change teaching that will promote conceptual understanding; (c) helping

students develop an understanding of the need for rich subject matter knowledge

(Bruner, 1960/1982; Schwab, 1978) that includes knowledge of the structures of

the disciplines, the functions of knowledge in subject areas, and the nature of

inquiry and knowledge growth in the disciplines; and (d) helping these

prospective teachers adopt a view of learning to teach as an ongoing process

that requires continued study and reflections on teaching experience

(Feiman-Nemsee, 1983, Schon, 1983).

Research Base

Research knowledge about these curricular themes forms the theoretical base

of the two -year program. In particular, the program has focused on cognitive

psychological research on learning and its application to the problem of

teaching subject matter for conceptual understanding.

Drawing from research in cognitive psychology, the prOgram emphasizes the

importance of viewing learners as drawing from both their experiences

(instruCtion in school, for example) and their prior knowledge (including

accurate or inaccurate conceptions developed over a lifetime of experience) to

actively construct their own knowledge (Magoon, 1977; Davis, 1981; Bransford

and Franks, 1976). Thus, learner, are not seen as empty boxes weiting.to be

filled with knowledge. Neither are they partially filled boxes that just need

mal information added in to develop complete understandings. Rather, they are

7
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organizers and users of knowledge who must restructure their existing knowledge

to accommodate new ideas, and who fully understand new knowledge only if they

can use it to solve problems of importance to them. Because their own

arrangement of ideas took a long time to build and because it makes sense to

them, students have a difficult time making major changes in their ways of

understanding. However, the development of conceptual understandings

consistent with those held by experts in the disciplines requires such

conceptual change. Thus, learning is a process of conceptual change and is

often a complex and difficult task.

This research on the learning of specific subject matter concepts in

schools has led to new understandings of why students fail to understand

concepts that their teachers have taught them. For example, studies show that

students often misinterpret ,aormation their teachers have presented in ways

that their teachers never suspect. Students cling to their comfortable

misconceptions in spite of teaching that presents contradictory information

(Roth, 1984; Champagne, Klopfer, and Gunstone, 1982; Nussbaum and Novick,

1982). Thus, students fail to undergo appropriate conceptual change as a

result of instruction, and teachers are largely unaware of the problem. Rather

than teaching in ways that will foster conceptual change learning, teachers

rely on ineffective methods such as he didactic approach of giving students

facts and testing only for factual recall (Ssiti and Anderson, 19&4),

In addition to identifying and describing this major problem of practice in

teaching as it exists today, research on conceptual change can contribute to

its solution in two ways. First, the research suggests specific improvements

in teaching practices which can substantially improve student learning

(Palincsar and Brown, 1984; Minstrell; 1984; Roth, 19:84; MadsenNason and

8
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Lanier, 1986). For example, by developing their own understanding of the

structure and functions of the disciplines they teach, prospective teachers can

organize their curriculum in ways that help students see and make connections

between and among concepts. Moreover, they can explore multiple ways to

represent content that will foster understanding (Wilson & Shulman, 1987).

Second, the insights into student thinking and learning that come from this

research can provide teachers with a Zramework for reflection of and

improvement of their own practice (Lanier, 1983).

Academic Learning Students

The Academic Learning students typically enter the program as

undergraduates in their junior year. Post-baccalaureate students are also

accepted into the program. Each entering class of students consists of

approximately 40 secondary education majors (10 each majoring in English,

mathematics, the sciences, and the social sciences) and 25 elementary education

majors. The students progress through the program as a cohort, with separate

strands of coursework for elementary and secondary majors after the first two

foundational courses.

Program faculty recognize that these learners, like K-12 students learning

subject matter in schools, must change their conceptions of teaching and

learning if they are to understand and use the curriculum themes emphasized in

the program. Developing such understandings in a classroom setting is a

protracted and difficult process. That is, prospective teachers need to

identify ways in which their current =ideas and beliefs (developed from their

perspectives as elementary and secondary students [Lortie, 1975] a. 4 from thc.ir

own belief systems [Nespor, 1987]) need to shift to a teacher's perspective
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that draws on the research base about the teaching and learning process as well

as on practical experience. In addition to helping students make this

transition to pedagogical thinking (Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann, 1985), the

program must help them gain the knowledge and skills necessary to plan and

teach in a manner that is consistent with conceptual change teaching. Thus,

learning experiences are designed to be "transformative", where prospective

teachers' learnings are more deeply integrated and ingrained within their

thinking, and therefore more enduring than learning experiences where students

simply imitate or add on to what they already know (Jackson, 1986; Sosniak,

1987). The faculty hopes to see a qualitative change (Johanson, Marton, &

Svensson, 1985) in prospective teachers, so that they are not only more

knowledgeable, but they also have the disposition to reflect on their actions

and the "know how" to act on their knowledge when they teach.

Program Structure

Promoting such complex and difficult learning requires a coordinated and

integrated set of educational experiences. Program themes are interwoven

throughout the professional studies, giving students the opportunity,to revisit

issues and struggle with them over time in two settings: Academic Learning

courses and classroom field settings.

Course sequence. Since the first cohort of students began the Academic

Learning program in 1981, Me program has used a series of courses that build.

Oh.ohe.another to help stUdents develop a research-based conception of teachirt6-

and learning., This course secitience-is a critical feature of the program;

because it allows students gradually deepen their understandings of the

research and its iMplications for teaching as they move from one course to. the

'next. In traditional prograMs, students select their courses from a list of

10
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required and elective courses and construct individualized course sequences.

The professors of each course do not know what students have studied in

previous courses. As a result, the student's "program" is a series of isolated

courses, and the burden is placed on the student to construct any coherence

among the courses. In contrast, the integrated course sequence in the Academic

Learning program supports students in developing a coherent set of ideas about

teaching as they move through the course sequence.

In this sequence (see Table 1 for course titles and timeline), courses with

traditional titles (learning, curriculum, methods, etc.) are structured to

highlight each of the four curricular themes of the program and to help

prospective teachers consider the relationships among three participants in

schools: the teacher, the learner, and the subject matter to be learned

(Sizes, 1984; Bernstein, 1975). In the first year of coursewom in the

Academic Learning Teacher Education Program, this pedagogical relationship is

explored by highlighting the role of one aspect in light of implications for

the other two. Thus, while Academic Learning students learn to use the

interpretive lens of making sense of the learning process to understand how

individuals construct understanding of subject matter (in their educational

psychology course), they do so in light of how the teacher facilitates

understanding of particular subject matter in a classroom. Likewise, Ails

students learn to use the interpretive lens of analyzing subject ratter

(understanding their discipline and school curriculum) to examine what is

taught in schools, they do so in light of how characteristics of the learner

and teachers' representations of subject matter during instrilcL.ioxl shape what

gets taught and learned. Fir211y, as students think abolit ways to plan and

tamsh. they must consider the nature of the subject matter to be taught and

11



ways in which learners will interpret the subject matter as well. As shown in

Figure 1 and Table 4, courses in the program single out particular areas to

highlight, but help students understand each area as it relates to or interacts

with the other two.

Thus, as they proceed through courses in the program, students gradually

develop their understanding by considering the interconnections among various

aspects of the pedagogical relationship. In this way, the content of the

courses is closely coordinated.

Mentor teacher field experiences. In 1985-87 a new field component was

integrated into the Academic Learning course sequence. This field component

was designed to provide opportunities for students to integrate knowledge

gained from research and theory studied in their Academic Learning courses with

knowledge gained from classroom experience from the very beginning of their

professional education preparation. The field assignments are closely linked

to program themes studied in courses, and classroom teachers are involved in

unique ways in the development of the field tasks and in support of students'

work in making links between theory and practice.

This mentor teacher field component represented a change in the Academic

Learning faculty's model of how educational research can be useful in the

learning.to-teach process. In the past, Academic Learning faculty emphasized

the development of a deep understanding of the research base prior to any

experiences in the field. Students studied the theory and research deeply

during the first year and were then expected to apply understandings of this

research during their student teaching in the second year. Thus,, research

knowledge was assumed to be applied by students in a straightforward,

unidirectional way:

12



Research Knowledge > Teaching Action

Research in teacher education (Elbaz, 1981; Wilson, 1975; Ball and

Feiman-Nemser, 1984; Schon, 1983; Feiman-Nemser and Buchman, 1983; Phillips,

1980) and our own experiences in Academic Learning shed light on why this

emphasis on understanding research knowledge alone does not impact on students'

teaching performance. The implications for teaching from this research base

have been assumed to be straightforward and obvious. How practical experience

can provide students with new information that must be reconciled, integrated

with, or added to research and theoretical knowledge has largely been ignored.

Consistent with conceptual change learning theory, Academic Learning students

need to change their understandings of the research findings in light of new

knowledge derived from practice. Thus, a prospective teacher needs to

understand both worlds of knowledge and learn to intertwine the two in order to

decide on wise, defensible teaching actions:

Research Knowledge Knowledge from Practice

Teaching Actions

ThIs is clearly. a difficult task! Simply beim., in school classrooms

earlier and more extensively will not enable students to see theory in action

13



or to deepen and change understandings of learning, teaching, curriculum, and

subject matter. Although the new field plan features field experiences in

conjunction with each of Academic Learning core courses from the very beginning

of a student's program, this arrangement was not designed simply to increase

the amount of time students spend in classrooms, Rather, the critical

innovations are in the nature of the field tasks and their relationship to

program themes and in the kind of support given to students during these

experiences:

a) Natmigts. The field tasks are tightly coordinated

with the four curricular themes developed in the Academic Learning course

sequence and are structured to help students use various interpretive lenses

(see Figure 1) in increasingly complex and integrated ways to make sense of and

deepen their understandings of the teaching and learning of subject matter in

classrooms. Students have repeated opportunities to analyze instances of

difficult concepts in the field context.

In the first course (Learning of School Subjects), for example, students

study learning theories and have the opportunity to visit their mentor's

classroom, observe a lesson taught in their subject area, and interview a

student about his or her understanding of the subject matter. Thus, they

explore classroom teaching and subject matter primarily through the learning

lens. They have the opportunity to construct personal sense of the learning

theories studied in the course, tc ask questions, and to raise issues

concerning these theories and their usefulness in making sense of a particular

instance of subject matter learning.

In the second core course (Curriculum for. Academic Learning) students first

use a subject matter lens to analyze an observed lesson; they map out the

14
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structure of the subject matter being taught and identify the various ways in

which the teacher represented subject matter. Later, they analyze a section of

a subject matter textbook using both subject matter and learning lenses: What

are the structure and functions of the subject matter in this text chapter?

How do those relate to ways students think about and learn in this subject

matter? In a final set of assignments, students explore their mentor's

intended curriculum (what was planned), enacted curriculum (what was taught)

and actual curriculum (what was learned) using each interpretive lens

(learning, subject matter, and teaching) separately to analyze the observed

lessons and student interviews.

Later, in various methods courses, students shift from using the

interpretive lenses for the purpose of analysis, to acting on the knowledge

they have been developing. They plan and teach a unit in their mentor's

classroom. The planning is structured in ways that engage students in using

each interpretive lens in a stepwise planning process. In contrast, the actual

teaching of the unit and the students' written reflections on the teaching

require students to begin to integrate their use of the interpretive lenses and

to consider additional interpretive lenses (such as the social organization of

the classroom). Thus, over time, students have multiple opportunities to

explore the curricular themes in classroom contexts. An overview of the key

field assignments is presented in Table 2.

b) Support for learning from field tasYp. A critical piece of the field

component is the collaboration of Academic Learning faculty and classroom

teachers (called mentor teachers) in supporting students' efforts to link

understandings gained from research with those gained from classroom

experience. Each student is matched with a classroom teacher (mentcr) and

15



works with that mentor and his/her students in completing all field assignments

in the two-year program (includinb student teaching). The mentor teachers meet

regularly (2-3 times each 10-week term) with program faculty to learn about the

particular field assignments and how they relate to program goals/themes, to

study the research base of the program, to discuss effective mentoring

strategies, to discuss students' strengths and weaknesses, and to provide

feedback about proposed or completed field assignments. Thus, mentors acquire

the knowledge needed to support prospective teachers in completing field

assignments and in understanding conceptual change ideas in classroom

contexts. Mentors' work is not limited to the required field assignments,

however. They also help their Academic Learning students come to understand

the particulars of their classroom (student, curriculum, management

strategies, school context, etc.) in less structured ways. Thus, they share

their wisdom of practice with the prospective teachers.

Faculty members also provide important support to students in completing

field assignments, beginning with careful planning of the field assignments and

thorough preparation of the students before field assignments are begun.

Detailed structuring and modeling of the assignments is provided with early

assignments (e.g., as a class analyzing videotapes of a lesson prior to a field

observation where students will do the same kind of analysis of a lesson in the

mentors' classrooms). This support is gradually faded in later assignments.

Faculty also provide opportunities in large and small group class discussion

for students to talk about their experiences in the field and to consider

alternative interpretations cf classroom experiences. Finally, faculty respond

to, students' papers and journal entries, raising questions and offering

alternative viewpoints to consider.

16
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III. UM=

,prospective Teachers. The study of the impact of the new field component

focused on the students in the Class of 1988. This cohort of Academic Learning

students consisted of 40 secondary education majors (in the areas of English,

mathematics, science and the social sciences) and 25 elementary education

majors. These students were the first cohort to go through the Academic

Learning Program after the mentor teacher field component had been designed,

piloted, and revised.

Twelve case study students were selected from this class for closer study.

Studects were selected to reflect the mix of students in the class. For

example, 7 secondary majors and 5 elementary majors were included. Within the

secondary group, each subject matter major of students in the program was

represented: 2 English majors, 2 mathematics majors, 2 science majors, and 1

social science major. At the elementary level students with different subject

matter strengths and interests were selected. The sample also, represents the

range of grade point averages in the total class, although all students

entering the program had relatively high grade points (2.8 and above). Entry

interview data were used to select students with varying backgrounds and

entering conceptions about teaching and learning-to-teach. For example, the

sample includes an older, transfer student as well as typical undergraduates.

It includes students entering the program already holding some fairly

sophisticated notions about teaching and learning as well as students who had

rather naive ideas about teaching. Students also varied in their relative

valuing of field experience in learning-to-teach. Some had entered the



Academic Learning Program because they had strong bubject matter interests and

'wanted an intellectually challenging program. Others were attracted to the

mentor teacher field arrangement and entered the program expecting to learn

about teaching mostly from their mentor in the field.

Mentor Teachers. Because each mentor works with one student, there are 65

mentor teachers (40 secondary, 25 elementary) in the samplo. These mentors

began working with the Academic Learning Program in January, 1986, and were

involved in the initial development, piloting, ants revisions of the new field

component. Thus, each mentor had had a year of experience with the program and

with a Class of 87 student before beginning work with a Class of 88 student.

Mentors were recruited from 6 local school districts, including urban,

suburban, and semi-rural communities. Elementary mentors wen; located

predominantly in K-5 elementary schools, while secondary mentors taught in both

middle and high schools. In most K-5 and 6-8 buildings there were at least 2

mentors, and there were generally 2 mentors in a given department at the high

schools. Mentors were recruited through recommendations of Academic Learning

faculty, principals, and teachers, as well as by self-nomination. Teachers

filled out an application, were interviewed, and were approved by their

principal prior to being accepted as a mentor. Major criteria for selection

included:

- the teacher's commitment to teacher education

- the teacher's openness to learning about educational research and
Academic Learning Program goals and willingness to support Academic
Learning students

teachers with adequate time to devote to Academic Learning students.

We did nag expect mentors to model a conceptual change orientation to teaching

or to be knowledgeable about this research.. However, a significant number of
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the teachers had participated in various research and professional development

projects conducted by Academic Learning faculty in which they had learned about

many of the Academic Learning Program goals. Others were known to program

faculty through their work as cooperating teachers with earlier cchorts of

student teachers. The mentors had between 2 and 29 years of reaching

experience. Teachers were paid a stipend of 8500 for working with one student

over the two-year period. This amount did not begin to compensate teachers for

the time required for meetings with faculty and students, and mentors reported

that the stipend did not serve as a reason for participating. However, it did

communicate to teachers that their expertise was valued, and it was one factor

that helped to create a climate of collaboration rather than one in, which

teachers simply implemented faculty plans or merely provided a context for

field assignments.

Academicleftrqing Faculty. The Academic Learning faculty included the

various course instructors, student teaching supervisors, and program

coordinators. There are two distinctive features of the faculty that are

important to note. .First, many of the faculty were involved with the students

in more than one capacity. Most methods instructors, for example, also worked

with 4-5 of the stude4lts during student teaching. Some faculty and teaching

assistants played instructional roles in more than one course. The three

program coordinators also taught courses and supervisbd student teachers.

Finally, all Academic Learning faculty who worked with Class of 88 students

also interacted with mentor teachers. The faculty members' willingness to play

multiple roles reflects their commitment to the student teachers' development

beyond a particular course. A second distinctive feature of the faculty is

their active participation in classroom-focused research on teaching and/or
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research on teacher education. Many of the faculty conduct research that

contributes to the literature on subject matter teaching that fosters

conceptual 'understanding.

KETWD01.40

A variety of research strategies were used to provide multiple sources of

information to address each of the research questions. In order to understand

the complis interaction of factors that influenced both students' developing

understandings and the evaluation of the mentor/faculty collaboration, 12 case

study students and their respective mentor teachers were studied in depth over

their two years in the program (1986-1988). Supplementary data from all '.:lass

of 88 students (n-65) and their mentors were collected at strategic points

during the two-year period to provide a broader perspective on the program's

impact and to allow us to assess the ways in which case study students'

experiences were typical or atypical. An overview of the data sources in

presented in Table 3.

Case study students'

developing understanding of four central program themes (constructivist views

of learning, conceptual change planning and teaching, subject matter knowledge

needed to teach, and the process of learning to teach) were probed in a series

of in-depth interviews conducted during students' first month in the program

and at the end of each term in the program. Each interview posed questions and

tasks designed to elicit students' ways of thinking about each of the four

targeted program themes and to provide insights about the sources of influence

on students' thinking (course reading, assignments, field visits, mentor
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teacher, etc.). Some questions were asked in identical or nearly identical

ways on several occasions to permit comparisons in students' answers at

different points in time. For example, each term the students were asked to

describe their image of the ideal teacher and any ways in which that image had

changed since the last interview. This question was asked in nearly identical

ways each term. In contrast, in trying to understand students' orientation to

long-term planning we devised different tasks for use at different points in

time. In early interviews students were simply asked to describe how they

would go about planning a particular unit. At the end of student teaching we

asked them to evaluate the usefulness of each piece of the unit planning format

they had been required to use during student teaching. In the final interview

we wanted to understand how they would now go about long-term planning, but we

did not want students to simply list. off their student teaching planning

requirements. Therefore, the question was embedded in a text analysis task.

Students were given a text chapter or segment and asked to describe what they

would do with it if this were a text being used in their school. A complete

set of student interview protocols is included in Appendix A.

To understand students' ability to act on their developing understandings

during student teaching, each case, study student was observed ,8 times during

student teaching, with the observer taking detailed field notes of

instruction. The field observer also conducted informal interviews during

these visits or in follow-up phone conversations. The documents in Appendix B

describe the kinds of questions asked to guide these observatians and the kinds

of behavior that we considered as sources of evidence that the student teacher

reflected program goals.



Interviews with the case study students' mentors, course instructors, and

student teaching supervisors at the end of each term also provided insights

into these students' developing understandings of program goals and their

ability to act on those goals in their planning and teaching (interview

protocols are in Appendicitis A, B, and C). Samples of case study students'.

writing (journals, papers, field assignments, student teaching plans, and

reflective essays) also supplemented the interview and observation data.

Data from the entire Class of 88 cohort was collected through

questionnaires (entry, end of Year 1, end of student teaching questionnaires

are located in Appendix 0) and through samples of their unit planning and

reflective essays during student teaching. Their mentors also completed

questionnaires (see Appendix E) that evaluated the students' ability to teach

for conceptual change at the end of Year 1 and at the end of student teaching.

In addition, notes taken during classroom observations by student teaching

supervisors were collected for all students.

Student interview transcripts were coded and analyzed, using the following

broad categories: (a) overall goals and expectations for the program and for a

teaching career; (b) developing a knowledge base for learning to teach; (c)

image of the ideal teacher; nature and quantity of interaction with mentor

teachers; and (e) sources of influence on learning to teach. Students' overall

development in each area was studied, in addition to noting particularly

significant changes in their development over the course of the two years of

interviews. Student writing was analyzed using the same categories. This

provided a way to "triangulate" or cross-check (Gorden, 1986) inferences made

from analysis of the interviews about students' development. Observation data
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and iaterviews with program faculty provided another source of information for

cross-checking inferences made about student development and sources of

influence on their development.

Taken as a set, these data sources prol-ided multiple sources of information

from which we reconstructed rich descrtptions of students' experiences. These

accounts of students' actions and understandings across time enabled us tc

track their changing conceptions of teaching and learning, to identify the

sources of influence on those changing views, and to document ways in which

prospective teachers did and did not link their understanding of program themes

with their planning and teaching experience. Gathering information about each

student from the mentor's perspective, from the faculty perspective, and from

classroom observations was particularly helpful iu confirming or raising

questions about students' self-report of their understandings, orientations,

and actions. The sample of case study students was large enough and the

supplementary data from all students was extensive enough to pinpoint both key

experiences that were meaningful across students and a variety of

issues/experiences that were critical for particular students.

processes. In addition to probing mentors' insights about Academic Learning

students' work in the classroom, the interviews conducted each term with the 12

case study mentors provided detailed information about the mentor teachers'

interactions with students; the mentors' evolving understanding of program

goals, research base and field assignments; the mentors' conceptions of their

roles and the faculty role(s); and mentors' reactions and support of the field

assignments and program goals.
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Analysis of the student interview transcripts focused on tracing students'

developing understandings of program themes over time, and looking for sources

of influence on students' development. In concert, mentor teacher interview

transcripts were coded and analyzed using the following initial categories:

(a) the mentor teacher role; (b) knowledge and understanding of program themes;

(c) knowledge and understanding of students; (d) perceptions of mentor teacher

workshops and meetings. Particular attention was paid to ways in which mentor

teachers' knowledge, vision of the mentoring role, and understanding of the

learning-to-teach process influenced the amount, nature, and substance of the

interaction with their respective case study student. In addition, mentor

teachers' developing knowledge and skills for taking on a teacher education

role was analyzed. Finally, mentor teacher workshop notes were analyzed for

ways in which the mentor-faculty collaborative process changed over time.

Faculty interviews provided similar insights as well as a picture of how

the collaborative process influenced faculty planning and teaching. Notes

taken during mentor-faculty meetings, tape recordings of selected

mentor-faculty meetings, notes from faculty planning and debriefing meetings

held before and after mentor meetings, and questionnaires administered to

mentors at three points during the two-year period provided information on

these issues from the total sample of mentors and teaching faculty. The case

study student interviews, although primarily focused on assessing the impact of

the program on student learning, also provided insights about mentor/faculty

roles and the collaborative process.
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V. muus AND DISC SSION: ASSERTIONS ABOUT PROSTMIVE_TEACHEWS ABILITIES

TO 41111( UNDERSTANDINGS OF CONCEPTUAL CHANGE RESEARCH WITH PRACTICAL

PlowtEncg GAINED IN THE CLASSROOK

In this section key findings about the ways in which prospective teachers'

understandings in four areas changed over time are described and discussed.

The four areas of focus are those identified in the major research questions

(see Part I): prospective teachers' developing understandings of (a) learning,

(b) planning and teaching, (c) the subject matter knowledge needed to teach,

and (d) the process of learning to teach and the importance of reflection in

that process. Discussion of the findings related to each assertion will focus

on ways in which faculty, mentors, and course and field assignments scaffolded

students' developing understandings. Each section is written as a draft of a

paper that will be developed into a full paper to be submitted for

publication. Thus, each section can be read independently. Because each piece

is meant to stand alone, there is some overlap of information about the

program's structure and themes.
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V.

A. THE ROLE OF EARLY FIELD EXPERIENCES

IN PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS' DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDINGS OF

CONSTRUCTIVIST, CONCEPTUAL CHANGE VIEWS OF LEARNING

early Field Experiences: A Theoretical Perspecti.v2

There has been a long existing tension in teacher education between formal

research-based knowledge and practical experiences as ways for people to learn

to teach. Many findings have documented that the research-to-practice model

embedded in most teacher education programs is not working. Students study

research and theory in foundations courses (learning psychology, curriculum,

etc.) and methods courses but then adopt utilitarian patterns of teaching

during their student teaching. In response to these findings, some teacher

educators have asserted that prospective teachers need more and earlier

classroom field experiences. This is a view that is supported by most

teachers; they place much higher value on the knowledge they have acquired from

experience than the knowledge of research and theory gained from formal study

of educational issues.

"Pitfalls of experience". But what does early field experience

accomplish? If we want prospective teachers to develop meaningful,

research-based conceptual frameworks to guide their planning and teaching,

early field experience may not be the answer. Feiman and Buchmann (1983) argue

that such a heavy emphasis on early and extensive field experience may only

serve to maka matters worse. Such field experience, if it is more of the same

kinds of experiences that students traditionally have during student teaching
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(tips, how-to's, steps in lesson planning, trial and error) may lead to even

more strongly entrenched utilitarian, practical approaches to teaching,

Prospective teachers may get better at copying their cooper/tang teachers, but

they may not develop the knowledge, skills, and disposition to become

thoughtful, reflective practitioners who can draw from research and theory as

well as from practice to make teaching decisions. Student teachers may develop

a false belief that they have mastered teaching because they can successfully

copy their cooperating teacher, Wilson (1975) notes that "the possibility of

increased confidence is offset by the equal possibility of smugness and

reinforced misperception.° Such thinking arrests thought and prevents future

growth. Student teachers may graduate and enter the teaching profession

holding the same limited conceptions of good teaching that they held when they

entered their teacher education programs.

Catch-22? The body of research on learning to teach and our own experience

with prospective teachers in the Academic Learning Program have shown that an

early emphasis on research/theory prior to any field experience is not

meaningful for most students. In order to integrate theory and research with

practice in a way that will change their actions as teachers, prospective

teachers seem to need classroom experience at the same time that they study

research. However, early field experience is clearly fraught with dangers.

Are we in an unresolvable, Catch 22, situation?

The conceptual

change research base that Academic Learning faculty want prospective teachers

to understand and use in their thinking about teaching K-12 students is also a

useful conceptual tool in analyzing the learning-to-teach process. What does

it take for prospective teachers to undergo their own conceptual change -- to
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relinquish or modify their entering, limited conceptions of good teaching and

to construct meaningful understandings of alternative conceptions?

Like K-12 students learning about science or math or history, these

prospective teachers bring their own conceptions and ideas about teaching and

learning to their teacher education programs. If teacher candidates are going

to make sense of the theory and research studied in their teacher education

programs, these conceptions need to be challenged, reexamined, modified, and

integrated with alternative conceptions. Are they the most powerful ways to

think about teaching and learning, or are there alternative frameworks that

will have more impact on student learning? Prospective teachers themselves

must bring their own ideas out in the open for examination and reconcile their

views with alternative conceptions. For this conceptual change process to

occur in meaningful ways, prospective teachers (like K-12 students) need

careful support and numerous opportunities to work with new conceptions in a

variety of "real world" contexts. To illustrate, fifth grade students who

believe that plants take in food from the soil or air need numerous

opportunities to try to explain real-world phenomena using the scientific idea

that plants make their own food. Simply telling them that "plants make their

food and do not take it in from the soil" will not foster meaningful conceptual

change. Similarly, prospective teachers who believe that good teaching

consists of delivering clear, well-organized explanations and keeping students

quiet so they can hear these explanations will not shift their thinking just

because a professor espouses a different view. The prospective teachers need

opportunities to work with an alternative view in a context that will be

meaningful to them - the classroom. They need opportunities to look at

classrooms through different lenses than they have used as students in

classrooms.
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This view of teacher learning suggests an alternative model of early field

experiences, and this model was used in developing the mentor teacher field

component of the Academic Learning Program. In this model, early field

experiences are designed to engage prospective teachers in actively grappling

with the conflicts between their entering conceptions of teaching and learning

and those discussed in Academic Learning classes and to begin a long-term

process of conceptual change. Thus, the purpose of early field experiences is

to provide a context that will challenge students' assumptions about teaching

and learning and that will start them on a long journey in which they can begin

to resolve some of the dilemmas raised by research-based conceptions of good

teaching and practical issues in the classroom. In addition to field tasks

that focus students' attention on raising and resolving conflicts between

research and practice, this model of early field experience includes complex

scaffolding from both program faculty and classroom teachers. For this

scaffolding to be effective, it has to be carefully structured to focus

prospective teachers' attention on critical issues which they might otherwise

miss or ignore. However, the structure of the scaffolding must be flexible and

its use gradually diminished over time for students to genuinely construct

their own understandings.

&lama _pgsittitiradx

This paper explores an alternative model of early field ext.:rience by

describing the ways in which 12 focal students in the Academic Learning Program

experienced and understood research-based curriculum themes as they were

developed in field experiences integrated into.the first two courses in a

2-year program. sequence. The courses were foUndations courses, the first of

.4
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which focused on the learning of school subject matter and the second on school

curriculum. How 'id students' understandings and use of concepts developed in

these foundational courses change over time, and how did the early field

experiences influence these understandings? In what ways did the early field

experiences contribute (or fail ro contribute) to Academic Learning students'

conceptual change?

Although the two foundations courses differed in emphasis, with the first

course centered on the learner and the second course focused on curriculum,

both courses are intended to help students develop gradually deepening

understandings of four curricular themes in the Academic Learning Program.

Each of these themes contributes to an overall view of good teaching that

Academic Learning faculty characterize as conceptual change teaching. A

central goal of the program is for students to adopt such a conceptual change

stance towards their teaching of subject matter. For students to develop such

a framework for thinking about teaching, the program faculty believe that

meaningful understandings of the four conceptual themes described below are

critical.

of the Drawing from research in cognitive

psychology, the program emphasizes the importance of viewing learners as

drawing from both their experiences (instruction in school, for example) and

their prior knowledge (including accurate and inaccurate conceptions developed

over a lifetime of experience) to actively construct their own knowledge.

Thus, learners are not empty boxes waiting to be filled with knowledge..

Neither are they partially filled boxes that just need pore information added



in to develop complete understandings. Rather, they are organizers and users

of knowledge who must restructure their existing knowledge to accommodate new

ideas, and who fully understand new knowledge only if they can use it to solve

problems of importance to them. Because their own arrangement of ideas took a

long time to build and because it makes sense to them, students face a very

difficult task in understanding disciplinary concepts that are different from

their own understandings. Thus, meaningful, learning of subject matter concepts

requires students to undergo a complex process of conceptual change. For such

learning to occur, students must he Involved in actively constructing meaning.

The need for rid' subject wittor understandings. Teaching for conceptual

change requires rich, conceptually-focused understandings of the subject matter

to be taught. Academic Learning students often do well in courses in their

subject matter specialties without developing such understandings. Helping

them become aware of the need for such understandings begins in the learning

course with an emphasis on the nature of inquiry and knowledge growth in the

respective disciplines and an analysis of the structure of the disciplines.

This theme is further developed in the curriculum course, with faculty

emphasizing the importance of understanding the structure of the subject matter

to be taught (What are the main concepts and what are the various ways in which

they are related to each other?), the functions of the subject matter (How is

this knowledge useful and relevant? Wily is it important for students to

understand?), and the relationship of the subject matter to stiAdept 4evelopment

(How does the experts' way of understanding this subject matter compare with

students' ways of thinking about it? What are the critical gaps, confusions,

or misconceptions in students ways of thinking? How can student's prior

knowledge be used productively in helping them understand experts' ways of
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thinking?) (Anderson, 1987). In addition, students explore how subject matter

can be transformed for teaching purposes (pedagogical content knowledge) and

the importance of being able to represent subject matter in a variety of ways

(Wilson & Shulman, 1987).

KnqXledge of effective strategies and appropriate learning environment, for

genemmlchengetmehing. In a conceptual change view of teaching, the

teacher's central purpose is to help K-12 students develop meaningful.

conceptual understandings of worthwhile content. A conceptual change teacher

selects instructional tasks, activities, and questions that will engage student

thinking and promote student development of central ideas and concepts within

and across the disciplines, While methods courses serve as a critical place to

help students develop this knowledge base, in the Academic Learning Program the

process begins in the foundations courses. In the learning course, students

read about and critically evaluate different approaches to teaching in

relationship to the theories of learning that they study (Fenstermacher and

Soltis, 1986). Case studies of conceptual change teaching in the respective

subject matter areas are used in the curriculum course to develop basic

principles of instruction that would engage students in constructing conceptual

understandings.

race s

reflection,- Conceptual change teaching requires a questioning stance in

curriculum decision-making and an analytical approach in the selection of

classroom tasks. Thus, an important program goal is to help students become

reflective, analytical teachers who evaluate their own teaching and new

teaching strategies suggested to them in terms of careful assessments of

student learning and of the subject matter. Both of the foundation courses are
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structured in ways that faculty hope will help students become more analytical

about classroom teaching and learning. In particular, these two courses focus

on helping students learn how to weave together their understandings derived

from the study of theory and research and their understandings of classroom

teaching practice. It is intended that such a weaving process will result in

sone important reshaping of students' entering notions about classrooms, about

teaching, and about the learning process.

ti eld A ent u d Co rses

The field assignments integrated into the foundations courses are designed

to help Academic Learning students construct meaningful understandings of these

curriculum themes. They are structured in ways that engage students in

confronting right from the onset the tensions between theory, research, and

classroom practice.. The field provides the students with a specific context in

which to think about course concepts and themes in less abstract, idealistic

ways.

Table 2 provides an overview of the field assignments and the purposes of

each. The table illustrates how the early field assignments relate to program

themes. In the learning course, for example students spend two classroom

visits observing and analyzing one student's learning of particular subject

matter. Each prospective teacher analyzes one student's understanding in teems

of learning theories discussed in class, especially constructivist views of the

learner. In the curriculum course, the emphasis in the first field assignments

is on analysis of the subject matter, (the intended curriculum) and ways, in

which subject matter is transformed for teaching (enacted curriculum).

However, constru tivist and coeci:ptual change views of the learner are also
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revisited in the context of these assignments (the actual curriculum). Thus,

program themes introduced in the learning course are revisited in the

curriculum course. in both courses, field assignments are structured around

these program curricular themes.

For each field assignment, students are given a written description of the

purposes for the field visit and a set of questions to guide their thinking in

the field. The assignment sheet also describes the framework for analysis and

the requirements for write-up of the experience. Students are also prepared

for the visit in their foundations courses. Frequently, there is extensive

modeling and discussion of the strategies to b. used in the field. For

example, c , instructors in the curriculum course showed videotapes of

classroom instruction in the different subject areas and taught Academic

Learning students how to take field notes while observing a lesson. They then

led discussions with their respective subject matter discussion groups to give

students practice in analyzing the structure of the subject matter and the

representations of subject matter used by the teacher.

In these preparation activities, instructors model the kinds of analysis

and reflection that they want students to do. There are also other ways in

which assignments are structured to encourage reflection and analysis. For

example, students have the opportunity to talk about their field visits in

their subject-matter focused discussion groups in both the learning and

curriculum courses. In addition. students are required to write a paper about

each field assignment. The paper is shared with bo Al course instructors and

the mentor teacher, and this feedback contributes to the cycle of observation,

reflection, and analysis.

4
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The field assignments are not extensive in terms of actual time spent in

classrooms. They are extended, however, through the ways in which they are

introduced and followed up in the foundations courses, These field assignments

are not supplements to course requirements; rather, the field assignments are

the core assignments students complete in these courses.

Case Study of Dave's Conceptual Change

What sense did students make of these curriculum themes, and how did the

field experiences, in particular, contribute to their developing

understandings? In this section we present a description of one student's

experiences with the field assignments in the two foundations courses and their

impact on his thinking about teaching and learning. His case was selected for

presentation because it is a positive exemplar (although not the strongest

example) of the impact oi tho program experiences and because it illustrates

several patterns 4 dvvelopment that were seen in most of the 12 case study

students., Dave's Nttay will he uNed to define these patterns of development

and the key featitter tat the courses and field experiences that supported such

development.

ut Te

Da- is a Biology major who entered, the Academic Learning Program after

deciding to switch from pre-med to a teaching major. The decision to change

majors was precipitated by difficulties in Chemistry, courses and a slipping

grade point average. Worrying more and more about the grades in these courses

?5
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seemed to make the problem worse. He found he was enjoying his science classes

less and less, having to focus on pulling up grades rather than exploring the

subject matter. All of this led to some soul searching. His girlfriend was

planning to be an elementary teacher, and this led him to think about teaching

as a possible career. The more he thought about teaching, the more he decided

it was a perfect fit with his interests and personality. He has always loved

Biology, largely because he is an outdoors person who loves to hunt, fish, and

hike. He also enjoys sports and could see himself getting involved in

coaching. He described himself as a very caring person, who has an ability to

lead people without them knowing he is leading. The public speaking aspect of

teaching was also appealing to him. And on top of all that, he really enjoyed

working with kids. Shortly after an all-night session of wrestling with this

decision to switch majors, Dave applied for the Academic Learning Program.

Threads ..Clot Understandings of the Learniz,
Subject Matter end Teaching Curriculum Themes.

Experiences in the learning coer e. Dave viewed the learning course as an.

important place for him to explore further his decision to become a teacher.

He visited the field beyond what was required for the field assignments, and

these visits and- discussions with his mentor teacher, Bill, were very important

in helping Dave solidify his choice of teaching as a career. Although the main

focus. of the course was on the development of constructivitt,' conceptual change

views of the learner, Dave foduSed instead on the parte of the' couxse that

explored different approaches to:teaehirig. He erote..extensively.'ina course

.journal about his reasots for wanting to teach, Obi:let his excitement in

visiting his mentor's middle. school classroom, about his mentor's approach to

teaching, and about-the personalities, and behaviors of studentsiln Bill's



classes. He wrote very little, however, about constructivist or other theories

of the learner. At the end of the term, Dave's final paper for the course

reflected his emphasis on teaching approaches rather than learning theories in

this foundations co*Arse:

How can I summarize the ways in which my views on teaching have
changed when my head seems to be whirling with questions that, as
of yet, have been unanswered. Perhaps the most important
function of my first teacher education course was not only to
present me with several differing approaches to teaching, but to
get me to raise questions, by seeing flaws in my beliefs,
concerning all aspects of teaching and the learning environment,
and on this point it has succeeded tremendously.

Thus, the learning course served two important functions for Dave. First, it

gave him confidence in his career choice. He felt comfortable with the

students in the classroom, he felt confident he could teach the subject matter

in the seventh grade life science curriculum, and he respected and admired his

mentor teacher, his course instructors, and other students in the Academic

Learning Program. The discussions and readings in the course also contributed

to his growing desire to be a teacher because they emphasized the complexities

and challenges of good teaching. Thus, both his field visits and experiences

in the course contributed to Dave's growing confidence in teaching as career

choice.

The second important function of the course was that it raised questions in

Dave's mind about his assumptions about what constitutes good teaching. Dave

learned about different approaches to teaching and recognized at the and of the

term that he had much more learning to do. In fact, he ended the term not only

lacking a particular framework for thinking about teaching but seeing teaching

as more idiosyncratic and subconscious than before:

At present I have no faithfully entrUstecluethOds which I could
use under all circumstances with belief. in their effectiveness,
I see teaching as more a matter of instinct than ever before.
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His description of the ideal teacher, for example, is not sharply defined and

does not link closely to any of the program curricular themes: a teacher

students would want to have, a teacher Who has a good reputation in the school,

a teacher who presents ideas clearly and in interesting ways, and a teacher

from whom students would learn a lot. In constructing this description, Dave

was not drawing from frameworks or approaches to teaching discussed in the

learning course; rather, he was describing his perception of his mentor

teacher. Thus, at the end of his first term, Dave considered his mentor

teacher to be the ideal teacher. Although he talked in his interview about the

approaches to teaching discussed in the course, he had not used any of these

approaches to describe his ideal teacher or to provide a frame to describe his

mentor's teaching. Links between theory and practice regarding the teaching

theme were tenuous at best.

While the teaching issues addressed in the course clearly stimulated Dave's

thinking and raised many questions in his mind, the learning "thread" in the

course did not have a powerful impact on Dave's thinking. He ended the

learning course quite unsure about the usefulness of learning theories. In his

interview, he did not mention learning theories as being important ideas he had

thought about during the course. When asked by the interviewer about learning

theories and their usefulness to him, he admitted that he had been a little

confused about this part of the course. He said he could see good ideas in

each of the learning theories discussed in the course but was vague in trying

to describe some of these good ideas. Responding to the interviewer's probes

to clarify and elaborate his description, he replied that he clearly needed to

do some journal writing about these ideas to push further his thinking about

them. He reported that he did not think about learning theories when he was

his mentor's classroom, although he thought it would be useful to do that.
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In a traditional model of teacher education, Dave would be viewed as having

failed to apply his study of learning theory and teaching approaches to the

classroom. His course instructors might be frustrated that all they had done

was raise questions in his mind but that his understandings of course concepts

were quite superficial. However, unlike traditional course-bound teacher

education programs, this was not the end of Dave's exploration of approaches to

teaching or of constructivist, conceptual change views of the learner. These

ideas were revisited as integral themes of the curriculum course and its

associated field assignments, and the questions raised in Dave's mind during

the learning course played a critical role in his developing understanding of

program themes.

follthe.....ci.xrdlmcosuur During the curriculum course, Dave

was often confused, frustrated, and lost. He had trouble with one of the early

assignments in which he had to analyze a chapter of a science text from the

perspectives of the structure and functions of the subject matter (What are the

Ideas presented, how are they related, and why is this important for students

to know?) and with relationship to student development (How would this text

presentation connect with students' ways of thinking? Would students have the

prior knowledge to make sense of the ideas in the text?). Dave had found the

text to be "pretty straightforward," and he "saw no problems with it." He

received one of the lowest grades in the class on this assignment and "got

nailed" for not attending carefully enough to the connections among ideas, to

possible student misconceptions, and to ways in which the text might be

problematic for students. Dave's frustrations were not atypical among the case

study students, and they reflect the increased complexity of the field tasks

during the curriculum course and the changed expectations of the course
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instructors who pushed students to do deeper analyses than they had done

earlier.

Although these struggles and confusions were uncomfortable at times, Dave

recognized that they had opened his eyes. For example, at the end of the

curriculum course, Dave talked about how the critical feedback from his

instructor on his paper coupled with insights gained later from the analysis of

the actual curriculum (student learning) helped him see difficulties with the

text that he had missed:

S: When I was going through it (the textbook) it seemed like
everything went pretty well, like it would help me. I wouldn't
use it as my sole source of information and my sole
representation to the students but as a supplement to me. So I
saw no problems with it. But I don't have really any experience
with that so I couldn't see a contrast between them. So that was
really difficult too. And Walt and I talked it over and both of
us took it too lightly, the whole assignment because we only, we
talked about it for fifteen minutes and came to the conclusion
that it was pretty straight forward.

When Dave analyzed a text again as part of the unit planning process during the

Spring methods courses, his struggles in the curriculum course played an

important role in enabling him to quickly tune in to difficulties students

might have with the text:

Those types of things really made me think a lot about what's
going on when somebody reads a text-of what's going, on when
somebody reads a test or what's going on in the students when
he's looking at the words in the book. So just because you have
your students read the text, don't assume that they're
understanding at all so...If you compared my text critiques from
205...to this one. This one I just ripped it all apart, more
than I should have I think, but in the first one I sounded like a
pep talk for it because I didn't see its flaws at all. I just
saw it as an excellent supplement to my teaching. And now I see
that it could reinforce their misconceptions and make it harder
for me to teach my students instead of easier. So I think in
that aspect it helped a lot.

By the end of the term, Dave was beginning to weave together the learning,

teaching, and subject matter curriculum threads in meaningful ways. The set of
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field assignments in which Dave analyzed his mentor's intentions for a lesson

(the intended curriculum), observed the ways in which the lesson was enacted

(the enacted curriculum), and interviewed two students to probe their

interpretations of the lesson (the actual curriculum) played an important role

in focusing Dave's attention on learning issues and tn enabling Dave to begin

the process of weaving learning issues into his conceptions of good teaching.

In his journal he now began to write about and explore in meaningful ways

constructivist views of the learner:

My interviews were very surprising to me. I had assumed the
material would be easily grasped...the problems they (students)
had...I was certainly shocked by them. What I begin to see now is
that children may be able to do very well on a test, but when asked
to begin telling what they learned it becomes apparent that they
really might not know the interconnections among the facts. It also
seem obvious that children can do well on a test even though they
have many holes in their schema of the subject matter. It's a very
difficult dilemma. (Journal, 2/21/87)

Although Dave had left the learning course with quite limited conceptions of

learning theory, issues about student learning now became much more prominent

in his thinking. In defining these issues, language initially introduced in

the learning course (schema, assimilation, accommodation) became useful to

Dave and appeared regularly in his journal writing. By the end of the second

term, Dave's focus on the learner and learning was strikingly apparent in his

interview. In describing his ideal teacher, Dave listed many features of the

ideal teacher that were concerned with views of the learner and the learning

process (See Table 5): The ideal teacher can "read" the children well, knows

the kinds of questions ,to ask to test for understanding, is open so students

aren't afraid to ask questions, takes things slowly and is aware of learning

capabilities of students, recognizes student misconceptions, creates an

atmosphere in which students are not afraid to be wrong, puts responsibility
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on students for their awn learning. When asked about ways in which his image

of the ideal teacher had changed since the last interview, Dave immediately

began to talk about learning issues, suggesting that his mentor did not do all

he could in this area:

Just in the fact that the observation or interpretation of their
students...Bill has a few ambiguous questions on tests
sonetimes...and the students get points off for that, so I think
there's, what's changing now is that to me the teacher has to be
very alert of his students in order to help them learn. Not just
concerned with how they're teaching, but the intricate relationship
between the, teacher and students, and even on the individual
level...Talking with them, why they're getting answers wrong on the
tests maybe. And what if there seems to be something that a lot of
the students are getting wrong? Have a discussion and find out what
they were thinking and what was going on in their heads and the
misconceptions they had.

This new focus on student learning, that emphasized paying attention to

student errors and a quest for getting in touch with what students understand,

raised important questions for Dave about teaching. As he wrote in his

journal:

The entire situation is so frustrating. Bill is a great teacher and
is very capable of getting his children on task. But the children
still aren't learning what they should be.

Thus, Dave could see that Bill was not the ideal teacher in all ways, but

he wondered if it was really possible to do more. In his description of the

ideal teacher (Summarized in Table 5), Dave drew from issues discussed in

Academic Learning courses concerning subjec' matter knowledge, views of the

learner, and teaching approaches to construct a sharper and richer image of a

good teacher than he had been able to do during his first term. He was no

longer simply describing Bill. He used both his understandings of program

themes and his knowledge of Bill's strengths and the realities of his-classroom

to create this ideal teacher.
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Although he was able to articulate a clearer vision of the ideal teacher,

Dave left the curriculum course in much the same way he left the learning

course - with many new questions and unresolved dilemmas yet to be explored.

But, in contrast with his development at the and of the learning course, Dave

ended the curriculum course with much deeper understandings of program

curricular themes. Ideas initially raised in the learning course were

reexplored and took on new meaning for Dave.

Not only did Dave begin to weave together the learning, teaching, and

subject matter strands of the foundations courses, he was also successful in

weaving these themes into his understandings of classroom practice. While in

his first course he had been unsuccessful in using learning theory to interpret

his classroom observations, during the curriculum course he had a difficult

time separating his experiences in the course and his experiences in the field:

My priorities seem to be changing with each term varying on what
I've been focusing on Because this term I don't even write down
most of the stuff I observed last term. Like I see it once and then
I guess it's in my head so I don't bother writing it down, like the
more superficial things I was looking at last term...0kay like (last
term) why didn't Bill stop a student who was talking or playing
(paper) football in the back of the room, something like that. I

wasn't worried about that this term. I was more concentrated on how
he was putting the information across.

I've almost thought of this class more as going to see Bill and then
relating that back to class instead of vice versa. Having the class
and this being the complement.

When asked to rate the relative importance of field assignments and work in the

course, Dave rated both a 5 out of 5. He explained that he couldn't go into a

classroom and get much out of it without the framework and stimulus provided by

his courses: "I couldn't have made it on my own." Thus, it was a close

interaction between the structure of the field experience tasks and the

structure of the course that engaged Dave in actively examining his views of
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learning and the learner and their relationship to teaching and subject

matter.

Emsiatimas. Although Dave was beginning to weave together

the curriculum strands of the foundations courses and to integrate

them with classroom realities, many of these understandings were still fragile

and course-bound as Dave began his spring term methods classes (Science Methods

ane Content Area Reading). Ideas studied in courses were still only partially

developed and were incorporated into Dave's thinking in ways that sometimes

seemed more oriented to satisfying course instructors than to satisfying Dave.

When asked about ideas in the curriculum course that were confusing to him, for

example, Dave responded:

I'm still a little hazy about the purpose of "functions of the
subject matter." I always feel. like I'm answering it
wrong...student development, ctructure, and function. I can do them
in a specific situation when we're in class but when I'm on my own I
always have problems.

These terms and the ideas they represent seemed to be course concepts that were

not really part of Dave yet.

But Dave had additional opportunities to explore these ideas in the context

of planning and teaching a unit about energy flow in ecosystems to his mentor's

students during Spring term. In developing these plans, Dave was required by

his methods instructors to analyze the structure and functions of the subject

matter he would be teaching, to do a preassessment of student understanding of

the topic, and to write an essay describing how he was going to use these three

kinds of knowledge (structure, functions, student development) to make

decisions about what to emphasize in his unit and about which activities' would

be appropriate to help students develop conceptual understandings of this

content. After his drafts of these sections of the unit plan had been
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approved, he developed daily plans which his course instructors and mentor

ttqwher helped him evaluate in terms of how well they would appropriately

represent the subject matter and connect with learners. After revising the

plans and teaching the unit, Dave as required to write an essay analyzing his

own intended, enacted, and actual curriculum. This unit planning and teaching

process was the focus of his methods classes, and all the readings, lectures,

and discussions were designed to inform the unit planning assignment.

By the end of Spring term, Dave was talking about program themes not in

course-bound contexts but in ways that reflected that he had constructed his

own understandings of them and that they were a part of him. Thus, the

curriculum threads had been even more tightly woven into a cloth of Dave's

making.

In describing his image of the ideal teacher (see Table 5), Dave's focus

was on the learner. Ideas introduced in the learning course that Dave had not

integrated into his own thinking initially Were now the core of his conception

of good teaching: The ideal teacher involves students actively in their own

learning, surfaces students' conceptions, involves students in discussing their

ideas and in explaining their thinking, etc. But Dave's description of the

learner was not an isolated strand of thinking; it was closely intertwined with

his ideas about the subject matter and about approaches to teaching. He rarely

spoke about learning issues without also discussing how they related to

teaching and/or subject matter. For example, hii ideal teacher would have

students do a lot of writing because this actively involves students in

exploring their ideas and in constructing new meanings. The ideal teacher

_makes subject matter decisions based on real-life applications that will enable

students to connect with it (prior knowledge) and see its importance and
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usefulness (functions). Dave's ideal teacher was no longer simply a carbon

copy of his mentor Bill, and it was not a list of attributes that he thought

his professors advocated. Instead, Dave drew from both sources to construct

this ideal teacher, and he clearly viewed this image as a personal goal for

himself:

I base my instruction a lot off the students drawing their
conclusions, maybe to much to the point where they're a little
bit lost and couldn't make that scientific inferences. And I
think Bill believes you should just tell them what you want them
to learn right away which I see now is probably a good idea and
then work, you know, integrate both of our methods. Because I
don't think Bill, his method of teaching surfaces student
preconceptions much. He just tells them and makes sure that they
understand his method or his understanding and come as close as
they can to that. (Interview #4, 6/2/87)

Most of all, however, I think I will be more in touch with what
we have been studying in class next fall, and with what I observe
when watching Bill. Now that I have tried to pull everything
together for myself, I see, more than I over did, how difficult
it is to teach for conceptual change. Now, however, I have my
own experiences and mistakes to analyze and seek improvements
for. (Reflections on Unit Teaching Paper, 5/87.)

Dave's understandings of program themes in personally meaningful ways was

also evident in his explanation of conceptual change orientations to teaching.

When asked in the interview how he would explain conceptual change ideas to

someone who had never heard about them, he responded:

S: Okay. I've done this before (with friends). First of all we
have to, when I first start talking about this to someone. I like
to tell them, ask them what they think goes on in learning, how
you learn something and they usually say modeling, coaching and
fading, not in those words but that's what they mean - well the
teacher shows me how to do it and I work at it and he helps me a
lot and then gradually I do it on my own. And then I ask them,
well what do you have to know to be a good teacher? What does it
take to really teach someone something? And I talk a little bit
about knowing what they know already, some preconceptions and
then maybe to show them the flaws in their thinking. You have to
understand what, a student doesn't understand correctly and create
discontent in their thinking. And then I don't want to make it
sound like I'm just telling them the definition of things but
basically you have to know what a student learned, what a student
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knows, what he doesn't know correctly and what he has
misunderstood, show them, show him a way, in such a way that he
sees that and then present him with the correct way of thinking
and help him work along to seeing that correct way and seeing how
it's more useful.

Thus, Dave completed his first year of teacher preparation and entered

student teaching hoiding a well articulated conception of conceptual change

teaching. Building this framework for thinking about learning, teaching, and

subject matter was a gradual process that required Dave to make significant

changes in his conceptions of teaching and learning. Early field experiences

played a critical role in HAS conceptual change process. They were occasions

for Dave to make explicit and examine his preconceptions, and they challenged

his current thinking. These early field experiences were carefully structured,

sequenced, and scaffolded by faculty and by the mentor teacher to engage Dave

in recognizing and resolving important issues and dilemmas in linking

theoretical and research-based ideas with practical knowledge of the classroom.

Learning -to- Teach. As a Process of Conceptual Change

Dave's pattern of change across the first year in the program was typical

of the 12 focal students in this study. Students entered the program with

their own conceptions of teaching and learning, identified gaps in these views.

struggled to make sense of alternative, conceptual change perspectives, and

modified their entering conceptions accordingly. Students went through this

process at differing rates, and they were more and less successful in making

significant changes 'in their entering views. But the closely linked structure

of the field and course assignments was critical.in engaging all but one of
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them in challenging and reconsideriag their own views in light of the

conceptual change research base.

In Dave's case, his entering concerns about whether he wanted to be a

teacher played an important role in the sense he made of concepts and

experiences in the learning course. These personal concerns drow his

interpretations of course concepts and influenced his decisions about which

ideas to explore most deeply. For Dave, the learning course raised questions

not about learning but about teachin6. After this period of question-. ising,

Dave entered a period of frustration and confusion (conceptual conflict) as he

was encouraged by curriculum course instructors to struggle further with his

own questions about teaching and to raise and explore dilemmas concerning

learning and subject matter issues that he had not grappled with extensively

during the learning course. Dave received critical support in resolving this

conceptual conflict from a series of, field assignments that were closely

intertwined with ideas being discussed in the curriculum course. As his

experiences in the curriculum course and in the field became more closely

linked, so did Dave's understandings of ideas initially introduced in the

learning course. Some of the confusion was resolved as he began to put the

curriculum themes together into a much clearer yet still tentative framework

for thinking about good teaching. This framework was later strengthened as it

was transformed into a usef-" 1ptual tool for planning, teaching, and

analyzing a unit of in traction. Thus, Dave's understanding of conceptual

change views of learning and teaching deepened and became more personally

meaningful as he had opportunities to use them in planning, teaching, and

analyzing his own instruction.
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Features of Early Field Extaeriences that

The early field experiences had an important impact on each of the 12 case

study students. Analysis of the ways in which the field experiences

contributed positively to these prospective teachers' conceptual change

revealed four critical features:

1. er e c ricu um dev

in foundations courses. There are two ways in which the field experiences and

the curriculum theme,; of the Academic Learning courses were closely

interwoven. First, the yield experiences were carefully designed to focus

perspective teachers' attention on curriculum themes being developed in the

course sequence. For each field assignment, students were prepared in the

Academic Learning courses to use a particular perspective, or interpretive

lens, for analyzing the classroom. Dave and other prospective teachers

reported that without this ptirspective they would have observed classrooms

superficially and would not have "seen" the complexities, dilemmas, and

critical features of teaching I t conceptual change. Thus, the perspectives

served an important role in creating vognitive conflict for the Academic

Learning students.

Second, these links between the curriculum themes and field experiences

were strengthened as prospective teachers were encouraged in the Academic

Learning courses to talk and write about their experiences in the classroom.

In class discussions, the prospective teachers could ask questions that their

field visits had raised for them about the curriculum themes. Through these

discussions and through interactive journals, course instructors communicated

to students that they should be raiEing doubts, identifying gaps in theoretical
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perspectives, and taking a questioning stance about theory and research studied

in their courses.

The close links between the field experiences and the curriculum themes

could not have been meaningfully explored by students if the new field

assignments had been tacked on to the courses as "extras." Instead, the field

assignments were embedded in the courses and served as the core experiences for

exploration of course concepts and themes. This was clearly reflected in

Dave's comment that he viewed the curriculum course as "going to see Bill and

then relating that back to class". He explained that the course served to help

him better understand his classroom visits instead of the other way around.

Other case study students explained that "you can't really separate the course

experiences and the field experiences".

2. Sceffolding of the field expertences. The field assignments were

scaffolded first by the Academic Learning faculty, who prepared students to

bring particular interpretive lenses to their experiences in the classrooms.

The faculty initially scaffolded these experiences through the structure of the

field assignments and through careful guidance in preparing students to carry

out these assignments. In the field, students received scaffolding from mentor

teachers who helped students reconsider theoretical and research-based

conceptions of teaching and learning in light of particular classroom

realities. After field visits, Academic Learning students received further

scaffolding from course instructors who reacted to students' experiences in the

field through class discussions, interactive journals, and responses to

students' papers. Over time, the nature of this aspect of faculty scaffolding

Changed. In the learning course, for example, faculty reacted to students'
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field expetiences by encouraging students to raise questions and by accepting

students' puzzlIngs about these questions even if important opportunities to

link course ideas to the field had been missed. Instructors' comments on

student papers were usually in the form of questions designed to encourage

students to consider alternative views. In the curriculum course, however,

course instructors' feedback did more than just raise questions. Instructors

also clearly pointed out missed connections and gaps in students'

understandings of course themes. Students were encouraged to revise and

resubmit papers to address these issues. Thus, course instructors took a more

directive role, which they felt was necessary given the increased complexity of

the field tasks. Students were now being expected to use multiple interpretive

lenses and to begin to see the relationships among these lenses. 'lthough this

extra scaffolding was at times uncomfortable for students, it also played a

critical role in deepening many students' understandings of the curriculum

themes and of a conceptual change approach to teaching. Dave's difficulties

with the textbook critique, for example, represented a turning point in his

appreciation of the differences between his entering conception of good

teaching (and good textbooks) and what it takes to teach for meaningful

conceptual change.

3. Cumulative nature of the field experiences. Successes in knitting

together course themes and field experiences and in mentor/faculty scaffolding

of field experiences were enabled by the cumulative nature of the field

experiences. The field experiences were not isolated experiences but were an

integrated set that enabled prospective teachers to develop increasIngly more

complex understandings of both conceptual change conceptions of teaching and
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classroom realities. The earliest field assignments focused prospective

teachers' attention on isolated aspects of the classroom, such as an individual

student's learning in one subject area. Later, students re-explored ideas

about the learner and learnint theory in a more complex task that required them

to analyze the relationship between the teachers' intended curriculum and the

students' actual understandings. Dave and the other case study students had

quite superficial understandings of constructivist views of the learner after
nr

the initial field assignment, but these understandings deepened as they were

revisited first in the curriculum course and later in methods classes. The

initial field experiences in the learning course were essential in beginning

Dave's conceptual change, but they were not sufficient. The opportunities he

had over the first year to revisit both the field and program themes were

critical in enabling him to construct a new conception of good teaching that

was personally meaningful to him and that he carried into student teaching.

4. Mul,tiple strairegies for encouraging k;udent Keflection about the links

d te s Another critical

feature of these early field experiences was the multiple opportunities

students had to reflect about the links and tensions between theory/research

and classroom realitie. Stueents wrote in interactive journals with their

course instructor in each term across the first year. In the journals students

were encouraged to reflect on dilemmas they faced in coming to understand their

mentor's classrooms from perspectives discussed in class. The formal papers

students wrote for courses also were designed to encourage student reflection

on the links and conflicts between theory/research and practice. Finally,

students were encouraged to talk in class and with classmates and mentors

11.-'
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outside of class about these issues. In his interviews Dave (like most of the

case study students) talked about the value of these varied opportunities to

reflect on his developing understandings. He valued what he had learned from

writing in his journal, and from writing about his field experiences and from

talking with his mentor, his classmates, and his professors. He did not view

this writing and discussion as busy work, but saw how much it contributed to

his own understanding. He talked in each of his interviews about the critical

role this reflective writing and discussion was playing in helping him

understand conceptual change teaching and in helping him understand his own

learning. In his final interview right before graduation, he identified this

reflective approach to his own learning as one of the most important

understandings he had developed from his experiences in the Academic Learning

Program:

...to think about how you're changing, you're coming up
with different things... Because we had to go back and
analyze everything, we did, so possibly one of the less
conscious things that we were doing in the program was seeing
how you developed...to clarify it more in your mind and from
our profs... It helps you to think about your development and
that we should always be growing...

Conclusions

The early field experiences in this teacher education program played a

critical role in fostering significant conceptual change in 10 out of the 12

case study students during the first year in the program. Analysis of these

cases shows ways in which early field experiences can be truly educative in

challenging prospective teachers entering conceptions of teaching and learning

and in deepening prospective teachers' understandings of theoretical and
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research-based conceptions of teaching and learning. In this model of early

field experience, learning-to-teach is viewed as a process of conceptual

change, and field experiences serve as a critical setting for challenging

prospective teachers' assumptions about teaching, learning, and the subject

matter of school curriculum and for helping them make sense of alternative,

research-based perspectives. Experiences in the field are designed to engage

prospective teachers in grappling with the conflicts between traditional

teaching practice and views of teaching practice suggested by

theoretical/research-based knowledge. The field experiences are otganized as a

set of field tasks that are carefully structured by faculty and mentor teachers

to guide students' developing understandings of a few curricular themes that

are -,visited and re-explored in increasingly complex ways over time.
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V.

B. LEARNING TO PLAN AND TEACH

1ITH A CONCEPTUAL CHANGE ORIENTATION

Prospective Teachers'
Developing Understandings and Use

of a Conceptual Change Orientation
To Planning and Teaching

The Problem: Prospective teachers' failure to value and use a conceptual,

change origng
The teacher education literature is replete with reports of prospective

teachers'motilitarian focus during student teaching: their primary focus onft

management issues, their failure to plan beyond the day-to-day, and their

tendency to copy the cooperating teacher rather than to draw on research-based

strategies taught in their teacher education courses (Iannoccone, 1963; Fox et.

al., 1976; Friebus, 1977; Tabachnick et. al., 1982). Thus, student teaching

has typically let been a time when students apply research and theory to

teaching practice. Rather, it is often a time for rejecting such knowledge as

impractical.

Such a pattern was identified by faculty as a weakness of the Academic

Learning teacher education program in 1985. Although the faculty provided

opportunities for prospective teachers to develop gradually deepening

understandings of a conceptual change research base through a 3-4 term course

sequence prior to student teaching and although students seemed to have

reasonable understandings of that research base, there was a large gap between

the students' understandings and their actions as student teachers. Instead of

using the conceptual change research as a framework for thinking about

curriculum, teaching strategies, and student learning, student teachers were
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immediately struck by how much they didn't know about the practice of

teaching. From a long list of practical problems that captured their

attention, the problem that Academic Learning students found most salient was

how to manage the classroom They generally relied on their cooperating

teachers' behavior in this area. The cooperating teachers typically gave many

specific tips to solve immediate problems ("Move Janie to the back of the

room"), without helping students develop a conceptual framework or philosophy

for thinking about such actions.

The cooperating teachers were unaware of the program's research base, so

they did not encourage Academic Learning students to use that as a source of

specific teaching strategies, as a basis for planning and reflection, or as a

way of understanding or addressing classroom management problems. In fact, the

teachers' beliefs and implicit theories about teaching sometimes ran counter to

a conceptual change perspective. While the cooperating teachers and student

teachers focused on day-to-day trial and error solutions to practical problems,

the Academic Learning faculty serving as student teaching supervisors pushed

students to look at the big picture, to think hard about what students should

be learning, to analyze what students actually thought and understood, and to

plan lessons that would foster meaningful, conceptual change.

Thus, the student teaching supervisor and the cooperating teacher were

often working at cross purposes (Feiman-Nemser and Buchman, 1983), and the

student teacher was caught in the middle trying to please )Ch parties. In the

process, using research knowledge and a conceptual change theoretical framework

in teaching and using practical knowledge in teaching became set up as mutually

exclusive alternatives. The Academic Learning students typically came to value

the cooperating teacher's practical advice and to reject the usefulness ofof



conceptual change frameworks. Good teaching became synonymous with good

managing. Practical solutions to immediate problems were highly valued, and

conceptual change ideas were seen as idealistic and irrelevant to "real"

classrooms. As one student (Class of 85) described the program after her

student teaching: "The content (conceptual change) is so hypothetical. It's

wonderful to talk about and beautiful to visualize, but it's not

practical...It's much too theoretical." (Mattson, 1985). 61% of the Class of

86 students responding to a questionnaire at the end of student teaching

described management, practical and bureaucratic issues as their most important

learning during student teaching and did not mention important learnings in the

areas of planning and teaching.

The mentor teacher field cowonent that was developed and piloted during

1986-87 was designed to support students in linking their understanding of

conceptual change ideas with their understanding of real classrooms and

curricula. The goal was to have students learning simultaneously from both

research and practice throughout their two-year teacher education program.

With specially design'', field assignments and support from both faculty and

mentor teachers, students would be able to integrate study of conceptual change

research and the practical knowledge gained in the classroom. We wanted to

find out whether the development of understandings of the conceptual change

framework in this integrated way would result in student teachers' valuing of

that framework and in their ability to use that framework in their planning and

teaching during the student teaching experience.
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Analyses of 11 case study students' experiences during and after student

teaching and analyses of questionnaires and group interview data from other

members of the Class of 88 cohort reveal an important shift in Academic

Learning students' valuing of a conceptual change orientation and in their

ability to use such an orientation in planning and teaching during student

teaching. These successes show that it is possible to change the dismal

pattern of student teaching, but that it requires appreciating the difficult

and complex changes prospective teachers must undergo and taking a programmatic

approach to supporting these teacher candidates through that conceptual change

process. The case study students' developing thinking and teaching provided

important insights about what it takes to help prospective teachers make such

changes.

Valuing of a conceptual change perspective. Evidence from a variety of

sources shows that the Class of 88 students ended student teaching valuing a

conceptual change orientation to teaching. in contrast with Class of 86

students, these students did not view the ideas and strategies taught in

Academic Learning courses as too idealistic for use in "real° classrooms.

Instead, their responses in both interviews and questionnaires revealed an

understanding of a conceptual change framework that was much more tempered by

and linked to reality than the understanding of earlier cohorts. Although each

student held different understandings of this framework and emphasized

different aspects of it, nine out of the eleven case study students who

completed student teaching described the importance of having a conceptual

change orientation for thinking.about teaching and learning. They also
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acknowledged the complexities and challenges that this perspective implies for

classroom teaching. For example, when asked to describe their most important

areas of learning during student teaching, Barbara and Marian talked about the

importance and difficulties of teaching for conceptual change:

Marian: Well, for one thing, I learned that a lot of the stuff
we learn in the classes now has application, I think.
You know, a lot of times you sat there and you thought,
well this all sounds good. But then once you get in
there and really have to start dealing with the kids,
then a lot of the things start coming a lot clearer,
like the conceptual change. You begin to see how hard
it really is to get people to make those changes in
their minds, and how much planning has to go into it to
get it, to come even close and then, you have to
realize that it's not going to happen overnight,
either...

Barbara: Another important thing I learned is how difficult it
is going to be as a beginning teacher teaching for
conceptual change. There were days when I thought I
did a pretty good job of that and then there were other
days I just go so bogged down by everything else that
was due and had to get done that it didn't. It was in
the forefront of my mind, and that bothered me. I

learned that I am still excited by teaching, and I
really want to be a teacher.

Non-case study students wrote responses to questionnaire items that

reflected a similar valuing of conceptual change ideas along with an

understanding of how difficult it is to achieve conceptual change ideals.

Despite the difficulties these students identified, they did not abandon the

goal of striving to teach for conceptual change. Rather, their responses

reflect recognition that they are just beginning to learn to teach and an

assumption that they will become better able to realize these goals as they

gain experience. In responding to an end-of-student-teaching questionnaire

item, for example, 50% of the respondents (n -28) did not list any ideas or

strategies taught in Academic Learning classes as being unrealistic, An

additional 32% agreed, that the ideas / :strategies emphasized in Academic Learning



are realistic and important, but they elaborated ways in which classroom

contexts (especially time constraints) make these goals difficult to achieve.

They also identified ways in which these ideas and strategies need to be

modified in classroom use:

Item: Are there ideas/strategies you were taught in Academic
Learning classes that you think are unrealistic for use in "real"
classrooms? If yes, give an example and explain why.

Teachers have schedules and deadlines (unfortunately!) which make
it difficult to spend a lot of time on one unit. This will
probably change as I become more experienced and can manage my
time better. (Elementary major)

Most of the strategies were realistic, at least if you look at
them more for the pililosoplx 'If teaching. Every strategy must be
modified by each individual teacher in each individual school and
classroom. (Secondary science major)

I can honestly say that I don't think any of the strategies are
unrealistic. Not all can be used completely. As I have said, a
teacher must take bits and pieces of information from all
sources. This program seems to be based on valid research which
gives it a link to the "real" classroom or "real" world.
Teachers just have to be willing to work harder to use some of
the ideas. (Secondary math major)

I'm not sure yet. I think they (conceptual change ideas) are a
slower method but more effective. I want to pick a school to
teach in that has less of a time crunch so I can experiment
more. There will always be curriculum to cover (If this is
Tuesday, it must be bacteria!), but I don't want to have to match
4 other teachers on Jan. 15th. I would rather cover what I can
and back up my slowness with a solid understanding in the kids.
(Secondary science major).

Thus, these students acknowledge constraints and difficulties in using a

conceptual change orientation, but they do not reject it. Only one student in

the Class of 88 group wrote a response to this question that seemed t, reject

the conceptual change orientation as too idealistic. This secondary English

major wrote:
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There's a lot of talk about individual attention, cooperative
teaching, and constant monitoring for comprehension. After
student teaching, I've come to the conclusion that class size,
teacher competitiveness, and simple lack of time make these
things impossible.

Using contualctsspsgAgraw. Analyses of
the case study student data collected during student teaching (interviews,

classroom observations, analysis of unit and lesson planning) focused on the

extent to which these students showed evidence of using a conceptual change

orientation in their planning and teaching. In this analysis, we did not

expect to find student teachers to be implementing conceptual change strategies

smoothly, and we did not expect that their efforts would necessarily be

dramatically effective in terms of student learning. Instead, we vieweu these

student teachers as beginners and looked for evidence that they were attempting

to draw from the research studied in their courses in their planning and

teaching, and to reflect on their teaching from a conceptual change

perspective. In particular, we looked for evidence that their student teaching

behaviors were different from students in earlier cohorts of Academic Learning

student teachers. Table 5 presents a list of guidelines that we used to

identify student teaching behaviors that were consistent with program goals.

The left column represents behaviors we looked for; the right column presents

more typical behaviors that we had seen in previous cohorts of student

teachers.

Observations of the case stud, students during student teaching by mentors,

by student teaching supervisors, and by outside observers along with analyses

of the students' thinking (interviews, reflective essays) and planning

(planning documents, interviews) revealed some success stories. Using data

from these various sources and persons, we identified 5 of 11 of the case study
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students who completed student teaching as strong, positive examples of

beginning conceptual change teachers. Mentors, student teaching supervisors,

and observers evaluated these students as teaching, behaving, planning, and

reflecting on their teaching in strikingly different ways from typical student

teachers:

Well I think one of the things that I evidenced, you know, that I saw
evidence of from her and that I didn't see anything before (with other
student teachers) was the integration of all of the subject areas, all
the content areas throughout the day. She really did a great job of
integrating everything, all day, and almost every day, so that she
never really taught a separated isolated unit and then her science unit
some things she incorporated, the math and the language arts and things
all into it. (Barbara's mentor,"4/14/88 interview)

She certainly has a very clear understanding of what she wants the
students to learn,... And she thinks a lot about that and she is very
clear about that and she is able to think quite deeply about it... And
she very much uses the structure of what she wants the students to
learn and builds around that, the main ideas and so on. And 1 think
that's the starting point and then she develops the materials and the
kinds of activities that she wants to work with and defines the tasks
that she is going to have the students do and she thinks about those in
terms of this modeling and coaching and fading aspect. So, and in
terms of daily planning, she uses then her unit outcomes or you know
the tasks and main ideas and so on there and she attends and usually
knows very much where the students are. I mean she gauges where she is
going next by how they have done with what has been developed to that
point, and she takes into account the general characteristics of these
kids. (Barbara's Supervisor, 3/16/88)

The things that make him a conceptual change teacher are the utility to
construct good general unit plans...He has a good sense of where the
students are...I think he's good at responding to students when they
say things or do things that indicate cohzeptual problems. He's good
at, if it's a conceptual problem than he knows about, you know...He's
pretty good at zeroing in on it and figuring out, hey this is the
problem they're having and so I need to figure out a way of doing
something about that. When it's a problem that hasn't been defined
beforehand, you know, it's just sort of cropping up. Here's this kid
that's saying something weird, what do I do about it? He's not as good
in that situation, but hardly anybody is. So those are the things that
would put him toward the conceptual change end. (Dave' Supervisor,
'2/14/87)
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While all of these students had typical beginning teacher management
problems and while they all at times looked like very conventional, didactic
teachers, each of them consistently made efforts to help students develop
deeper, conceptual understandings of subject matter. In contrast with typical
t.lident teachers, each of these :itudent teachers exhibited the following
behaviors on a regular basis and wore able to describe these behaviors in their
Interviews:

.- developed conceptually focused long-range learning goals and
used these goals to focus on central ccacepts/problems rather
than trying to cover content broadly and superficially.

-- linked daily lesson plans to unit goals and integrated
concepts across units (even across subject areas at the
elementary level)

- tried to deepen their subject matter understandings in the
planning process by seeking our advice from mentors,
supervisors, and other sources

- revised teaching plans in response to students' responses and
difficulties

provided opportunities for students to be actively involved
in their own learning (not just listening to the teacher or
filling out worksheets)

asked students to apply knowledge to everyday events,

used multiple methods to track student understanding
4

reflected on their teaching efforts in tems of tudent
learning and were willing to acknowledge failures; sought out
and welcomed opportunities to analyze their teaching and
students' learning with their mentors/student teaching
supervisors

- talked about conceptual change as a demanding, challenging,
but exciting framework for thinking about teaching.

The unit Planning process as a key program experience. What enabled these

students to value the knowledge they had gained from Academic Learning course

experiences and to act on that knowledge in meaningful ways cluring student

, teaching? In the interviews, questionnaires, and group discussions at

meetings, all thke groups of program participants (students, mentors. faculty)

pointed repeatedly to the unit, planning process which was begun in methods

courses and carried through student teaching consistently by the most
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successful students. Students and mentors alike identified the initial unit

planning and teaching experience during Spring of the first year as a

particularly critical turning point in students' understanding of the

complexity of planning and executing lessons that run smoothly and also are

focused on teaching for conceptual understanding.

Because this group of students differed dramatically from students in

previous classes in terms of their valuing and use of program goals during

student teaching, we analyzed the ways unit planning experiences for this group

of students differed from those of Class of 87 students (the cohort that

piloted the new field component and were the first Academic Learning students

to work with mentor teachers). Although the Class of 87 students rated the

Spring term planning and teaching experience as important to their growth, they

did not continue to value and do that kind of planning during their student

teaching. What features of the unit planning process for Class of 88 students

can explain its greater impact for this group?

There are at least three ways in which program experiences were structured

differently for Class of 88 students, and each of these changes provided

increased support in fostering students ability to link their understandings

of program themes and conceptual change with their classroom-based

understandings.

1) Pr :.r = heme lo d is t e fi st dational cour s we e

explicitly ',Inked to the subsequent tunjt plannApg requirements. Thui, the

seeds of the unit planning process were sown early, and the ways in which these

seeds and program themes were. related to the unit planning process were made

more apparent to the Class of 88 students.
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For example, students drew concept maps on several occasions in the

curriculum course during the second term in the program co analyze the

structure of the subject matter content of lessons or textbooks. In the past,

students viewed this concept mapping and analysis of subject matter structure

as intellectual tasks and did not see the relevance of this to planning and

teaching. In the revised field sequence for the Class of 88 cohort, however,

the purposes of concept mapping were made more explicit and connected to the

planning process. In the curriculum course, students were encouraged to use

concept maps to identify the structure of the subject matter in lessons they

observed, and to describe ways in which students understood the subject

matter. In unit planning during methods courses and student teaching, students

were required to analyze and represent the structure of the subject matter

knowledge to be taught. Concept maps were suggested as one way of

accomplishing this, but other strategies were also possible. An important key

here was using the same language in both the curriculum course and the unit

planning to describe the purpose of the task: To analyze the structure of the

subject matter, highlighting central concepts and connections among ideas. The

following quotes from Barbara, an elementary major, illustrate how her

understanding and valuing of concept mapping deepened as she linked it to her

actual planning and teaching, first during a science methods course and later

during student teaching:

March, 1987: End of the second term curriculum course:

B- Because the first two weeks (of the course) sounds like,
well why are they,doing this? It is kind of ridiculous.
Okay, half an hour more of class, time to go home. And '(the
instructor) would keep drawing these concept maps. So
what? Why. would he be.draWing these concepts:. maps and then
I. started to realize why...Part.of he loves concept
Maps '(she elaborates on this) ...One way of really.. clearly
looking at students' misconceptions and seeing them is



drawing out how they would map a concept. How they would
map animal movement. That really helped me when I was
working on my paper concerning zhe intended and the actual
curriculums, because I was amazed that this worked. Because
I had mapped out what I saw the subject to be. and I thought
that was really neat how all the pieces fit together. And
then I talked to the students, and I could map out how I
thought they saw it. And I thought that was really helpful,
that was a way of organizing new relationships without just
making it a linear relationship. And that is where I
started to see the value of concept maps. And also it helps
me when I want to see how my understandings relate to each
other, draw a concept map. (emphasis added)

June, 1987: End of spring term (end of first year), after unit planning and
teaching experience in science methods:

8: The car '31- maps. I can still remember how much I intensely
dislil . at the beginning of 205. I thought they were
ridice why am I doing this? Once I started planning my
lessons (in science methods) I quickly saw how valuable they
were...That's what we based our unit plan on. Without that
concept amp I wouldn't have the objectives that I had. It
allowed us to structure it so it hasi a good seauencitof
lessons. We could take one look at the concept map and know we
knew enough about the content if we knew how things connected
and interrelated. (emphasis added)

So you.see that as a valuable way that you would use in your
own planning?

B: Yeah, definitely. I think I would especially use it in an area
I wasn't sure of, because through that process I would really
become aware of what things I was shal,ey on_ the eqnnectiene
and relationships between. (emphasis added)

March, 1988: End of etudentteaching:

I: And you mentioned originally, a central focus and the concept
map as being most important (pieces of the unit planning) to
you. Why were those two particularly important?

B: The central focus because it was like the theme of your unit,
and you had to seriously think &bout what the fc-*s
the unit was going to take, which was good. Anu the concept
map because, this is so iunny, because when (the instructor)
first started doing all this, I thought, "What is this man
doing?" Now two years later, I think they are great. You can,
first of all, it forceg you to sit down and, figure cut what you
think the connecti,ens are and as you do that, you realize what
o eed to woke rwhat ouaenr to u..e of.

Arid also it gives you o what you want the students to
eyentmelly_giekme, although usually their concept maps aren't
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as sophisticated as the ones I do. It is just a really
systematic way of organizing everything so that the pieces are
linked together. (emphasis added)

I: As you were planning units this term, did you find areas in
which you needed to get clearer on some things?

B: Yeah. We did a unit, (my mentor) wanted me to do a unit on
birds, and I said fine, I love animals. Well, for two weeks I
had my head stuck in every bird book that I could find, because
I didn't know anything about birds. And I never had studied
about them, and so I must have drawn, I don't know, eight
concept maps before I finally got to one that I thought was
reasonable. But I attempted to do me at first (before
reading) - when I looked at it I laughed and threw it away.

So you initially tried it without...

B: Yes. What do I know about birds? They fly, and they have
feathers I thought, "these kids already know this. I

better." But it was interesting because as I did that, I got
really excited about it.

These quotes show that during the curriculum course, Barbara's focus was on

using concept maps to study students' misconceptions. As she used concept maps

during science methods and student teaching, however, she identified multiple

ways in which this tool enabled her to plan and teach more effectively: to

identify gaps in her subject matter knowledge, to define objectives, to

sequence and link daily lessons, and to assess student understanding.

Thus, Barbara was supported in using a tool and 'a conceptual framework

(analyzing structure.of the subject matter) initially introduced in the

curriculum course on repeated occasions of planning and teaching units in

methods courses and during student teaching. If she had simply been required

to do a concept map in her planning during student teaching without the prior

development in the curriculum course, the task would have been meaningless; she

would not have appreciated how concept maps could help her explore her subject

matter knowledge, identify gaps in her subject matter knowledge, and compare

expert knowledge with students' cognitive structures, Likewlse, if Barbara's
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work with concept maps in the curriculum course had not been later re-explored

in the context of unit planning and teaching, she would not have continued to

deepen her analysis of subject matter in planning to teach, and she probably

would have recalled concept mapping simply as a puzzling exercise done in one

course by one zany professor :ho "loved concept maps."

The early "seeds" of the unit planning process played a critical role in

Barbara's, and other students', eventual success in developing

conceptually-focused, long-term plans during student teaching.

2) Class of 88 students had more opportunities and encouragement early on

to link the unit planning process to the realities of teaching practice. The

course instructors and mentors played a more active role during methods courses

and student teaching in helping Class of 88 Academic Learning students consider

practical issues as well as conceptual, theoretical issues in planning and

teaching.

For example, in response to criticisms from previous students and from the

mentor teachers that classroom management and discipline issues were being

ignored, faculty memberi built these issues into the methods courses and the

unit planning prc _ss. In the spring term of the first year as students

developed '-heir first units, they also read and discussed articles about

classroom management. In.discussing.these articles with students, faculty

Members emphasized the importance of planning meaningful tasks for students as

a way to avoid classroom management problems. However, the faculty also

acknowledged that despite excellent subject matter planning, problems might

develop, and they spent class time helping students understand alternative

responses to problems and the implications of different responses.
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In addition to this faculty support, students were required to talk with their

mentor about management issues. Mentors reviewed students' daily plans for the

unit and helped students consider many details that would contribute to

smoothly run lessons: How are you going to pass out and collect materials and

papers? What will you do if you finish early? How are you going to divide

students into groups? What will you do if students start playing with the

materials? How can you help students keep track of the 4 steps in your

directions? For most Academic Learning students, this was an eye-opening

experience.

During and after the unit teaching, students also had opportunities to talk

with both their mentors and their course instructors about these practical

issues and ways in which they related to accomplishing unit objectives.

Mentors observed the lessons and provided immediate written and verbal feedback

about both management and instructional issues. In the methods courses,

faculty encouraged students to talk about managem :roblems they

encountered. In such discussions students raised , xplored important

dilemmas in linking conceptual change ideas to real, teaching: If the mentor

manages the classroom by demanding absolute silence and independent seatwork.

is it possible to involve students in small group, cooperative work? Is it

worth trying a new approach with the students in this unit, and what would it

take to implement such a change effectively? These and other interesting

dilemmas were raised in a setting wheke students could be supported in using

conceptual change frameworks to explore th,m. Thus, management issues were not

viewed as separate frbm teaching goals and strategies. Academic Learning

faculty also encouraged students to consider practical as well as theoretical

issues in their reflective essays about their unit teaching experience. In
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these essays students analyzed student learning and the strengths and

weaknesses of all aspects of their teaching - including management issues as

well as conceptual issues.

Another way in which faculty helped students deal with practical issues was

in the structure of the unit planning requirements themselves. The Class of 87

students viewed unit planning as a tremendously time-consuming, writing

assignment done for methods classes but impractical to accomplish on a regular

basis daring student teaching. Thus, they viewed unit planning as a

course-bound eercise. Faculty decided that the extensive study and writing

that these students had done for their first unit (in methods class) played an

important role in developing their understandings of the program's curricular

themes. Therefore, students in the Class of 88 faced similar demands in their

initial unit planning experience. However, faculty made clear to students the

reasons for this extensive writing, and they emphasized that students would

streamline this process when they were faced with teaching multiple units

during student teaching. A modified version of the unit planning requirements

was then used during student teaching for most student teachers. This version

reduced the amount of writing that students had to do but still focused

students' attention on key issues in the planning process - analysis of

structure and functions of the subject matter, consideration of student

development and prior knowledge, instructional tasks that focused on central

concepts, etc,

Thus, in contrast with previous groups o,f students who got the message that

unit planning was an intellectual, coursedpound exercise in designing ideal

plans, the Class of 88 cohort was actively challenged to consider practical

classroom issues from their very first efforts to'develop and plan a unit. The
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elementary majors had several opportunities to go through this process prior

to student teaching, studying management issues in conjunction with unit

planning in their science methods course (Spring of the first year), the

interdisciplinary curriculum course (Fall of second year), and their social

studies methods course (Fall of second year).

3) Class of 88 students received more scaffolding and support in their

efforts to plan and teach copceptual change units during student teaching,

Analysis of data collected on Class of 87 students during the piloting of the

new field component revealed that the field experiences were carefully

structured and scaffolded by both course instructors and mentor teachers during

the students' first year in the program. However, during their second year,

such scaffolding was largely absent in elementary students' practicum work and

during student teaching for both elementary and secondary students. In

contrast with the notion of "fading" supports over time (Collins, Brown, and

Newman, in press), we had been suddenly removing the supports at a point in

time when students faced the most complex task of all: Putting together all

they had learned from both practice and study in the context of daily teaching

and planning demands. The most successful Class of 88 students received

scaffolding of three different types in their efforts to plan and teach

conceptually.focused units during student teaching: Scaffolding embedded in

the revised student teaching requirements, scaffolding from student

teaching supervisors that focused on the development of unit plans, and

scaffolding from their mentors,

SgAff2114A0S,giOedde _ _n la n e u r'eme

As-described above, unit planning reqUirements during student teaching were

streamlined so that it was reasonable to require students to use this format on
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a regular basis during student teaching, for each unit they taught. This
stands in contrast with requirements for the Class of 87 students to plan and
teach just one u.:it using the more elaborate requirements. Class of 87
students reported that the unit planning requirement during student teaching
was done to please "the program" and did not influence how they planned on a
routine basis. In contrast, Class of 88 students consistently reported that
the planning format guided all their planning during student teaching and would
continue to guide their planning after graduation. They could talk about the
various pieces of the planning requirements and their importance in ways that
reflected how this process had not been reduced to a set of steps memorized to
pass student teaching but had been modified and incorporated into each
student's thinking in personally meaningful ways.

Faculty scaffolding o the writ planning process, The exemplar case
study students in the Class of 88 group received critical faculty scaffolding
of their planning efforts both before and during student teaching. Prior to
student teaching, the Class of 88 elementary majors planned more units as part
of their methods courses than Class of 87 students hs.d done. In addition to
developing unit plans as course requirements for science and social studies
methods classes, the Class of 88 cohort also developed two unit plans as part
of their work in the interdisciplinary curriculum course the term prior to
student teaching.. Thus, they entered student teaching with at least two unit
plans well underway. In each of the courses requiring unit planning, for both
elementary and secondary majors, students received extensive support and
feedback from course instructors. Students wrote and revised drafts of plans
and often met with course instructors individually or in small groups of
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students working on the same topic. Course instructors reinforced the

importance of each piece of the den and its reason for being included.

Tn conjunL*.ion with the revised planning requirement during student

teaching, the role of the student teaching supervisor also changed. Student

teaching supervisors' primary responsibility shifted from observations of

lessons to oversight and support in the development and revision of student

teachers' unit plans. Because most of the student teaching supervisors were

faculty who had subject matter expertise in a particular area ard who also

taught courses in the program, their involvement in the unit planning process

pushed students to examine closely their subject matter knowledge and to

develop units that held promise for promoting meaningful conceptual change.

Thus, the student teaching supervisors spent considerable time at the beginning

of the term in unit-planning sessions with student teachers. Observations later

in the term focused on analysis of the observed lesson in the context of the

overall unit plan. The involvement of the supervisor in long-term planning

provided a much richer context for the observations, permitting a single

observation to be discussed in relationship to ongoing instruction. This

supervisor support helped exemplar students deepen their understanding of

conceptual change themes and how to incorporate these ideas into planning. tor

some students, the supervisor's role was critical in pushing them to reconsider

the usefulness and purposes of the various pieces of the planning process.

Mentor scaffolding. Each of the mentors working with the five most

successful Class of 88 students had also piloted the field cowponent in their

work with a Class of 87 student. These mentors contrasted the kinds of support

they were able to provide their second student with the support given to the

first student. The Class of 88 students benefited from their mentors'
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increased knowledge and understanding of Academic Learning Program goals.

Thus, these teachers acknowledged that with their first students, they had

focused primarily on making sure that they knew the procedures and requirements

to help the students complete the field assignments. In the process of working

through the program sequence with their first students, they gradually came to

understand and more actively support the curricular emphases in the Academic

Learning Program. With the Class of 88 students, this group of mentors valued

the unit planning process, supported their students in developing plans, and

were open to Academic Learning faculty members' suggestions about the unit

plans.

During unit planning and teaching experiences tiuring methods courses and

student teaching, these mentors provided suggestions about activities and

materials and reacted to students' overall plans. Once the overall unit plans

had been shaped and approved, mentors played a particularly important role in

reviewing daily plans within the context of the long-range plans. They were

more insistent in seeing these plans ahead of time than they had been with

their first student. Seeing plans early enabled mentors to feel more

comfortable in suggesting substantive rather than just procedural changes.

Without this daily support of the mentor teacher, the supervisor's efforts in

the unit planning could not have lasting impact. Thus, student teaching

supervision became much more of a joint, collaborative process.

Insights from ana yses of less successful students

While the most successful, exemplar case study students helped us identify

important features of the program, analysis of the students who made less

progress in understanding and using program themes also provided important

insights. These cases help us understand ways in which individual student
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characteristics play a role in the learning-to-teach process and to explore

gaps in program experiences that 'lre critical for particular students.

Five of the less successful case study students made impressive gains, but

their use of conceptual change frameworks was not evident in all three aspects

of teaching, planning, and reflection/analysis. Each of these cases provide

different insights into the learning-to-teach process.

Two elementary majors fit into this category. In the case of Sarah,

serious difficulties in getting the cooperation of a challenging group of

fourth graders prevented her from meaningfully implementing some excellent unit

plans. Despite daily teaching that was characterized by a continual struggle

to maintain order, this student's planning and analysis of her teaching

consistently reflected both a valuing of conceptually focused instruction and

an ability to translate that perspective into meaningful plans. Her case

raises interesting questions about contexts for student teaching, about gaps in

the conceptual change framework (particularly in helping students analyze and

learn to manage the social aspects of the classroom), and about the role of the

mentor.

Another elementary major, Teresa, began the program with limited

understandings of and interest in subject matter. She also entered with more

simplistic and entrenched views of teaching and less of a disposition to be

analytical and reflective than the other case study students. Although she had

further to go than the other students and did not develop deep understandings

of program themes, she did make important progress. For example, she had

assumed from the beginning of the program that h mentor teacher was the ideal

teacher, and throughout her first year she consistently interpreted her mentor

to be using conceptual change teaching approaches. By the end of student
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teaching, however, she could analyze ways in which her mentor differed from the

conceptual change ideal. She also made important progress in recognizing the

kinds of subject matter knowledge she herself needed to gain in order to be

more effective teacher.

Tom, a secondary science major, in some ways exemplified the ideal

conceptual change teacher. He had a strong, conceptually focused subject

matter background, he was able to pick out central concepts, and he used

concept maps to design appropriately fo :used Chemistry units. In interviews,

he described articulately his understandings and use of conceptual change

ideas, his valuing of the unit planning process, and his emphasis on modeling,

coaching, and fading (Collins, et. al., in press). However, his actual

teaching was traditional, and he did nct initiate as much analysis and

puzzlement (either in interviews or seminars) about his students' thinking or

about his own teaching as we observed in other students. The problems he gave

students to do were typically not the kind that caused genuine discrepant

events or required students to struggle to put ideas together and generate

explanations. Instead, his "problems" were typical textbook-type problems, and

his way of responding to student difficulties with these was to clarify or

remind students of procedures and steps for solving certain types of problems

rather than to probe their reasoning and challenge their understanding of the

procedures. He also did not consistently make efforts to apply the Chemistry

content to everyday situations and phenomena in the students' realm of

experience. We have identified three aspects of his experience that might

explain hislailure to explore conceptual change ideas in deeper ways. First,

the nature of Chemistry and the traditional high school Chemistry curriculum

presents more difficult challenges to those teachers who want to take a
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conceptual:change approach. Second, Tom was tutoring and taking a Chemistry,

course during the student teaching term, leaving precious little time for

thoughtful evaluation of students' learning. Third, Tom entered the program

with the conception that his extensive tutoring and teaching of computer

programming had already provided him with much of the knowledge he needed for

teaching.

Mike, a secondary history major, was also hampered by an entering

conception that he had little to learn from study of teaching and learning. He

lacked a deep commitment to a teaching career, sometimes appearing more

interested in coaching football than teaching history. A capable and

thoughtful history student, he rarely engaged ideas explored in Academic

Learning courses as being significant and worthy of his time and effort. He

did not keep up with the readings and journal writing, turned in assignments

late, and generally tried to get by as easily as possible. Although his

interviews and unit planning efforts reveal rather superficial understandings

of the theoretical and research base of the prOgram, he described conceptual

change ideas as common sense notions that he already knew prior to entering the

program. Program experiences were not successful in challenging- thiS view

until he was zequired to repeat student teaching. Then M. n to engage

important issues of teaching and learning. Once he engage, s, he

was able to plan and teach meaningful, substantive units.

Dana, a seconde-y math major with 4.0's in her math. courses, was the only

case study student whose student teaching failed to show any significant

evidence-of a.conceptual.orientation. bana still valued and espoused a

conceptual change approach to teaching, but her planning, teaching, and

Analysis of her teaching showed no glimmers of movement from her entering
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executive-style, didactic view of mathematics teaching. Despite critical

experiences in the program that challenged this view, these experiences and the

support she received were not sufficient to change her view of mathematics and

the math curriculum as a set of rules, or steps, to follow. Trapped by her

inability to view mathematics conceptually, Dana was unable to use program

ideas in her teaching.

These cases of less successful students force us to reevaluate ways LI

which the program could better meet students' needs in learning to teach. The

case of Sarah, who spent most of her energies during student teaching trying to

solve difficult student discipline problems, has challenged us to consider

whether the framework we help students develop for planning and teaching

adequately addresses the social context of the classroom. Are there ways we

can weave issues dealing with social context into the set of program themes in

a meaningful way? Or should we remove student teachers from such challenging

classroom contexts? Should we do both?

Dana, whose entrenched view of mathematics as a set of explicit rules and

procedures prevented her from building meaningful understandings of program

themes, has challenged us to think further about ways in which students can be

helped to understand the subject matter themes of the program. As one step in

this effort, we are currently piloting and evaluating the impact of a new

mathematics course sequence designed to help prospective elementary teachers in

the Class of 89 cohort develop meaningful understandings of basic math

concepts. In conjunction with this sequence, students will also develop two

math units during their math methods course the term prior to student

teaching. These unit:- will then be taught during student teaching under the

supervision of a mathema :.ics educator as well as the mentor teacher.
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Conclusions

Detailed tracing of 11 Academic Learning Program students' experiences from

the heginning of their professional teacher preparation through student

teaching provides examples of successes, partial successes, and failures in

program efforts to relp prospective teachers use a conceptual change framework

to guide their planning and teaching during student teaching, Because the

literature has consistently documented the failure of student teachers to get

beyond utilitarian, day-to-day planning and -g,aching, we are particularly

intrigued by the five students in this sample who not only valued conceptual

change approaches to teaching but also used this perspective in exemplary ways

to guide their actions during student teaching, In particular, these students

were successful in developing long-term plans and in fitting daily lessons into

these unit plans. Such long-term planning enabled these student teachers to

focus on student learning and to integrate across subject matters and across

units within a given subject area.

Analysis of these cases focused on identifying what it took for the program

to have such an impact on prospective teachers' planning and teaching. The

following program features were critical to these students' development and

conceptual change:

1. Student understanding and.valuing of program goals and conceptual

change perspectives were developed gradually over time and in the context of a

unit planning process that encouraged students to link knowledge gained from

classroom experiences with knowledge gained from Academic Learning courses.

This unit planning process was integrated into the program as a critical set of

experiences that started early, continued through student teaching, and was



structured in ways that helped students use theoretical ideas emphasized in

courses to interpret and manage practical classroom issues.

2. Students' efforts to use a conceptual change framework to plan and

teach conceptually-focused units were carefully scaffolded in each of the

methods classes and during student teaching by the structure of unit planning

requirements, by faculty/student teaching supervisor involvement in the unit

planning process, and by mentor oversight of daily planning within the context

of the overall unit plan.

3. Mentor teachers for these exemplary students had gained important

knowledge of program goals and the unit planning process that enabled them to

play an active role in encouraging and supporting students' efforts to develop

and teach conceptually-focused units, They also played an active role in

helping students consider practical, classroom management issues within the

context of unit plan development and teaching. Finally, they provided a

setting in which there was some curriculum flexibility and opportunity for

students to try alternative teaching approaches.

The cases of students who were less successful in using conceptual change

approaches in their teaching also provide important insights about the

learning-to-teach process. Two issues growing out of our analyses of these

cases are currently being more closely examined in ongoing development of the

Academic Learning Program. First, we are considering ways that we can

integrate issues about the social context of the classroom (including classroom

management issues), into a conceptual change fv.mework for planning and

teaching. Second, we are continuing to explore ways to provide additional

support to help students develop the subject matter knowledge needed to teach

with a conceptual orientation (particularly in mathematics).
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This study provides important grist for deliberations about reform in

teacher education. On the one hand it provides some important evidence that

teacher education can change prospective teachers' conceptions of what it means

to teach well in ways that have significant impact on their beginning teacher

behavior. After the plethora of reports documenting the lack of teacher

education impact on student teaching behavior (and our own experiences with

such lack of impact), it is exciting to have some success stories and to have

the kinds of detailed data that permit us to understand the web of program

features that contributed to that success. In particular, our study of

students' development over time provides a deeper understanding of the ways in

which key program experiences, such as unit planning and teaching, can

contribute to prospective teachers' conceptual change. On the other hand, the

study emphasizes the challenges ahead of us if we are going to take teacher

education reform seriously. This study provides examples of success, but it

does not provide an easy formula for successful teacher education. Helping

prospective teachers develop meaningful, research-based frameworks for thinking

about planning and teaching requires integrated programmatic efforts that allow

students to explore concepts, over time in both field and study contexts and

that scaffold and connect students' journeys between the world of

theory/research and the world of classroom practice.



V.

C. THE ROLE OF SUBJECT MATTER KNOWLEDGE
IN LEARNING TO TEACH:

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS' DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING
CF THE ROLE OF SUBJECT MATTER KNOWLEDGE

NEEDED IN TEACHING FOR CONCEPTUAL CHANGE

A recurrent theme in recent discussions surrounding reform in teacher

education is the need for increased emphasis on teacher candidates' subject
...^

preparation. In this paper, we argue for the importance of integrating

consideration of subject matter issues into all phases of prospective teachers'

professional preparation, including their pre-service professional education

coursework, field experiences, and student teaching.

These arguments are supported by our experience with and study of the

Academic Learning Teacher Education program, in which teaching for conceptual

understanding of subject matter is an overarching theme. In this program,

subject matter is given a prominent role in the learningto-teach process,

beginning with students' initial courses in learning and curriculum and

continuing through methods courses and student teaching. Such integration of

subject matter issues in early professional studies enables teacher candidates

to make sense of ways in which theories of teaching and learning specifically

apply to teaching subject matter content in classrooms, instead of as

idealistic goals that must give way to the realities of practice. It also,

enables students to deepen their understandings of subject matter and to

appreciate the kinds of subject matter knowledge they need in order to teach

with a conceptual change orientation. In particular, students study the

structure and functions of various subject matters and the importance -f being

able to think flexibly about subject matter in order to represent it to
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students in a variety of ways. Thus, the program helps students begin to build

a rich store of pedagogical content knowledge - subject matter knowledge chat

is needed for effective teaching.

To illustrate the power of examining theories of teaching and learning in

subject-specific contexts, we describe early experiences in the

learning-to-teach process for three secondary education students majoring in

English, mathematics, and science. These cases illustrate how prospective

teachers' consideration and understanding of issues pertaining to teaching and

learning in their subject areas were essential to being able to act on and

appropriately make use of the theories and research about learning and

teaching. As these students examined and explored their own understanding of

conceptual change teaching and learninE, in the context of what it means to

bring about meaningful understanding in their own discipline, they met with

more and less success in deepening their subject matter knowledge.

The analysis of these cases will focus on how subject matter themes played

out for three students in the first two courses in the Academic Learning

Teacher Education Program: educational psychology and philosophy (first year,

fall term), and curriculum course (first year, winter term). Ways in which

these early understandings were or were not further developed:and evidenced

during methods courses (first year, srring term) and, student teaching (second

year, fail term) will illustrate how, beginning with their earliest

professional study, students can benefit by grounding their learning in

specifie subject matter issues in order to go beyond mere eomprehensien:ef

their studies and how students can continue to develop their subject matter

knowledge as they act on their learnings in practice.
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Subject Matter Focus of the Learning_ and Curriculum Courses

Both the structure and the content of the learning and curriculum

foundations courses fostered consideration and analysis of subject matter

issues. Structurally, a subject matter focus was facilitated by team teaching

of the courses. Each course had 4 instructors, with each instructor

responsible for a particular subject matter discussion group (math, English,

social studies, or science). The total cohort of 65 students (both elementary

and secondary majors) attended lectures addressing learning and curriculum

issues across subject areas. However, a significant amount of class time was

spent in subjtict matter-focused discussion groups exploring the implications of

theories of learning and conceptual change research in teaching specific

subject matter. Each course had general readings for all students as well as

subject matter-specific readings.

The content of the two foundations courses addressed understanding of

subject matter in four broad areas. The first area of subject matter knowledge

fostered in the program is understanding of the structure of knowledge the

disc,iplines. Understanding the structure of knowledge includes understanding

relationships among concepts and skills within a discipline, and seeking ways

to help students make and understand connections among central concepts and

skills. A second area is understanding of the flanctions of knowledge in the

disciplines, which includes knowing how to help K-12 pupils sec and make

connections between concepts and skills learned in school and their use and

application in the real world. A third key area of subject matter knowledge to

be developed is or knowledge of how K-12

pupils develop conceptual understanding of school subjects. This entails

understanding of the kinds of prior knowledge students of a particular age are

k)
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likely to bring to a learning situation, how they are likely to interpret new

knowledge, and ways to facilitate the process of conceptual change in

students. (See Anderson [1987] f,r a more detailed discussion of the three

areas of knowledge.) A fourth kind of knowledge of subject matter we foster

throughout the program is pssiAaSigAlcontent knowledge, or knowledge of a

variety of ways to represent subject matter to students to bring about

conceptual understanding (Wilson and Shulman, 1987). Having this kind of

knowledge entails being able to transform disciplinary knowledge and

understanding in a teaching situation to make it comprehensible to students.

Understanding of subject matter in these four broad areas was woven

throughout Academic Learning Program professional studies, giving students the

opportunity to revisit issues and struggle with them over time. Key subject

matter issues were integrated into the learning and curriculum courses in two

ways: through course content (e.g., course readings, lectures and

discussions), and through course experiences ( .g., journal writing,

assignments, field visits, and discussions with a mentor teacher).

Developing Hultigle Interpretive Lenses

A unifying focus for understanding the role of subject ,..ter in a teaching

and learning situation is to think of the relationship among three participants

in schools: the teacher, the learner, and the subject matter to be learned

(Sizer, 1984; Bernstein, 1975). ';i1 the first year of coursework in the

Academic Learning Teacher Education Program, this pedagogical relationship is

explored by highlighting the role of one aspect in light of implications for

the other two Thus, while students learn to use the interpretive lens of

making sense of the lemningmsgal to understand how individuals construct



understanding of subject matter in their educational psychology course, they do

so in light of how the teacher facilitates understanding of particular subject

matter in a classroom. This subject matter focus brings learning theories to

life by providing a particular instance of learning for amlysis. Likewise,

while students learn to use the interpretive lens of analyzing subject matter

(understanding their discipline and school curriculum) to examine what is

taught in schools, they do so in light of how characteristics of the learner

and ways in which the teacher makes subject matter comprehensible shape what

gets taught and learned. Finally, as students think about ways to ceach, they

must consider the nature of the subject matter to be taught, and ways in which

learners will interpret the subject matter as well. As shown in Figure 1.,

courses in the program single out particular areas to highlight, but help

students understand each area as it relates to or interacts with the other two.

Thus, across the first year in the program, students gradually develop

their understanding of subject matter in the four broad areas (knowledge of the

structure and functions of knowledge in the disciplines, pedagogical content

knowledge, and knowledge of student development) by considering the

interconnections among various aspects of the pedagogical relationship. In

this way, the content of the courses is tightly coordinated across the year.

Table 4 summarizes ways in which issues associated with the three aspects

of the pedagogical relationship are explored through course content and field

experiences across Coe first year in the program, For each course, there is a

particular interpretive lens the students use to explore the interconnections

among teaching, learning, and subject matter. For example in TE 200C, Learning

of School Subjects, the main focus of the course is on learning. However,

issues about the learning process are made vivid and concrete by considering
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them in two ways: first in light of issues central to the subject matter area

(column A); and second, in light of how they play out in a classroom context

(columns B and C). Sets of issues associated with each aspect of the

pedagogical relationship that are studied both in class And as they played out

in a classroom context are starred.

In TE 205C, Curriculum for Academic Learning, students work on developing

and using all three interpretive lenses through analysis of intended (planned),

enacted (taught) and actual (learned) curriculum in their mentor teacher's

classroom (Columns A, B, C). They explore subject matter issues such as how

knowledge in school curricula is structured, and what the functions of school

subject matter knowledge ought to be (Column A). Subject matter is analyzed in

relationship to how it is best represented to help students understand it

(Column B) and how students come to interpret and understand the representation

(Column C). Later, in the methods courses, students shift from using the

interpretive lenses for the purpose of analysis, to acting on the knowledge

they have been developing.

Thus, the varicus aspects of the pedagogical relationship are interwoven

throughout the first year, with the first two courses focusing on teaching the

students how to use various interpretive lenses to understand key

interconnections among subject matter, teaching, and learning, These

interpretive lenses are grounded in principles of teaching and learning that

arise out of current research on teaching, and students confront the

implications of this research in subject matter specific contexts. We turn now

to describing ways in which three students in the program made sense of these

experiences, and ways in which their knowledge of subject matter developed over.

time,
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The three cases illustrate these students' developing understanding of

subject matter (English, mathematics, science), and enable us to contrast the

significance of particular understandings for each student in the

learning-to-teach process. We show how two students were more successful than

a third student in developing the necessary subject matter understanding needed

for teaching fer conceptual understanding. We also highlight differences in

the nature of the three teacher candidates' understandings, and differences in

influences on their development over time.

Learning to Teach English: Karen

Karen is a secondary English major whose story illustrates how program

experiences helped change her views of the structure and functions of her

discipline. Important influences on her knowledge growth included: a) the

emphasis on analyzing the structure and functions of the disciplines in the

learning and curriculum courses concurrently with visits to her mentor's

classroom, b) the nature of the school curriculum which she analyzed for

assignments in these two courses, c) the support of her mentor teacher

throughout the program, and d) the support of her student,teaching supervisor

during student teaching.

In her first interview (at the start of her studies in the program) Karen

drew from her experiences.as a student to describe the discipline of English:

English and writing came relatively easy. I could
understaA the subject, it made sense. I enjoyed learning about
grammatical devices and used them to improve my writing skills.
In high school, especially senior English, the literature became
much more difficult. We started to read Shakespeare, then to
analyze poetry. It was a struggle, but I put the time into it,
read and reread until some of it sank in. It came with
practice. Translating ShakespPare line by line wasn't easy at
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first, but I kept working at it. When I was finally able to
decipher an entire passage by myself and really understand what
it meant, the satisfaction was tremendous.

Thus, for Karen, learning English consisted of learning writing and

interpretive skills, and it meant that hard work and practice paid off in the

end. She did not elaborate on the functions or purposes of learning writing

and interpretive skills beyond personally enjoying them. She also had a

limited view of the structure of knowledge in this discipline. English to

Karen was memorizing poetry, learning grammar rules, writing essays, and

translating literature so that it could be comprehencis.;. Each of these pieces

of English was described as a discrete chunk that stood on its own as

curriculum to be mastered. Connections among these pieces were notably

lacking.

As Karen continued her study of approaches to teaching and theories of

learning in the first course in the program, and as she began to visit her

mentor teacher's classroom and use the interpretive lenses she was learning

about to analyze teaching and learning in action, her image of the ideal

English teacher began to change. After reading and discussing three approaches

to teaching (Fenstermacher and Soltis, 1986), Karen was attracted to the

liberationist approach because of its emphasis on exploration of ideas and

understanding of the subject matter. She began to question whether her high

school teacher's methods had actually been that effective with her, or if she

just did well because she was naturally good in English. She speculated about

whether other students tn the class had been so easily satisfied with the hard

work involved in memorizing poems or translating Shakespeare line by line. She

wondered about the potential of discussing the general themes, in a play like

1amlet and helping adolescents explore themes such as the struggle for power,
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instead of working toward precise translations. She summarized, "The thinking

stuff now comes back to me, and it's a little bit different than what I

thought." She began to change her view of the structure of the discipline and

saw learning English ar; more than acquiring writing and interpretive skills.

In addition, she began to think about the functions of her discipline, or about

additional ways in which students would use what they learn beylnd personal

enjoyment, Rethinking her view of her discipline caused her to re-evaluate her

original opinion of her high school teacher's approach to teaching and the ways

in which other learners come to understand English.

During the curriculum course Karen began to think in more specific terms

about what she earlier meant by "the thinking stuff" she wanted to emphasize in

her teaching, and her visits to her mentor teacher's classroom helped her

develop and elaborate these ideals in terms of what can occur in a school

setting. Exploration of the conne,:cions between reading and writing were

discussed in the curriculum course, and she had the opportunity to see and make

sense of those connections in teaching practice. Her view of the structure and

functions of English continued to change:

My response has changed since I answered the question
before. These TE classes, along with some of my English classes,
have really made me aware of the value of thinking. I don't just
mean I'm able to think better now, but I guess I look at teaching
in more theoretical terms now. Instead of having a "rigid"
curriculum and teach facts, I think a more flexible, open
curriculum would be more beneficial.

She went on to elaborate how she would establish reading and writing

connections, and hoQ she now believed that providing for such connections would

facilitate students expressing their reactions literature and help them

develop an appreciation Of it,



By her third interview (at the end of the second course), Karen's opinion

of her high school teacher had changed even further. She now saw problems with

how her former teacher's curriculum was structured: real structured, right

from the book, isolated treatment of literature, no choice, no freedom. Thus,

in tandem with her changing view of how the curriculum should be structured co

that reading and writing are complementary and reciprocal processes, she also

changed her view of the learning process. Learning Engli h was not simply

dutifully following the teacher's directions but instead required much more

active involvement of the learners.

By the end of her first two courses in the program, Karen had tried out

several interpretive lenses in analyzing the teaching and learning process. As

she tried them out in a subject-specific context, she deepened her

understanding of what she meant by "thinking stuff" and what it means to get

students actively involved in learning about literature. She reorganized and

restructured her views of reading and writing, drawing from case studies in

course readings and what she saw in her mentor's classroom to make personal

meaning of what a liberationist approach to teaching might look like and what

it means when educational psychologists say that students actively construct

meaning. Moreover, she worked at restructuring and integrating the isolated

topics she learned about from her own high school curriculum so that she more

deeply understood ways in which the interpretive process in literature can be

facilitated through written response,

Karen's planning and teaching during spring methods courses and her fall

student teaching also revealed her growing knowledge of her subject matter in

the four broad areas emphasized in the Academic Learning Program. She

succeeded in integrating what she understood about the structure and function
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of her discipline to make pedagogical decisions. In her pre-student teaching

unit teaching experience, for example, she cook the topic she had been assigned

by her mentor (compare/contrast essays, a required piece of the district's

curriculum) and integrated it with students' reading of literature. Writing

compare and contrast essays was not treated as an isolated skill or event.

Instead, Karen helped students use these essays as a tool for interpreting and

responding to the short stories they were reading. This approach to teaching

was a dramatic shift from her original image of the ideal teacher's curricular

organization.

During student teaching, Karen was successful in using this new framework

for thinking about English and the English curriculum to plan and teach in ways

that went beyond her own experiences with memorizing poetry and translating

literature line by line. She struggled, however, when she had to take over her

mentor's geography classes. Until this point, because she was an Enlgish

major, Karen had focused solely on observing and teaching her mentor's English

classes, and did not attempt to study the geography classes. Thus, she had not

had an opportunity to explore subject matter issues in this area. However, her

student teaching supervisor helped her use the structure/functions framework to

organize a conceptually-focused unit on the geography of the Soviet Union.

Karen struggled to bring this unit alive. Because her knowledge was not as

deep in this area and because it was much more difficult for her to translate

what knowledge she did have int° appropriate representations for her students,

her efforts to use his unit plan were awkward, stilted, and frustrating to

Karen. Midway through the unit, however, the student teaching supervisor

observed a marked difference in Karen's sense of confidence, her enjoyment in

teaching, and her general rapport with the students. When the field instructor
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asked Karen about this transformation, Karen readily responded, "I see the

connections myself." She went on to explain that the more she learned about

the topic herself, and the more she settled on and developed overall themes and

a direction for aer unit, the better she felt about it. Karen acknowledged

that she was "meaner" during the first weeks of her unit when she was more

concerned with getting through the lesson than about what the students were

understanding. Now she was concerned about whether they saw the connections

she saw. Karen's mentor also noted that this new understanding of the

structure and functions of the content enabled her to field student questions

better. Her field instructor noted instances throughout her subsequent

teaching where Karen was able to point out to students how each day's lesson

connected with previous lessons, and what the major themes or "big ideas" were

that she wanted students to comprehend.

The struggle Karen experienced in teaching geography is typical of novices

trying to plan in subject areas where they lack understancing of the structure

and functions of the knowledge they are to teach. Karen's initial approach was

to survive and get through the content. But instead of being satisfied with

that approach, she continued to work on her own understanding of the content to

the point where she was able to integrate what she knew about pedagogy, about

the structure and functions of the content, and about what,the students knew

and understood about it. By applying the structure/functions/student

development framework that she had explored in English for three terms to her

scudy and planning in geography, Karen was able to replace content coverage

during the first two weeks of the unit with teaching for conceptual

understanding during the remainder of the unit.

This gradual development of knowledge was supported by her mentor teacher

and university supervisor, Who encouraged Karen and provided concrete

aka
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suggestions as to how to change the direction of the unit. They helped her

revisit ideas about analyzing curriculum from structure, function, and student

development perspectives that she had studied in relationship to English.

Thus, the seeds for Karen's success with the geography unit were planted during

her first foundations courses. However, support from the student teaching

supervisor was critical in enabling Karen to transplant those seeds to a new

subject area and to use that framework to begin to build pedagogical content

knowledge in a new subject area. The geography unit became a critical

experience during Karen's student teaching because it developed, rather than

"washed out", her maturing understanding of the kinds of knowledge needed to

teach for conceptual understanding and because it helped her value in new ways

the importance of analyzing subject matter for teaching from the four

perspectives emphasized initially in her foundations courses.

learning

Dana entered the Academic Learning Program with the highest grade point in

mathematics courses of any of the students in the Class of 88 cohort. In her

mathematics courses, she had a straight 4.0 and an overall CPA above 3.5. That

track record might suggest that Dana already had the subject matter knowledge

needed to teach mathematics. However, Dana's story is not a success story. In

this case we illustrate how Dana's algorithmic, rule-based view of the

structure of mathematics and her limited understandings of the usefulness of

mathematical concepts did not change sufficiently to impact on her student

teaching experience.

In Dana's first interview her narrow view of the nature of mathematics and

how people learn mathematics was strikingly apparent. Dana liked math because
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it was neat, orderly, and if you followed the rules carefully you would get the

right answers. She enjoyed school math because she was good at it, not because

it enabled her to see the world in new ways or because she enjoyed struggling

with difficult puzzles and problems or because of its importance in various

aspects of everyday life.

I've always enjoyed math because I found it challenging, logical,
and most importantly, I did well in it...I can easily choose math
as a class in which the learning comes naturally.

Dana's view of learning mathematics focused on hard work and determination

in finding the right form or algorithm to fit the situation and to perform the

computations carefully to find the answer. This fits with her rule-based view

of mathematics. She explained in her entry interview:

I: What would you like your students to understand about
mathematics that would make them educated people in math?

D: ...I also think math is something that anyone can do if they
try. I'll always believe that and it really makes me mad
when people say they can't do it, because I've always worked
at it and I can do it. Right when you start off with math,
if you can always keep up with it and do it, I think
everybody can do it that way, I'd like to stress that, if
they keep up with it and they do it and they work at it, and
get help if they need it...

Molt any problem that they have. in algebra for example/.

She), can Just_find that out, even for a story problem. I do
not like story problems, but some of them like in
algebra ...There are baqicwaTs thap you can just_follow
through, like let X equal this...If they can see that
there's a way to do all of them somehow. Also get the
attitude that if they're in a book or something or if
they're there, they've got to be able to be learned. They
can't be that hard for them, if they work at it. (Emphasis
added.)

Her ideal teacher was organized and made the rules and procedures of

mathematics clear and easy to follow. Dana complained about story problems,

grudgingly admitting that they were probably important but that they were

always difficult for her 'Mile did not talk about the importance of,
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mathematics for solving real life problems; her view of math was strictly

limited to the school curriculum she had experienced.

The first two courses in the Academic Learning program challenged this view

of mathematics. In the learning course, the structure of mathematics was

analyzed and related to three approaches to teaching described in the

Fenstermacher and Soltis (1986) text - the executive, the therapist, and the

liberationist. Dana found the liberationist appealing but not apcopriate for

mathematics teaching:

D: Well, in a way, the 3 approaches to teaching; the executive,
the therapist and the liberalist (sic), those are something
to think about, the way you go about that. Basically, I
agree more with the executive in a way. There are some
other things that, I can remember them saying a lot, but
it's more for elementary classrooms in a way, letting the
kids explore on their own.. In secondary, like teaching
math, I don't see how you could do something like that, in a
way. I think the executive is what you'd have to use
because you have to kind of just give information. Sure,
I'm willing to help out, you know, give those students extra
time, as much as they want, but as far as the classroom
time...

I: So describe for me a little bit, how you characterize the
executive approach to teaching.

D: They would read the book, you know, plan out how they're
going to do their lesson, and thenjumt follow that
approach. You use mostly the book and stuff, you know,
bring other stuff, you have other examples to show, and then
give tests, and grade on that. Answer questions if they
have them. You don't have to go strictly by what you plan
if the students have more questions and you're willing, then
that's fine.

In the curriculum course, Dana's instructors continued to challenge this

view of mathematics and the mathematics curriculum. Through readings and class

discussion, they provided alternative ways of thinking about the structure and

functions of mathematics. Dana read a case study of a teacher who shifted from

a procedural approach to teaching math to a conceptually-focused approach

(Madsen-Mason & Lanier, 1986) . This appealed to Dana, and she recognized that
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her own view or the ideal math teachvr was quite limited. But it was difficult

for Dana to use this conceptual orientation in analyzing her mentor's teaching

and curriculum. In an assignment in which she was to focus on alternative

representations used by the mentor teacher, Dana wrote in her paper.

Wilson and Shulman discuss how teachers use different
representations to explain their subjects. In some subjects,
though, it is harder to come up with different representations
than others. Mathematics, for instance. Some things in
mathematics can only be explained in one way.

While Dana's mentor was impressed with her academic success in math, Dana's

instructor in the curriculum course was frustrated with her superficial

understandings of mathematics. He recognized that while Dana could use the

language of conceptual change, her understandings of it were not deep because

she could not shift her understandings of mathematics itself. He pushed her

hard to reconsider her statement that "some things in mathematics can only be

explained one way." While other students in the class were experiencing

important insights and were able to translate these insights into their

analyses of typical mathematics instruction (in their own high school and

college math courses as well as in their mentors' classrooms), Dana kept trying

instead to figure out what her instructor wanted. She was not used to getting

low, grades, and she worked hard to rewrite papers and to meet individually with

the instructor in order to raise her grades. In the interview at the end of

the curriculum course, she reflected on the struggle she had had in getting

through that course. In the process of the interview, she seemed to be putting

together some of the ideas and recognizing how difficult it was going to be for

her to become a conceptual change teacher. She valued this image of the ideal

teacher but doubted that she could achieve it
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Unfortunately, her unit teaching experience spring term did not succeed in

building on the very tentative and fragile growth she had experienced during

the curriculum course. What Dana needed at this point was concentrated support

in developing a conceptually-focused unit and in analyzing how the unit could

be taught in a conceptual vs. a procedural way. Instead, Dana received advice

on her unit from a variety of people - her mentor teacher (whose own ideas of

conceptual change teaching were just beginning to develop), her methods

instructor who was unaware that this was a student who needed extra support,

her content area reading instructor who recognized Dana's needs and pushed her

to think about structure, functions, and student development but who did not

have the mathematics background to figure out how to teach about matrices and

determinants with a conceptual orientation. Dana, on her own with just bits

and pieces of advice, was unable to figure out a conceptual approach to this

unit. Perhaps if she had been assigned to teach about fractions in a middle

school setting like some of her classmates, she might have been able to plan

and teach with a conceptual orientation and to begin to learn that there are

alternatives to algorithmic, rule-based approaches to teaching math.

Instead, Dana's unit teaching and ht.: subsequent student teaching were

primarily imitations of the kinds of teaching she had experienced herself and

that her mentor teacher also was most familiar and comfortable with. Although

she could give lip service to the importance of concepts, they were seldom used

as tools during her practice teaching. Instead, she relied heavily on memory

as the intellectual tool that gets one through mathematics, and she

communicated this to her students. On one of her tests a third of the class

incorrectly solved x
4
x
3
as equal to'x

12
. Dana chastised students for

being careless and not remembering that you add rather than multiply
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exponents. A conceptually-oriented response could have been, "What does x

mean?", to which students would have readily replied "x as a factor 4 times"

and then realized that "x was a factor 7 times". In Dana's executive approach

to teaching, students watched, listened, responded, and did assignments - the

proxy for learning - and were encouraged to "remember".

Dana's student teaching supervisor pushed her to think abote: T'hat sense

students were making of her rule-based approach and of her frequent admonitions

to them to be careful and tc stop making careless mistakes. How did she know

they were careless mistakes versus conceptual misunderstandings? Dana became

tense about these challenges, and she worked hard to develop one unit that

incorporated a more conceptual orientation, using algebra tiles to represent

multiplication and factoring of polynomials. However, Dana saw this unit as a

requirement completed to pass student teaching and to get a reasonable

recommendation from her supervisor, not as an opportunity to explore the

problems with her patterns of instruction.

Dana sensed that she was not meeting program goals, but both she and her

mentor teacher were satisfied with her accomplishments. Dana pointed to her

strengths: she was a hard worker, she was willing to meet with students after

school to help them, she was organized and prevented things succinctly, and she

was patient. She recognized that she was unable to anticipate in her planning

the kinds of questions students would ask or the kinds of things that would be

difficult for them. But, instead of recognizing this as an important problem

in the depth of her subject matter understanding, she reassured herself that

she would quickly learn about students' problems and difficulties as they

raised them in class. Experiende would be her teacher. She felt confident

that she could address students' questions as they came up:, however, analysis
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of her responses to students during student teaching shows the same old pattern

of telling students the rules, reminding them of the steps. Dana did not help

taem understand why those steps made sense or encourage them to explore other

ways of making sense of problems. And although Dana remained least confident

about her ability to understand the functions of the algebra she was teaching,

she did not struggle to help students understand how this knowledge was

useful. When story problems came up in the text, Dana approached them

apprehensively, carefully working out the solutions to each in detail ahead of

time. Being sure she had the correct solution was the primary focus of her

planning for lessons that included story problems. She had students complete

the story problems given in the textbook, but did not extend these or generate

additional examples.

Dana completed student teaching without making a significant shift in her

understanding of how the school mathematics curriculum could foster conceptual

understanding instead of its typical focus on memorization of rules and

procedures. Dana graduated in. Spring, 1988, with 4.0's in all but one of her

mathematics courses. Her success in using an algorithmic approach to

mathematics study was clearly one factor that made conceptual change so

difficult for her. In addition, her ingrained way of thinking about

mathematics was not challenged by her mentor teacher's practice or thinking.

The curriculum in her mentors' classroom - high school Algebra II - did not

provide an accessible context in which Dana ould easily explore mathematics in

a conceptual way. Finally, the support she received from various university

faculty was only successful in raising doubts in her mind that could be

smoothed over by getting through her lessons. This support was not enough to

enable her to recognize that she needed to work hard to change.her

understandings of mathematics so that her lessons could improve.
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In retrospect i; appears that the conception of mathematics, including the
teaching and 'earning of mathematics, that Dana brought with her to

professional education studies and upper division studies in mathematics was
the single most influential variable in her learning to teach. Although the
education studies and some of her mathematics courses tool' her on trips away
from this 1.-....6inning conception, she has steadfastly returned from each journey
with the original

conception relatively unchanged.

IAA ctingc e ce Dav

In contrast with Karen and Dana, Dave began the teacher education program
with a fairly rich sense of the structure and functions of his discipline.
Although it was clear that he sometimes made it through tough biology courses
by memorizing a lot of information without fitting it all into some conceptual
framework, Dave valued and strove for conceptual

understanding of his subject
and saw biological

knowlecge (both his own personal knowledge and knowledge
within the discipline) as constantly changing end growing. He reflected an
understanding and valuing of science and biology that went beyond a simplistic
view of science as an orderly set of facts and a prescribed, algorithmic

scientific method:

D: I just
what's
breeds
learn.
really
about

thoroughly enjoy understanding it, and understandinggoing on. Things I've always wondered about. Itmore wonder. The more you learn, the more you want toI should go back to grad school I guess.,.1 feel
strong in my conceptual knowledge and I guess that'sit.

2Yknow. after rev4.01tattat....dat-1lave to know.

Dave's understanding of the conceptual structure of biology was integrated
with his understanding of the functions of biological kno ledge. In his encrg
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interview, for example, he talked about biology as being "the ideal thing to

teach because it's so related to kids' everyday world and so related to things,

they might wonder about".

Thus, Dave began his teacher education study already holding a reasonably

coherent and rich structural understanding of his subject matter. He also saw

biological knowledge as having a variety of important functions, including the

power to explain many aspects of everyday life as well as to enable a deeper

appreciation of the beauty, complexities, and wonders of the natural world.

Dave was clearly confident that he knew his subject well enough to teach it to

the middle school students in his mentor teacher's classroom. During his first

visit to the classroom, this confidence was reinforced and his attention was

quickly drawn to other issues.

Early influences on Dave's changing views. Throughout his first-term

teacher education experiences in the learning course and the classroom field

assignments associated with it, Dave's attention was focused on issues other

than subject matter. The discussions in the course about the nature of

knowledge and knowledge growth in the disciplines were not the issues Dave

raised in his journal writing, in his written analyses of his field

assignments, or in the interviews. Instead, he thought a great deal about the

three different approaches to teaching - the executive, the therapist, and the

liberationist - being discussed in the course (Fenstermacher & Soltis, 1986).

He used this framework to analyze his mentor teacher's practice and to help him

confirm his personal decision to go into,teaching instead of medicine. While

the course highlighted learning as the primary interpretive lens for

understanding teaching and subject matter, Dave used a teaching lens to look at

the course readings and his mentor's classroom. rot example. he was interested
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in student behavior and how the teacher responded to disruptions. Why didn't

the teacher stop the kids in the back of the room from passing notes? But he

attended very little to the subject matter being taught except to comment on

how reassuring it was to realize that this was content he felt comfortable with

and prepared to teach.

However, subject matter did not long remain in the background for Dave. In

the curriculum course in the second term of the program, Dave's subject matter

confidence was shaken as he came up against the difficulties of translating

subject matter understandings into knowledge for teaching. During this course

Dave began a struggle that continued through his student teaching and that he

has defined as a long-term goal for himself as a teacher. The struggle

centered on the development of what Wilson and Shulman (1987) and others call

pedagogical content knowledge. The structure of the curriculum course and its

associated field assignments stimulated Dave to develop a new appreciation for

the kinds of subject matter knowledge he needed in order to transform his own

understandings into representations that would help his students develop

conceptual understandings of biology.

The issue of transforming subject matter knowledge for teaching, or

pedagogical content knowledge, was the primary interpretive lens that Steve

used in his visits to his mentor's classroom during the curriculum course.

Although Dave focused on these subject matter issues and early on acknowledged

the difficulty of portraying scientific ideas to students, he remained

confident early in the term that he could do thi:; fairly easily. He talked

about how he felt confident to explain. concepts to students, that it was mostly

the specifics and details that he would need to brush up on, Developing
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appropriate representations was important to him, but he did not view this as

particularly difficult to do:

Suppose you're going to teach a unit like this (about food
chains), before you consider yourself actually ready to teach
them that, what kinds of things would you have...

D: First of all, I'd go through and make sure I know the concept
very well, and I'd study all the parts of that, and I'd
probably make out a list of exactly all I wanted them to get
out of it, and the different representations that I could
use I could think about that a lot. but I think I'm a at
better on the soot, That's the way _I've always keen. in

simatinguigiriabse:ARELARtaingInshg
misconceptions of the ctlildree. (Emphasis added.)

By the end of the curriculum course, however, Dave had developed a much

deeper understanding of the difficulty of translating subject matter knowledge

into useful representations. In contrast with his earlier view that he could

develop representations on the spot", Dave had a deeper appreciation of the

difficulty of representing subject matter in ways that would connect with

students:

D: What we're talking about this term really shook me up because
I am confident in my knowledge, but how to put it across so
that the students will understand it? Not just that they'll
memorize it...With the many different representations, what's
the best way to do it? Because it's so hard when I can sit
there and think forever and it just comes to (my mentor
teacher)... What we're talking about now is how to put the
information to students in a way that they can understand it
and comprehend and put a picture in his mind of what you're
trying to teach him before understand it We're
discussing the complexities that go into it and the different
ways in which it can be done. Things I never thought
about...

In analyzing his mentor's intended, enacted. and actual curricula Dave

developed critical insights about the kinds of subject matter representations

that promote student understanding. He reports being surprised" "shocked"

and "frustrated° to find out that students in his mentor's class were not

developieg the intended understandings pave started to realize that despite
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his mentor's skill in telling good stories to illustrate concepts, he did not

use enough different representations to change students' misconceptions. In

his interview Dave talked about ways in which his image of the ideal teacher

was now much more "in depth", and that the new pieces in his image had to do

with subject matter and connecting subject matter with students' ways of

thinking and learning:

Well, for me, an ideal teacher would be someone who really knew
their subject matter and knew :ow to put it across to their
children, who could read their children well, and knew what kinds
of questions to ask to check for understanding.

You have to know what you're talking about, you have to have
everything clear in your mind to begin with. And it seemed to me
you have to know a lot more than just what you're teaching in the
subject. You have to know what you're leading up to and
hopefully you want your students to understand it at the level
that you do so that they can branch off more and, this is later,
this is working towards a goal, but so they can branch off and
know more complex things. And you have to be able to have a
workable knowledge to identify misconceptions. Both in seeing
what mistakes you made when learning it and how you solved them
and how you, what seemed to be going on with other people. A lot
of people misunderstand things. Unless you have that thorough
understanding you won't be able to do that.

Dave's learning from practice. Dave's understandings of the kinds o

knowledge needed to develop rich pedagogical content knowledge continued to

deepen as he began to teach, first during the spring term methods courses and .

later during student teaching. Dave's journal recounts the struggles he faced

in planning and teaching a unit about energy flow in food chains -duri%,. the

spring term methods course. This was a ..6opic he talked about in his .earlier'

interview (see page 103) as one that he would feel very confident teaching.

Now, however, he began to realize how difficult it is to come up.With go6d

representations He was particularly impressed with the need to come up with a

variety. of reprosentatiOns and to surface students' ideas and ze 'conceptions.

In his analysis of his unit teaching, 1.1e:mentioned..several. times the importance..
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of having examples, stories, and different rays of presenting concepts planned

ahead of time:

Throughout the week all I could think about were different ways
of presenting my material so my kids would understand it.
Sometimes I succeeded in this task, sometimes I failed.

When asked whether he felt like he needed more knowledge about food chains

to teach the unit effectively, Dave's response was not that he needed more

knowledge, but rather that he needed different kinds of knowledge: "Examples

are really hard to come by and trying to have a storehouse of representations".

In the contex*: of student teaching the following Fall, Dave relearned and

extended these lessons. Early in the term, he planned ano taught units using

an Academic Learning Program planning format that emphasized program themes

about the structure and functions of the subject matter and about student

development. However, as Dave recounts his experiences, these issues were not

prominent in his thinking during the first half of student teaching. Instead,

he focused on manP3ing student behavior and maintaining students' interest and

attention. However, by the end of the term these issues had been resolved and

were of secondary importance to him. The most important learnings for him

during student teaching related to pedagogical subject matter knowledge:

I: Describe the most important things you've learned this term
from your student teaching.

D: No matter what you have to have a common thread in what
you're doing, Relate everything back to that mainstream of
what you're trying to get across to the kids. I can see that
everything I do right now I try to tie it in. It won't bug
me at all to spend .stx or seven minutes on one certain thing
to tie it all back in to everything we've dons so
far...Because I'll ask a question, maybe an application
question, and ..I can see where all the loopholes were where I
missed. I had an 'ncomplete concept map if you want to
describe it that way. You have to be really specific. I

learned that you can't assume. that the kids knlw something or
that the kids are going to make this connection.
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Despite direct efforts by the university student teaching instructor to

encourage Dave to make these kinds of links between the subject matter and the

students, Dave identified a student comment as having heightened his awareness

of these issues. Apparently, this student comment came just at a moment when

Dave was ready to set aside management and procedural issues as his primary

focus and was ready to reconsider in a new light ideas studied in his first

year in the program:

D: I think right now I'm tying everything back really well. It
clicked, one day I remember it clicked. We were doing cell
parts and a student, not even I, said "life activities". And
that clicked, than: I've got to connect everything back. I
was teaching each unit separately, and he said, "Well they
have to perform the life activities". It just came up in
class. So I asked, "Well, what does it mean for a cell to be
alive?" And from then on, I don't know what I would have
done if that didn't happen...Now I tie everything back.

Thus, Dave became concerned again with issues about the structure of the

subject matter and how to best represent that in his teaching. He thought

about this issue in new ways during student teaching, extending his ideas about

the importance of relating ideas. No longer were these ideas bounded to a

given unit as he had done in the spring term teaching assignment. From his

teaching practice, Dave learned to extend these notions beyond the unit level

in order to connect ideas between units.

In talking about his ideal teacher and ways in which his image rf the ideal

teacher changed as a result of the student teaching experience, Dave showed

new appreciation of the relationships between teaching, learning, and subject

matter. He ended his student teaching experience still struggling with the

difficulties raised a year earlier in the curriculum course ahnut representing

subject matter in ways that will connect with students and help them through

the process of conceptual change. At the end of student teaching, Dave seemed
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ro value the importance of continuing to struggle with these issues. reflecting

an appreciation that learning to teach for conceptual change is a complex and

ongoing process that requires careful attention to rich subject matter

knowledge.

I: Are there any ways in which the student teaching experience
has changed your image of the ideal teacher?

D: ...Subject matter knowledge too, I think that's changed a
lot. No matter what, you don't know enough about something
to answer every question the way it should be answered. It's
hard sometimes. I go, "Well, if you guys knew about this,"
and I'll try to explain it to them, but there has been a few
questions teaere I feel even though I tried to simplify it,
that explanation wasn't good enough. I didn't know enough
about something to put it in terms that they would
understand. I could explain it to somebody else, another
college student, but not to the kids because I didn't
understand it enough. Does that make sense?

Piscusgion and Conclusions

There are several significant contrasts in the nature of the teacher

candidates' developing understandings across the cases, and in influences on

their learning. Although all three case study students had done well in

courses in their respective majors, each student entered the program with a

different level of understanding of the structure and functions of knowledge in

their disciplines. Dave understood and experienced the value of conceptual

understanding in science when he entered the pzogram, and intuitively

understood the links he wanted his pupils to make between their school learning

and its application to the world around them. In contrast,, Karen and Dana's

prior knowledge and experience with English and mathematics reflected limited

views of their disciplines that required developing new knowledge and

understandings of the structure and functions of their disciplines if they were

to learn to help their pupils go beyond personal enjoyment at being "good at"
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their discipline. Thus, the starting points for learning to teach subject

matter varied across these cases.

Different features of the teacher education program were salient for

different students' knowledge development as well. For example, in contrast to

Karen, discussion of subject matter issues was not particularly significant for

Dave during the learning course, because his view of his discipline fit with

the views discussed in the course. However, when he was confronted with

understanding and analyzing various ways to represent subject matter to promote

conceptual understanding of scientific concepts early in his professional

studies (in the curriculum course), his initial confidence in his subject

matter knowledge was shaken. Through his analysis of curriculum in his mentor

teachers' classroom, he gradually discovered that although his mentor teacher

shared his goals of teaching for conceptual understanding, this teacher ad not

strive for developing multiple representations of the subject matter to

facilitate active student involvement in the learning process. For Dave,

developing his own pedagogical content knowledge so that he could go beyond

merely explaining concepts was a particular challenge that continued on through

his student teaching.

Once Karen had redefined her views of what it means to teach. English, and

once she could elaborate that view and see ways to connect reading and writing

as reciprocal and complementary processes, she had little difficulty developing

strategies and representations to help students make such connections in her

Language Arts, teaching. For Karen, the early focus on approaches to teaching

in a subject- specific context helped her rethink her views of the. structure and

function of knowledge in her discipline. Her peiagogical content knowledge

development flowed fairly smoothly and seemed like a natural process for her,
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She often commented that she saw the course readings as elaborating the ideal,

and her mentor teacher's practices as an example of how the ideal can become a

reality. Thus, her field placement and field assignments were a perfect place

for her to deepen her understandings of the areas of subject matter knowledge

she needed to develop. Yet when she needed to implement her teaching goals in

a subject area with which she had not thought out the structure and function

(geography), she was initially at a loss to develop teaching strategies. It

was only when she used her pedagogical knowledge of English as a framework,

coupled with deepening her understanding of the structure and functions of the

geography content, that she was able to develop strategies that promoted

conceptual understanding of the geography content. This process required a

great deal of encouragement and support from both her university supervisor and

her mentor teacher, but she cane away from the experience with an overall

understanding of the importance of examining the structure and functions of

subject matter as part of developing planning goals.

Dana maintained her initial views of what it means to understand

mathematics throughout her experiences in the program. Since, for her,

understanding mathematics continued to mean learning the rules for solving math

problems, her teaching strategies during her unit teaching in methods and in

her student teaching reflected that view of the structure and function of

mathematical knowledge. Her efforts at. developing pedagogical content

knowledge consisted of constructing more organized ways to explain the steps

and rules in working through problems instead of developing multiple ways to

represent mathematical concepts to pupils. Despite the strong support, she

received during the curriculum course in analyzing the structure and function

of the mathematics curriculum, she did not let, go of her initial view of the,
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discipline, and was therefore unable to make sense of alternative ways to think

about teaching goals or about teaching strategies.

A possible explanation for the lack of change in her thinking is the nature

of the curriculum in her field placement. The topic of algebra is a

particularly difficult one for teacher candidates to work with to understand

what conceptual understanding means for pupils. It takes a great deal of

retLinking about the nature of algebraic concepts and their relationship to the

field of mathematics to get beyond teaching for procedural and computational

facility. Moreover, Dana did not have the benefit of seeing her mentor teacher

model teaching for conceptual understanding, so her initial views of teaching

and understanding mathematics were reinforced in that setting, not challenged.

The development and maturation Karen and Dave experienced would no have

been possible without consideration of subject matter issues in their early

professional studies. By developing and using the interpretive lenses for

making sense of subject matter content, learning processes, and teaching for

conceptual understanding of subject matter, these students had the opportunity

to repeatedly struggle over time with key issues in their disciplines. They

needed these Opportunities to revisit and rethink important issues with

guidance and support from program faculty and their mentor teachers. Thus, the

programmatic nature of the field assignmenti and content across the early

professional studies was central to these students' gradually deepening,

understanding of knowledge in their disciplines.

These cases suggest that if teacher educators are going to treat seriously

subject matter issues in professional studies, theie issues need to be

integrated throughout all professional studies, including early experiences

such as foundations courses. Early studies of schooling, teaching and
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learning should not be treated as general areas of study, leaving subject

matter issues to methods courses or student teaching. Our findings indicate

that early and programmatic analysis of links between professional studies and

teaching practice in subject-specific contexts has helped many of our students

develop knowledge of their disciplines in four critical areas.
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V.

D. BECOMING A REFLECTIVE TEACHER
OF SUBJECT MATTER:

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS' DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING
OF REFLECTION IN THE LEARNING-TO-TEACH PROCESS

Introduction: Understanding and Using Reflection in

Teacher Education

The term "reflection" comes up repeatedly in the teacher education

literature as a way of helping prospective teachers learn to teach. However,

its particular meaning and use varies across teacher education programs to such

an extent that it has become more of a "slogan" (Liston & Zeichner, 1987) than

a well developed concept or tool for learning-to-teach. Moreover, there is a

range of views embedded in teacher education programs regarding the role

reflection plays in good teaching, or what it means to be a "reflective

teacher." Recognizing this lack of integration of the meaning of the term and

use of reflection in the learning-to-teach process and in teaching actively, we

studied prospective teachers' developing understandings of and use of

reflection in the learning-to-teach process in the Academic Learning Teacher.

Education Program at Michigan State University.. Our close study of 12 case

study students across a two-year learning-to-teach process enabled us to

describe and explain ways in which reflection is a useful tool for helping

these novices understand and act on a conceptually coherent view of teaching

and learning.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe OUT view of reflection end

reflective teaching as it is embedded in the learning-to-teach process over the

course of students' two-year undergraduate program, and to illustrate how

reflection is used systematically as a tool for helping students develop

understanding of specific program themes and concepts. We argue that in order

to become reflective teachers who act on their developing professional

knowledge base in appropriate ways, teacher candidates need to understand and

value ways in which the reflective process is more powerful when it is guided

by a professional knowledge base. In addition, students need repeated and

varied opportunities to reflect on specific aspects of that knowledge base to

develop their capabilities and disposition to reflect.

This description, illustrated with examples from our data, shows how

reflection can be more than a were slogan, and can be used in a conceptually

coherent and programmatic way to facilitate the learning-to-teach process.

Integration of the process and content of reflection across program experiences

provides occasions for students to learn to reflect about classroom life and

schooling in meaningful ways and to use the reflective process to solve or

manage instructional problems. Learning to reflect is a process of developing

conceptual tools for effective teaching.

Reflection as Developing and Using Conceptual Tools

The view of reflective teaching and the role of reflection in the

learning-to-teach process embedded in the Academic Learning Program occupies a

particular place in the range of views found in the teacher education

literature. The concept of reflective teaching developed in the program

entails bringing ,a conceptually coherent professional knowledge base to bear on

.1
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solving or managing teaching and learning issues. Such a view implies

emphasizing particular purposes anu processes in reflection, and using a

particular knowledge base as part of reflection.

The use of reflection in the Academic Learning Program contrasts with

others described in the literature in three major ways: purposes of

reflection; the tension between focusing on teaching students to use reflective

processes and teaching students a knowledge base to reflect about; and the

contexts in which students are to learn to reflect.

'the Purpose of_Reflectjve Activity

Liston and Zeichner (1987) outline three levels, or distinct "arenas of

analysis and appraisal" for reflective activity, that are described in the

literature on reflection. On one level, prospective teachers should reflect

about the pedagogical and curricular means used to attain educational aims.

Secondly, they should examine and appraise the underlying assumptions and

consequences of pedagogical action. Third, they should analyze the moral

implications of pedagogical actions and the structure of schooling. One way

teacher educators differ is in their views of which of these "arenas" is an

appropriate starting point for reflection in the learning-to-teach process.

Some programs focus very specifically on the first level of reflection,

helping prospective teachers critically examine concepts related to pedagogy

and curriculum as part of their professional coursework (e.g., Clift, 1988;

Charvoz, Crow & Knowles, 1988: Shaker & Ulrich, 1988). The assumption is that

by fostering critical appraisal of course concepts through reflective activity,

prospective teachers will better understand the concepts they will later need

in their teaching. In the Academic Learning Program we found that despite

reflective activity that helped students deVelop clear understandings of
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concepts learned in courses, the students were still unable to use such

concepts to guide their planning and teaching. Using reflection to understand

course concepts was not enough to become effective teachers.

Still others incorporate two levels of reflection in the learning-to-teach
process by having students examine curriculum and pedagogy as well as examining

the consequences of pedagogical action (e.g., LaBoskey, 1988; Zeichner, in
press). Thus, an attempt is made to provide a bridge between learning of

theory through professional coursework and the realities of classroom life

through "irious types of "field experiences." Reflection about consequences of

pedagogical action is often facilitated by using particular strategies such as

having students conduct action research, ethnographic studies, and case studies
accompanied by discussions, journal writing, and written cases.

These two levels of reflective activity share a common starting point of

studying daily classroom practice. The purview of the reflective process is

basically limited to the level of trying to understand how theories of teaching
and learning are reflected in the : ealities of classroom life. Some analysis

of issues related to school practices also occurs as well, but is not ehe

primary focus. Thus, the starting point for learning to be a "reflective

teacher" is learning to analyze carefully pedagogical and curriculum issues,

using program or course concepts as conceptual tools for analysis which then
guide one's classroom teaching.

Another starting point for using reflective activity in the

learning-to-teach process is to consider broader issues of schooling and

society, Some teacher education p.ograms are structured to facilitate

reflection at the third level, having prospecti e teachers consider the moral

implications of pedagogical actions and the structure of schooling as a major.
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reflective activity (e.g., Liston & Zeichner, 1987). Thus, future teachers are

encouraged to confront the, moral dilemmas of instruction and conditions of

schooling in a deliberate fashion. They are taught to examine ways in which

the structure of schooling influences classroom learning (e.g., tracking,

ability grouping, curriculum selection practices).

In the Academic Learning Program, reflective activity initially focuses on

the first two levels, where students learn to use course concepts to interpret

issues of curriculum and pedagogy in classrooms. This starting point for

learning to teach focuses on gradually developing a conceptually coherent view

of the teaching and learning process over time and being able to act on that

view in actual teaching practice. In addition, reflective activity focuses on

a particular knowledge base (to be discussed in the following section).

Embedded in this view of learning-to-teach are the assumptions that good

teaching means helping pupils develop conceptual understanding of worthwhile

subject matter content, and that these future teachers can only address broader

dilemmas of the structure of schooling if they have the knowledge and skills to

be effective teachers. Thus, reflection in this program is used as a tool to

help prospective teachers link their developing understandings of research and

theory studied in professional education courses with the realities of

classroom life, and address issues of teaching and learning at the classroom

level. Broader issues that arise are addressed in terms of what is responsible

pedagogy and which teaching strategies and classroom erganiza,ion will bring

about conceptual learning.

The context for reflection and analysis is broadened during a social

foundations course taken by students after their student teaching term. Thus,

the third level or arena for analysis provides an occasion for students to
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integrate and bring together their knowledge and understandings oz' the reavhing

and learning process (theoretical and experienced) in specific classroom

situations while grappling with broader questions of equity, worthwhile aims

for schooling, and morally appropriate choices for means and ends in carrying

out the professional role of teacher (see Zeuli & Buchmann, 1988). This third

"arena" is a culminating purpose for reflection in the program, rather than a

starting point,

Balance

There seems to be a consensus in the literature that reflection in teacher

education is a good idea, and that students will come to realize and appreciate

the benefits of reflection by experiencing it. Surely, promoting thinking and

analysis must be a valuable strategy for helping people learn to teach. Yet

many teacher educators point out that the process is used so differently, that

it is difficult to know what the benefits of reflection are (Liston & Zeichner.

1987; Calderhead, 1988), or whether prospective teachers understand the role of

reflection in the process of learning to teach (Calderhead, 1988).

Academic Learning Program faculty have found that, while more general

reflective activity (e.g., analysis of concepts through reading, discussion.

writing) helps studentsunderitand course Concepts related to curriculum,

pedagogy, and learning, understanding of concepts taught 'in professional

coursework does not necessarily enable students to act on'them in their, own

teaching practice. This view is supported in'the literature where it is often

argued that the realities of classroom life are so 'incongruent with theories of

.teaching and learning taught in professional coursework, that prospective

'teachers focus on ,surviving during student teaching, and the effects of their
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learning are "washed out" In practice (Zeichner, 1980; Erdman, 1983; Tabachnick

et al, 1982).

Making sense of theories of teaching and learning as they apply to

teaching of specific subject matter content in classrooms, instead of as

idealistic goals that must give way to the routines of practice, requires a

process of conceptual change (Posner et al. , 1982) in teacher candidates.

Bringing about conceptual change includes using the reflective process to

address three areas: Eliciting prospective teachers' current ideas and belie'

for close examination; challenging ideas and beliefs and closely examining ways

in which their beliefs about teaching and learning make sense and fit together;

and helping them develop a conceptually coherent view of the learning and

teaching process. Reflection plays a central role in facilitating this gradual

process of conceptual change. In addition, faculty encourage and provide

occasions for students to reflect on their own learning process, as students of

subject matter and as students of teaching, to help them develop the

disposition to use reflection as a means to understand the learning process and

make instructional decisions,

A particular kind of reflective activity is required if students of

teaching are to go beyond mere comprehension at concepts to being able t-.11 act

on them in their practice. Instead of onlruming reflection as a tool within

specific courses (e.g., a learning course or a curriculum course), reflection

is used as a tool within and across courses and field experiences in a

programmatic way, and consistently draws on a particular knowledge base. This

enables, program faculty to provide repeated occasions, in multiple contexts for

students to reflect on the same issues, but in increasingly comprehensive and

complex ways over time. Occasions to confront issues about ways to structure
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and effectively represent subject matter content geared toward developmental

needs of children in an environment conducive to conceptual learning are woven

throughout the two years of coursework and field work.
0

The knowledge base in the Academic Learning Program is designed to provide

a conceptually coherent view of teaching and learning based on current

classroom research. Instead of asking students to consider a little bit about

a multitude of competing views, program faculty ask them to carefully consider

curriculum and learning issues that head toward a well developed and integrated

view of how one can teach for conceptual understanding in the classroom. It is

a difficult and protracted struggle to understand and develop a meaningful

conception of the interrelationship between and among three participants in

schools: the teacher, the learner, and the subject matter to be learned

(Sizer, 1984; Bernstein, 1975). Thus, the faculty structure course and field

experiences that require students to carefully analyze a set of theories

supported by research that provide an integrated, conceptually coherent view of

teaching and learning.

Analytic activity surrounds exploration of four curriculum themes in the

program: (a) helping prospective teachers adopt a constructivist view of

learners who develop their own understanding of subject matter knowledge, and

whose prior knowledge and experience influence their interpretations of

instruction (Magoon, 1977; Davis, 1981; Rosner et al, 1982); (b) helping

students develop knowledge of effective strategies and appropriate learning

environments for conceptual change teaching that will promote conceptual

understanding; (c) helping students develop an understanding of the need for

rich subject matter knowledge (Bruner 1960/1982; Schwab., 1978), including

knowledge of the structures of the disciplines, the functions of knowledge in

4
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subject areas, and the nature of inquiry and knowledge growth in the

disciplines; and (d) helping teacher candidates understand learning-to-teach as

an ongoing process that requires continued study and reflections on teaching

experience (Feiman-Nemser, 1983; Schan, 1983).

The conceptual change process is studied by teacher candidates to help

them understand ways in which learners construct understanding of subject

matter knowledge. This research also suggests specific improvements in

teaching practice that can promote student learning (Palinscar 6 Brown, 1984;

Minstrell, 1984; Roth, 1984; Madsen-Nason & Lanier, 1986; Anderson & Roth, in

press; Roth, Anderson, & Smith, 1987). Thus, this knowledge base on the

learning process, disciplinary knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and the role

of the reflective process in improving teaching practice is particularly

powerful in helping teacher candidates learn to teach effectively.

By providing occasions for teacher candidates to examine and analyze this

set of theories in light of their own prior knowledge and understanding of

teaching and learning, and by examining them in light of how they help students

interpret classroom life, faculty and mentor teachers promote lively

discussions regarding the merits of the theories as useful tools for solving

and managing instructional issues. Students repeatedly have the opportunity to

examine their own beliefs and assumptions and weigh them against research-based

views of teaching and learning, and against the realities of particular

teaching situations. This enables them to engage in ongoing exploration of

their own epistemology of practice (Diamond, 1988).

As students encounter occasions to explore the four curriculum themes

interwoven throughout the program, they also participate in tightly coordinated

experiences designed to help them learn to use interpretive lenses, to make
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sense of teaching and learning of subject matter in classrooms. These

experiences take many forms (journal writing, programmatic field experiences

supported by faculty and mentor teachers, class discussions, writing

assignments, analysis of cases of teaching and learning designed to help

students learn to analyze field visits) and become increasingl. complex and

comprehensive as students progress through the program.

As students progress beyond their initial courses in the program, they

move from analysis of classrooms to generative tasks such as planning and

teaching a unit in their mentor teacher's classroom (the term before their

student teaching begins). At this point, program faculty provide occasions for

students to reflect on their own planning and practice using the interpretive

lenses (see Figure 1) to analyze their own teaching behavior. Then during

student teaching, students write reflective pieces on their unit teaching,

again using the interpretive lenses to analyze their planning, teaching

strategies, classroom management, and student learning to identify ways in

which they are satisfied with their teaching, and to identify ways to improve

teaching strategies and increase student learning. After student teaching,

their social foundations course builds on the ongoing reflective process to

place issues of teaching and learning in the broader context of schooling and

the teacher's role orientation (Zeuli & Buchmann, 1988).

Therefore, a particular kind of reflection that is programmatic in process

and cqntent, and is carefully structured to provide appropriate support, is

what enables students to develop understanding over time of important concepts

and eventually act on them in the classroom during student teaching and

subsequent years of teaching. This blend of using the reflective process to

understand and act on a knowledge base that equips teacher candidates to
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analyze and improve their practice distinguishes reflection in this teacher

education context from those teacher education programs or courses that rely on

the reflective process itself to somehow bring about improved teaching (e.g..

Clift, 1988; Charvos, et al., 1988; Shaker & Ulrich, 1988). Using the

knowledge base on conceptual change teaching to guide their planning and

teaching makes reflection a powerful tool.

The Context of Reflection

The teacher education literature calls for increased use of field

experiences to help prospective teachers make sense of theoretical frameworks

they are learning in their professional coursework. Yet this same literature

cautions that such experiences can be "miseducative" if there is too great a

mismatch between the ideal and the reality of classroom life (Zeichner, 1980;

Erdman, 1983; Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann, 1983).

In the Academic Learning Program, the reflective process for field

assignments is supported by both ,rogram faculty and mentor teachers. The

faculty work in collaboration with the mentors so that field visits have a

shared focus and are geared coward helping students understand program

concepts, Mentor teachers attend workshops on campus designed to help them

understand the purpose of various field visits and become familiar with the

concepts the visits are designed to illustrate at a particular point in time

This enables mentor teachers to help students choose appropriate times to come

to the classroom, and choose particular lessons and learners on which to

focus. At best, mentor teachers model program concepts in their classroom

teaching. If this i4 nut. the uase, they at least discuss with students their

rationale for their teaching decisions, which enables Academic Learning

students to understand the mentor's thinking behind their actions and compare
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the mentor's views with those taught in the program. Such critical appraisal

of classroom practice helps them make informed decisions about their own

teaching practice. Students also write analyses of their field visits as part

of their course requirements. Such analyses provide opportunities to discuss

with program faculty the differences and similarities in viewpoints across

program concepts and teaching practices in their mentors' classrooms. In this

way, the features of the context in which the field visits take place are made

explicit, and students are encouraged to wrestle with teaching and learning

concepts in light of what they see in actual classrooms.

In summary, the purpose of reflective activity is to help students

integrate knowledge gained from research and theory with knowledge gained from

classroom experience. Program faculty and mentor teachers collaborate to avoid

setting up mutually exclusive worlds where students must align with either

theory and research or practice. Thus, they work together to create a context

for learning to teach in which exploraticn and analysis of research and theory

can inform prospective teachers' interpretations of classroom practice.

Moreover, simply reflecting about whatever is at the forefront at the moment is

not enough. Students learn to use a research-based view of teaching and

learning to, guide their planning and teaching, and learn to value theoretical

frameworks as powerful tools for improving their teaching.

Reflection as a Tool for Learning to Teach

Many students enter'the Academic Learning Program thinking that the place

they will really learn to teach is in the classroom. In fact many students

choose to enroll in the program because of its mentor teacher arrangement where

they work with a' classroom teacher throughout their two years of coursework.
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They speculate that the courses might be somewhat helpful to them, but they

think that an experienced teacher (their mentor) and the chance to try out

their own ideas (through field visits and student teaching) will be the keys to

their development as a professional.

In this section, data collected from our study of a group of Academic

Learning students over a two-year period will illustrate the students'

developing appreciation of ways in which theory and research can enrich their

understandings of classrooms. These examples illustrate ways in which students

came to appreciate the reflective process and learned the importance of using a

conceptual change knowledge base for making reflection an effective learning

tool.

ategratingjleflegLe_Imesatves andLa Professional Knowledge Base

Students in the class of 1988 were given a questionnaire at the end of

their first year of coursework in the Academic Learning Program. Of the 53

students surveyed, 35 students returned the questionnaire. In the

questionnaire, students were asked to rate, on a scale of 1 to 5, the relative

contributions of experiences in Academic Learning classes and of field

assignments and visits, and to explain their ratings. The results are shown

below.
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Ratings of Contributions of Course Experiences

and Field Assignments and Visits

(very little) (a great deal)

rating: 1 2 3 4 5

Experiences in
1 8 20 6Classes

Field Assignments
and Visits

1 1 2 26

These results show that most of the students who returned the questionnaire

valued both kinds of experiences, giving them either a 4 or 5 rating. Ratings

for the class experiences were lower (mostly 4's) than for field assignments

and visits, but still given a high rating. A sampling of students' comments

explains their thinking:

The readings were interesting and got me thinking...The field
visits and assignments were great. Seeing and experiencing
actual teaching is the best part of the program. (Course rating:,
4/Field Visit rating: 5)

I think the material we've covered in TE classes has been very
good at making us think and analyze things better in the
classroom observations. But, studying teaching can only give us
ideas, beliefs, etc,--it cannot make us teach well--experience
and trying things out in real situations is the only thing that,
can do this on a "5" degree. (Course rating: 4/Field Visit,
rating: 5)

The development of the unit plan part by part made me stop to
look at several important issues along the way, but the actual
field, visits put it all into reality for me and shored me how the
ideas would be useful for my teaching style. (Course rating:
4/Field Visit rating: 5)
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I thought most of the readings were terrific...provided a good
framework from which to view the fieldwork. (Course rating:
4/Firld Visit rating: 5)

I feel like I enn't separate the contributions of both the
elasses and the field visits. By going into the field I was able
to see theories learned in class in practice. And the classes
helped explain what was going on in the school. Both have helped
to shape my thinking of learning and teaching. Course rating:
5/Field Visit rating: 5)

Each compliments (sic) the other, as our field visits gave us
experience in the classroom, we had the opportunity to discuss
them with our professors. We learned about each subject area in
our classes and ways to effectively teach in these areas and also
to see how our mentor teachers use their skills in all these
subject areas. (Course rating: 5/Field Visit rating: 5)

The classes gave me an understanding and knowledge about
educational theory, practices, terms, etc. The classes gave me a
good base to start out from. The field experience allowed me to
apply what I learned in class. It allowed me to discover my
weaknesses, and discover where theory falls short of reality.
(Course rating: 4/Field Visit rating: 5)

Both were a great deal of value, but the field visits seemed to
make the classroom material seem really applicable. That is why
I rated it higher. The field visits also allowed me to see
different views of teaching and learning outside of AL
curriculum. Usually they gave support to our AL ideas, but some
gave a nice bit of reality to contrast with the theory. (Course
rating: 4/Field Visit rating: 5)

Thus, while some of these students value the field visits more, they see and

value the complementary relationship between the two kinds of learning, and

understand that the knowledge base they are developing through their

professional coursework helps them interpret classroom life.

DarlaraLs-Asturiciarricaufthclangssittarimil
These views were echoed by the 12 case study students whose learning and

development were more closely followed over the course, of their two years in

the program. In interviews across the two years they were asked four times to

rate the contributions of their course and field visits. Their responses were
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similar to the larger group's in that they gave their field visits a slightly

higher rating, and their explanations for their ratings revealed an

appreciation for the complementary effects the two kinds of experiences had on

their learning.

For many of the students, learning to use and coming to value the

reflective process in learning to teach began early in their first course in

the program. For example, Barbara, an elementary major, wrote in her journal

for the learning course that she was becoming increasingly aware of the role of

the reflective process in her own learning. She saw the writing assignments in

the course as occasions to reflect on her own learning:

This assignment [field assignment with accompanying written
analysis on a student's learning experience in her mentor
teacher's classroom] is going much better for me--now I want to
do a good job not for a 4.0 but for me. Lnusingt

A really neat part of learning-one that I'm just becoming
consciously aware of (Journal Entry 10/21/86, emphasis added).

She went on to comment on how the theories she learned about in class were made

concrete through examination of her own learning processes:

Since we've been focusing on learning, I've found myself in
learning situations saying, *So that's how I really learn," or "I
didn't know I did that." It's kind of strange sometimes, to be
learning and learning how you learn at the same time!!! (Journal
Entry, 10/21/87).

This entry shows that Barbara taught on quickly to the built-in occasions for

reflecting about her developing knowledge base, and that she understood the

purpose of the reflection was to help her integrate her, learning from study and

practice..

As she continued her learning through professional study and field work,

she 'realized how important the connections were between the process of

reflecting and what she reflected about, She came to view the theories she
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learned in classes as frameworks for interpreting what she observed in her

mentor tea'her's classrocion. As she looked back on her two years of course work

and field experiences in the program, and rated both a 5, she explained her

rating as follows:

...how well this all ties together. It is like in the classes,
in the pre-student (teaching) field experience we are given this
foundation of ideas to draw upon and they all work. It is not
like you have this disparity between what they are telling you in
the university and know what is going on in the classroom.
Everything meshed really well. I think that is a great strength
of Academic Learning. But I think without the guidance of the
classroom concepts. Ijgon't think our field experiences would
have been that successful. beqallse we always learned about things
that we should be thinking about, thing we should be looking
for, concepts to frame our observations. And I don't think it
would have been nearly as an important afield experience if we
hadn't had that unOerkying framework (Student interview, 3/24/88;
emphasis added).

Barbara was convinced that bringing an interpretive framework to her classroom

experience was essential to helping her develop an appropriate focus for her

classroom observations. At the same time, her focused classroom observations

helped her see how theories of learning and teaching manifest themselves in

classroom life. As she described in a paper at the end of her first course,

The classroom experiences brought the theory to life, further differentiating

my ideas about learning and teaching. Her words communicate her perception of

the gradual process of how her developing understanding would evolve over

time. It would involve a process of "differentiating" her ideas, or gradually

making them more clear, more succinct. She went on to say:

As I acquire more knowledge of and experience with teaching, and
learning, it is important that this process of reflection,
evaluation and evolution of my perceptions continue...I need to
continually reassess the relationship between teaching and
learning, between theory and experience so that I can achieve my
goal of creating a secure environment that fosters and encourages
learning where Students develop creative and-analytical abilities
to the utmost of their ability. (Paper #4, TE 200C, 12/4/86)
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By the end of her first course on learning in the Academic Learning Program,

Barbara had firmly established her awareness and appreciation of the reflective

process as a learning tool. Yet her appreciation of the process was tied to

the notion that reflection requires direction and focus if it is to be a

meaningful tool in learning to teach.

Bqrbares Malysis of the Structure and Functions of Knowledgg

Barbara used the theories from her courses as a "framework" for making

sense of and interpreting classroom life. During the two years in the program,

she and the other students in the program encountered concepts more than once,

and had repeated opportunities to use them to interpret and act on theories of

teachin, A learning. These repeated opportunities, which were increasingly

more comprehensive and complex in their treatment of a concept, gave students a

chance to examine, over time, their developing understanding, and also afforded

students the opportunity to try out different ways of applying the concept in

the classroom context (for a detailed description of how activities were

structured, see. Sections II, VA, VB, Table 2 and Appendix G). In this way,

theories provided ways of thinking about teaching and learning issues, and also

were conceptual tools for action, for making decisions about teaching.

Barbara's evolving understanding and use of concept mapping as a tool for

thinking about subject matter content and of ways to organize knowledge for

teaching is an interesting example of how the reflective process interacted

with her developing knowledge base in the program.

In the curriculum course, the second course in the program, the notion of

concept mapping was introduced as a means of pictorially representing how

knowledge about a topic is structured and organized. It was introduced as a

useful planning tool for making decisions about what to teach, as a teaching
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tool to teach students about a particular topic, as well as a tool for learning

about students' current knowledge and understanding of a topic (see Novak and

Cowin, 1986). In class, a great deal of emphasis was placed on studying and

analyzing the number and nature of connections among concepts represented in a

map, to emphasize the importance of giving students ways of organizing and

making sense of discrete pieces of knowledge. In addition, the focus on

connections among concepts was intended to help prospective teachers examine

ways in which knowledge taught in school enables students to interpret the

world around them, or use the knowledge to make sense of their daily lives.

Several occasions were provided in the curriculum course and throughout

subsequent courses in the program for students to use concept maps to analyze

the structure and functions of knowledge in the disciplines and in classroom

lessons. These occasions occurred in differing contexts (analysis of the

intended, enacted and actual curriculum, etc.) (See Table 2).

Barbara experienced an evolving appreciation of the importance and

usefulness of a tool such as concept mapping to help her examine her own and

her students' understanding of a topic. When she was interviewed after taking

the curriculum course in which concept mapping was introduced, she commented

that she had some trouble. with them initially but later understood their

importance. She elaborated that they make more sense to her after being in the

classroom, and she eventually developed an awareness of how they help her see

how things tie together.

Barbara way also have developed. some of her appreciation and understanding:

of mapping because she tried developing some maps in her journal at the same

time thatAiewas trying to see their applicability to the classroom. For

example, she voluntarily used a concept' map to organize her understanding of an
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article she read for the course (Anyon, 1981), In this map, she placed

"knowledge" at the center of the map, and tried to show how various factors

discussed in the article (e.g., social cla.ls, use of text book, teacher

expectations, etc.) influenced and shaped the kind of knowledge different

students would develop. Later in her journal she developed a second map

centering around the topic of "perpetuation of misconceptions," an issue that
several articles she read for her discussion group addressed. Thus, generating
maps was a tool for her to check her own understanding of course readings and
discussions that centered around program themes.

The .wage of a "map" also influenced the way she thought about her own
knowledge of the disciplines she would teach. For example, included in her
journal, response to an article that discussed ways to help students experience
eoneeptu41 change, she commented:

As a future teacher, I most certainly need to he able to changemy students misconceptions yet at this time I have only 4 sketchyidea of hgx to accomplish this. Worse yet, I feel that I mayhave misconceptions -- How can I teach my students if my own mapof the subject is faulty? I think it is important for teachersto be aware of their own understandings in order that they canmost efficiently change the misconceptions of their students.(Undated TE 205C Journal Entry, 1987;, emphasis in original)

In this case Barbara applied this new concept mapping tool to thinking about
how her own knowledge of science was structured and organized. It provided a

framework for her to think, about her own subject matter knowledge and how that
will shape her teaching decisions. This theme carried through her student

teaching, where concept napping proved to be a central focus for developing
coherent objectives for her unit planning:

.,.it was like the theme of your unit and you had to seriouslythink about what the focus the unit was going to take, which wasgood. And the concept map because, this is so funny, becausewhen (the professor) first started doing all this, I thought,"What is this man doing?" Now two years later, I think they are
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to work on or whit you are not really quite sure of. And also itgives you a frame for what you want the etude s to eventuallypick up, although usually their concept maps aren't assophisticated as the ones I do. And it is just a reallysystematic wav of oraani,ing, everything, so that the pieces arelinked together. (Student Interview. 3/24/88; emphasis added.)

Barbara did not just create concept maps; she reflected on how they functioned
in managing teaching and learning issues. They helped her assess her own

knowledge, set teaching goals, and systematically keep track of her goals for
her students' learning. Using a concrete way of organizing her knowledge and
the knowledge she wanted her students to understand was an integral part of the
way she approached planning a unit of instruction:

Unit planning...how well that all worked...I thought that was agreat way of planning
units...Especially the concept map and thecentral focus are really important, but I could use all parts ofit. (It is) just so ingrained by new and it works so well, andit doesn't take a lot of time...It is an organized manner andonce you have a unit planned, your daily plans require less timebecause you know where you are going. Ygu know what yourAajorsbjectlyps are 'oar the unit, which is really important. And oneof my units, my animal unit was 9 lessons long and it was greatto have that really in-depth concept list and list of objectivesbecause in the middle of the t'it, I looked backand pee where

.I thinkalso, by thinking about the concepts in such a systematic waythat you
conceptm, ,...(Student Interview, 3/24/88; emphasis added.)

This statement reveals her appreciation for the way her decisions shape the
knowledge students construct, and the way this tool can help her reach her
broad goals. Thus, concept maps guided her reflective process. She used such
reflection over time to understand prograM themes and to:guide her planting' and
teaching. Reflection was a powerful tool for her learning.
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Autp9rting Reflectipn that Draws on a Knowledge Base

By focusing and reflecting on a particular knowledge base with students

over time, program faculty and mentor teachers had multiple opportunities to

provide appropriate support to students in learning to use concepts to

interpret classroom life and make reasoned teaching decisions. Generally, the

mentor teachers focused more on helping students understand and reflect on the

daily aspects of teaching (e.g., classroom management, organizing and

implementing daily lesson plans), while the university faculty focused on

supporting students' unit planning and reasoned implementation of program

concepts at a broader level. However, mentor teachers were also involved in

helping students understand broader curriculum goals by explaining their

long-term as well as immediate teaching goals, and by regularly discussing unit

plans as well as daily plans with their student teachers .

The concept map framework that worked well for Barbara in organizing and

guiding her thinking about subject matter content was also a useful tool for

faculty, mentor teachers, and students to share their understandings. Barbara

worked more with her student teaching supervisor on her planning than on

specific classroom issues, and commented that the concept map helped them

communicate about her planning:

He has this knack of looking at concept maps and like immediately
picking out things that aren't clear, that aren't clear on the
map. Is it because you weren't sure to write them, or is it
because you are not sure of it? So he asked me questions and
just on the questions that he asked me, I started thinking about
other aspects. (Student Interview, 3/24/88)

Thus, sharing conceptual tools and working at refining them was a focus for

program faculty's interaction with Academic Learning students. By deliberat.ng

tfn a shared knowledge base, faculty could push students' thinking, something

Bitadra became aware of and valued:
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When he would come in, he would press me to think about
individual student needs. He would always have things that he
would ask me, ett(9,...AtjmaeinkjwmdualI about what
I was doing. (Student Interview, 3/24/88; emphasis added)

By constantly cycling back to recurrent issues related to program goals (e.g.,

How is this knowledge organized? How can I help students see and understand

connections among concepts?), Barbara understood that her pedagogical thinking

was tied to her actions in the classroom, and that careful analysis of how her

actions fit with her goals could improve her ability to make appropriate

teaching decisions.

In addition to having their mentor teachers and program faculty for support

in reflection that draws on their developing knowledge base, students developed

a collaborative working relationship with each other. In early coursework,

students had opportunities to deliberate about program concepts with one

another as well as individually or with program faculty. Before student

teaching, Barbara commented:

The other thing that I thought was really, that's really a strong
point of Academic Learning was the fact that we can work with
other people. I guess too before this, I was always an
individual learner. I didn't like to work in groups. I worked
best by myself. So, in the beginning when they talked about
cooperative learning or learning together, it was like, "Come oh
folks, that's cheating." And now I see the value of working
together, it's really helpful. So I think that makes me more
aware of the value of having students work together in the
classroom. (Student Interview 12/7/87)

Barbara came to appreciate the value of collaborative ,efforts in helping, '.:ter

develop her own understanding, and in turn Valued it more as a fruitful

teaching method for her students. In her interview after student teaching, s

brought up the collaborative work with her peers again as a valuable' way to

learn, and saw it as a stepping stone to "teaching c011aboratively in the real

world."
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Becoming a Reflective Teacher

Embedded in the Academic Learning Program's view of reflective teaching is

the notion that teachers should use the reflective process to make reasoned

decisions about teaching and learning issues. Using a consistent knowledge

vase over which to deliberate enables students to construct their own

understanding of the theories they are learning by making reasoned judgments

about how their own beliefs, research-based theory, and classroom reality fit

together. Teaching students to do so, and to value the activity, requires

providing carefully supported occasions in multiple contexts for students to

develop and use concepts that will guide their thinking in making pedagogical

decisions. By providing increasingly complex and comprehensive teaching and

learning issues to analyze, students can learn to draw on their knowledge base

to interpret and make decisions about the particular classroom situations they

encounter.

By becoming more effective and skillful students of teaching (Dewey, 1904),

Academic Learning students learned to use their knowledge base as a resource

for making teaching decisions, instead of following the commonly reported path

of rejecting their formal studies and simply learning to survive. Barbara's

reflections on her student teaching term illustrate the strength of program

concepts in guiding her actions during student teaching:

Another important thing I learned is how difficult it is going to
be as a beginning teacher teaching for conceptual change. There
were days when I thought I did a pretty good job of that, and
then there were other days I just go so bogged down by everything,
else that was due, and had to get done, that it didn't, it was in
the forefront of my mind and that bothered me. (Student
Interview, 3/24/88)

She was able to maintain her overall goals despite only partial success at

meeting them on a daily basis. She understood that as a beginning teacher, she
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may not be able to experience success all the time. Instead of letting reality

"wash out" her learning, she used what she had learned through the reflective

process to make reasoned judgements, guide her actions, and maintain her

ideals.
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VI. ISSUES ABOUT LEARNING TO MENTOR AND THE MENTOR TEACHER/FACULTY
COLLABORATIVE PROCESS

An important goal of the mentor teacher field component was to involve

classroom teachers in a more active, central teacher education role.

Originally we had a single vision of this role: Mentors would learn from

program faculty about the themes and goals of the Academic Learning Program,

and they would then actively support prospective teachers in making links

between their study in Academic Learning classes and their learning from

experience in classrooms. However, our articulation of the mentor teacher role

evolved as we learned about: The realities of mentoring within the time

constraints mentors faced, the difficulties of playing both a teacher education

role and a teacher role simultaneously, the slowly evolving nature of the

learning-to-mentor process, and the variety of ways in which mentors could make

positive contributions both to Academic Learning faculty and to Academic

Learning students. Over time we developed a new vision of our partnership with

mentors, creating a layered view that included a variety of productive mentor

roles.

As our views of the mentor roles changed over time from a single focus to a

more layered perspective and as, we learned more about 'the knowledge necessary

to mentor effectively in fulfilling different mentor roles, our ways of working

with mentors also changed. Learning how to teach mentors at the same time that

we are collaborating and learning from them as been an important focus of our

work. We have learned a great deal about the conditions necessary for such an

educative, substantive collaboration.

In this paper four issues concerning the faculty/mentor collaborative

process are explored, and ways in which that collaboration changed over time
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are traced. The four issues are: The learning-to-mentor process, the

evolution of a layered view of mentor roles, mentors teaching faculty, and

changes in the faculty role.

The. Learning -to- mentor Process

The challenges o lesrDing-to-mentqr. Why did we change our view of mentor

teacher roles? One piece of the answer to this question is that we learned how

difficult it was for mentors to develop the rich set of knowledge, skills, and

dispositions needed to carry out effectively our original vision of the mentor

teacher role. Developing the knowledge needed to guide prospective teachers'

understandings of theory and research in classroom settings, especially given

the limited time teachers had to focus on learning to mentor, was a gradual

process. For example, it took a long time for many mentors to begin to shift

from a teacher perspective to a teacher educator perspective and to think about

their Academic Learning students as learners. Learning how to shift back and

forth between their teacher role and their teacher education role also took

time.

Ways in which these mentors worked differently with their Class of 88

student compared with their Class of 87 student show how mentors came over time

to develop a richer view of prospective teachers as learners and how mentors'

knowledge of program goals and themes evolved slowly. In their interviews most

of the case study mentors talked about how their attention with the first

student was largely focused on procedural issues having to do with the field

assignments. They worked through the assignments one by one as a series of

isolated tasks. It was only in working through the assignments a second time

that they were able to begin to focus on ways in which assignments were related

to each other and to program themes.
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Well, in the beginning they (the meetings) were explanatory. I didn't
really have a gist of what was going to be happening, and so it needed to
be an introduction to that kind of interaction between mentor/student and
campus. I really think that first half year or at least the first year, I
still didn't quite understand what my function was other than being in a
classroom where the student could come. But into the second year they, the
meetings really were a guiding light. They were a focus so that I could
look a little better at what the assignments were and what the students
were doing. But again I had a whole year of working with the student, so I
suppose I was looking at the student a little differently and not just my
function as the teacher of a classroom full of children, but rather as
someone who could help and guide them, show them. That probably didn't
come to a head until even the third year and then I felt that that was my
function, as a model - even though that was told to us in the beginning, I
just didn't feel that until I worked with one student all the way through.
(Mentor interview, 4/6/88)

In addition to the time needed to learn to mentor, mentors need to develop

the knowledge, skills, and disposition for effective mentoring. While both

mentors and faculty recognized this need, they had different perspectives about

what knowledge and skills mentors needed to develop.

to V 8 11 1= IA OW e did t e t Especially

at the beginning, mentors wanted knowledge about logistical and procedural

issues in completing the field assignments. In mentor meetings, they brought

up many questions related to scheduling: Whether the students' schedules fit

their teaching day (e.g., to focus on a particular subject area lesson, onto

have time to talk before or afterward); whether mentors would receive the

papers from the students at the appropriate time; whether mentors should call

to schedule the student's classroom visit if the student had not called them.

Other practical difficulties arose with each assignment: A mentor does not use

a text with kindergartners so what textbook should the student use for the

textbook analysis assignment? Who will pay for copying of textbook pages for

students to use in their text analysis? Are the students required to give the

mentor a copy of the paper?
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As workshops have progressed, a recurrent topic in mentor teacher f edhack

is the identification of specific kinds of information they think would be

helpful in learning to mentor. For example, some teachers ask for course

readings so they will understand more about concepts students study (e.g., What

do you mean by "approaches to teaching," "content representation,' "the

structure and function of knowledge," or "student development? ") Others want

to know more about how to work with the students. For example, they wonder if

they should provide written feedback on papers students write for the course

and share with them, or whether it is better to conference with the student

before or after the field visit. Others want to know more about ways to help

with specific field tasks. For instance, they wonder what kind of text is best

for the analysis and critique assignment, what type of student they should have

the prospective teacher observe to analyze student learning, or what type of

lesson they should have the student observe to analyze the intended curriculum.

From this ongoing feedback from mentors, program faculty continually

learned more about which aspects of a knowledge base for becoming a teacher

educator needed to be developed in mentors. They also got ideas about

strategies for developing the knowledge base to which mentor teachers are

responsive.

ou need -d to 1-:rn t Program

faculty began the Mentor Teacher Project with the assumption that mentor

teachera-need to develop knowledge and skills that would enable them to support

students in:lirking.researchbased theory to classroom practice. Ah important

goal was to helvmentor:teachers shift from focusing solely, on the teaching .of

children. to. take on the:Additional commitment of becoming teacher educators. for

novices. Faculty saw the need to h -cc the tension between immediate
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concerns for particular field experiences (helping mentors know what to expect,

the assignment's focus, and ways to be immediately helpful) with long-range

goals of helping the mentors develop knowledge and accompanying skills to be

supportive of program goals.

One major area of concern to program faculty is the extent to which mentor

teachers learn to be teacher educators. This includes understanding what the

potential of their role is, as well as having the disposition to take on that

role and learn to do it well. Many of these experienced teachers had worked

with student teachers in the past and already held notions about what a

classroom teacher can do to help a novice learn to teach. Program faculty

often had a vision of that role that conflicted with or vent beyond what

mentors envisioned. For example, faculty saw learning-tomentor as involving

work toward multiple goals: (a) supporting students' developing understanding

of course concepts as they are exemplified in the classroom context;

(b) showing students how theory provides a framework for thinking about

practice; (c) working with Academic Learning students' current understandings

and beliefs and trying to build new knowledge and understanding out of prior

knowledge; (d) helping students see the relationship between specific course

concepts and how they fit into the overall context of teaching, or the "big

picture"; (e) developing a mutually'beneficial professional relationship that

supports student learning through dialogue and worthwhile experiences while

still meeting the mentor teachers' obligations to their children's learning

needs; (f) identifying areas that are not or cannot be addressed in teacher

education courses in which the mentor can help the prospective teacher devolop

understandings (e,g , knowledge about particular curricula, about particular

students, about school routines and policies, etc.)
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Another faculty concern is developing mentor teachers' knowledge of program

themes and concepts. This issue was a frequent topic of discussion in faculty

planning meetings and,in debriefing sessions after mentor workshops. Faculty

view mentors' knowledge in this area as essential if they are going to help

Academic Learning students learn from their field assignments. It is easy

enough to identify which concepts are important to a particular field

experience, and to identify terminology that might not be familiar to mentor

teachers. However, faculty had to be very selective about how to spend the

precious hour or so they had th mentors in a workshop devoted to one

particular field assignment. Not only did they need to help mentors understand

the concepts (e.g., What is "knowledge representation?"), but they also needed

to address the procedural issues associated with smoothly-run field visits

(e.g., What kind of lesson would best suit this inquiry, and does it fit with

the teachers' and students' schedules?).

Another area of knowledge that faculty identified as important in helping

mentors become teacher educators is knowledge of the prospective teachers'

development. For example, what do Academic Learning students understand about

the classroom context, course concepts, working with a professional as a

learning process? What kinds of conversations about an experienced teachers'

work help a student understand theories of learning, theories of teaching, or

the structure and function of curriculum? What difficulties will the students

have with their role as novices in someone else's classroom? Again, these

areas needed to, be addressed within the time constraints of the workshops.

Pow to support mentor teacher learning. As the project progressed, .program

faculty listened to mentor teacher feedback to learn about their knowledge and

skill levels in mentoring. They wanted to avoid assuming lack of knowledge if
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it did not in fact exist, to build on mentors' current understanding and

beliefs, and to motivate mentors to identify areas needing work and to work'at

improving them. They carefully considered ways in which the knowledge teachers

wanted was different from the knowledge that faculty thought they needed.

How to best support mentor teachers' substanti e learning so they could

better help students link their professional studies and practice was a

recurring discussion among coordination faculty. Early efforts to present ..ots

of theoretical and research information to teachers (in a format that resembled

a lecture in a college course) quickly gave way to meetings that were primarily

focused on procedures and details. However, as faculty understanding of the

mentor teachers increased and as mentor knowledge of the particulars of field

assignments increased, the nature of workshop topics evolved from an emphasis

on procedural issues (e.g., "When is this assignment due?") to substantive ones

(e.g., "What is a liberationist approach to teaching, and how does that reflect

program themes?" "Why is it useful for students to analyze classroom teaching

from these three perspectives?"). At the same time, the nature of workshop

interactions evolved from faculty talking to mentors and answering questions to

debate among mentors about course-related or teacher education issues.

These shifts were largely due to a change in program faculty's strategies

in working with mentors at the workshops. The faculty has not been able to

solve the issue of not having enough time to work with the mentor teachers;

they would still like mo _...sever, they developed ways of making the most of

time available. They learned how to communicate more clearly field assignment

expectations on the assignment sheets. and to get the assignment sheets to,

mentors in a timely fashion. In this way the mentors had more time to digest

the expectations and to work on solving logistical problems themselves. In
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additin, the faculty sent key course readings to mentor teachers prior to

workshops and focused discussions on how the readings illustrate concepts that

would be explored in the field visits. Handouts such as examples of concept

maps were used to initiate discussions about how knowledge is structured in

particular disciplines, and how that structure is reflected in school

curricula. Videotapes of teachers in classrooms were used to illustrate

concepts (such as knowledge representation), or to illustrate ways to

conference with students about a lesson. Sample student unit plans were used

as a specific instance of program themes and as a springboard for discussion

about ways to talk to students about their unit and daily lesson plans ("What

questions might you ask this student about her understanding of the subject

matter?" "How might you help this student see that some of her planned

activities are more clearly linked to her objectives than others?).

Faculty also reorganized the social organi-,:ation of mentor meetings.

Mentors were divided into smaller discussion groups (secondary math teachers,

secondary English teachers, secondary social science teachers, secondary

science teachers, and two groups of elementary teachers) to encourage full

participation and a spirit of exploration. Instead of having teaching faculty

(which varied from term to term) lead the workshops, each coordination faculty

member took the lead role with a particular small group of mentors on a

regular, ongoing basis. This consistency in group leadership as well as

membership fostered an increased sense of commitment to working together toward

common goals. These shifts in strategies have proven helpful in providing

support to the mentors in their work with Academic Learning students.

As the program faculty's teaching of mentor teachers has taken on

characteristics similar to their teaching of Academic Learning students, there
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has been significant progress in supporting mentor teachers' growth as teacher

educators. Faculty now build on mentor teachers' prior knowledge and beliefs,

encourage dialogue and debate when differing views surface. This encourages

mentors to question their own assumptions and to discuss them with their

colleagues. Faculty have learned to communicate more clearly to mentors the

knowledge base needed to become effective teacher educators. They share

insights about students to help mentor teachers view Academic Learning students

as my-Vices who begin the learning-to-teach process with prior knowledge and

belief systems that need to be examined and built upon. Finally, they model,

and foster reflection about their own teaching (of students and of mentor

teachers) to help mentors realize the benefits of ongoing reflection on their

work with prospective teachers. The faculty are still working at improvements

in each of these areas, but there has been significant growth in mentors'

knowledge, skill, and commitment over time.

An evolving, layered vivo of mentor roles

Learning-to-mentor in the ways faculty had envisioned was a much more

gradual process than anticipated, but in the process mentors and fa( 'ivy

explored and redefined mentor roles. The project began with one vision of what

it means to take on a teacher education role, and that vision reflected how

university faculty work with prospective teachers. Essentially, ,ntor

teachers would be taught to be like university teacher educators. Despite

rhetoric in the project proposal about the important and unique rontributions

that classroom teachers could make' in helping prospective teachers learn about

practice, it was difficult to recognize such contributions at first. Faculty

lamented that mentors were not.actively helping students link program themes

with classroom practice because they were not accomplishing these goals in the
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ways faculty had envisioned. Over time, largely as a result of our study of

case study students and their mentors, the variety of ways in which mentor

teachers could make important contributions and support Academic Learning

students in understanding program goals were recognized. The mentor teachers

took on a variety of teacher education roles that provided different levels of

support in helping students link study and practice. Thus, a single vision of

mentor teachers as teacher educators gave way to a richer, layered view.

The mentor teachers working with the case study students illustrate the

different roles mentors played and the ways in which each of these roles

accomplished at different levels the goal of supporting students in linking

their study of program goals and their learning from experience in the field.

Consider four mentor teachers' ways of supporting students in usin- ideas about

conceptual change, concept mapping, and students' misconceptions in science to

analyze lessons taught by the mentor (in the curriculum course) and to plan and

teach a science unit (during the science methods course).

Ley....e_Legentioxp_poraitimtOrrianadotu Mentor A, an

elementary teacher, had never heard of conceptual change ideas before working

with the Academic Learning Program, and she generally did not even teach

science (teaming with another teacher to cover social studies and science

instruction). Without knowing very much about how to analyze the science

curriculum from a conceptual change perspective, Mentor A still played a

valuable role in helping her student, Marian, develop deeper understandings of

conceptual change science teaching. She did this by responding thoughtfully to

Marian's questions, by asking clarification questions, and by allowing Marian

to try approaches that were different from her own.
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Mentor A opened up her classroom to Marian for analysis and responded to

Marian's questions. These questions, which were often suggested in the

directions for the field assignments, elicited Mentor A's ideas about teaching

science and her insights into children's thinking. In planning a science unit

about electricity, for example, Marian turned to her mentor for ideas about

possible student misconceptions and for her mentor's assessment of how students

might respond to the planned activities. Thus, Mentor A provided Marian with

information about students' p.,:lor knowledge that would enable her to use a

conceptual change model more effectively in planning her science unit.

Some of the information that Mentor A provided about science teaching and

learning was not directly applicable to the unit planning process. But this

information was useful to Marian in analyzing ways in which conceptual change

ideas are or are not integrated into her mentor's planning and teaching.

Again, this played an educative role for Marian, stimulating her to compare the

ideals taught in her courses with the realities in her mentor's room. In her

post-student teaching interview, Marian described how throughout her two years

in the program she had continually reassessed the extent to which her mentor

was a "conceptual change teacher." During the science unit teaching

experience, Marian had felt that her mentor was not a conceptual change

teacher: Lacer, as she came to know more about her mentor's approaches to

teaching in other subject areas, she was able to identify a number of ways in

which her mentor's teaching was consistent with some important aspects of

conceptual change teaching.

lMentor' A also played an importantteacher education role by asking

clarification questions. For example, she,was truly puzzled by concept mapping

and asked questions like, "What do you mean by i concept map ?" "Why are you
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doing this?". These questions challenged Marian to explain her thinking and to

check her own understanding of the purposes of this assignment.

Finally, Mentor A supported Marian in making links between research and

practice by allowing Marian to try new approaches. She gave Marian suggestions

about possible pitfalls and management issues to consider in trying new

approaches, but she did not discourage or in any way undermine Marian's efforts

to try something different. For example, Marian wanted to involve students in

small group work, a break from the mentor's focus on whole-group instruction.

Mentor A was receptive to this idea, helped Marian think about potential

problems, and encouraged Marian to try it again even when the first attempt had

some rough spots.

Layer 2: Teaching about prgctice. Teachers at the first level were

primarily responsive to students, reacting to students' assignments and

questions. Some mentors went beyond this reactive role and identified key

aspects of practice that they wanted their students to learn about.

Frequently, the area they selected was classroom management and student

discipline.

Mentor B, who taught in an inner city elementary school, believed that her

Academic Learning student needed to be very knowledgeable about classroom

management and discipline routines if she was to succeed with this group of

disadvantaged second graders who were crowded into a small, semi-open

classroom. Because her student, Kristin, visited the classroom regularly

(beyo-d the times required for specific field assignments), Mentor B had the

opportunity to teach Kristin about approaches to management. She talked to

Kristin about strategies she had found to be effective, she explained why she

had taken certain actions during class, and she allowed Kristin to try out some
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of these strategies in small chunks (handling the opening routine, walking the

class to the gym, etc.). Kristin appreciated this guidance and felt it

contributed in important ways to her initial success in teaching the science

unit and her later success during student teaching. As Kristin explained.

maintaining control and cooperation of the students was essential if she was

going to be able to teach for conceptual understanding.

There were times that Mentor B's teaching about practice conflicted with

what Kristin was learning in her courses. For example, Kristin's mentor did

not believe that this group of second graders could work productively in small

groups. The student, wets too immature to cooperate, and they would get too

noisy and unruly. In Academic Learning courses, however, Kristin was hearing

that children need opportunities to talk about their developing ideas and that

°cooperative learning" in small groups is a particularly effective teaching

strategy. Such conflicts often were particularly educative for Kristin. In

her teacher education class, she shared her mentor's perspective with faculty

and classmates and reconsidered the notion of cooperative learning in light of

the reality at City Elementary School. She also probed her mentors' thinking

and reasoning further and wrote about the conflict in her journal. In

struggling to resolve the conflict, she learned about the complexities of

intertwining knowledge gained from research with knowledge of practice. She

was convinced that these students would benefit from talking more, but she also

saw how disruptive it might be in this open classroom setting if her students

got too noisy. During student teaching, she generally demurred to the

practical issues and taught the group as a whole, but she also foUnd ways to

include activities in which studentsWere,talking together,
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Laygs1;4Aningssjut12le Like Mentor A, Mentor C responded to her

student's questions and provided a supportive setting for Barbara to try new

approaches. Like Mentor B. she taught Barbara about aspects of practice that

went beyond the boundaries of the "official" field assignments. For example,

she emphasized the importance of looking at each child from social and

emotional as well as academic perspectives and shared insights about her

students' personalities, home life, interests, and academic abilities. This

emphasis played an important role in Barbara's ongoing reflection about

conceptual change frameworks for thinking about teaching: Barbara worried

about the balance between treating children as "minds" and treating them as

peol; er

But Mentor C added another layer to her work with Barbara; she eagerly

learned about conceptual change ideas along with Barbara. Mentor' C was a

Kindergarten teacher who was very active in promoting and supporting science

teaching in her suburban district. Despite her interest and knowledge about

science teaching, Mentor C was not familiar with the conceptual change research

base. However, sle was eager to learn about it. As she and Barbara worked on

field assignments and unit plans together, Mentor C found conceptual change

ideas to be compatible with her own thinking about science teaching. She

quickly saw the value of the concept mapping tool. While most of the faculty

had not really considered how to adapt this teaching perspective for

kindergartners, Mentor C had no trouble making this connection. She and

Barbara often seemed to be working as colleagues inquiring, planning, and

reflecting together. Thus, Mentor C took an active role in helping Barbara

make connections between conceptual change theory and teaching kindergartners

about science.
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Lax1141Itash, Mentor D was a middle school

science teacher who had previously learned about conceptual change perspectives

through his participation in a research project directed by three Academic

Learning faculty members. In this project, he had had the opportunity to teach

two units using curriculum materials that were built around a conceptual change

model of instruction. Mentor D had found this approach to teaching to be

compatible with his own emphasis on conceptual development but to enrich that

perspective with more careful analysis of students' thinking. Thus, when

conceptual change ideas were discussed in mentor/faculty meetings Mentor D was

revisiting and deepening his understandings of these ideas rather than

encountering them for the first'time.

Because Mentor D had this knowledge and valued it, he could take a

proactive role in helping his student, Dave, develop his understandings of

program themes in the context of a seventh grade life science class, Mentor D

did not always successfully model conceptual change teaching. However, he knew

when he was not teaching for conceptual change, and he could articulate for

Dave his reasons and dilemmas. In a lesson Dave observed about nutrients, for

example, Mentor D basically went through each nutrient and its function,

telling students about each one in a didactic fashion. He explained to Dave

that this was one of those pieces of the curriculum that he did just did not

know how to think about in terms of student misconceptions and conceptual

development. It just seemed like information that student. need to be told and

to memorize. Thus, Mentor D took an active role in helping Davin struggle with

the day -to -day issues he would face in using a conceptual change teaching

model. He had the knowledge of the research base of the program to really

challenge his student's, thinking.
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Some mentors modeled

important aspects of conceptual change teaching. Dave's mentor, for example,

modeled a focus on the development of understandings of a few central concepts

rather than broad coverage of long lists of facts and vocabulary. In teaching

certain units, he was particularly knowledgeable about students' misconceptions

and taught in a way that was responsive to these student conceptions. Karen, a

secondary English major, often viewed her mentor as modeling approaches studied

in Academic Learning courses. This modeling by her mentor played an important

role for Karen, convincing her that the ideals taught in her teacher education

courses could be translated into action in real classrooms and that such

teaching was important in terms of student outcomes.

However, mentors did not consistently model a reflective, conceptual change

stance toward teaching. Our analysis of the various mentor roles and their

impact on students shows that such active modeling of conceptual change

teaching is helpful to prospective teachers, but it is not the only way to help

students deepen their understandings of conceptual change perspective. Each of
the layers of support can play an educative role in helping students link

conceptual change research and classroom practice.

Certainly, we would like to have mentors develop multiple layers into their

mentoring. While Mentor A's minimal level of support proved sufficient to help

Marian develop meaningful links between research and practice, not all students

can succeed with this minimal level of support. Dana, for example, had a

mentor who was very responsive 'to her requests for information. Like Mentor C,

he knew little about conceptually-focused teaching but was eager to learn about

it. In his case, however, he taught mathematics in more procedurally-focused

ways that did not model a cwIceptual change perspective. Dana's view of
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mathematics and math teaching was firmly entrenched in such an "executive,"

rule-based framework, and her mentor's level of support was insufficient to

help Dana change this view. She needed someone operating at level 4 or 5 to

challenge her to change her conception of good mathematics teaching.

Thus, there are a variety of layers of productive mentor roles. Each layer

contributes to the teacher education process, fostering in different ways

prospective teachers' attempts to integrate their studies of research and

theory with their classroom-based understandings. Prospective teachers differ

in the level of support they need to undergo their own conceptual change about

teaching and learning.

1entors teaching faculty

Because an important goal of the Mentor Teacher Project was to help mentors

understand program goals and the conceptual change research base, most of our

discussion of the mentor/faculty collaboration has focused on ways in which

faculty attempted to teach mentors. An equally important part of this

collaboration, however, is the ways in which faculty have learned from mentors.

In addition to their direct work with Academic Learning students in the

field, mentors also contributed to the teacher education process by teaching

Academic Learning faculty about their curriculum, about the difficulties they

saw in enacting program goals in classroom teaching, and about the Academic

Learning students' strengths and weaknesses in the field. Thus, mentors made

critical contributions to the collaborative process by helping to shape the

program courses and field assignments in ways that helped prospective teachers

understand conceptual change ideals as feasible to pursue in real classrooms.
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One example of this grew out of mentors' concern that classroom management

issues were not being dealt with effectively in program courses and field

assignments. The mentors' persistence in this area forced faculty to rethink

the ways in which classroom management was addressed in the program.

Initially the faculty did not address management issues extensively,

believing that careful planning of meaningful student tasks would go a long way

toward preventing disruptions and assuring smoothly-run lessons. In response

to mentors' concerns about students' failures to attend to important management

details in planning, however, faculty devised ways of integrating management

issues into their courses within the framework of conceptual change teaching.

Thus, management was not treated generically in a separate course, as many

mentors advocated. Rather, Academic Learning students were forced to grapple

with these issues repeatedly within the context of unit planning and teaching

in the various methods classes and within a framework of the conditions needed

for effective conceptual change teaching. Elementary majors studied management

issues in three different methods classes.

Management issues were also woven into field assignments in much more

systematic ways. After piloting of the field sequence, several changes and

additions were made in the field assignments to address management concerns.

For example, elementary majors in the Class of 88 had anew field assignment al

the beginning of their second year. In this assignment, the prospective

teachers, observed their mentors' classrooms for the first three days of the

school year, analyzing the: establishment of management routines. Students

analyzed and wrote about the details of these routines. Later, in, the context

of the interdisciplinary curriculum course, they discussed these strategies in

relationship to research articles they were reading about classroom management

15.5.
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issues. The students wrote on end-of-student-teaching questionnaires that this

field assignment was one of the most important field experiences. In this

revised field experience sequence, secondary majors were helped in two ways to

consider classroom management issues in their initial unit planning and

teaching assignment. First, the methods course instructors addressed

management issues in course readings and discussions. Secondly, students

visited the mentor's classroom once a week (1/2 day) throughout the Spring

term. During these visits, mentors took the lead in providing experiences that

would help students develop deeper understandings of program themes and

classroom management issues. Prior to teaching their units, Academic Learning

students were required to go over their daily plans with their mentor, with an

eye toward identifying potential management problems. Thus, students were

supported not only in developing conceptually-focused units but also in

attending to the details that would enable them to keep the lesson focused on

conceptual issues.

Regular interactions with mentors also forced Academic Learning faculty to

tie their thinking about conceptual change ideas to actual school curricula.

In the past, Academic Learning students got the message that they needed to

abandon the typical school curriculum and practically construct a new one from

scratch in order to teach for conceptual change. This contributed to students'

perceptions that conceptual change teaching was too idealistic for use on a

regular basis in classrooms; they recognized they did not have the time or

ability to build singlehandedly a new school curriculum. Working with mentors

and the particular curricula in their classrooms pushed faculty to think about
. .

conceptual Change ideals in new ways. They began to develop ideas about how to

help students adapt existing curricula in meaningful ways. As the faculty
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themselves struggled with the unit plans students were developing, they were

forced to translate their ideals into specific cases. Thus, students saw

faculty modeling ways to rethink existing curricula, to use the curricula as a

base, and to frame the curricula in ways thar,.. would be more supportive of

students' conceptual understanding. This process played a critical role in

enabling the prospective teachers (and their mentors) to see conceptual change

teaching as possible and realistic for classroom use.

Mentors also provided faculty with important insights into Academic

Learning students' development. They had the opportunity early on to observe

the Academic Learning students interacting with children and trying to

implement concepts and teaching strategies learned in courses. Mentor feedback

to faculty about Academic Learning students' work in the classroom provided

information that helped faculty to refine field and course assignments, to

define more clearly expectations for student work in the field, and to identify

students whose difficulties required special attention. As a result, students

were more closely supervised during student teaching, there were more instances

of students who were given special experiences prior to beginning student

teaching, and there were more students who had to delay beginning student

teaching or to continue student teaching beyond the usual 11 weeks.

Changes in the Faculty Role

The dual level of planning. The Academic Learning Program's field

experiences require of faculty twn levels of planning. One level is developing

the intended curriculum for Academic Learning students in the two foundrtions

courses. This includes developing field experiences that appropriately

highlight course concepts and provide ways for prospective teachers to

understand them as they occur in classroom practice. A second level is
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developing the intended curriculum for mentor teachers so that they understand

the purpose of field assignments, have the knowledge and skill needed to

support st...,4ents' learning, and have the disposition to take on a meiatoring

role as the faculty has defined it.

This study has shown the complexity of contending with these two levels of

planning, and several problems associated with it. At the course level,

teaching faculty address problems associated with teaching prospective teachers

knowledge, strategies, and habits of reflection that will enable them to teach

pupils to understand subject matter knowledge in meaningful ways. In addition

to solving practical problems (e.g., time and scheduling constraints), faculty

help students learn to work with an experienced professional and to use field

visits to understand how course concepts are embodied in classroom life. They

also help Academic Learning students shift their perspective from that of a

student to that of a teacher, and learn how to benefit from concurrent study of

theoretical frameworks for thinking about teaching and study of classroom

practice. Faculty aspire to help students go beyond the immediate benefits of

their experiences in the field and to learn how to learn from their own

classroom experience in the future. Thus, planning the intended curriculum for

professional studies of this nature requires careful attention to ehe lifelong

learning process as well as to the particular concepts and strategies being

taught in the courses.

At'the mentor teacher workshop level, coordination faculty address several

Areas in their planning. One area is making sure mentor teachers understand

the field experiences in ways that enable them to support Academic Learning

students learning. This includes helping mentor teachers understand

Procedure letailS and how to work them out. In addition, faculty help mentors
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understand the concepts that are central to each field experience, and figure

out how to help Academic Learning students analyze the concepts and understand

how they apply to a classroom setting. Faculty provide experiences for mentors

to learn about prospective teachers as learners and to develop ways to analyze

their own teaching, so they can communicate to students what they do in their

classrooms and their reasons for approaching their teaching in the ways they

do. Faculty communicate closely with the mentor teachers through workshop

interactions to learn about them as learners, and to figure out what their

future learning needs are.

This dual level of planning has been successful because of the overlap of

faculty across the levels of planning, and because of this group of faculty's

commitment to program goals that go beyond an immediate commitment to one

par,,-alar course. The faculty actively work at building on students' learning

from one term's field experiences to another. For example, in the team

planning session in the curriculum course (TE 205C), the faculty view their

starting point as picking up where faculty in the learning course (TE 200C)

left off. The TE 205C faculty select key readings from the previous course to

review with their students, refer to what was learned from TE 200C field

.experiences to prepare students for their current and use what, they

know about their students' 'understandings of TE 200C concepts as, a starting

point for developing their own plans: Likewise, TE 200C faculty :planning

efforts and course content incluce ways in which students can become acquainted

with their mentor teachers and their classrooms that will serve as a foundation

for all their subsequent field experiences and not just for their experienCes

in TE 200C. The faculty team; for both courses are committed to getting the

studentN of ) good Ntart in aw program, not just in their course. The
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overlap of faculty across the two planning groups (course planning and workshop

planning) enhances the group's commitment and facilitates close communication

across the two efforts.

Teachins, by remote control. Teaching students through the field

experiences as they are structured involves teaching in an indirect way.

Faculty rely on mentor teachers' commitment, knowledge, and skill to help

students learn from field visits, and therefore only indirectly teach, or teach

by "remote control".

This study has shown that indirect teaching through field experiences has

its own set of issues. One issue faculty contend with (discussed in the

previous section) is the addressing the dual level of planning, which requires

regular, coordinated efforts across a group of faculty. Efforts of this nature

require the kinds of commitment shown by the Academic Learning faculty to

teaching their courses as part of a set of courses, not as individual

entities. This includes helping students develop a relationship with mentor

teachers that will last longer than the duration of their course. In addition.

faculty need to create opportun....ties for students to tie or build on learning

from one course to another, instead of focusing solely on creating experiences

specific to the needs of their cOurse.

Second, teaching students to make linkages indirectly (throughout their

classroom experiences) is rewarding if it works well, but frustrating when it

does not, Faculty have control over some of the aspects of making the

experiences work, such as design of the field experiences and follow-up written

assignments, design of the workshops to prepare mentor teachers for the

expqleeces, and contact with students during class tiro to reflect on the

experiences, However, there are several areas over which they do not have
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direct control: (a) the nature of the school curriculum; (b) the extent to

which the mentors' practice provides an opportunity for students to understand

program themes; (c) the mentor's level of commitment to take on and become

better at the mentor teacher role; (d) the extent to which mentors use field

time to work on their cam goals for the student instead of program goals. It

sometimes takes imagination, adaptation, and additional support to help

prospective teachers analyze very procedurally-focused lessons (such as

spelling or grammar lessons) from a conceptual change perspective. It would be

much easier for students if their early observations could focus on

conceptually rich lessons.

As faculty work with mentor teachers over time, they get ideas as to how to

cope with these issues of control. For example, faculty design course

assignments so,they focus more cicsely on analyzing and understanding existing

curriculum, so the link between theory and practice is more explicit: Students

learn about the ideal through study of research-based theories, but then use

the theories to examine existing curriculum to understand how it actually

shapes student understanding in classroom settings. The opportunity to study

aspects of existing curriculum such as the relationship among the intended,

enacted, and actual curriculum allows students to situate the ideal in a real,

context,

In addition, faculty actively work with mentor teachers to foster a high

level of commitment to understanding and taking on a mentoring role. They

provide examples of the kinds of analysis students will be doing for particular

field assignments so that mentors can arrange for students to observe lessons

that more closely' meet their needs for the ass gment. The faculty also prcvide

occasions for mentor teachers to confr,at them and each
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other with competing views of how field t me should best be spent,.so that the

faculty and mentors can see each others' points of view. While faculty work at

getting mentor teachers to at least understand program themes and help

prospective teachers understand them, they also listen to mentors' ideas about

other areas program experiences should address. They respond to those

suggestions by considering places in the program's couisework where issues that

mentors raise can be addressed during field visits as well. They not only

respond to the mentors' suggest4ions for topics on which to focus, but also

responds to the me desire to lecve the design of the experiences to the

faculty. Mentors more comfortable (in terms of knowledge and time spent)

playing an implementation role in the field experiences rather than a design

role. Faculty plan to design further field experiences (which mentor teachers

will help implement) that address areas mutually agreed upon as needing

attention, Thus, while faculty do teach by remote control in one sense, the

key to preventing frustration seems to be regular, open communication with

mentor teachers and students about how the field experiences shape student

learning. Again, closely coordinated efforts help make the field experiences a

success.

Creating and Supporting Educative Field Experiences:
Mentor Teacher/Faculty Collaboration

The goal of the Mentor Teacher Project was for teacher education program

faculty and classroom mentor teachers to work together in supporting

prospective teachers' efforts to link their study of research and theory with

knowledge gained from practical experience in the classroom. Mentor teachers

would become knowledgeable about program goals and the conceptual change

research base and would use this knowledge to guide their interactions with
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prospective teachers in the field. Thus, the collaboration of faculty and

mentors would focus on the substance of the Academic Learning courses, so that

mentors and faculty would share the same agenda in working with prospective

teachers.

As the project progressed, however, the difficulties in achieving this goal

became apparent. Initial efforts to "turn mentors on" to the conceptual

framework of the program were met by mentors with a seeming lack of enthusiasm

and with requests for more procedural information. Faculty responded by

considering changes in the goals of the project. Why not let mentors operate

on their own agenda and let faculty operate on theirs? Maybe the best chat can

be expected is for mentors to provide a supportive, flexible environment in

which the prospective teachers can work.

While such compromises were frequently discussed, the coordination faculty

(mentor teacher group leaders) persisted in structuring meetings in ways that

would help mentors learn more about the program as well as about procedural

issues. Over time this persistence enabled some mentors to take on a variety

of educative roles in guiding students' experiences in the field. These

mentors came very close to matching the original goal, closely guiding their

students' efforts to link the concepts studied in courses with experiences in

the field.

These successes have important implications for teacher education.

Classroom teachers can take on meaningful and substantive roles in creating and

supporting educative field experiences for prospective teachers. However,

classroom teachers need support in developing their knowledge. skills, and

dispositions as teacher educators. Learning to mentor effectively in this

program required teachers to delve into the substance of the program - to

grapple with new ideas and teaching approahes and to confront ways in which
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their own teaching was compatible with conceptual change ideals. As teachers

were faced with making such links, faculty also confronted the difficulties in

implementing conceptual change ideals in classroom. This process enabled both

mentors and faculty to be more effective in helping prospective teachers learn

how to use a conceptual change framework for integrating their experiences in

the classroom.

We have identified some important issues in the learning-to-mentor and in

the faculty/teacher collaborative process. We have had some successes in

changing the teacher's role in the teacher education process without changing

the structure of teachers' workplaces. The collaborative process holds even

more promise, however, if teachers' work as teacher educators could be formally

acknowledged and built into their work structure. Their contributions and

effectiveness would be enhanced if teachers were given release time to meet

with faculty, *o study the research base of the teacher education program, and

to work with prospective teachers. The mentor teachers frequently voiced their

need for additional time with their students And with the faculty and their

belief that release time would enhance their effectiveness. We hope this

project will stimulate others to think crentively about ways in which classroom

teachers and faculty can work together to create and support field experiences

that will be truly educative and transforming.



VII. REMAINING QUESTIONS AND. FUTURE DIRECTIONS; IMPLICATIONS FOR
TEACHER EDUCATION

Our findings about the learning-to-teach process and the collaborative

process in working with mentor teachers have been informative in two major

arenas. In addition to documenting and describing the program themes and

experiences that help our students learn to teach with a conceptual change

orientation, we have learned a great deal about ways in which we can continue

to revise and develop the program to better facilitate our students'

integration of their learnings from professional study and classroom practice.

Our findings also provide insights into important issues to consider in working

toward reforms and improvements in teacher educat4on such as developing

alternative arrangements and contexts for learning-to-teach (e.g. professional

development schools and postbaccalaureate programs).

Plans for Continued Program De. ,meet

4

We are convinced that the coherence and linkages across program content and

experiences in the Academic Learning Program have contributed in major ways to

our students' success in learning-to-teach. Actively supporting a conceptual

change process in our students by eliciting and challenging their current

beliefs, helping them develop a conceptually coherent framework for teaching

and planning, and providing occasions for them to use their developing

frameworks to analyze classroom life enables them to act on their knowledge

base gained from study and practice. Study of our students' learning process

has helped us identify ways to revise and strengthen the knowledge base and

experiences in the program.
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Coherence and Linkages 4qross program Experiences

We plan to work at developing more coherence and linkages across the

program by continuing our focus on the unit planning process across program

courses. Currently, our elementary majors have the opportunity to try out the

unit planning pv.:,cess in their science methods course and in an

interdisciplinary learning course. We have future plans to integrate the

planning process into students' mathematics and social studi's methods courses

as well. Thus, we will increase the number of occasions students have to

revisit and re-think program themes from different subject matter

perspectives. In addition, the language arts practicum in which students

participate the term before student teaching has been rather loosely structured

with few specific requirements for proactive planning and teaching. In recent

meetings with mentor teachers, we have deliberated about ways to involve

students actively in planning and teaching responsibility during their

practicum term so that they do more than implement the mentor's plans or try

out individual strategies they have learned about. Instead, students will be

encouraged to use the unit planning framework they are learning about in their

various methods courses and adapt it to the language arts curriculum in their

mentor's classroom. This will lay further, groundwork for the student teaching

term when students will take full responsibility for language arts instruction.

There are fewer opportunities to support the planning process for secondary

majors, who take only two methods souses; A methods course in their major

(taught by faculty in the students' respective major's department) and a

content area reading course. Secondary students majoring in science,

mathematics, and social science take a content area reading course (taught by
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program faculty) the term before they student teach. In this course, they try

out the unit planning process and teach a unit in their mentor teacher's

classroom. Since English majors take a different reading course not taught by

Academic Learning Program faculty, the unit planning format is taught and tried

out during the English methods course instead. Program faculty have arranged

for this by working closely with members of the English department.

Program faculty have come to realize that support for the planning process

must continue during student teaching if program themes are to be consistently

emphasized and developed across the learning-to-teach process. Unit planning

requirements used to be framed in terms of completing two "required units' that

would be more fully developed (and handed in to the university supervisor) than

the student teachers' other unit teaching, These requirements have been

altered significantly to encourage students to use the unit planning

requirements on an ongoing basis as a framework for all their planning and

teaching, instead of seeing them as a university requirement to be fulfilled.

With the revised requirements, students focus on developing a format for

writing their plans that encourages them to think about key questions along the

planning process (e.g., key concepts to be taught, students' current knowledge

of the subject matter, alternative ways to represent concepts), and that is

realistic for them to keep up with on a daily basis, The only written

assignments to be handed in to the university supervisor are two reflective

essays in which students analyze the success of their planning and teaching for

two units. Changes in student teaching planning requirements were piloted with

the elementary majors last year and were very successful.

Improving the coherence and linkages across program content and experiences'

requires continued faculty collaboration that is focused on finding ways to
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help students understand specific course content in the context of the broader

learning-to-teach process. This kind of faculty commitment to contributing to

program (and not just course) goals is key to developing future improvements.

The Need for An Additional Interpretive Lens

Our study of students' developing understanding of the four curriculum

themes that are central to learning-to-teach with a conceptual change

orientation has revealed some success stories (see p. 5 for an overview of

themes). As our sample cases illustrate, some students understood and were

able to act on these themes in their planning and teaching better than others.

Our cases also revealed that our students had more rroblems in one area than

any other: Understanding the social context for teaching and learning for

conceptual change, Included in this category are problems with the development

of appropriate learning environments for conceptual change teaching and

problems with the organization and management: of instruction. In most

instances, the problems we saw were with students making decisions about ways

to organize their learning environment or manage their classroom that were not

consistent with developing conceptual understanding (e.g., avoiding the use of

cooperative learning groups as a teaching strategy because they cause

disruption in the classroom). As reported earlier, some of these problems

stemmed from some of the mentor teachers not understanding, supporting, or

modeling program themes, so that students were not seeing how conceptual change

teaching operates in actual classrooms.

We have identified a larger issue that may more fully account for the

problem which is that the program does not provide a well developed conceptual

framework for understanding and making sense of the social context for
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conceptual change learning. Earlier research in the conceptual change

literature focused primarily on individual students' interpretations of subject

matter concepts, describing ways to elicit and challenge students'

misconceptions and ways to help them restructure their understanding (e.g.,

Nussbaum & Novak, 1976; Posner et al., 1982). Thus, we have used this research

base in the program to help students develop and use interpretive lenses to

understand teaching, learning, and subject matter (see, Figure 1). However, we

do not specifically help students develop and use an interpretive lens for

understanding the social context in which this pedagogical relationship

unfolds. More recent discussions in the literature of conceptual change

teaching and learning are beginning to addre':s this issue (e.g., Madsen-Nason

and Lanier, 1986; Roth, Anderson & Smith, 1987; Anderson 6, Roth, in press;

Anderson, in press). Drawing on this developing knowledge base regarding the

appropriate social context for developing conceptual understanding of subject

matter, we intend to provide more support for helping our students develop an

additional interpretive lens. They would learn to see and analyze the kinds of

social interaction (e.g., open-ended, exploratory discussions; cooperative

learning groups) and assignments and activities ( .g., use of concrete and

pictorial representations of concepts; concept mapping) that promote conceptual

understanding of subject matter. Moreover, the framework we use in our

elementary, methods courses for analyzing classroom management will be more

closely and explicitly linked with purposeful analysis of appropriate learning

environments for facilitating conceptual change. We are exploring appropriate

points in the program, and ways to bring out more explicitly aspects that

pertain to the social context in which conceptual change teaching and learning

takes place.
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The Need for Better Subject Matter Knowiedza

As Academic Learning students begin to learn about the subject matter

knowledge needed to teach in a conceptual change manner, they are quick to

identify a sound subject matter background as a necessary part of their

teaching. In fact, many students expressed real concern about their own

knowledge level and whether it was adequate to engage in conceptual treatment

of subject matter. This concern is echoed in the teacher education reform

literature, where it is argued that teacher candidates must enter teacher

education programs with a broad and yet comprehensive enough subject matter

background to make effective use of theories of teaching and learni

Recognizing this need in our students, we are piloting and evaluating the

impact of a new mathematics course sequence for elementary teaching majors.

This 3-course sequence is designed to help teacher candidates develop

meaningful understandings of basic mathematics concepts. In adeition, students

will develop and teach two units during their mathematics methods course the

term prior to student teaching so their newly developed understandings of the

tlubject matter content can be applied to a pedagogical situation.

Our study of our students' development has shown that early and gradually

deepening analysis of subject matter issues that are situated in actual

Classrooms helps teacher candidates, re-evaluate their own understanding of the

discipline(s) they plan to teach, and helps them to think about the learning of

subject matter in terms of its structure and functions. Accordingly, our close

focus on analysis of school curricula, how it is structured, and how the

knowledge and skills will be used, shapes teacher candidates' concurrent

learnings in their own subject areas studies as well as increasing their

knowledge base for teaching, Thus, they gradually come to think of learning in
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their discipline(s) differently for themselves as learners, as well as for

their prospective pupils. Supporting this reflection of their personal

learning processes across the program experiences helps these novices focus

differently on all their studies, and structure their own learning in ways that

will help them be better Leachers of subject matter.

Teacher Education Reforms

There seems to be a consensus in current descriptions of needed reforms in

teacher education (Holmes Group, 1986; Carnegie Commission Task Force, 1986)

that teacher educators should facilitate the development of thoughtful,

reflective teachers who make reasoned decisions about what subject matter to

teach and how to best teach it. That is, teacher educators want to see

teachers who help children conceptually understand worthwhile subject matter

content. Yet there are still competing views of how to realize this goal such

as: How the teacher as learner should be conceptualized; the nature of support

required for learning to teach; and the appropriate context for such learning,

The findings from our study of the learning-to-teach process have furthered, out

thinking in these areas.

Learning-to-Teach as Conceptual Change

Descriptions of the learning-to-teach process ie the two-year Academic

Learning Program illustrate a process of conceptual change in prospective

teachers, This process does not set up learning from theory and research and

learning from experience as mutually exclusive choices, but instead illustrates

ways to help teacher candidates integrate knowledge gained from both kinds of
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learning activities. This view of the teacher as learner is drawn from a

constructivist view of the learning process where learners actively construct

and make sense of learning experiences, which contrasts with views of learners

as receivers of information, or developers of teaching skills. Thus, we have

at way that it is important to acknowledge and elicit prospective teachers'

prior knowledge and experience in the learning-to-teach process. Providing

occasions for students to bring tacit knowledge, beliefs and assumptions about

teaching, learning, and subject matter into focus for close analysis enables

them to build on, reshape and newly construct their understandings of program

themes. Thus, prior knowledge, beliefs and assumptions developed over many

years as learners do not go unchallenged, only to resurface as a way to survive

when these teacher candidates meet the realities of classroom teaching.

Additionally, by challenging prior assumptions and beliefs, students are more

aware of influences on their ongoing interpretations of research and theory.

They are more than mere receivers of information, and learn to measure the

extent to which various sets of beliefs fit together into a coherent view of

teaching and learning.

At the same time students are exploring and challenging their prior

Enowledge and beliefs over time, they are actively constructing new

understandings in two settings. Trying to understand how research and theory

apply to learners in actual classrooms with particular curriculum materials

requires a kind of integration that allows them to make personal sense of their

'earnings. They must confront discrepancies, non-examples, and problems as

they are lived out in classrooms in addition to learning to understand the

ideals of conceptual change. teaching.
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Supporting Conceptual Change Through stAdyAnctagl
If students are to adopt a conceptual orientation that goes beyond mere

comprehension and becomes a part of their planning and teaching behaviors, they

need a particular kind of support over time to gradually develop teaching

knowledge and skills. In the Academic Learning Program, multiple occasions to

make sense of program themes are provided across the program courses so that

prospective teachers can gradually deepen their knowledge and understanding

over time. Moreover, occasions are increasingly complex and comprehensive over

time to challenge students to integrate different aspects of the teaching,

learning, subject matter relationship into a conceptually coherent view. Thus,

support is programmatic in content (emphasizing consistent program themes

across experiences) and across experiences (gradually increasing the complexity

and comprehensiveness of analysis).

The alternative model for early field experiences described in the report

is one way of providing educative experiences that support conceptual change in

teacher candidates. This model shows how collaboration among program faculty

and mentor teachers enables the learning process to be supported in a

coordinated fashion in two contexts (in formal study and in learning from

classrooms), and requires integration of ideas across the

contexts. The collaborative process helped both faculty and Mt- nets

avoid forcing Academic Learning students to choose between two worlds, and

instead to understane how the two worlds inform one another. 0,4r findings

suggest that teacher educators should be open to seeking multiple roles for

classroom teachers in the learning-to-teach process; not all teachers can or

will provide the same kinds of talent, skill, knowledge, or disposition to be

the same kind of teacher educators. Thus, as reforms in teacher education call
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for creating alternative learning contexts such as professional development

schools, careful attention to using the collaborative process to learn from one

another, to support development of a consistent knowledge base across

experiences, and to make explicit and discuss differences between research and

theory and practice will better support the learning-to-teach process.

Our findings also suggest that teacher educators designing alternative

teacher education arrangements must take on complex roles. In the Academic

Learning Program, the faculty are committed to helping students understand

program themes in addition to course themes. This requires consistent

communication among faculty, and among faculty and mentor teachers, about their

course goals and experiences, and a willingness on the part of faculty to have

others comment on and scrutinize the usefulness of the course content and

experiences. Second, many of the faculty take on the responsibility of

supporting mentor teachers in learning-to-mentor as well as supporting

prospective teachers in learning-to-teach. This double work load of planning

and providing support for two sets of learners is complex and demanding.

Finally, our findings suggest that prospective teachers need to grapple

with subject matter issues throughout the learning-to-teach process, As

reforms in the organization and sequencingsof experiences in teacher education

programs are considered, it is important not to divide arbitrarily

"foundations" of teaching into sets of pre-education experiences that focus on

general discussions of teaching and learning, while saving subject specific

issues for the "methods" portion of learning to teach at the graduate levei.

TrackilT, our students' leA:-Lne, over 1 two-year period has illustrated the

important influence of studying teaching and learning issues in

subject-specific contexts throughout the learning-to-teach process. For an
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students, major shifts in their thinking about their disciplines and about how

one best learns a particular subject were key to enabling them to implement a

conceptual change orientation to teaching.
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Figure 1:
Interpretive Lenses for Understanding The

Pedagogical Relationship

Planning &
Teaching

(Methods Courses)

Learning
(Educational Psychology)
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Table 1

Course Sequences for Elementary and Secondary
Education Majors in the Academic Learning Program

TE 200C, Learning of
School Subjects

EtingenteryoLiy_plealAtieatid
WinteX

TE 205C, Curriculum for
Academic Learning

TE 317C, Methods for
Teaching Oral Language
Competencies: Founda-
tion for Reading and
Writing

TE 315C, Teaching Mathe-
matics for Elementary
Grades

Sprimz,

TE 313, Critical Reading
of Children's
Literature
TE 318C, Teaching Sci-
-.nee in Elementary
Grades
TE 310C, Methods of Teach-
ing Reading and Writing

TE 306C, Interdisciplin-
ary Elementary Curric-
ulum
TE 316C, Teaching Social
Studies in Elementary,
Grades
TE 311C, Practicum:
Language Arts Across the
Disciplines

TE 200C, Learning of
School Subjects

TE 470C, Student Teach-
ing

TE 450C, School and
Society

TE 406C, Interdisciplin-
ary Inquiry

Secondary: Program Student

Wipter

TE 205C, Curriculum' for
Academic Learning

TE 470C, Student
Teaching

ow /OKRA -2- tables

Spring

TE 412C, Reading in the
Cohtent Areas,-OR

ENG.408A, Problems in.
Teaching Reading

Secondary methods--
one, of the following:
TE 326 (English)
TE 334 (mathematics)
TE 337 (sciznce) or
TE 338 (social studies)

TE 450C, School and
Society

TE-406C, Interdisciplinary
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000

Course

TE 200C, Learning of School

Subjects

(Fall Term, 1986)

TE 205C, Curriculum for Academic

Learning

(Winter Term, 1987)

r 1 o 6
A.

Table 2

Academic Learning Program Field Assignments

1986-1988

Field Assignment

Classroom observation and

conversation with mentor teacher

Observe and talk to a student

(2 visits)

Enacted Curriculum: Observe mentor

teaching a Lesson in Academic

Learning students' subject matter

major

Text Analysis and Critique: Obtain

mentor's textbook (in same subject

area) and cr!tiqua one chapter/

section

Purpose of Field Assignment

in terms of Program Primary nteruretive tens

-Shift perspective for analyzing

the classroom from a student

perspective ec a teacher's

perspective

-Analyze mentor teacher's classroom

in term of classroom social context

and approaches to teaching

-Observe and interpret a case of

learning

-Drew from theories of learning to

analyze one student's understanding

of particular subject matter

-Analyze structure of subject matter

being taught (What are the concepts

and how are they related?)

-Analyze various representations of

subject matter used during the lesson

to promote student undorstanding of

the subject matter

Teaching

Learning

Subject Matter

-Analyze the textbook from 3 Subject Matter and

perspectives: and Leerning

a) pummeg of the subject

matter content

b) functions of the subject matter

content (Whet are the learning

objectives, and why are they

important for students to learn?)

c) student development (Now dies the

text take student's prior knowledge

and ways of learning into account/



Field Assignments

pew 2

Secixidiry Maiors:

ENG 408A or TE 412C, Reading in

the Content Areas and

Respective Secondary Methods

Classes

LlestamtExiisigra

TE 318C, Etementery Science Methods

(Spring, 1987)

188

Purpose of Field Assignment

-14.11:-: f ;01

Intended and Enacted Curriculum

interview mentor about his/her

planning of a tenon that wilt be

observed. Observe the Lesson

(2 Visits)

Actual Curraculum Observe 2 focal

students in class, conduct clinical

interviews with them about their

understandings of concepts taught

in observed lessons; collect sample

work (2 visits)

Plan a week-long unit in Steps!

a) Essay std concept map analyzing

'structure and functione of the

subject matter to be taught

b) Text analysis focusing on

structure and functions of subject

setter and student devetopMent

c) Pressiessment of students.

knowledge

d) Central question or probten for

the unit

e) Plans for activities and assess-

ment

-Analyze the lesson from tite perspec-

tives of maga and limaign of

subject matter and student

deveto

-Compere and explain differences

between intended and enacted curriculum

nhnstyze the subject enter and class-

room teaching from the students.

perspectives - What sense did they

make of the lesson taught by the

by the mentor? Na. can you explain

their difficulties and successes?

-Compere intended, enacted, and actual

curriculum

-Use concepts developed in Academic

Learning COUTSes toptan a unit of

'instruction

Primsry inlerpretive Lens

Subject Matter
and Learning

Teaching

Learning

Subject Maatter, Learning,

and Teething

a) Subject Metter

b) Subject Matter

and Learning.

c) Learning

d) Teaching, Subject

Matter, and teeming

e) Teaching, Subject

Matter, and Learning
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Field Assignments

page 3

Field Assignment

Elementary Majors only:

TE 306C, Interdisciplinary

Cuwr i cut um

(Fall, 1987)

0

Teach the unit

Reflective Essay analyzing student

(earning, your planning mid teaching

Weekly 1/2 ding visits to mentor's

classroom throughout the term

Cbserve first 3 dale of school year

Plan and teach 2 lessons:

1) A lesson using aspects of

reciprocal model to help

students cosprehend content area

text

2) A lesson in which students c

expository writing in a subject

area

Plan 2 units to be taught during

student teaching including:

a) central. gueetion/problem

b) analysis of subject emtter

c) objectives/purposes

d) sample activities and assessment

e) 1-2 daily plans

Purpose of Fietd Assignment

in terms of Program Themes

- Deepen understandings of program themes

and link them with knowledge gained

from classroom experierce

-lark on activities related to unit

planning; learn from mentor about

management strategiesand other rispects

of school/classroom life

-Analyze mentor's management strategies

and routines

-Integrate reading andstriting instruction

with subject area teschim

-Analyze student learning

- Use a conceptual change framework for

planning units to be taught airing

student teaching

Moen( istemrttlire Lena

Subject Natter, Teaching,

and Learning

Subject Matter, Teaching,

and Learning

Subject Metter, Teitehing,

and Learning

Teaching

Subject Matter and

Teaching

learning

Subject Matter, Teaching,

and Learning



Field Assignments

Page 4

Purpose of field Assignment
L

-Lb 1..

YE 3160, Social Studies Methods

(fell, 1967)

TE 470C, Student teaching
(SecondwrimaJore)

(Fall, 1967)

TE 470C, Student Teaching

(Etementory siejors)

Hinter, 1966)

192

Flan a social studies unit to be used

daring Author* teaching, using

similar loran as described for

TE 306C

Develop at least 1 unit plan using Use s oenceptwal change framework

sisWfied version of forest used in for planning and teething during

TE 412C student teaching

Develop unit Oveis for tads Chapter/

dNunk in Science, Social Studies,

ancillethemetics

eidters and End of Term *election

Essays analyzing a unit you taught

Subject hatter, Teaching,

and Learning

193



Table 3: Data Sources

REWTOR TEACOEP PROJECT

41.

to _CT R SEARC$ QUESTIONS ADDRESSED*

Student interviews

Mentor Interviews

During first month in program

End of each tens in program

(secondary a 5 terms)

(elementary 6 tenmS)

End of each term student is

in program

(secondary S tams)

(elementary ail. terms)

12 case study students

12 case study mentors

Primary focus on questions

IA1, 101, ICI, 101

All

faculty Interviews End of each course tau ht Co ,H instructors and student Alt
End of asch student teething

term

° teaching supervisors

Observations of the 2

foundations classes (TE 200C,

Learning, and TE 205C,

Curriculum)

malt, 1906

Winter, 1907

All Students

Faculty teaching YE 2000,

YE 205C

Primary focus on 11.1, 181, ICI,

101

Also probed faculty's intended

learnings

*Codes for Research Questions:

1. Prospective Teachers' Learning:

Al - Understanding of conceptuel chengelconstructivist views of legaim
- Ability to use knowledge about learning during student teaching

01 Understanding of conceptual change teaching strategies atid,planning

82 -'Ability to use conceptual change frameworks in planning and teaching

Cl - Understanding of atisaaltzjimiledge needed to teach

C2 Ability to analyze and represent subject matter appropriately in planning and teaching

DI - Underitanding of the importance of reflection in learning to teach'

02 - Ability to reflect on planning and teaching during student teaching

II. faculty/Mentor Teacher Collaboration

i 4



DATA Soug(Ig

Guesticinaires

Classroom observation and

Internet interviews In

classroom setting or by phone

Papers/Journals/Unit Plans

written for courses

1 or 2 unit plans and

reflective essays competed

during student teaching

Student teaching supervisor.,

notes about oboormstions

Motes (and occasional tope

recordings) of faculty/mentor

meetings

Notes of facu.cy ;donning and

debriefing meetings (+efore

and after meetings with mentors)

ago COLLEctED

Entry, End of First Tear,

End of Student Teaching

Fall 57-elementary Languor Arts

practicum and secondery student

teaching

Winter 1955-elementary student

teaching

Each tare prior to student

teaching

Fall 1907-secondary

Winter 1489 - elementary

fail 1987-secondary

Winter 1955-ainvertary

2.3 meetings per term from Jan,

1957 through north, 1955

In conjunct Ian with each mentor

meeting (2.3 mentor meetings/

term)

f ROp WhON

All Class of 88 students

and their mentors

Case study students

Case study students

ALL Clams of 88 students

(additional plans and daily

plans collected from case

duly students)

ALL Class of 88 students

Mentors and Academic Learning

faculty

Academic Lemming faculty end

coordinators

RESEARCH OUEStIONS ADDRESSED*

Student questionnaires focused on

1A1, 191, 1C1, 101

mentor questionneiees probed all

*motions

Primary focus on 1A2, 192, IC2, 192

Primary focus on IA1, 191, ICI, 101

Primary focus on 1A2, 192, 1C2, 102

IA2, 192, 1C2, ID?

Primary focus an II

Primary focus en 11

uw/4s4A.2 Amble

6
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Esperierears ilesiwad to

Implore Aspect* of the
Padegogical Islatienship
I. TIE MC: Learning of

Scheel Subjects
-Lectirea/discunkeV
reeding

-Jatensis
-writing assignments

wisiterAllMor
teacher

II. TS ZOSCs Curriculum for
Academic Learning

-Lecaros/dionnsitaf
raiding

-Aureate
- bruiseing sas I grawas
-field wieltsAinter

1 I 1 ginfin.gani
English 401N1/112126

-Lacturardfacenaion/

raiding

-Journals

-Lessen planning

-Held visitsMentor

tacher

-or-

TI 412: Reading in the

Center* NOW
Lecterafdiscusel en/
reading

-Journals
-Lessem pismire
-Hold vi al tsinanter
teacher

19S

Table sr Seplaring Vier nmaaallieed hatitisowhip Across the first Tar
* MOW in aimperams Catnatt Ora* field ?holt*

Tics Peshgagicsi Ratatierethip:

00 ?Wed natter Imam
What is the discipline?

pasta*, grad* is discipline

What doss amp of the

discipline loth lilm?

OH ere hepertent Isom in ash

discipline?

seed etatentignecess *bat* in

lath Taching lama
Mist are the social ralatiorahips in

the enema - mho relation,
Whet eppreachss to toodeing ma used

in this ciassrewat
pen doss the teacher vim abject

slitter?

Shifting; Cram student to teacher

perapectiwo in the etessrace

(C) learning lamas
Mat as 1 like as Werner?

Clemettmoret sgasject)

OH hest helps as lean*
Nara de *talents interpret MAI

abject natter In this 4111111W0111d

that prior latadeOP and todertents
doss *Want have with this topic?

that is ths canstructivist theary sf
the learner?

then is the intanad carriculea

tetruCtung, function) - main

paints abut tqpicT

Tent critique - striatum and

function sf in cerhalier

Now anode insoisdpe be air acturad

fee individal differences?

Mot is the 'theta lareags

epprieedil that are etnetapies

that facilitate this apprsoch?

Emplarstial sf apprtprieto Ilterstura
for use with oddments

lbw doss reading comprsherelen Mate
to reatintet. nadettottar, staid
sadism,

Analyze structure and functions of
abject natter in tent chapter for
unit pign

What is the structure ad function

intended curriculum and hew does it

carpers with the enacted and actual

arri attend
that reprawastiara awe wad to help

*Want saderstsval abject astar?
that's the mane of the social

interaction daring the Isms*

New de various imearapriens about

knowladge and students effect

tudastes ,.teas eir latesdii os?

leswolsp and toads plans using dale
Urea. approach stretresi

Cissarosa onsammant tochnisses

Carpsnaive lawnira strategies

N ow to davelop and see reciprocal

teething strategies

P lan end teach wit toeing

rovarentstien that anifest and

structure and function as object
retter end build an students prier
luindadee

Whet is the actual curricsolesd

Now eb ha students ardarstand the

abject matter?

that prior bawled", and

widerstending de students bins to
situation?

Tait critique last sesuptions
are made *beet otsdent

doweispirst?

Teach unit you hove planed and

same student le n**

Wet prior ialteettOoMederstsating Os
studirrar hays of the tepid

Tench a unit end assess student
wredsrstandito

Analyze 'rashness prier bawled/el NW
wederstanding sf emb/ott natter
and reading steeliest*,

159
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Milne
teacher students went to hove

reputation in the school as a good

teacher

kids would learn a tot

interesting

respect each student

present ideas cleerly

Silt is the ideal teacher

IntsrPretive LensesCO
N4

L = teeming

SN = subject setter

teaching

- reflection in tearning-io-teach

200

L-T

T

T-L

T-L

Table S

Dare's Ideal Teacher

End of met Tern

!knew subject wetter and how to

put it across to students

Can' *reed* children well

Knows the kinds of questions to ask

to test for understanding

ls listable widows alternate methods

Is open - students aren't afraid to ask

questions, say what they think

Open to suggestions from other teachers;

asks for help

very caring about students

Sill is close to the ideal

Takes things 'Lowly - aware of 'naming

capsbilities of students

Responds to student questiOns and student

thinking - Wilting to alter plan

RecomileSstudentsdsconceptions

Lessons, tie together content day-to-day

and across units

Helps students leeks corrections, See hoi

things.relate

Students not efroki to be wrong

Puts responsitility.on kids for thei'

teernins

Relaxed

Sense of humor

End pj Swindell
T-t Actively involves students in their

own learning

Ti. Nes students do iota of writing

T-L Has students explain tit :hr

understandings

.,oks at content in says that wilt

involve students in interpreting

info and Wowing inferences,

guided by teacher

T-L Surfacing student conceptions a lot

Ti. Students involved in discussion,

not just teacher talking

T-L Concrete to abstract

SN-t choose: rnntent WSW on real-lffe

app4ications; something stuoents

SM -L-T

can grasp

Presents content in usys students

can understand not traditional

weys

SN-T Relates concepts within and between

units

L is in touch with student convections

sm Not just facts eachosis

91-T Lots of representatioms of content

(not like Sill)
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I. Working with People

Table 6

GUIDELINES FO NELPING STUDENTS

WORN TOWARD PROGRAM CMS

Academic Learning Program

Strong indications tin. -.2 students are tinking Acackadc

Learning goats with ctassroom teaching experiences:

A. Relations With Students

The student teacher values, rtarects each student's

thinking and actively elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

O. Relations With Mentors

The student teacher initiate conversations with the

mentor teacher about his/her teaching, asking for help

in understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

c. Relations with 470C instructor, Other Professionals

II. Planning for Instruction A. Comprehension of Student Understanding

Seeks and use* information about students' prier
knowledge in Owning.

Ilt.Establishing Classroom

Limits and Ramping

k) ;Instruction

S. Transformation: Developing Tads and Activities

Selects tasks/activities/questions that will wogs
student thinking and develop student understanding of
of centrist concepts/ideas focuses on learrdng concerns.

Wilds on inforintion about student undoiretteding gained

frossuch tasks for further planning.

A. Classroom Waste-

Teacher end students. are actively engaged together
in wekirg sense of meaningful concepts and skiols.

Indications that students are t, L inking Academic

Learning program goals with classroom teaching

experience:

The student teacher is impatient with students who

don't *catch an" quickly and blames student learning

difficulties an students' tack of effort.

The student teacher does not initiate conversations
with the mentor (or other school personnel) about

professional Issues, or conversations are limited to
"how te without asking "line.

Focuses on content-to-be-covered without thinking
*oh about students' prior Mote** and probable
learning difficulties; AS$U1110$ coverage means
turning.

Selects taidmiectivities/euestions became they will

keep student, orderly and busy, or the students will

like them or because that's shot comes next in the

textbook - focuses an esonsgssiont concerns without,

serious terolcieratfon of learning testes.

inforeatten from ewetwatio mks Is used 'minty for

grading purpose* - It isnot used to shape
1rdotrUCtICW4

Teacher and students get along well and cisisroas is

busy but students are satisfied to lust pet the tyska

dons!, they ipnore the content of instruction as such
impossible.



IV. Command of Subject

2.04

B. Time Managenent

Prepares for classes effectively and efficiently, with an
appropriate sense of priorities in osciding whet needs to
be done.

C. C1101$11301 Organization

Organizes and eat/mins rules and procedures that enable
classroom to run smoothly and efficiently.

D. Dealing With Nina. Disruptions
Dale with minor disruptive behavior such as talking
ureeproprietely in a fair and consistent way. ksst ps

students understand rules and learn how to follow them.

E. Dealing With Severe Behavior Problems
Works with students who have severe behavioral or arotiorml
problems in an orgriited and professional way: Moles them
dowels, ani follow through an reasonable plans to overcame
their problems.

Spends too such time on some things and not enough on
others, leading to inadequate preparation and
disorganized classes.

Procedures and rules not adequately worked out or
inconsistently enforced. Materials are sometimes not
ready or pi/Mire incomplete.

Enforcement of ,view too tar, inconsistent, or harsh
and arbitrary. Fails to help studente understand
rules and tarn to follow them.

Falls in to umiroductive patterns in dealing with
problem students, such as nagging, open frustration,
or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

F. Communication About Content

Teacher continually elicits and responds to students' Classroom interaction is primarily teacher to student:

ideas in order to shape and challenge student understandim. teacher lectures and irks evaluation *witless too
Teacher thinks 'bout: Mgm are students making sense of the students know this or not?)
this? Mir are they going astray?

A. Understanding Structure of *Merl

Can identify central concepts and skills that are critical
for students to understand for a given unit of instruction.

B. understanding Functions of Content
Understands the "subject matter in such a way that
applications to everydly/oreel world" slazations can

be made. Can think of questions that wilt challenge

std rats to apply ccocepts, skills, ideas to relevant
eitustions.

Take, an everything-you-couldpossibly-know scproach
to content coverage - has a difficult this picking
out kevconcepts.

Student has a fact or forsuta oriented imderstanding
of the abject matter. Cann think up or even
recognize good apt Ica ion west i one. Comsat see
alternate, ways to subject atter besides the
textbook orimni zeti on.
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V. Personal ad Professional A. Concern for Meaningful Learning

Genuine concern for meaningful, conceptual learning by

students is a goal that drives the student teacher's

professional behavior.

S. Selection on Teaching

The student teacher reflects carefully on his/her

teeching and oaks questions of other professionals to

work on learning problem, the students are having.

C. Analysis of Teaching

The student teacher identifies area he/she needs to

learn more about in order to be an effective teacher and

has mode efforts to gain that knowledge (whether it be

content knowledge, seagement skills, communication

skills, etc.)

S. Receptivity to feedback

The student teacher welcomes feedback from mentor

teacher and university observer as s learning opportunity.

%.o0

ow/41CRA-2tables
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The student teacher is conscientious about being

prepared daily but focuses more on having something

for the class to gg than on what the students will

The studentstudent teacher is satisfied if things ere

pleasant and orderly and dees not puzzle about

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggestions from the

university observer about areas that be /she needs to

learn more about, but does not seek such knowledge an

his/her own.

The student teacher views feedback from the mentor or

the university observer primarily as evaluative. (*Am

I doing a good job or not ?")
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Mentor Teacher Project

6 Student Interview
Protocol #1

Fall, 1936

I. Questions about interpretations of currant Academic Learning Courses/
assignments/activities.

A. gRen qgestiml

- Why did you choose the Academic Learning Program?
In what ways di you expect it to be different from other programs?

- Describe one idea/issue that you've learned/discussed in TE200C so far
that stands out for you.
Why did this stand out for you?
How has it changed your thinking about teaching/learning/learning to
teach?
Does it seem like something that can help you in learning to teach?
Is this different from what you expected to learn? In what ways?

Fenstermacher & Soltis talk about conceptions of the "educated person."
Describe 2-3 ideas about your subject matter discipline that you would
like the students you will have one day to learn. What do you think
would make them "educated people in this area? (What kinds of things
are important in that field?)

D. Focuse4

Field Assignment:
- Tell me about the purpose of the first field assignment you did for

TE200C.
- Describe what you did.
- What do you understand better about teaching/learning from doing that

assignment?
- What did you learn from watching?

What did you learn from talking to the mentor teacher?
How did the things you read and/or discussed in 200C influence the way
you observed? the questions your asked? (Have you observed classrooms
before? What this experience different? Why?)
What was your mentor teacher teaching about?

How do you think students learn about that?
What difficulties do you think they encountered in learning that?

Learning Theories:
- . TE200C is balled "Learning of School Subjects." You've been reading and

discussing theories of learning. Describe one thing that, has seemed
particularly important to you that has come out of these readings/
discussions.
Do you think this will be important to you as a classroom teacher?
what ways?

- Do you think it's important for you to learn and learning theories? Why

If no - Why do you think instructors think it's important?
Do you think there are more important things for you to learn about at
this point? (Do you talk to your mentor teacher and anything related to
learning theories?)

2
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II. Questions about conceptions of teaching/learn- ig to teach in general.

A. Open
Why/how did you decide to become a teacher?
What rewards will there be for you in a teaching career?

What is your image of an ideal teacher?
Where did that image come from?

If you had the opportunity to teach in your mentor's classroom next
week, in what areas/ways would you feel confident to do that and in what
areas/ways would you feel a lack of confidence?
What do you know that you think you'll draw on?

What are the kinds of things xou need to learn in order
effective teacher?
How do you think you'll learn those things? If management - how does
this relate to subject matter you'll be teaching?

What aspects/parts of teaching do you think will be frustrating or
difficult for you? How will you handle those?

to be an

B. Tocuae4
Imagine you're going to teach a unit of instruction in pur teacher's
classroom.

Describe how you would g2 about planning to teach that unit in your
mentor teacher's classroom. What parts would there be in your
planning (things to be considered)? (If they don't include ways of
evaluating learning, ask: How would you evaluate student learning?)

In 200C you've talked about 3 approaches to teaching - executive,
therapist, liberationist.
What reactions do you have to those?
Do you feel yourself more comfortable with a particular approach to
teaching?
Do you think it's useful to think about a general approach to
teaching?

This questions was not asked - this issue was usually addressed during the
discussion of the first field assignment.

How often have you been in your
What does your mentor teacher
learn?
How, do you think you'll learn

mentor teacher's classroom?
know how to do that you would like to

those things?

,Open: Anything you would like to say, comment on, ask about regarding anything
relating your experiences so far, about this study, about the Academic
Learning Program, about teaching?



Mentor Teacher Project

STUDENT INTERVIEW #2

End of Learning Course

Dec, 1986

During the first interview I tried to get an understanding of students'
entering notions about:

Learning - how children learn and What it means to have learned
something

Teaching - what an ideal teacher is like (which roles are most
important; how the teacher views the subject matter
and the school curiculum, the students, learning,
teaching); why the student chose teaching; what is
involved in planning for instruction

Subject Natter - what is important in the student's subject matter
major; what kids should learn about that discipline

Learning -to -teach - how the student thinks he /she will best learn to
teach; what he/she needs to learn in order to be a teacher

In each of these categories, I am trving to figure out how the Academic
Learning students' ideas are changing what the sources of influence on such
change are (ie, mentor teachers, field tasks- course instructors, readings,
experiences outside the program, etc.).

A major part of the first interview focused on early experiences in TE
200C and ways in which those first experiences had changed students'
perceptions/ways of thinking about teaching and learning. In particular, I
explored what students had learned from the first field assignment for TE
200C and from the content studied in the early part of the course. How did
course content compare with what students think they rimed to learn in order
to teach? Did students value professional study as a way of learning to
teach or did they expect that classroom experience would play the larger
role in learning to teach?



Views of the discipline /subject matter

It makes good common sense that to be a good teacher, you need to know
your subject matter well. What does it mean to know (mathematics, science,
English, social studies) well?

Probes: What does it mean to be good in ?

What kindle of things should you know?
So how would you summarize the kinds of understandings
of an excellent teacher of the subject would need?
What do you mean?
Could you give an example?
What does x have to do with knowing (math, science, ss, Eng)?

Do you know someone who is not good in (math, Science. English, SS)?
What is it about this person that makes him/her not good at x?

What courses in your major have you taken so far?

Do these courses help you know (English, math, science, ss) well? in the
ways you need in order to be a good teacher?

What kinds of things do you need to learn about your subject natter to
prepare you for teaching it?

Probes: Why?
Where do you think you will learn about that?



2. Planning and Teaching

Function of this question: In the context of a central teaching task,
I hope to learn about the Academic Learning students' images of good
teaching, their views of what is important in their subject area and why,
and their ability to see the topic from student points of view.

I asked you to choose 2 topics in (science, math, social studies,
English) that would be appropriate and important to teach as units of
instruction in the to elementary/secondary curriculum. Let's start with the
topic that you would feel comfortable dealing with during student teaching,

Tell me what topic you selected.

Why did you select this topic?
Is this something you understand really well?
What makes you feel like you understand it really well?

(Can you tell me more about that? How/where did you
learn about it?)

What would be important to teach (elementary, middle school, high school)
students about this topic? What would the essential content be? (What
kinds of understandings would you want students to develop?)

Suppose you were going to plan a 2-week unit of instruction about this
topic. Before you considered yourself ready to actually teach the unit,
what things would you want to think through? (What things would you want to
think about in planning the unit?)

What sources might you consult to help you in planning?

In what ways would a textbook be helpful/not so helpful to you in planning
this unit?



What ideas do you have about how you might actually teach this topic?
Probes: What teaching strategies would be important to use?

How might you start out the unit?
Why?

Suppose you were talking to a group of parents. How would you explain why
you are teaching students this unit? (what the unit is all about and why
it's important to teach?)
OR
If you were teaching this unit and a student said, *Why are we learning
this," what would you say?

Do you think this is a topic that students will be interested in learning
about? If students appear bored with the unit, what would you do?

Probe: What is an example of something you could do that would
get students more interested ln this topic?

As you were teaching this unit, what would indicate to you that things were
going well?

Is there anything about this topic that you think would be especially hard
for students?

2 :



How would you know if students were understanding?

I also asked you to think about a topic that is appropriate and important to
teach but that you would not feel very comfortable dealing with during
student teaching.

What topic did you select?

Why would you feel uncomfortable teaching about this topic?
What is it that you don't know about this topic?



3. Reflections of TE 200C

TE 200C was a course win which you studied many different concepts
about teaching and learning and in which you had a number of different kinds
of experiences. Think back over the ideas explored in that course and
experiences you had in that course.

What things stand out for you?

Probes: Why does that stand out for you?
Where did that idea cone from?
Is that important to you in learning to teach, in thinking
about teaching?

Any other ideas?

TE 200C is called Learning of School Subjects. Describe any ways in
which your experiences in the course changed how you think about kids'
learning in schools?
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4. Experiences so far in TE 205C

How would you describe to someone outside the program what TE 205C is about?

Probe: How do the readings so far fit into that course description?
How does what you've discussed in lecture or in groups fit
into what the course is all about?

How do the field assignments fit into that course description?

What was the purpose of the first field assignment?

In carrying out this assignment, you were to take notes on events in the
observed lesson and then analyze ways in which the content of the lesson was
represented by the teacher. Was that a difficult task for you? WHy7
What did you learn from doing that?

Was that a different way of thinking about subject matter tharkyou're used
to? How is it different?



5. Learning-to-teach from the mentor

How often have you been in your mentor teacher's classroom so far?

What have you learned from your mentor?

Is that important for you in learning to teach?

What kinds of things have you talked to your mentor about?
What kinds of questions do you ask your mentor?

What does you mentor know how to do that you would like to learn how to
do?

Hou do you think you can ?Darn to do that?

6. Other sources of influence on student thinking about teaching.

Have you had any experiences this Fall that we have not discussed that have
helped you think about teaching/learning?

Did any of the courses you've taken this year help you think about teaching
and/or learning in new ways?



7. Images of the ideal teacher

In the first interview, I asked you: What is your image of the ideal
(math, science, ss, English) teacher? In your answer you talked
about...(remind student of his/her response). Describe for me any ways in
which your idea of the ideal teacher has changed since then.

Probes: Which of those characteristics would you say is most
important? Has that changed since our last interview?

How would your ideal teacher view students? learning?
the subject matter? the school curriculum?

What teaching strategies would be most important for your
ideal teacher to use?

Since I last talked with your, have you come across any examples that match
your image of the ideal teacher (in readings, discussions, in your MSU
courses, in the schools)?

S. OPEN.

Any comments, questions on your experience in AL, about this study, about
the ALP, about teaching



Learning

Teaching

Mentor Teacher Project

STUDENT INTERVIEW #3

End of Curriculum Course

March, 1987

- how children learn and what it means to have learned
something in a given subject area

- what an ideal teacher is like (which roles are most
important; how the teacher views the subject matter
and the school curriculum, the students, learning,
teaching); why the student wants to teach; what is
involved in planning

Subject Matter - what is important in the A.L. student's subject
matter major; what kids should learn about that discipline

Learning-to-teach - how the student thinks he/she will best learn to
teach; what he/she needs to learn in order to be a teacher.

In each of these categories, I am trying to figure out how
Academic Learning students' ideas are changing and what the sources of
influence on such change are (ie, mentor teachers, field tasks, course
instructors, readings, experiences outside the program, etc.).

In the second interview, I explored in the most depth a) issues related
to subject matter understandings and what the prospective teachers think
they need to learn about their subjects in order to teach effectively
and b) prospective teachers' ideas about planning. We also talked about
experiences in 200C, 205C, and other sources of influence on their thinking
about teaching. Finally, I explored with them their notions about the
"ideal teacher." This seemed to be a question that gets at some interesting
things (like how A.L. courses influence their ways of thinking about
teaching, the relative emphasis they put on subject matter knowledge, their
ways of thinking about their mentors, etc.), and I would like to explore it
in more depth in the third interview. I also want to focus more explicitly
on the relationships between the field experiences and experiences in
Academic Learning classes. I will try to get at the four categories of
information listed above within the context of questions about their image
of the ideal teacher and questions about TE 205C.



1. Images of the ideal teacher

I've asked you twice now about your image of an ideal teacher. Today
I'd like you to think again about that ideal teacher - first describe what
that teacher would be like.

Now I'd like you to give me a more specific picture of what an ideal teacher
would be like. To do this, I'd like you to describe a typical lesson in the
life of the ideal teacher. What does this ideal teacher think about and do?
Think about a lesson that you observed during one of the assignments for TE
205C - how would your ideal teacher have thought about and taught that
lesson?

What content would be emphasized?
What kinds of learning would be valued?
What kinds of questions would the teacher ask?

Now does your description of the ideal lesson differ from the lesson as you
observed it being taught? Why are those differences important to you?



(How does your ideal teacher think about students?)

(How does your ideal teacher view learning ?')

* How has your image of the ideal teacher been influenced by courses and
experiences in the Academic Learning Program? Are you aware of changes in
your thinking about this ideal teacher?

4 How has your image of the, ideal teacher been influenced by other sources?
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Here are some kinds of knowledge that you might think are needed in order to
become the kind of ideal teacher you're describing. I'd like you to first
sort these cards into those you think are needed/not needed to be your ideal
teacher. c..)-theis you'd like +0 AM.!

Tell me what you think your ideal teacher needs to know about each category
and why.

knowledge of structure of the discipline-

functions of the discipline-

how students learn-

facts to be learned

concepts to be learned

teaching strategies-

how to manage a classroom

how to control student behavior and get their cdoperation

how to motivate students

other



I'd like you to order the cards in order from those you know the most about
to those you know the least about.

Now do you think you will learn about those you don't know about?

(...
Which of these have you learned something about so far from the Academic
arning Program? What have you learned?



2. Experiences in TE 205C

How would you describe to someone outside this program what TE 205C is all
about?

You had a number of different kinds of experiences in TE 205C, including
lecture, subject matter groups discussions, field assignments, readings,
etc. What things stand out for you from all of that as being important or
interesting ideas?

What things stand out ior you when I say "difficult" or "challenging?"

What things stand out for you when I say "confusing?"

Which sub
group?

ect matter groups did you attend? What stands out for you in each.

rj;



Did you gain any new ideas or understandings related to your subject matter
area as result of discussions in the subject matter groups in TE 205C?

Although TE :LO5C is called a curriculum course rather than a learning course
(like 200C), did TE 205C help you to think about student learning in any
significant ways? new ways?



Field assignments for TE 205C

Last time we talked a bit about the first field assignment for TE 205C in
which you observed the lesson , focusing on the enacted curriculum

. Today.
I'd like to talk about assignments 3 and 4, in which you studied and
compared the intended, enacted and actual curriculum.

How would you describe the purposes of those two assignments?

Describe your visits - what you did, what you observed.

What do you understand better about teaching from doing those assignments?

What do you understand better about learning'from doing those assignments?

What do you understand better about the school curriculum from doing thoSe
assignments?

Did things you talked about or reod about for TE 205C influence how you
interpreted what yru observed? In what ways?



How were the interactions you had with your mentor this term different or
the same as interactions you had last term?

Did you visit your mentor's classroom for visits other than those required
for TE 205C? Describe any such visits.

la What things did you learn from your field visits that were perhaps not
intended by your TE 205C instructors?



4. Sources of influence

Are there ideas you've been taught about in A.L. classes that you think are
unrealistic for use in "real" classrooms? Why?

I'm wondering about the relative importance for you of field experiences and
experiences in A.L. classes in hlping you learn to teach. On this scale
from 1 to 5, how would you rate the contributions that each has made to your
thinking and learning about teaching.

1

very little

1 2 3

very little

4 5 Contributions of experiences
a great deal in Academic Learning classes

5 Contributions of assigned
a great deal. field assignments

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of field
very little a great deal experiences not required

for Academic Learning
classes

Explain your choices.



5. Elementary majors -

In addition to TE 205C, you also took two other Academic Learning
courses this tern - Oral Language Methods and Math Methods. What stands out
for you about each of those courses?

Oral language -

Math methods -

Mere was no field work associated with either of those courses. Would
fieldwork have helped you understand course ideas better? In what ways?
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4f You will be doing some actual teaching next term. In what ways do you
feel well prepared to do that?

In what ways do you feel unprepared to do that?

What do you expect to learn from your A.L. courses this Spring?

If you could design a field assignment for yourself right now, what would it
be like?

6 . Open -.any comments, questions.



Mentor Teacher Project

STUDENT INTERVIEW #4

May-June, 1987

End of Spring Methods Classes

1. Do you feel that you have made significant progress toward becoming a
teacher since the last interview? Explain.

Are there particular experiences in the Academic Learning Program that
helped you progress?

Think back to your intentions for a teaching career before you began the
program. Have your career plans and goals changed in any ways since
that time?

Are you feeling any more or less committed to a teaching career?
Do you have different goals for yourself as a teacher than you did

before?
If there is any change in plans, what is the source of influence on that

change? Why the change?



The ideal teacher. You have been asked in each interview about your
image of the ideal teacher. First I'd like you to describe for me what
that teacher would be like.

0

How does your ideal teacher think shour flu* content of instruction?

How does your ideal teacher tnink about students?

How does your ideal teacher think about learning?

How kinds of teaching strategies are particularly important to your
ideal teacher ?. Are these subject matter specific?

2



Are you aware of any changes in your thinking about the ideal teacher
as a result of experiences in the Academic Learning Program this term?
Explain.

Has your image of the ideal teacher been influenced by other sources?



4. Program themes and emphases and their links in the fLeld.

You have now taken the following courses in the Academic Learning
Program:

Elementary

TE 200C, Learning
TE 205C, Curriculum
Math Methods
Oral Language
Science Methods
Reading and Writing Methods.`

Secondary

TE 200C, Learning
TE 205C, Curriculum
A methods course
TE 412C, Reading in the Content

Areas OR
DIG 408A, Problems in the Teaching

of Reading

Describe ways in which you see the Academic Learning courses as sharing
common themes, common emphases. (What are the key ideas that seem to
be emphasized in each course? What makes the courses seem to fit
together, build on each other?)

Do any of the courses seem not to belong or to fit with program themes?
Explain.

2.1#.
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5. One of the themes emphasized in the ALP is the importance of teaching
for conceptual change or for meaningful conceptual development.
Describe how you would explain this emphasis to a friend or relative
not in the program. (What does it mean to each for conceptual
change?)

Do you think that the unit you taught this term was focused on helping
students through a process of conceptual change? Why or why not? In
what ways?

6. In what ways does your mentor teacher support you in working toward
goals and ideas emphasized in Academic Learning courses? Specific
examples of such support would be helpful.

(Probes if student has difficulty answering this one: Does your
teacher model the kinds of teaching strategies being emphasized? Does
your teacher show interest in what you are learining in your courses?
Does your teacher encourage you to try things emphasized in courses?)

Are there any ways in which your mentor teacher does not support you or
encourage you in working toward program goals?

-Give examples.
(I'm trying to get at any conflicts the student may feel between what
the mentor says and what the program says.)



7. Are any of the ideas/teaching strategies/themes you have been taught
about in Academic Learning courses unrealistic for classroom use?
Explain.

8. Interactions With Mentor Teacher. Were your interactions with your
mentor teacher different this term? In what ways? Describe ways in
which you interacted with your mentor this term.

What things did you learn from your mentor that were not necessarily
intended by AL course instructors (things not related to course
assignments and course goals)?

Unit planning and teaching. You just finished teaching a unit in your
misntor's classroom.

-What was difficult or easy about planning the unit?

t 4.0
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If the student does not mention anything about the subject matter
itself, ask:

What was the topic of your unit? Did you need to develop any
understandings of the topic itself before teaching the unit?

Are there things you wish you knew more about related to this topic?

-What was difficult or easy about teaching the unit?

-What was difficult or easy about evaluating student learning in the
unit?

Describe what you wanted students to understand from this unit. Why do
you think these are important ideas for the students to learn about?

10. OPTIONAL probably won't be time for this one.
Describe ways in which your mentor teacher and course instructors
contributed to, your learning this term about -

planning

7



the subject matter to be taught -

teaching strategies -

assessing student learning -

classroom management strategies -

11. Considering all the different components of your methods class (science
methods for elementary students), what things stand out for you as being
particularly important or interesting ideas or experiences in helping
you learn to teach?

What things stand out for you as being confusing or problematic in any.
way?

.2 4



12. SECONDARY ONLY. How would you describe what TE 412C/ENG 408A is about?
(What were the goals of the course?)

Considering all the different components of TE 412/ENG 408A (including
weekly field visits, unit tiaching, readings, lecture, discussion
groups), what things stand out for you as being particularly important
or interesting ideas or experiences in helping you learn to teach ?.

What things stand out for you as being confusing or problematic in any
way?

Describe any ways in which TE 412C helped you think about student
learning in any new ways.



13. Whax. ideas still stand
Do the ideas discussed
than they did when you
Why do you think those

14. What ideas still stand
Do the ideas discussed
than they did when you
Why do you think those

out for you from TE 200C?
in that course strike you any differently now
were actually taking the course?
things are still with you?

out for you from TE 205C?
in that course strike you any differently now
were actually taking the course?
things are still with you?

11



15. On this scale from 1 to 5, how would you rate the relative
contributions that field experiences this term and Academic Learningune11)
courses taken this term have made to your thinking and learning about
teaching?

1 2 3

very little
5

a great deal
Contributions of experiences in
Academic Learning classes this
tern

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of field
very little a great deal assignments (including weekly

field visits for secondary
students)

Explain your choices.

16. SECONDARY STUDENTS. In the last interview you were asked about the
different kinds of knowledge it takes to become the ideal teacher. As
you look ahead to student teaching next term, in what areas do you feel,
well prepared for student teaching? In what areas do you feel
unprepared?

(Probes - subject matter knowledge including knowledge of structure and
functions of the discipline, knowledge about students and their learning,
knowledge of teaching strategies, classroom management teehniques,
motivation, discipline).



fr4".nlok ELEMENTARY STUDENTS. Suppose you were scheduled to student teach in
the Fall. In what areas would you feel, well prepared to teach?

What do you hope to learn during Fall term that will better prepare you
for student teaching?

17. Open. Any comments, questions, concerns, complaints about any of the
study, or about ALP in general, about teaching?

0
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Mentor Teacher Project

STUDENT INTERVIEW #5

Elementary

November-December, 1987

During Language Arts Practicum



1. Do you think that you have made significant progress toward becoming a
teacher since your last interview in June? Explain.

-Are there particular experiences in the Academic Learning Program that
helped you make progress?

2. Think back to your intentions for a teaching career and how they have
changed or remained the same since you began the program last year.
Have your career plans and goals changed in any ways since last year?

--Are you feeling any more or less committed to a teaching career?
--Do you have different goals for yourself as a teacher than you did
before?
--If there is any change in plans, what is the source of influence on
that change? Why the change?



3. The ideal teacher. You have been asked about your image of the ideal
teacher in each interview. Describe your image of the ideal teacher today.

How does your ideal teacher think about (pick student's subject matter
major)?

How does your ideal teacher think about students?

How.does your ideal teacher think about learning?

What kinds of teaching strategies are particularly important to your
ideal teacher. in (student's major)? In other subject areas?

Are you aware of any changes in your thinking about the idea: teacher
since last year?



Are any of those changes the result of experiences in the Academic
Learning Program?

Has your image of the ideal teacher been influenced by other sources?

4. Language Arts Practicum.

What stands out as important learnings?

10
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What stands out as difficult, challenging?

What stands out as confusing, problematic?

5. Interdisciplinary Curriculum.

What stands out as importnat learnings?

What stands out as difficult, challenging?



What stands out as confusing, problematic?

6. Social Studies Methods.

What stands out as important learnings?

What stands out as difficult, challenging?

What stands out as confusing, problematic?

7. How do themes/ideas developed in any or all of the three courses you
took this term relate to themes/issues that were discussed in last
year's courses?

--Do the courses seem to build on one another, address common themes or
emphases?

. One of the themes emphasized in the ALP is the importance of teaching
for conceptual change or for meaningful conceptual developient. Have
your courses this term helped you-understand-that program theme in any
new ways?

7-How would you describe conceptual change teaching to someone outside
the program?

Jew



9. Experiences in the field this term.

Describe the kinds of experiences you had in the field this term.

What did you learn from these experiences about teaching?

about learning?

about the language arts curriculum?

What did your Mentor help.you learn from this field experience?

What did any of your course instructors help you learn from this field
experience?



10. Mentor Teacher Role.

In what ways does your mentor teacher suppport you in working toward
ALP goals/ ideas emphasized in AL classes? Specific examples.

Do you ever think you are receiving conflicting messages from your
mentor and from program instructors? Examples.

Describe the nature and frequency of interactions you have had with
your mentor this term.

.171. Academic Learning Faculty.

How have program course instructors and field instructors helped you
think about your work in the field this term?



12. Preparation for student teaching.

Subject matter preparation - In which subject area do you feel weakest?
That kinds of knowledge are missing that you feel you need?
In what subject area do you feel, strongest? What kinds of knowledge
do you have about this area that makes you feel so well prepared?

Planning - How do you think you will approach planning during student
teaching (what thaings will you consider in planning)? How does that
differ from your mentor's planning? Why do you intend to plan in
these ways?

Speculate about ways in which you feel ready to student teach. What
prepared you?

What do you think will be diffiCult for.you during student Leaching?
Why? (Will planning be difficult? classroom management? assessilg
student learning?)



13. Relative contributions of field vs. coursework.

Rate the relative contributions that field experiences this term.and
Academic Learning courses taken this term have made to your thinking and
learning about teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of experiences in
very little a great deal Academic Learning courses this term

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of field assignments
very little a great deal in Language Arts Practicum

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of field assignments
very little a great deal in Interdisciplinary Curriculum

Explain your choices.

14. Are there any ideas or teaching strategies that you have learned about
in AL courses that seem unrealistic to you in real classrooms?

15. Program Changes?

If you could change one thing about the Academic Learning Program that
would have been a big help to you in learning to teach, what would
you change?



16 , OPEN.
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL #5
SECONDARY

November, 1987
During Student Teaching

Purposes of this Interview:

This interview is taking place during the student teaching term (a
little past midterm). The people observing the case study students have
(.311ected evidence that some student teachers clearly reflect program goals
in their teaching behavior, while other students appear not to be linking
program goals with their daily teaching behaviors. The purpose of this
interview is to get students' perceptions about the relationship between
program goals and their daily teaching. Are students doing a lot of
thinking about program goals (even in cases where they cannot implement the
goals in ways we would recognize)? If they are not thinking about program
goals, what is guiding their teaching practice? Why? In order to
understand yhy students are or are not actively linking program goals and
daily teaching experience, it is critical to understand more fully the roles
of t1 a! mentor teacher and and the student teaching observer. This interview
will probe students' perceptions of those persons as sources of knowledge in
learning to teach.



Tho intorviom Ntiatu with fairly open-ended questions that do not
nitre Nsoritv point studonts toward talking about Academic Learning goals. We
want to NV!' if students are viewing student teaching as a learning
exporionce and what kinds of things the student teachers think good teachers
noed to know.

1. Dvscribe the most important things you have learned so far this term
from the student teaching experience. Probe to get explanations about
how the student learned these things.

2. Describe things that you find difficult about teaching.

3. Describe your areas of :trength as a teacher.

4. Describe your areas of weakness as a teacher.



6. Do you feel that you have the kinds of subject matter knowledge needed
to teach your load this term successfully? What kinds of subject matter
knowledge do you need to have to teach x successfully? In cases where
you do not feel like you have the necessary subject matter knowledge,
what do you do?

7. How does learning to teach in this setting differ from last year's
experiences in Academic Learning? How is it similar?

*****What things that were talked about in AL classes last year do you find
yourself thioxing about this term?



Images of the Ideal Teacher. This is a series of questions that the
students have been asked in each interview.

In each interview, I have asked you to &scribe your image of the ideal
teacher. How would you describe the ideal (Subject matter area) teacher
today?

**If not mentioned, ask about this ideal teacher's way of viewing the
subject matter to be taught, student learning, favored teaching
strategies.

In what ways has the student teaching experience changed your image of the
ideal teacher? Explain.



Has this image been influenced by other experiences in the Academic Learning
Program? In what ways?

Has this Jell influenced by experiences outside the Academic Learning
Program? , -ribe.

OPTIONAL.
What kinds of knowledge does it take to be this kind of teacher? (probe for
subject matter knowledge, knoWledge about students and learning, knowledge
about teaching strategies, management, etc.)



Interactions with mentor, student teaching observer.

Last year you had a number of different sources to draw from in helping you
learn to teach, including Academic Learning course instructors, readings,
lectures, field visits and interactions with mentors, written assignments
and feedback on those, group discussions in AL courses, unit planning, etc,

This term, what are the most important sources of support in helping you
learn to teach (support can Le other people, books you are reading, your
own reflection on your teaching, etc.)?

IF not mentioned, ask about each of the following potential sources:

What role does your mentor teacher play this term?

In what ways does your mentor help you learn to teach?,
Describe the ways you typically interact with your mentO

Does your mentor watch you teach and give you feedback about these
observations? Is this useful for you? In what ways?



Are there any ways in which your mentor is not helpful or could be more
helpful in this learning-to-teach process?.

One of the goals of the Mentor Teacher field component in the ALP is
that mentors will actively support students in rethinking themes,
issues, strategies taught in AL classes in light of classroom reality.
Thus, the mentor would help students link their study in AL classes
with classroom realities. Does your mentor do that? Can you give an
example?

What tole(s) does your student teaching observer play this term?

In what ,-vs does your observer help you learn to teach?
Describe the ways you typically interact with your observer.

Are the observer's observations and feedback on your teaching useful to
you? In what ways?



What do you do with the advice, suggestions given to you by your
observer? Do you always agree with the advice?

Are there any ways in which your observer is not helpful or could be
more helpful in the learning-to-teach process?

Do you ever feel like you are receiving conflicting messages from your
observer and from your mentor teacher?

What role (s) do the student teaching seminars play this term?
in what ways are they helpful or not so helpful in the learn ng-
teach prpeess?



What role(s) do previous Academic Learning courses and field experiences
play in the learning-to-teach process?

What role(s) does your own reflection on your teaching play in helping you
learn to ti..-och?



Unit Plan Requirement

In the context of a specific student teaching requirement, we will try
to find out more about the nature of mentor-student, observer-student
interactions and about how the student thinks about program goals (or nat)
in planning, teaching, and reflecting on teaching.

As a student teaching requirement you are developing and teaching one unit
plan. Describe how you went about planning and teaching that unit.

(Probe about why the topic was selected, what kinds of understandings
are intended from the unit and why those are worthwhile learnings, what
things the student thought about in planning the unit, what sources the
student used in planning the unit, whether the student thought about
potential learner difficulties or misconceptions, how learning is to be
assessed).

Probe for mentor and observer roles in planning the unit.



Are you teaching the unit now? If student has taught or is teaching the
unit now, ask:

Is the unit going well? In what ways?

Have you noticed any difficulties with students' conceptual change?

Was the unit planning process different from the other units you are
teaching? In what ways? In what ways is that process similar to what you
do on a daily basis? What will your unit planning look like when you are
out on your own?

Suppose, the x school district school board wanted to review its y
curriculum. They asked for advice from their teachers about what kinds of
changes they would recommend in the curriculum. Uhat kinds of changes would
you recommend? Why?



Importance of study vs. experience in learning to teach

Are there ideas/strategies y,u were taught about in AL classes that you
think are unrealistic for use in "real" classrooms? Explain.

I'm wondering about the relative importance for you of experiences in AL
classes, field experiences prior to student teaching, and student teaching
in helping you learn to teach. On this scale from 1 to 5, how would you
rate the contributions that each has made to your thinking and learning
about teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of experiences
very little a great deal in Academic Learning classes

1 4 5 Contributions of pre-student
very little a great deal teaching field experiences

1

'very little

Explain your choices.

3 4 5 Contributions of student
a great deal teaching



If you could redesign the student teaching experience, what would you
recommend to maximize your learning-to-teach?

OPTIONAL - save for Winter term interview?
In a job interview situation, you may be asked to describe your personal
philosophy about teaching and learning. What are your current ideas about
how you might answer such a question?



STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL #6
ELEMENTARY

March, 1988
End of Student Teaching

Purposes o this Interview:

This interview is taking place at the end of the student teaching term (a
little past midterm). The people observing the case study students have
collected evidence that some student teachers clearly reflect program goals in
their teaching behavior, while other students appear not to be linking program
goals with their daily teaching behaviors. The purpose of this interview is to
get students' perceptions about the relationship between program goals and
their daily teaching. Are students doing a lot of thinking about program goals
(even in cases where they cannot implement the goals in ways we would
recognize)? If they are not thinking about program goals, what IA guiding
their teaching practice? Why? In order to understand Aly students are or are
not actively linking program goals and daily teaching experience, it is
critical to understand more fully the roles of the mentor teacher and the
student teaching observer. This interview will probe students' perceptions of
those persons as sources of knowledge in learning to teach.

The interview starts with fairly open-ended questions that do not necessarily
point students toward talking about Academic Learning goals. We want to see if
students are viewing student teaching as a learning experience and what kinds
of things the student teachers think good teachers need to know.

1. Describe the most important things ypq, have learned so far this term from
the student teaching eXperience. Probe to get explanations about how the
studentlearned these things.



2. Describe things that you find difficult about teaching.

3. Describe your areas of strength as a teacher.

4. Describe your areas of weakness as a teacher.

5. What things that were talked about in AL classes last year and last: term
ric, you find yourtwit thipkingabout this term? Aow were those impOttant
to you duting student. teaching7

Do you feel that you have the kinds of subject matter knowledge nett 16( to
teach your load this term successfully? What kinds of subject matter
knowledge do you need to have to teach x successfully? In cases what, v
do not feel like'you have the necessary subject matter knowledge, whist I..,,

you do?

'';
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7. How does learning to teach in this setting differ from last year's
experiences in Academic Learning? How is it similar?

8. Images of the Ideal Teacher. This is a series of questions that the
students have been asked in each interview.

In each interview, I have asked you to describe your image of the ideal
teacher. How would you describe the ideal (Subject matter area) teacher
today?

**If not mentioned, ask about this ideal teacher's way of viewing the
subject matter to be taught, student learning; favnred teaching
strategies; process of learning to teach..

2'14 "L



In what ways has the student teaching experience changed your image of the
ideal teacher? Explain.

Has this image been influenced by other experiences in the Academic
Learning Program? In what ways?

Has this image been influenced by experiences outside the Academic
Learning Program? -Describe.

2



OPTIONAL.

What kinds of knowledge does it take to be this kind of teacher? .(probe
for subject matter knowledge, knowledge about students and learning,
knowledge about teaching strategies, management, etc.)

9. Planning

In the context of specific student teaching requirements regarding unit
and daily planning, we will try to find out more about the nature of
mentor-student, observer-student interactions and about how the student
thinks about program goals (or not) in planning, teaching, and reflecting
on teaching.

Describe how you will go about planning when you're out on your own
teaching.

In what ways will'your planning be,different or the same as planning you
were required to do during student teaching?

(Probe for thinking about both daily and unit planning relative valuing of
each, approaches to eaciL),



During student teaching you were required to develop unit plans in each
subject area. In what ways was that helpful/not so helpful in learning to
teach?

Look at this list of pieces of the unit planning requirement. Tell about
the function of each of the plan. Which pieces do you find important and
why?

Central question,
list of concepts
(definitions of concepts)
objectives
sample assessment questions
students' prior knowledge/misconceptions

Probe for mentor and observer roles in unit planning process.

10, Inteoctions with mentor, student teaching 470C instructor.

Last year you had a number of different sources to draw from in helping
: u learn to teach, including Academic Learning course instructors,
r,adings, lectures, field visits' and interactions with mentors, written
assignments and feedback on those, group discussions in AL courses, unit
planning, etc.

6



This term, what are the most important sources of support in helping you
leiorl to teach (support can be other people, books you are reading, your
own reflection on your teaching, etc.)?

If not mentioned, ask about each of Cie following potential sources:

a. What role does your 'mentor teacher play this term?

In what ways does your mentor help you learn to teach?
Describe the ways you typically interact with your mentor.

Does your mentor watch you teach and give you feedback about these
observations? Is this useful for you? In what ways?

Are there any ways in which your mentor is not helpful or could be more
helpful in this learning-to-teach process?



**One of the goals of the Mentor Teacher field component in the ALP is
that mentors will actively support students, in rethinking themes, issues,
strategies taught in AL classes in light of classroom reality, Thus, the
mentor would help students link their study in AL classes with classroom
realities. Does your mentor do that? Can you give an example?

b. What role(s) does your 470C ilastructor play this term? In what ways
is the 470C instructor role the same or different. from the mentor
teacher role?

In what ways does your observer help you learn to teach?
Describe the ways you typically interact with your 470C instructor.

Are the 470C instructor's observations and feedback on your teaching
useful to you? In what ways?



What do you do with the advice, suggestions given to you by your 470C
instructor? Do you always agree with the advice?

Are there any ways in which your observer is not helpful or could be
more helpful in the learning-to-teach process?

What program themes or ideas from Academic Learning courses has your
470C instructor emphasized and helped you work on?

Do you ever feel like you are receiving conflicting messages from
yc,k4r Observer and from your mentor teacher?



c. What role (s) do the student teaching semtnars play this term?
In what ways are they helpful or not so helpful in the learning-to-
teach process?

What role(s) do previous Academic Learning courses and field
experiences play in the learning-to-teach process?

What role(s) does your own reflection on your teaching play in
helping you learn to teach?

11. IIIRDISAWILALASUAXYA.,9AVarience In learning to teach

Are there ideas/strategies you were taught about in AL classes that you
think are unrealiStic for use in "real" classrooms? Explain,

I
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I'm wondering about the relative importance for you of experiences in AL
classes, field experiences prior to student teaching, and student teaching
in helping you learn to teach. On this scale from 1 to 5, how would you
rate the contributions tha' each has made to your thinking and learning
about teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of experiences
very little a great deal in Academic Learning classes

1 2 3 4 5 Con' ibutions of pre-student
very little a great deal teaching field experiences

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of student
very little a great deal teaching

Explain your choices.

If you could redesign the student teaching experience,. what. would you
recommend to maximize your learning-to-teach?

11



OPTIONAL - save for Winter term interview?
In a job interview situation, you may be asked to describe your personal
philosophy about teaching and learning. What are your current ideas about.
how you might answer such a question?

4
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 46

SECONDARY

Spring, 1988

After Completion of all Program Courses

This interview is being conducted well after the secondary prospective teachers'
completion of student teaching and after their last two courses in the Academic Learning
Program (TE 406C, Interdisciplinary Curriculum and TE 450C, School and Society). The
interview is designed to probe the extent to which the following program themes arc a part
of the prospective teachers' personal ways of thinking about teaching:

- a constructivist view of the ;culler,

- the need for rich, conceptually-integrated subject matter understandings (nature of
inquiry and knowledge growth in the disciplines, structure and functions of the
subject matter, relationship of the subject matter to student development),

- effective teaching strategies and student tasks for conceptual change teaching,

- learning-to-teach as an ongoing, reflective process.

These issues are explored through two main questions:

1) an open-ended task in which students are asked to analyze a piece of a textbook (or
other curriculum materials) and talk about how they would think about this piece (a
chapter, for example) in preparing to teach it. We will use a textbook the student
used during student tcrIching, but select a chapter not addressed during student
teaching,

2) the prospective teachers' views of the ideal teacher and the ideal teaching
situation.

In addition, depending on time available, we would like to include questions that

a) are designed to explore particular issues with a given student,

b) find out about the influence of the last two courses in the program, particularly
how students think about issues raised in 450C about the social context of teaching
and learning,

c) probe 'the students' retrospective look at program experiences (especially the field
experiences and mentor teacher role).



1. '1 he student will be given a textbook chapter either a day ahead of time or for 10-15
minutes at the beginning of the interview. They will be asked to look at the chapter
with the following question in mind:

This is a chapter you did not teach during student teaching. Suppose next year you
are faced with teaching this chapter. What would you think about in using this
chapter? (flow would you use this chapter in preparing to teach?)

Probes: Would you seek further information? What kinds? If no
respoiltAl from the student regarding structure, function, student development,
representations, central focus/question, we could ask:

Why is this content important to teach? Would you think about organizing the
content any differently?



2. Dig I4eal Ig.a0102

How would you donct ihe the ideal (science, math, English, Social Studics) teacher
today?

If not mentioned, ask about the ideal techer's way of viewing:

a) studept Jcarninz,

b) ,ubiect matter -

What kinds of subject matter understanding does the ideal teacher have?

How would the ideal teacher think about what content to emphasize or exclude?

What kind of (math, science, English, Social Studies) curriculum the ideal teacher
would favor?



c) teaching strategki and student tasks favored by the ideal teacher

d) the kind of classroom environment the ideal teacher would create (na:ure of
teacher-student interactions, classroom management, student vs. teacher
responsibilities, etc.)

What's the teacher's/student's role in the learning process?

*In what ways are v_pua ware that your imagt of the ideal teacher has changed:

a) Since the completion of student teaching? Why?

Have TE 406C and/or TE 450C influenced your ways of thinking about the ideal
teacher (or about your own student teaching enperience)? Explain.



by Since beginning the Academic Learning Program? Why?

*Describe one knit of your studeat teaching in which you think you came closest to
being this ideal teacher. In what ways did you achieve some of your ideals? You may
want to contrast your success in this unit with a unit in which you felt less ideal.
What were the differences?

Probe to get picture of extent to which student perceives his/her attainment of
program ideals.

(Optional) As you think about looking for a teaching position, what would your ideal
teaching job be like? How will you approach your daily teaching in i:.is job?



3. Questiojs 'articular to the student



Student Interview Protocol 76
Secondary, Spring 88
page 7

4. Retrospective look at Academic Learning experiences

a. In Academic Learning, there are a number of themes or issues that arc integrated
into the program sequence. What are two program themes that were important to you
in learning to teach?

b. Did TE 406C and/or TE 450C help you think about and further develop those themes"
In what ways? (OR: In what ways did TE 406C and TE 4.:0C contribute to your
understanding of conceptual change teaching?)

c. Are there other important ideas/issues that these 2 courses raised for you?



Student Interview Protocol 86
Secondary, Spring 88
page 8

d. Looking back over your 2 years in the Academic Learning Program, what ideas and/or
experiences were particularly important to you in learning to teach? In what ways
were they important?

Men

Experiences;
(remind student of particular field experiences and courses, interactions with mentor,
if these are not mentioned).

What important experiences were left out?



Student Interview Protocol 96
Secondary, Spring 88
page 9

(Optional) Suppose you had started teaching without any of the teacher education
experiences you've had. Do you think you would have been a different kind of teacher
than you see your self today? In what ways? Why?

ow/SIATP-5
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STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL #7

ELEMENTARY

June, 1988

After Completion of cal Program Courses

This interview is being conducted well after the elementary prospective
teachers' completion of student teaching and after their last two courses in
the Academic Learning Program (TE 406C, Interdisciplinary Inquiry, and TE 450C,
School and Society). The interview is designed to probe the extent to which
the following program themes are a part of the prospective teachers' personal
ways of thinking about teaching:

that

- a ccnstructivist view of the learner,

- the need for rich, conceptually-integrated subject matter
understandings (nature of inquiry and knowledge growth in the
disciplines, structure and functions of the subject matter,
relationship of the subject matter to student development),

-effective teaching strategies and student tasks for conceptual
change teaching,

-learning-to-teach as an ongoing, reflective process.

These issues are explored through the following questions:

1) a set of structured tasks in which students are asked to analyze
pieces of mathematics and science textbooks and to talk about how
they would think about these pieces in preparing to teach.

2) the prospective teachers' views of the ideal teacher and the
ideal curriculum in each of the subject areas.

In addition, depending on time available, questions will be asked

a) are designed to explore particular issues with a given student,

b) probe the influence of the last two courses in the program,
particularly how students see these courses as relating to
program themes and how students think about issues riased in 450C
about the social context of, teaching and learning,

c) probe the students' retrospective look at program experiences
(particularly the field experiences and the mentor teacher role).

29j



1. Planning and Teaching Mathematics

[We are interested in seeing the extent to which students analyze
materials from structure, function, and student development
perspectives without our stimulus to do so. Do the Academic
Learning students talk about the conceptual organization of the
content? Do they think about why this content is important for
students to learn and link it to students' experiences? Do they
Chink about the kinds of difficulties students are likely to have
with the content and reasons for those difficulties?)

I would like you to look at this section from a second grade math
textbook.

Did you teach this during student teaching? (Listen for what the
prospective teacher considers the "this" to be -- e.g., subtraction,
"borrowing," lining up numbers in columns. Don't impose "subtraction
with regrouping.")

Can you describe how you would approach this if you were teaching
second grade?

Probes: Why would you do that?
How did you come up with this idea/approach?
What do you mean by ?

Can you give me an example of what you mean?



Now would you tell if students were "getting" it?

Can you give an example of a sample test question you might ask to
assess whether kids were "getting" it?

What would be clues to you that students were Da "getting" it?



2 Planning, and Teaching Science

[Again, we are trying to see the extent to which the prospective
teachers analyze materials from structure, function, and student
development perspectives without our stimulus to do so. We do not
want to use the word "unit* in asking these questions.]

This is a set of chapter review questions from a fifth grade science
textbook. Take a few minutes to read it (note that the answers are
provided in the margins).

What do you think about this chapter review? I'm inter ted in your
impressions of it (Do you think it's a good a review? Why or why not?)

Suppose you were going to be using this chapter in working with fifth
grade students. How would you approach it? [Let student look at the
text chapter for a few minutes.]

Probes: Why would you do that?
How did you come up with that idea?

2tho



How would you know if students were "getting" what you wanted them
to?

Can you give an example of a sample test question you might use to
assess whether students were "getting" it?

What would be clues to you that students were nag "getting" it?



3. The Ideal Teacher

How would you describe the ideal teacher today?

If not mentioned, ask about the ideal teacher's way of viewing:

a) student learping -

b) subject matter -

What kinds of subject matter knowledge does the ideal teacher have?

How would the ideal teacher think about what content to emphasize
or exclude (the ideal curriculum) in:

-Language Arts

-Social Studies



-Mathematics

-Science

c) teaching, strategies and student tasks favoraed by ehe ideal teacher

d) the kind of classroom environmppt the ideal teacher would create
(nature of teacher-student interactions, classroom management,
student vs. teacher responsibilities, etc.)

What is the teacher's/student's role in the learning process?



u aw o r to as
changed:

a) Since the completion of student teaching? Why?

Have your experiences in TE 406C and/or TE -+50C influenced yaLr ways
of thinking about the ideal teacher (or about your own student
teaching experience)? Explain.

b) Since beginning the Academic Learning Program? Why?

Describe one unit of your student teaching in which you think you came
closest to being this ideal teacher. In what ways did you achieve some
of your ideals? You may want to contrast your success in this unit with
a unit in which you felt less ideal. What were the differences?

Prove to get a picture of the extent to which the student perceives
his/her attainment of program ideals.



What kinds of knowledge do you need to denslop befor4 you will be the
ideal teacher?

4. Any Questions particular to the student



5. Retrospective look At Acadettlic Learning, experiences

a) In Academic Learning, there are a number of themes or issues that
are integrated into the program sequence. What are two program
themes that were important to you in learning to teach?

b) Did TE 406C and/or TE 450C help you think about and further
develop thoses themes? In what ways?
(OR: In what ways did TE 4060 and TE 450C contribute to your
understanding of conceptual change teaching?)

c) Are there other ideas/issues that these 2 courses raised for you?

3 ),



d) Looking back over your 2 years in the Academic Learning PrograM,
what ideas and /or experiences were particularly important to you
in learning to teach? In what ways were they important?

Ideas:

I

Experiences:
(remind student of particular field experiences and courses,
interactions with mentor, if these are not mentioned)

What important experiences were left out?

44
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(OPTIONAL) Suppose you had started teaching without any of the teacher
education experiences you've had. Do you think you would have been a
different kind of teacher than you see yourself today? In what ways?
Why?



r Downer Street School had a fair.
Now much food was not sold?

tens ones

9_7 I

9

How many prizes were left?

1111110.1

1$ ones

6

How much money does each child hove left?

Subtreelion Wet monies

Jill

tens ones

6.3 3
4.

(two hundred seventeen) 217



pages 217, 218
Subtraction with renaming

objectives
Rename numbers so that there arc
more than 9 ones.
Find the difference of two numbers
less than 100.

prebook activities
1. Put exercises similar to the following
on the hoard.

t ones tens

Have the children tell how they would
find each difference. Then have them
copy and complete each exercise. Ask
various children to give the missing
numbers for each exercise. Use the re-
sults of this activity to determine which
children need more help before they do
the ask on pages 217-218.

2. For those children who need help.
adapt and use the suggestions given
fa pages 215-216.

use of the pages
pee 217 Before you have the children
work the exercises independently, you
may want to talk with the children
about school fairs. Ask if any of them
have been to a school fair. what kind
of prizes they won. what kind of food
they bought. and what other things they
bought. After you read the directions.
point out that the object at the top of
each box shows the kind of object for
names the child). that the top number
in each exercise tells how many things
for how much money) there were to
begin with. and that the bottom number
tells how many were sold for how
much was spent). After the children
have found each difference. ask ques-
tions about each row. For example, for
the bottom row. you might ask, "Who
had the most money left? Who had the
least? Who had more than 30e left?
Who had less than 300".

217

-vmtwt.74.4Fr44.

IrtAbMst 2.140.011616,

Ihribteaso oft reerase .."..u11.---1404..At
AN*

page 218 Have the children complete
the exercises in the first row. When all
are done, ask them what they noticed
about the differences in this row
(three of the differences are 23). Have
the children circle, or mark in some
other way, each exercise that has an
answer of 23. Tell them that th-y are to
work the exercises in each roe. Ind
then circle the exercises that ha re the
same difference.

postbook activities
1. Use any of the appropriate post-
book activities suggested for
pages 215-2

Sou

2. Give each child the worksheet sug-
gested in post-book activity I for pages
215-216. or use Teacher Aid 14. Tell a
number story and have the children
write the appropriate numerals in the
box you designate and find the answer.
Limit your stories to those in which the
children must subtract to find the ar.-
swers. The following are examples of
stories you might use.

42 apples. 16 were sold. How many
apples were left?
68'trucks. 35 buses. How many more
trucks?
39 boys. 83 girls. Now many more
girls?
91 geese. 27 Slew away. How many
geese were left?
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Appendix B

Interview Protocols for

Mentor Teachers
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August, 1988



MENTOR TEACHER
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL #1

Dec, 1986

Introduction

Why I'm doing the study
Overview of the interview

General

-Why did you decide to participate as a mentor teacher in the Academic
Learning Program?

-Have you had a student teacher before? How do you view being a mentor
teacher in this program as different from being a cooperating teacher?

Questions About Current Junior

-Your student took TE 200C, Learning of School Subiects, this term. What did
you understand to be the main purposes/goals of that course?

-Describe your initial impressions of your student.

What is the student's attitude toward teaching? learning to tach?
Assessment of any strengths or weaknesses?

- Tell me about the interactions you've had with this student this term.

Field assignments - nature of the assignment and how it played out
Other visists?
What kinds of questions did the student ask?

-What sense do you have of TE 200C instructors', goals for the field assignments?

-What do you think your student learned from these field assignments?

Significant insights, understandings

- Students have been studying learning theories in TE 200C this term -
behaviorist, cognitive structures and disciplines (Bruner, Schwab), Piaget,
cognitive science models, Dewey - by experience. Did your student ever
talk to you (or write, about) this?

What is your view of the importance of studying learning theory in learning
to teach?

-Assignment #3 focused on what an individual student was learning. What
value to you see in this assignment for a person learning to teach?
Did your student use ideas about learning theories in carr)inf, out this
assignment?

- If you were asked to design a field assignment that woad be particularly
appropriate for your student at this point, what would it he?
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-Ideally, what kind of a teacher would you like your student to be when she/he
is finished student teaching?

What are the kinds of things the student needs to learn to
become a good beginning teacher?

Image of the ideal teacher?

Thinking, Back

-With either your senior or your junior, in what ways do you feel you have
been helpful to the student. What would you say is the most important/
helpful thing you did to support your student's growth as a teacher.

-Review field assignments so far with the senior. Did any particular field
assignments have a real impact on your student's growth as a teacher?

-Is there anything that you have learned from working with your senior that
will be helpful in working with your junior? Ways you'd like to change your
role of "teacher educator"?

-Can you name 2-3 themes/ideas that seem to be emphasized in Academic Learning
courses/program?

-Are there issues/ideas that seem to you not to be emphasized in the Academic
Learning Program but that are appropriate or important for undergraduates
who are learning to teach?

-Workshops: What is the most important function these meetings serve for you?

-Readings: We have given you several kinds of things to rend - course syllabi,
assignment sheets, Articles being read in AL courses. !lave any of these
been particularly interesting or helpful to you?

-Do you feel like you are getting anything out of participating in the
mentor project?

-Comments/reactions/questions



Mentor Teacher Project

Teacher Interview *2

March, 1987

Recently, we've been discussing that we have not met our goal of having
mentor teachers serve as the link between Academic Learning course content
and the realities of the classroom. We have recognized that perhaps
teachers are operating on their own agenda which is quite different from
ours. At times we have wondered whether we should give up on trying to
reach our original goal and just let teachers do their thing and we'll do
ours. In this interview, I would Like to get clearer about the extent to
which teachers are operating on a separate agenda and the extent to which
they are understanding the program goals and =yi; to support the student
in making links between Academic Learning courses and their field
experiences. What enables or prevents them from helping students make such
links? How much do the mentors value that linkage as a goal?

Another issue I want to explore in this interview is the extent to
which the teachers see themselves as teacher educators. How much do they
think about their Academic Learning student as a learner? What have they
learned about being a more effective teacher educator?



Imuressions of the student at this point.

a. What stands out for you at this point about your student,

b. Have your impressions/understandings of your student changed since the
last interview?

-In what ways?

-What interactions with the student helped you develop new
understandings of him/her?

c. What strengths do you see in this student:

d. Weaknetses?

e. What are your impressions .of his/her subject matter competence?

-What evidence helped you make that assessment?

From your perspective, what were this student's most powerful 'earnings
this term?



I:. TE 205C Curriculum Course Instructors: Andy - Math
Trudy Sykes - S.S.
Ed Smith - Science
Cheryl Rosaen - English

The field work your Junior, , was doing this term was
associated with TE 205C, the curriculum course.

a. What did you understand this course to be about from the meetings and
handouts from the course instructors?

b. What base you learned about this course from your student (or from your
student's written work)?

c. What do you wish you had known about the course?

d. Why would that knowledge be helpful to you?

e. How much do you think you need to know about the courses your student is
taking to be an exfective mentor?



0

f. In TE 205C, your student observed you (or your srudent teacher for
elementary teachers) teaching one lesson ear:), in the term and another
lesson later in the term. What did you understand to be the purposes of
those observations?

g. What do you think your student learned from observing you and talking
with you about these observations?

h. What did you hope your student would learn from the intended, enacted,
and actual curriculum assignments?

i. What do you think your student actually learned from that series of
assignments?

-What is your evidence for that learning?

j. Did you think this was a good set of field assignments for the student?
Explain why or why not.
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k. Can you think of other kinds of field experiences that would have been
equally or more important than the assignments the students did?

k. Describe the kinds of interactions you've had with
this term (Jan-March).

-How often were you able to talk to the student?
-What kinds of things did you discuss?
-Did you read the student's papers? give, the student feedback?

1. Wiat do you think learned from you or from being in the
claSsroom this term that

1) reinforced, supported or extended ideas being discussed in 7E 2C/5C?

2) were not specifically identified as learning goals for TE 205C?

3 14,;



m. Andy Anderson gave mentors a paper by Wilson and Shulman
Different Ways of Knowing.'

1) Did you have a chance to read it?

2) If yes, what stood out for you from that article?

Do you think it had useful, messages for your student?

Did it help you in any way in working with this term?

7) If no, would you like to continue to get copies of articles that
students are reading? Why or why not?

n) Any other comments you have about how things went this term with TE
205C?



Are there ideas that Academic Learning students are taught in their
courses in the program that you think are unrealistic for use in "real"
classrooms? Explain.

IV. What are different categories or kinds of knowledge that you think a
person needs to know about in order to be an effective teacher?

On each of these cards I have some suggestions of kinds of knowledge
effective teachers might need. First, I'd like you to put aside any that
you think are not important or critical for a teacher to know about in order
to be effective.

Next, which do yciis think are most important and why?

Which do you think are less important and why?



Looking at these cards, what are the areas you think your student needs
to learn most about at this point?

Where/How do you think your student will learn those things?

Are there things that you think your student needs to learn about teaching
that you cannot teach him/her as part of the field visits?

3 L.
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V. OPTIONAL

ElementarY. - What do you hope your student will learn this term from field
visits associated with the Science methods class?

What do you think are the most important things for these studa,-, to be
learning about science teaching?

Secondary. - that do you hope to accomplish with your student this term
during the weekly visit? What do you want your student to learn from these
dkperiences? Why do you think that is important?



a

VI. What makes being a mentor teacher difficult?

VII. What makes being a mentor teacher interesting or rewarding?

VIII. Open for any comments or questions you may have.



TEACHER INTERVIEW #3
May-June, 1987

Purposes of this interview:

I think it would be helpful to push harder to understand whether or
not mentors are supporting students in making linkages with Academic
Learning courses and goals. In cases where they feel they are attempting to
make such linkages, I'd like to get a better picture of what it is they do
with the student. It seems to me that if the teachers are vague about
program/course goals and emphases, it is doubtful they are doing much to
support students in making linkages. If teachers disagree with program
goals or emphases, how does that play out in what they do with students?
Teachers who clearly disagree with us on some issues may still be quite
effective in helping students think about program goals. On the other hand,
they may make negative comments to students like, "you can't do that in real
classrooms," that may be said in a way that communicates that this an
absolute, a given.



This interview will focus mostly on your junior's work with you during
Spring term.

Secondary only

This term your student was to come out once a week for a 2-3 hour time
block. They were supposed to arrange their visits so that they had time to
talk with you as well as to observe or participate in your classes.

1. How did you and your student use this time?

2. Did you find it difficult to find things for your student to do?
Did the list of possible field activities the students were given

help with this?
Did our discussions at the beginning-of-the-term mentor meeting help with

this?

3. What did you see as the advantages of this arrangement?
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4. What did you see as the disadvantages of this arrangement?

5. Describe what you think your student learned from these weekly visits.

6. Can you think of ways in which you and your student could have used that
time more productively?



Elementary Only

I. One assignment your student had as part of Glenn Berkheimer's science
methods class was to teach a lesson (about anything` early in the term.
Describe what your student taught, how it was planned (by you or by the
student), and how it went.

2. What do you think your student learned from that experience?

3. Was the student's learning from that initial teaching experience
reflected in the planning and teaching of the science unit?



UNIT PLANNING AND TEACHING

1. .What did you see as the purpose of the unit planning and teaching
assignment?

2.' What difficulties/successes did your student have in planning the unit?

3. What role did you play in the planning process?

4. (Secondary teachers) Did you read your student's introductory essays
about the content of the unit, about the text analysis and critique, and
about the preassessment of student knowledge? If so, what were your
reactions to what they wrote?

Did you talk to the student about these reactions?



Did you agree/disagree with comments made on the paper by the course
instructors? Please describe.

How important do you think it is that we teach the Academic Learning
students to do a preassessment of student prior knowledge as part of the
planning process?

Explain your reasons for your position - why is it important or not so
important?

5. What difficulties did your student have in actually teaching the unit?

6. What successes did your student have in actually teaching the unit?

7. What role do you think your written feedback about the student's
teaching played?

Is written feedback important/ In what ways? For whom?

6
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In TE 205C last term students were encouraged to think about representing
the subject matter in a variety of ways to students. Can you Ow any
evidence that your student thought about this in planning and/or tvay.hing
the unit?



8. Glenn Berkheimer (elementary)AL instructors (secondary) talk about
teaching for "conceptual change." Is that an idea that makes sense to
you? Why or why not?

How do you see a conceptual change modlel of science instruction as being
different from a "reading the textbook, present the facts" approach to
teaching?

(elementary and secondary science only) How do you see a conceptual
change model of science instruction as being different from a discovery"
orientation to science teaching?

(Secondary math,, ss, and English) Does a conceptual change orientation
to thinking about teaching and learning make sense in your subject area?

Does the conceptual change idea seem to be something that is important to
your student? Explain.



In your student's unit, can you point to things that he or she did that
were consistent with the emphasis on helping students go through this
,.:.mceptual change process.

9. What changes would you recommend for the Spring term field assignments?

10. Mentors, course instructors, and students all worked hard to plan the
units. If we had students teach their unit earlier in the term, they
would be less well planned. Does that bother you? Why or why not?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of teaching the uat earlier in
the term?

9



11. At our last secondary mentor meeting, some teachers talked about the
conflicting advice students were being given about their unit plans.
Sometimes there was an apparent conflict between the mentor's advice about
the unit and the course instructor's advice.

Can you describe any ways in which your student might have felt such
conflict? Please give specific examples.

If there was such conflict, what did you think about the instructor's
advice? What did you tell your student about how to resolve the perceived
conflict?

12. At that meeting a mentor described as a conflict between himself and the
course instructors the issue of breadth vs. depth. The mentor wanted a
certain amount of content covered in the unit week. The course instructors
were pushing for the Academic learnign student to explore some issue related
to that content in some depth - to help the students really change and
develop some central concept/idea, fitting in facts as supporting details.
The program was saying to the student - "teach for meeningful conceptual
understanding rather than only having students memorize lots of facts,
definitions, formulas, procedures." Tlie conflict the student felt was "How
can I cover all this content (which he viewed primarily as lots of facts)
and still have time to do anything in depth?"

Did you have a similar problem with your student's unit?

During student teaching, how will you react if your student argues for
an extra week on a given topic because he/she wants to work on helpign
students develop deeper understandigna of the content? (What will you say
to your student ?)



Where do you stand On this breadth vs. depth issue?

Is it more of a problem in certain subject areas/classes?

What pressures are on you to cover certain amounts of content?

Are there ways in which you are encouraged or rewarded for teaching for
understanding even if that means not covering as much content?

13. Let the teacher look over th e list of program goals. Pick out goals
that you felt like you worked with your studetn on during Spring term.
Describe ways in which you worked on them.

14. We've talked a bit about AL program emphases and goals. What
ideas/issues do You think should be emphasized in helping people learn
to teach?



Do you disagree with any of the issues we are emphasizing in Academic
Learning?

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

15. What do you think your student learned from you about classroom
management this term? How did you help the student learn that?

16. What do you think your student learned from AL courses about classroom
management this term?

MEETINGS

17. Andy Anderson suggested at our last secondary mentor meeting that
mentors and AL faculty need to meet together for an occasional longer
session to develop a more common language as we work with AL students. Do
you think this would be productive? Why or why not?

18. In a longer session, we might be able to involve teachers in resolving
some of the prOblers that are brought up. To date, program faculty have
been taking teacher feedback and suggestions and making decisions about how
to resolve them. Do you think the mentors should be more involve din
helping to resolve issues of concern?



STUDENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

19. How have your impressions of your student changed over the year?

20. What do you see as areas of growth and learning this year for your
junior?

21. Describe your students' strengths and weaknesses at this point.
(sources of evidence?)

22. Let teacher look at list of program goals again. What areas do you
want to work with your student on during student teaching (secondary) or
during the practicum (elemenatry) in the Fall?

Do you have ideas about how you will work with this student differently
than you did with your first student during (secondary.- student teaching;
elementary - language arts practicum)? Why do you think you will change the
way you work with the student?

eft)
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23. How would you rate the realtive importance of field experiences and
experiences in AL classes in helping your studetn learn to teach?

23. OPEN. Any comments, questions, concerns about any part of the Academic
Learning Program, mentor teacher project, etc.
ASK MONA FOR NAMES OF TEACHERS POTENTIALLY INTERESTED AT RALYA OR TEACHERS
SHE THINKS WOULD BE GOOD.

4.)
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Mentor Teacher Project

Mentor Teacher. Interview o4 - Elementary

December, 1987
End of Language Arts Practicum/Interdisciplinary

Curriculum/Social Studies Methods Courses



1. What stands out for you at this point about your senior student?

2. What do you see as this student's strengths? How do these contribute to
good teaching?

3. What do you see as this student's weaknesses? How do these hinder good
teaching?

4. Have your impressions/understandings of.your student changed since the
last interview?

--In what ways?

-What interactions with the student helped you develop new
understandings of her?



5. Your student has had several types of field experiences this term - the
beginning of the year observations, the bi-weekly visits for the
practicum, and some structured assignments for the Interdisciplinary
course in which she had to plan and teach some lessons using reciprocal
teaching strategies. Which of these were important and helpful to your
student?

Describe the kinds of things you think your student learned from each of
the field assignments.

beginning of year management observations -

bi-weekly visits for LA practicum -

lessons for interdisciplinary course -

6. Overall, have you seen much Arowth in the student this term?

What key experiences or support contributed to such growth?

#111*



7. Describe the kinds of interactions you have had with your senior. this
term.

--nature and frequency/duration of discussions
--role in planning for practicum and 306 lessons, readilg students' plans
--feedback to student about her teaching written, oral
--role in unit planning, reading student plans booing developed in courses

8. Did you have a particular agenda in mind as you worked with the student?
(for example, were there particular areas in which you focused your
comments and suggestions? Were there particular areas in which you
wanted to see growth?)

if 154.4. li>4.4.A. 410 V 0.1;4AX 90(4.1" u-ler tx.% tha, 14144"-+ -Hilo 4eA-11L.
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9. What kind of planning did the student do this term? What frustrations
or difficulties did the student have with planning?



10. Did your student ever come up with a new idea about what to teach or an
activity that she wanted to try out this term? If so, what is an
example of such an idea and how did you respond to it?

Do you want your student to take the initiative and come up with new
ideas and new ways of doing things or do you prefer that she use your
ideas and methods? Why?

(In what areas is it easiest/most difficult to allow the student to try
new things?)

CY niethoth
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Suppose during student teachirv.. your student was teaching a math unit
and found that students were able zo do the computations pretty well but did
not really understand the reasons why the rules worked. Your student asked
you if she could spend another week on the unit in order to help the
students understand the concepts behind the computations. How would you
respond to the student?

11. What kinds of interactions did you and your student have with the field
instructor this term? That issues did the field instructor work on with
the student?

12, Did you ever think that the AL course instructors were giving your
Student messages that conflicted with your-oWnadvice and beliefs? so,
describe

3 3 t



13. What changes in the field experiences this term might have even better
supported your student in learning to teach? (suggestions about
changes in structure, fcTs, expectations, etc.)

Z/v you- V" COW.

14. One of the major goals or themes addressed in Academic Learning classes
is that meaningful, conceptual understanding should be a major goal of
teaching.

a) What is your cur, -nit understanding of that goal?

b) Do you support that program theme? fkre1.1k4A4 OAST .a &AL-10W/ 0.44rric444416.-
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c) Is that a goal that you have worked with your student on?
In what ways?

d) Do you see evidence in your student's planning, teaching, or
informal talk that shows that the student is thinking hard about the
students' conceptual understanding? Examples.

15, The AL program also stresses that in order to teach for conceptual
understanding, you have to get students involved in actively
constructing meaning. Students need to be actively engaged in the
learning process and not just passively receiving information from the
teacher, a textbook or a worksheet. One thing this means is that the
students must have many opportunities to talk and write about their
thinking.

a) Do you support that program theme? ANA2,,144 ww01,4_,
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b) Is that a goal you haVe helped you student work on?
In what ways?

c) Do you see evidence in your student's planning, teaching, or
informal talk that shows the student is thinking hard about
involving the students actively in the learning process? Examples.

16. (optional) Are there ideas/strategies that students are taught about in
AL classes that youthink are unrealistic for use in *real" classrooms?
Explain.

Look at the list of program goals we used during student teaching last
year. Which ones do you think will be the most difficult for your
student to achieve?

Of those that will be difficult for your studert, which ones do you
feel most prepared to help the student with?'

18.::OPEN., Any comments or questions you.haVe about:any ,aspect of the
Aeademic Learning Program, the Mentor Teacher Project, meetings, etc?



Mentor Teacher Project
TEACHER INTERVIEW #4
SECONDARY TEACHERS

November, 1987
During Student Teaching



1. What stands out for 'you at this point about your utudvtity

2. What do you see as this student's strengths?

What do you see as this student's weaknesses?

4, In what ways do you see this student's experiences in the Acad mic
Learning Program last year as being helpful in helping him/her leain to
teach?

Are there experiences the student could haw hod tot;t.,yvAx t

have improved his/her readiness to student te4ch7

1,3
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5. How do you view your role this term?

Do you view your role any differently than you did last year when you
worked with your first student teacher?

6. Describe your interactions with the student this term (nature of
interactions - planning, observing, feedback, reflection; frequency).

7. In your interactions with the student, what are the issues questions you
bring up and try to help the student work on?

How have mentor teacher meetings helped you in working with your
student? Ways they could have been more helpful?



9. How do you view the role of the student teaching observer?

Describe the kinds of interactions you have had with the student
teaching observer.

What are the issues/questions that the student teaching observer seems
to be working on with the student?

Have there been any occasions when you felt the student was getting
conflicting messages, advice from you and from the student teaching
observer? If so, how did you handle the situation?

10. Your student was required to develop one unit plan this term. What do
you sea as the purpose of this assignment? Do you think this assignment
contributes to the student teaching experience in significant ways?
Describe.

How is the kind of planning and teaching the' student did in this unit
dlfferent orlsimilar to the planning during the rest of student
teaching?

3. U



What role did you play in the development of the unit plan?

11. Compare how the student did with the unit teaching assignment last
Spring and how the student is doing now. Have you noticed growth?
What contributed to that growth? If no growth, why not?



12. One of the original goals of the Mentor Teacher Project was for mentor
teachers to actively support students in inking program studies and
real classroom experiences

Do you think that is a reasonable and worthwhile goal?

In what ways do you think you've achieved that goal in working with
your student?

In what ways have you been helped in reaching that goal? (What haS made
that goal possible to achieve?)

In what ways have you been constrained in reaching that goal? (What has
made that goal difficult to achieve?)

What changes would have to made in the way the MTP is organized to make
that goEl possible to achieve in meaningful wads?

3 '-t



Questions 13-16 could be treated as optional, depending on time and on how
much information the mentor gave in Question 11. The purpose of this series
of questions is to get clearer about what mentors do/do not understand about
program goals and the extent to which they are working with students toward
these goals.

13. One program goal is to view conceptual understanding as a major goal of
teaching.

Do you support that program theme?

Can you describe an example of how you have helped your student think
about that goal?

I

14. The AL Program also stresses that in order to teach for conceptual
understanding, you have to understand your subject area in very rich wan -

seeing the usefulness of the particular knowledge being taught,
understanding why particular knowledge is worth teaching, seeing how
particular content fits in with the discipline as a whole, being able to
think flexibly about the content so you can present it to kids in a variety
of ways.

Do you support this program goal?

Does. your student show evidence of having these kinds of subject matter
understandings? Does he/she recognize areas that need to be worked on?
Does he/she make efforts to develop such understandings?



14. Another program theme focuses on the need for students to be actively
engaged in the learning Process (rather than passive recipients and
memorizers of knowledge).

Do you support this Program goal?

In what ways does your student meet or fail to meet this goal?

Are there ways in which you have tried to help the student work on this
goal? Describe an example.

16. Another program goal is that students should have clear learning goals
in mind during the planning process. Instead of thinking up activities that
would be fun for students to do, the teacher should select activities that
will best promote the intended learnings.

Do you support this Progkam goal?

Have you seen evidence that your student centers planning around both
long and short-term learning goals?
Have you noticed your student developing ideas of activities or pages
to cover first or problems to assign, before learning goals have been
clearly defined?

Aril there wayt in which you have tried to help the student work on this
Program goal? Describe'ariexample:



OPTIONAL - save for Winter term interview?
16. There is a lot of discussion these days about possible reforms in
preservice teacher education programs (Holmes, Carnegie, etc.) If you had
free rein to design an ideal student teaching experience for (your student),
what would you recommend? What changes might really help (your student)
get the best possible start in learning-to-teach?



Working with People

Planning for Instruction

IstablishingClasiroom

Climoteend naneging

Instruction

3

albitiES FOR ELPING STODEM'TS
WORK TOWARD PROGRAM GOALS

Strong indications that students are linking academic

Learning goats with classroom Mating esperienceet

the student teacher values, respects each student's

thinking and eetiveei elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

the student teacher initiates conversations with the

mentor teacher about his /her teaching, Woking for help

in understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

Seeks and uses information about students' prior knowledge

In planning.

Selects tasks/activities/questions that will engage

e'r student thinking and develop student understanding of

of central concepts/ideas - Somme. en learning concerns.

Solids an information about student understanding gained

from such tasks for further planning.

teacher and students are actively engaged together

in snaking sense of meaningful concepts and skills.

Indications that students are an linking Academic

teeming program guals with classroom teaching

experiences

the student teacher is impatient with students who

dun't "catch one quickly and blames student learning

difficulties an students' tack of effort.

The student teacher does not initiate conversations

with the mentor for other school personel) about

professional Issues, or conversations are limited to

"how to* without asking "why".

focuses on content-to-be-covered without thinking

such about students' prior knowledge and probable

learning difficulties; Mimatti coverage means

learning.

Selects tesiciectivitiestnnestions because they will

keep students orderly and busy, or the students will

like them or because that's what comes neat in. the

textbook focuses on Matlageiga4li concerns without

scrim consideration of learning issues..

ff110$M4f100 frOO1 evaluation tasks is used mainly for

gritting purposes It IsUut used to shape

'instruction,

feather and students get along well and classroom Is

*ASV but students are satisfied to just get the tasks

114xpe, they ignore the content otinstruction as much

As possible.



Command of Subjec

3 a;

time management: Prepares for classes effectively .mod efficiently,

with an appropriate sense of priorities in deciding what needs to
be done.

Classroom organisation: Organises and explains rules and

procedures that enable classroom to run smoothly and efficiently.

Dealing with miner disruptions: Deals with minor disruptive

behavior such as talking unappropristely in a fair and consistent

way. *Pipe students understand rules and lawn ham to follow

them.

Dealing with severe behavior problems: Works with students

who have severe behavioral or emotional problems in an organised

and professional way. Helps them to develop and follow

through on reasonable piano to overcome their problem.

teacher continually elicits and responds to students'

ideas In order to shape and chalimge student understanding.

teacher thinks about: tee are students asking sense of

thist Vim are they going estravl

Can identify control concepts and skills that are critical

for students to understood for, a given unit of instruction.

Understands the subject matter in such a way, that

epplications to everydayrest'sori& situations can

be made. Can think of questions that wilt challenge

students to apply concepts, skills, ideas to relevant

situations.

Spends too much time on sumo things and not enough on

matters, Welling to inadequate preparation and

disorganised classes.

Procedures and rules not adequately worked out or

inconsistently enforced. Materials are sometimes not

ready or planing incomplete.

Enforcement of rules too lax, inconsistent, or harsh

end arbitrary. fails to help students understand

rules and learn to follow thee.

Falls in to unproductive patterns in dealing with

problem students, such as nagging, open frustration,

or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

Classroom interaction is primarily teacher to stuuw;t:

teacher lectures and asks evacuation questions too

the students know this Of not?)

takes an eirerything you-couldposiibly4now approach

to content coverage - has a difficutt time picking

out key concepts.

Student has a fact or formula - oriented understanding

of the subject metier, Cannot think up.or even

recognize good application questions. Cannot see

alternate ways to organise subject matter besides the

testboukoreshisatim.

41.1
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Personal and Professional Genuine concern for meaningful, conceptual learning by

c, students Is a goal that drives the student teacher's

professional behavior.

k/pel ,26

3 a

the student teacher reflects carefully on his/her

i./ teaching and asks questions of other professionals to

work on learning probiews the students are having.

The student teacher identifies areas he /she needs to

learn more about in order to be an effective teacher and

has made efforts to gain that knowledge (whether it be

content knowledge, management skills, coassinication

skills, etc.)

The student teacher welcomes feedback from mentor

teacher end university observer as a learning Dwortunity.

The student teacher is conscientious about being

prepared daily but focuses more on having semothing

for the class to than on what the students will

The student teacher is satisfied if things are

pleasant and orderly and does not puzzle about

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggestions from the

university observer about areas that he /she needs to

learn sore about, but dues not seek such knowledge on

his/her own.

The student teacher views feedback from the mentor or

the university observer primarily as evaluative. ("Am

-I doing a gaud lob or not7k).



Mentor Teacher Project

TEACHER INTERVIEW #5

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

March, 1988

End of Student Teaching



a. From your perspective, what are the most important things this student
teacher learned this term?

-- Why do you think.these were Important learnings?

. What evidence do you have of change/growth in the student over the
student teaching term?

a a

Gan you identify specific experiences during the student teaching term
,that fostered these important, learnings? (For. example, ways in which
ytv or the 470C instructor worked with the student).

1



2. In what areas do you wish the student teach had developed better
understandings?

- What hindered such learnings from occurring?

-- What do you think would have made it possible for such learnings to
occur?

What do you see, as this student's strengths? :How dO these contribute to
good teaching? Give an example of how you-recognized these Strengths,



4. What do you see as this student's weaknesses? How do these hinder good
teaching? Give examples of how you recognized such weaknesses.

5. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of this student's plantanp,.

.

Probe for comments about daily vs. unit planning.

What is your evidence for this (how often did you see plans, what
discussions did you have with the student about daily and/or unit
planning),



6. a. What role did the anitp_ljaning_igagilananet play in influencing the
student's approach to long-term planning? In what ways were these
requirements helpful? nor helpful?

b. What parts of the required unit planning process did you think were
most important in helping this student develop good plans and teach
effectively?

Central question/focus

List of concepts (definitions of concepts)

Concept map or outline

Objectives

Assessment questions

Activities

Why?

4



7. In what ways were this student's experiences in the Academic Learning
EXParam prior.to student teaching helpful in preparing him/her to student
teach?

Are there .experiences the student could have had last year that would have
improved his/her readiness to student teach?

8. How do you view your role this term?

Do you view your role any differently than ,you did last year with your
first student teacher?

5



9. Describe your interactions with the student this term (interactions
planning, observing, feedback, 'reflection; frequency).

a. Nature and frequency of interactions - planning, observing, feedback,
reflection?

b. What issues/questions did you bring up and try to help the student
work on?

c. How receptive was the student to your suggestions?

d. What kinds of questions.did your student ask you?

6



Rank the relative importance of the following in helping you support this

student teacher's growth (Pick 3-4 most important ones).

tal.....,,

.111011

reviewing and talking with the student about daily lesson plans

reviewing unit plans

helping the student develop plans, find resources

mentor teacher meetings

written feedback to the student teacher about your observations of

the student's teaching

informal discussions with the student about her teaching

midterm conference/report

participation in post-observation conferences with the 470C

instructor and the student

conversations with the 470C instructor

other

10. How did you help your student teacher learn.about ClaSsroom management?

11. How have. pentor teacher meetings helped you in working with your student?
Mays they could have been More helpful?

7



12. How do you view the role of the 470C instructor?

Describe the kinds of interactions you have had with the 470C instructor.
In what ways were your interactions with the 470C instructor helpful to
you (you may want to compare experiences with last. year)?

What are the issues/questions that the 470C instructor worked on with the
student?

Have there been any occasions when you felt the student was, getting
.

conflicting messages, advice, from you:and from the 470C instructor? If
so, how did you handle the situation?

8



13. Look at the Sttt.11gg...,WRItaes_Ebegt. What evidence or countor
evidence do you have that this student is making progress toward the
checked Academic Learning Program goals? Give specific examples.

Be sure mentor reads both columns - the "ideal student teacher and
its contrast.

-- The checked goals probe teachers' understanding of AL program goals
regarding:

a. conceptual understanding as a major goal of teaching and selecting
tasks that actively involve students in the learning of meaningful
content -

b. importance of understanding students' prior knowledge and ways of
thinking -

c, need for rich subiectmatter understandings (structure/functions)
in order to teach conceptually -

d, importance of reflection in learning to teach

9



14. Can you identify ways in which you have helped your student work toward
any of these program goals? Give examples.

What helps you/constrains you in helping your student work toward these
goals?

15. Would you characterize this student as meeti71g Academic Learning goals and
as, being a conceptual change-oriented teacher? Explain.

16. Ideally, how shouldthe student teaching experience be structured and
supervi :ed to promote 'learning to teach in a conceptual change manner?

pw/5mtp-4
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I. Working with People

GUIDELINES FOR HELPING STUDENTS

WORK TOWARD PROGRAM GOALS

Strong indications that students are linking Academic

Learning goals with classroom, teaching experiences:

A. Relations With Students

The student teacher values, respects each student's

thinking and actively elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

8. Relations With Mentors

The student teacher Initiates conversations with the

mentor teacher about his/her teaching, asking far Ite4i

in understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

C.. Relations with ATOC Instructor, Other Prpfessionats

Planning for Instruction A. Comprehension of Student Understanding

Seeks end uses information about students' prior

knowledge in planning.

Clarisruom

Climate and Managing

instruction

3f;

A Transforeation: Developing Tasks and Activities

Selects tasks /activities} /questions that will engage

student thinking and develop student understanding of

of central concepts/ideas focuses on Learning concerns.

Builds an Information, about student understanding gained
from such tasks for further planning.

A. Classroom Climate

Teacher and students are actively enganed toge.,c.

in making sense of meaningful concepts and skills.

Indications that students are not linking Academic

Learning program gels with classroom teaching

experience:

The student teacher is impatient with students who

don't "catch on" quickly and blames student Learning

difficulties on students' lack of effort.

The student teacher does not initiate conversations

with the mentor for other school personnel) *bout

professional issues, or convsations are Limited to

'thew tom, without spicing "whys.

focuses on content-to-be-covered without thinking

much about students' prior knowledge and probable

learning difficulties; Assumes coverage means

learning.

Selects tasks/activitlis/questions because they will

keep students orderly and busy, or the student* will

like them or because that's whitt.comes next in the

textbook focuses on management concerns,without

serious consideration of learning issues.

Information from evaluation tasks is used mainly tcr

grading purposei it is not used to shape

instruction.

Teacher and students get -Jong well mid clabbruom ir;

busy but students are satisfied to jaNt gut the tut4.3

done, they ignore the Content et imtinution nti Mile it

as possible. i4



IV. Commend of Subject

B. Time mcnogement

Prepare; for classes effectively and efficiently, with en

appropriate sense of priorities in deciding what needs to
be done.

C. Classroom Organisation

Organises and explains rules and procedures that enable

classroom to run smoothly and efficiently.

O. Dealing With Minor Disruptions

Deals with minor disruptive behavior such as talking

unappropristely in a fair and consistent way. Helps

students understand rules and learn how to follow then.

E. Dealing With Severe Behavior Problem.

Works with students who have severe behavioral or emotional

problems in an organized and professional way. Helps them
develop and follow through on reasonable plane to overcame
their problems.

Spends too much time on some things and not enough on

others, leading to inadequate preparation and

disorganized classes.

Procedures and rules not adequately worked out or

inconsistently enforced. Materials are sometimes not
ready or planning Incomplete.

Enforcement of rules too lax, inconsistent, or harsh
and arbitrary. Falls to help students understand

rules and learn to follow them.

Falls In to unproductive patterns in dea:ing with

problem students, such as nagging, open frustration,

or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

F. Communication About Content

Teacher continually elicits and responds to students1 Classroom interaction is primarily teacher to student:
ideas In order to shape and challenge student understanding. teacher lectures and asks evaluation questions (Do
Teacher thinks *bout: gett are students making sense at the students know this or not??
this? Vfly are they going astray?

A. Understanding Structure of Content

Can identify central concepts and skills that are critical

for students to understand for a given unit of instruction.

B. Understanding FunctiOns of Content,

Understands the subject matter in such s way that

applications to everyday / "real world" situations can

be made. Can think of questions that will challenge

students to apply concepts, skills, ideas to_retevant
situations.

Yokes an everything-yojcoutd-possibly-know approach
to content coverage - has a difficult time picking
out key'conceOts.

Student 'ass a fact or formula - oriented understanding
of the. subject matter. Cannot think up or even

recognizagood application questions: 'cannat'aee

alternate ways to organize subject matter besides the
textbook organisation.



V. Personal and Professional A. Concern for Meaningful Learning

Genuine concern for meaningful, conceptual learning by

students le a goal that drives the student teacher's

professional behavior.

S. Reflection on Teaching

The student teacher reflects carefully on his/her

teaching and asks questions of other professionals to

work on learning problems the students are having.

C. Analysis of Teaching

The student teacher Identities areas he/she needs co

learn more about In order to be an effective teacher and

has made efforts to gain that knowledge (whether it be

content knowledge, management skills, communication

skills, etc.)

0. Receptivity to feedback

The student teacher welcomer feedback from mentor

teacher and university observer as a learning opportunity.

ow/2A16p

The student teacher is conscientious about bg ig

prepared daily but focuses more on having something

for the class to 02 than on what the students wilt

The student teacher Is satisfied if things are

pleasant and orderly and does not puzzle about

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggestions from the

university observer about areas that he/she needs to

learn more about, but does not seek such knowledge on

his/her own.

The student teacher views feedback from the mentor or

the 'university observer priMerity as evaluative. (*Am
I doing a good Job or not?*)'
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MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Interview Protocol for Secondary Student Teaching Observers
November, 1987

Purposes of this Interview. The interview with the observer can help
Als get a fuller picture of what the student teaching experience was like for
the case study student. Perpsectives and insights from the observer can
help confirm (or raise questions about) the extent to which the student
teacher's behaviors reflect program goals, the rcle of the mentor in
supporting the student to work toward program goals, and the experiences
and interactions which were particularly helpful to the student in enabling
him/her to become a more conceptual change-oriented teacher. This interview
will also provide important insights about the role of the observer vs. the
role of the mentor. The interview is divided into three main stTctions -

questions about the student teacher's planning and teaching behaviors,
questions about the observer's role, and questions about the mentor teacher
role.

Make sure that the person being interviewed knows that most of the
questions will focus on the case study student and his/her mentor teacher.



I. Student Teacher Planning,. Teaching, and Growth - the questions in this
section are designed to get a picture of the extent to which this
student teacher's behaviors reflect Academic Learning Program goals and
to identify experiences that promoted (or hindered) the development of
such behaviors.

1. From your perspective, what are the most important things this student
teacher learned this term?

--141y do you think these were important learnings?
--Do you think the student teacher would identify the same issues as
critical areas of learning? (or does the student teacher focus on
different issues as most important to him/her?)

2. Can you identify specific experiences during the student teaching term
that fostered these important learnings?

3. In what areas do you wish the student teacher had developed better
understandings?,
--What hindered such learning from occurring?
--What do you think would have made it possible for such learnings to
occur?

r



4. What do you see as this student teacher's strengths? Give an example of
how you recognized one of these strengths and how it contributed to good
teaching.

5. What do you see as this student teacher's weaknesses? Give examples of
how you recognized such weaknesses.

6. Describe this student teacher's typical approach to daily plannir%. (What
things are taken into consideration in planning? What gets the most
emphasis in the planning process - activities, the subject matter, the
mentor's plans, the textbook, student learning, links to larger goals,etc.)

--What is your evidence for this (how often did you see plans, what
discussions did you have with the student about daily planning)



7. Describe this student teacher's typical approach to unit or long-term
planning. (What things are taken into consideration in planning? What gets
the most emphasis in the planning process - activities, the subject matter,
the mentor's plans, the textbook, student learning, links to other units,
etc )

--What is your evidence for this (how often did you see plans, what
discussions did you have with the student about unit planning)

8. Look at the Student Teaching Guidelines sheet. What evidence or
counter evidence do you have that this student is making progress toward
the checked Academic Learning Program goals? What makes each of these goals
difficult for your student teacher to achieve? (Pick from the goals checked
- if observer has already commented on some of these in answering other
questions, skip them).



9. On the following scale, how would you rate this students student teaching
behaviors - as being very close to the conception of a conceptual change
teacher addressed in the program, emphasizing conceptual development and
understanding? or as being closer to a fact-driven, more didactic type of
teacher?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

fact-acquisition teacher:
procedures and rules emphasis,
didactic orientation

conceptual change teacher:
conceptual understanding,
problem-solving orientation

Give examples of teaching behaviors (and the frequency of particular kinds
of teaching behaviors) that you used to place this student on the continuum.

10. How does this student's placement on the continuum compare with other
student teachers you are working with this term? (only applies to Eugenio,
Saundra, Glenn)



11. What evidence do you have of change in the student teacher over the
student teaching term? What experiences fostered this change?

--In what areas have you seen growth in the student?

12. What is your assessment of what it would take to get this student to
move farther toward the right on this scale? (what would foster such growth
at this point in time?)

--What changes in the Academic Learning Program might have helped this
student look more like a conceptual change teacher by the end of student
teaching? (What experiences could have had last year, for example;
that would have enabled him/her to look more like a conceptual change
teacher during student teaching?)

13. What is your assessment of why the Student is/is not a conCeptual lange
teacher?

14, What is your assessment of key experiences the student has had this
term or in earlier tents that helped him/her move toward the right on this
continuum?



II. Observer's Role

1. Now do you see your role as student teaching observer?

2. Now well prepared do you feel for this role? What could have prepare
you for it,better?

3. Describe the kinds of interactions you have had this term with the
student teacher (both the nature and frequency of such interactions)..

- During. these interactions,

to get the student to work
issues? Once you identify
It?

what kinds of issues have you been trying
on? How did you decide to work on these
an issue to work on, how do you work on

--What kinds of issues does the student teacher bring to you?



4. How receptive has your student been to your suggestions, questions,
advice? What evidence is there that the student finds your suggestions
helpful (or that the student does not understand or respond to your
suggestions)?

5. What constrains your effectiveness in helping this student become a
conceptual change teacher?

6. What is the nature of the seminars and your role in them?

--What role does your student teacher play in these seminars?



III. Mentor Teacher Role

Now does your role and your interactions with the student compare with
the mentor teacher role? (complementary roles?)

2. What insights do you have about the nature and frequency of interactions
this student has with the mentor? What is your source of information on
this?

3. In what ways do you see the mentor teacher as being helpful to this
student?

4. What kinds of questions/issues does the student bring to the mentor?

5. Does the mentor teacher:help-the student work toward program goals?
what wys?



--Are there ways in which the mentor is not helpful to the student?
Ways in which the mentor gives the student messages that conflict with
Academic Learning goals?

6. What are the constraints that make it difficult for the mentor to work
toward program goals? Or what enables the mentor to achieve that goal?

7. What is the nature and frequency of your interactions with the mentor?

8. Do you think the mentor teachers are playing a different role for
students than cooperating teachers used to? IF so, is the amount of lain
worth all the time and effort put into working with these mentors?



IV. Overall Assessment of the Student Teaching Experience

1. Ideally, how should the student teaching experience be structured and
supervised to promote learning to teach in a conceptual change manner?

2. For observers who knew their student prior to this term:

Do you think the student teaching experience has "washed out" the
effects of the first year experiences in the program for this student
teacher?



MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Interview Protocol for Elementary 470C Instructors
March, 1988

Pummel of this Interview. The interview with the 470C instructor can
help us get a fuller picture of what the student teaching experience was like
for the case study student. Perspectives and insights from the 470C instructor
can help confirm (or raise questions about) the extent to which the student
teacher's behaviors reflect program goals, the role of the mentor in supporting
the student to work toward program goals, and the experiences and interactions
which were particularly helpful to the student in enabling him/her to become a
more conceptual change oriented teacher. This interview will also provide
important insights about the role of the 470C instructor vs. the role of the
aentur. The interview is divided into three main sections questions about
the student teacher's planning and teaching behaviors, questions about the 470C
instructor's role, and questions about the mentor teacher role.

**** Make sure that the person being interviewed knows that most of the
questions will focus on the case study student and his/her mentor teacher.

38;



I.
- the questions in this

section are designed to get a picture of the extent to which this student
teacher's behaviors reflect Academic Learning Program goals and to
identify experiences that promoted (or hindered) the development of suchbehaviors.

I. a) From your perspective, what are the most important things this
student teacher learned this term?

why do you think these were important learning.?
-- Do you think the student teacher would identify the same issues

as critical areas of learning? (or does the student teacher
focus on different issues as most important to him/her?)

b) Vhat evidence do you have of change/growth in the student teacher
over the student teaching term? What experiences fostered this
change?

2.. Can you identify specific experiences during the student teaching term
that fostered these important learning.? (For example, ways in which
you or the mentor worked with the student).

3 6



3. In what areas do you wish the student teacher had developed better
understandings?

What hindered such learning from occurring?

What do you think would have made it possible for such learnings
to occur?

4. What do you see as this student teacher's strengths? Give an example
of how you recognized one of these strengths and how it contributed to
good teaching.

What do you s- ns this student teacher's weaknesses? Give examples
of how you rt zed such weaknesses.



6. a) Describe this student teacher's approach to unit or long -hem
planning. (What things are taken into consideration in planning?
What gets the most emphasis in the planning process activities,
the subject matter, the mentor's plans, the textbook, student
learning, links to other units, etc.)

What is your evidence for this (how often did you see plans,
what discussions did you have with the student about unit
planning)

b) What role did the unit planning requirements play in influencing
the student's approach to long-term planning?

Which parts of the unit planning process did you put the most
emphasis on in working with this student:

central question/focu.
List of concepts (definitions of concepts)
Concept map or outline
Objectives
Assessment questions
Activities

Why?



1.

7. What comments can you make about this student's dmilxglinaint? (What
got the most emphasis in the planning process - activities, the
subject matter, the mentor's plans, the textbook, student learning,
links to larger goals, etc.)

-- What is your evidence for this (how often did you see plans. what
discussions did you have with the student about Way plantirro

8. Look at the Student teaching Guidelines shell a%. What evidence or
counter evidence do you have that this student is making progress
toward the checked Academic Learning Program goals? What makes each
of these goals difficult for your student teacher to achieve? (Pick
from the goals checked - if 470C instructor has already commented on
some of those in answering other questions, skip them).

9. On the following scale, haw would you rate this student's student
teaching behaviors - as being very close to the conception of a
conceptual change teacher addressed in the program, emphasizing
conceptual development and understanding? or as being closer to a
fact-driven, more didactic type of teacher?

2 3 4

fact!-Acquisition teacher:
procedures and rules emphasis,
didactic orientation

6 7 8 9 10

conceptual change teacher:
conceptual understanding,
problem-solving orientation

Give examples of teaching behaviors (and the frequency of particular
kinds of teaching behaviors) that you used to place this student on
the continuum.



r

10. How does this student's placement on the continuum compare with other
student teachers you are working with this tens?

11. What is your assessment of key experiences the student has had thisterm or in earlier terms that helped him/her move toward the right onthis continuum?

12. What is your assessment of why the student is/is not a conceptual
change teacher?

13. What is your assessment of what it would take to get this student to
move farther toward the right on this scale? (what would foster such
growth at this point in time?)

01. What changes in the Academic Learning Program might have helped
this student look more like a conceptual change teacher by the end
of student teaching? (What experiences could have had last
year, for example, that would have enabled him/her to look more
like a conceptual change teacher during student teaching?)
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xI . 470C Inetrucprisk _Kole

1. How do you see your role as 470C Instructor?

2. Did you see this role any differently this year compared with past
years? Explain.

3. How well prepared do you feel for this role? What helped you prepare
for this role? that could have prepared you for it batter?

Describe the kinds of interactions you have had this tern with the
student teacher (both the nature and frequericy of such interactions) .



During these interactions, what kinds of issues have you been
trying to get the student to work on? How did you decide tp, workon these issues? Once you identify an issue to work on, how do
you work on it?

-- What kinds of issues does the student teacher bring to you?

5. How receptive has your student been to your suggestions, questions,
advice? What evidence is there that the student finds your
suggestions helpful (or that the student does not understand or
respond to your suggestions)?

What constrains your effectiveness in helping this student become aconceptual change teacher?

Rank the relative importance of the following in helping you support
this student teacher in meeting program goals. Please describe
reasons for these rankings (probe to find out ways these interactions
were important to the student's growth toward program goals).

GNOMOOMMIONOOPI Discussions with the student teacher about unit plans

Observations of the student's teaching and discussions with the
student teacher about these observations

4,7



student teaching seminars

midterm essay about a unit

midterm conference

4700 instructor meetings

conversations with the mentor teacher

Mentor teacher meetings on campus

final conference and final essay

other



III. Mentor Teacber Role

1. How does your role and your interactions with the student compare with
the mentor teacher role? (complementary roles?)

2. What insights do you have about the nature and frequency of
interactions this student has with the mentor? What is your souxce of
information on this?

In what ways do you see the mentor teacher as being helpful to this
student?

4, Does the mentor teacher help the student work toward program goals?
In what ways?

10



5. Are there ways in which the mentor is not helpful to the student?
Ways in which the mentor gives the student messages that conflict with
Academic Learning goals?

6. What are the constraints that make it difficult for the mentor to work
toward program goals? Or what enables the mentor to achieve that
goal?

7. What is the nature and frequency of mix interactions with the mentor?

Do you think the mentor teachers are playing a different role for
students than cooperating teachers used to? If so, is the amount of
gatn worth all the time and effort put into working with these
mentors?

11



Iv.
! t I :..

1. Ideally, how should the student teaching experience be structured and
supervised to promote learning to teach in a conceptual change manner?

2. Do you think the student teaching experience has "washed out* the
effects of the first year experiences in the program for this student
teacher?

at
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I. Working with People

GuiDELINES FOR HELPING STUDENTS

AMORE TOWARD PROGRAM GOALS

Strong indications that students are linking Academic

Learning goals with classroom teaching experiences:

A. Relation* With Students

The student teacher values, respects each student's

thinking end actively elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

S. Relations With Mentors

The student teacher initiates conversations with the

mentor teacher about his/her teaching, asking for help

in understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

C. Relations with 470C Instructor, Other Professionals

II. Planning for instruction A. Comprehension of Student Understanding

Seeks and uses information about students' prier

knowledge in planning.

I. Transformation: Developing Tasks and Activities

Select. tasks/activities/questions that will engage

student thinking and develop student understanding of

of central concepts/ideas - focuses on learning concerns.

Builds on information about student understanding Seined

from such tasks for further planning.

Iii.Establishing Classroom .A. Classroom Climate

Matte and Managing teacher and students are actively engaged together

instruction in making sense of meaningful concepts and skills.

ti

Indications that students are mu linking Academic

Learning program goals with classroom teaching

experience:

ihs student teacher is impatient with students who

don't *catch on" quickly and blames student learning

difficulties on students' lack of effort.

The student teacher does not initiate conversations

with the mentor (or other school personnel) about

professional issues, or conversations are limited to

',how tom without asking "why*.

foams on contentto-be-covered without thinking

much about students' prior knowledge and probable

learning difficulties; Assumes coverage means

learning.

Selects tesks/activitlis/questions because they will

keep students. orderly and busy, or the students will

Ilk, them or because that'i what comes next the

textbook - focuses on management concerns without

serious consideration of learning issues.

Information from evaluation tasks is used mainly for

grading purposes it is not used to shape

instruction.

Teacher and students get along 16411 and classroom s

busy but students are satisfied to just get, the tasks

doneuthey isnete,the content of instruction as much

as possible.

391i



IV. Command of Subject

S. Time Management

Prepares for classes effectively and efficiently, with an

appropriate sense of priorities in deciding what needs to

be done.

C. Classroom Organization

Organizes and explains rules and procedures that enable

classroom to run smoothly and efficiently.

D. Dealing With Minor Disruptions

Deals with minor disruptive behavior such as talking

unappropristely in a fair and consistent way. Helps

students understand rules end learn how to follow them.

E. Dealing With Severe Behavior Problems

Works with students hile have severe behavioral or emotional

problems in an organized and professional way. Helps them

develop and follow through en reasonable plans to overcome
their problems.

Spends too much time on some things and not enough on

others, leading to inadequate preparation and

disorganized classes.

Procedures and rules not adequately worked out or

inconsistently enforced. Materials are sometimes not

ready or planning incomplete.

Enforcement of rules too lex, inconsistent, or harsh

and arbitrary. Falls to help students understand

rules and learn to follow them.

Falls in to unproductive patterns In dealing with

problem students, such as nagging, open frustration,

or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

F. Communication About Content

Teacher continually elicits and responds to students' Classroom interaction Is primarily teacher to student:
ideas in order to shape and challenge student understanding. teacher lectures and asks evaluation questions (Do
Teacher thinks about: Aft are students making sense of the students know this or not?)
this? whz are they going astray?

A. Understanding Structure of Content

Can identify central concepts and skills that are critical Takes an everything-yeti-could-possibly-know approach
for studentivto understand for a given unit of instruction. to'content coverage has a difficult time picking

out key concepts.

4 t)

g. Understanding Functions of Content

Understands the subject matter in such a way that

applications toeveryday/real situations can
be leads. Can think of questions that wilt challenge'

Students lb apply concepts, skilli, ideas to releVant

situations.

Student has a fact or formula oriented understanding
of the subject matter. Cannot 'think up or even

recognize good application questions, Cannot see

alternate amyl to organize subject matter besides the

textbook organization.



V. Personal and Professional A. Concern for Meaningful Learning

Genuine concern for meaningful, conceptual learning by
students Is a foil that drives the student teacher's
professional behavior.

ow/2Ai-60
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A. Reflection on Teaching

The student teacher reflects carefully on his/her
10/( teaching and asks questions of other professionals to

work on learning problems the students era having.

C. Analysis of teaching

The student teacher identifies cress belch* needs to
learn more *bout in order to be an effective teacher and
has made efforts to gain that knowledge (whether it be
content knowledge, menagemeAt skills, communication
skills, etc.)

D.' Receptivity to feedback

The student teacher welcomes feedback from mentor
teacher and university observer as a learning opportunity.

The student teacher is conscientious about being

prepared daily but focuses more on having something

for the class to 42 than on whet the students will

learn.

The student teacher is satisfied if things are

pleasant and orderly and does not puzzle about

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggestions from the
university observer about areas that he /she needs to

learn more about, but does not seek such knowledge on
his/her own.

The student teacher views feedback from the mentor or
the university observer primarily as evaluative. ("Am
I doing good Job or not?")
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Mentor Teacher Proje.A
Student Questionnaire

Entry -- September, 198b

1. Personal. Data

a. Name:

b. Address:

Phone:

c. Secondary or elementary?

d. Term you will be student teaching: F88 W89 other (Explain)

e. Planned date of graduation

f. Access to car: Now? XII He During Student Teaching? XII EA

2. Subject matter background

a. Major: minor(s):

b. Describe your background in your major/minor (What kinds of courses have
you taken? Do you have outside-of-class experiences related to your
subject matter area(s)? Do you have particular interests or strengths
within your major/minor area? Any weakness?)

c. Ideally, what school subjects would you like to teach in your first job
after. graduation?



d. Describe any concerns/areas of weakness in subject Areas that you mightbe asked to teach in your first job after graduation. (For example, ahistory major may feel prepare to teach American history, but weak lngeography. An elementary major may feel strong in science but weak inthe social sciences.)

3. Experiences working with,school age childrer

4. !entgr Tqacher

a. Describe briefly the most important way(s) in Whiel you think this
mentor teacher arrangement can help you in learning to teach: (You may
include thoughts about why you want to teach, what is important far youto learn about teaching, your professional aspirations)

List any questions you have about the Mentor Teacher Plan:



5. ruariBIntjasamatisan

a. Level: Please indicate 1st and 2nd choices. Early Elementary
(K-3) Upper Elementary (3-6) Middle School (6.9) High
School (9-12)

State reasons for any preference:

b. Concerns: There are a number of things you might think about in deciding
what kind of placement would be most beneficial for you. Most people
first think about practical concerns such as proximity to the university
or to the home. While those practical concerns are important, please
also think about the potential for your lguning,A2mglughing that,
different settings might provide. With that thought in mind, describe
either practical concerns or concerns related to your growth as a teacher
that you would like considered in placing you with a mentor teacher.

Practical concerns:

Learning colicerns:



c. Other

6. Describe any interests, hobbies, or other personal information that might
help us make an appropriate match with a mentor.
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Name

EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC LEARNING PROGRAM
BY FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

May 24, 1987

1. Describe 1-3 ways in which your ideas about good teaching have changed
as a result of your :xperiences this year in Academic Learning classes
and in your mentor teacher's classroom.

2. Describe 1-3 ways in:which your ideas about student l tr.nin, c1 Nchoot
subjects have changed as a result of your experiences this yoar in
Academic Learning, classes and in your. mentor teacher's.clasnroom.



3. Describe experiences in the program this year that have had a
particularly significant impact on your thinking about teaching and/or
learning. Explain how they influenced your thinking about teaching.
(Be as specific as possible. For example, don't just name a course or
say "field visits." Instead, describe particular events, readings,
field visits, class activities, etc.).

4. We are interested in the relative importance for you of a) field
assignments and b) experiences in Academic Learning classes (including
lectures, discussion groups, readings, etc.). On a scale from I to 5,
how would you rate the contributions that each has made to your thinking
and learning about teaching?

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of experiences
very little a great deal in Academic Learning classes

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of field
very little a great deal assignments and visits

Explain your choices.

Describe any ideas you have been taught in Academic Learning classes
that you think are unrealistic for use in "real" classrooms. Why?



6. Describe any concerns you have about your knowledge of the school
subjects you will be teaching next year (any areas in which you realize you
need to develop better understandings?).

7. Describe things your mentor teacher has done or said that have been
particularly helpful to you in learning to teach.

S. Describe ways in which your mentor teacher could be more helpful to you.



9. What suggestions do you have about ways in which Academic Learning
courses and field assignments could better help you in learning to
teach?

10. Whitt do you hope to learn from your experiences in Academic Learning
next year?

1 l , Othot emmoiffi jcroicernsfquestions.



Name

ACADEMIC LEARNING PROGRAM

STUDENT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

FALL TERM, 1987

WINTER TERM, 1988

A. EVALUATION OF THE STUDENT TEACHIN( EXPERIENCE

1. Indicate subject areas/grade levels you taught:

2. What were the most important areas of professional learning for you during the
student teaching experience? Give brief examples of the kinds of things you
learned in each area.

3. Describe your areas of strength as a student teacher.

4. Describe things that discouraged you or that you found difficult during student
teaching.



5. Describe ways you tried to assess student understanding of your lessons.

6. What problems did your students have with conceptual change? Please comment.

7. Name the subject area(s) in which you would like to: build further subject matter
knowledge in order to improve your teaching:

Describe what kinds of things you feel like you need to understand better about
these subject matters.

8. Explain ways that field experiences prior, to student teaching (in TE 200C, 205C,
methods courses, elementary language arts practicum and 306C) were helpful/not
helpful in preparing you to teach. Also name field assignments that were
particularly helpful or not helpful.



9, Think back over all your courses in Academic Learning. Describe 3 ideas/theories/
teaching strategies/etc. discussed in the courses that stand out for you as being
particularly important to you in your growth as a teacher. Why are they important
to you?

10. Please react to the unit and daily planning requirements during student teaching:

a. In what ways were these helpful/not helpful to you?

b. Comment about the importance to you of each part of the unit planning
requirements and whether this is something you will use prior to teaching a
unit when you arc on your own?

- central question/focus:

- list of concepts:

- concept map, outline, chart, etc:

- list of objectives:

sample assessment questions:

What did you learn from writing the reflective essays about two units of
instruction?



11. You will continue to learn about teaching and about the subjects you teach
throughout your teaching career. Name 1-3 areas that you would like to learn more
about.

How will you learn about these?

470C INSTRUCTOR

12. In what ways was your 470C instructor particularly helpful in your learning to
teach?

13. In what ways were the information, support, and interaction available at student
teaching seminars helpful?

Were there specific seminars that were more helpful than others? If so, which
ones? Why?



14. Other comments about 470C instructor:

MENTOR (ORSOOPERATING1 TEAC,HER

15. In what ways was your mentor or cooperating teacher particularly helpful to your
learning about teaching?

16. Describe ways in which your mentor or cooperating teacher supported or failed to
support your efforts to teach for conceptual understanding (rather than for
memorization and rote recall, for example).

17. Other comments about mentor or cooperating teacher:



B. MENTOR TEACHER, D P

18. You had a number of field experiences in your mentor's classroom that were
requirements for Academic Learning courses. We are interested in the relative
importance you place on the field experiences and on the study you did in Academic
Learning courses (readings, lecture, discussions, etc.). On a scale from 1 to 5,
how would you rate the contributions that each has made to your thinking and
learning about teaching?

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of eNpeyiences
very little a great deal in Academic Learning classes

1 2 3 4 5 Contributions of assigned
very little a great deal field eXperienees

Explain your choices.

19. The mentors are very interested in knowing the ways of interacting with
student teachers that are most helpful. Please give them your advice!:

a. List things your mentor did (at any point in your program ) that were
particularly helpful:

b. List things your mentor did not do, but that would have been helpful:



20. Suppose you found yourself in a classroom and a school in which you had the freedom
to take charge of all curriculum and teaching decisions. Can you describe one way
in which you would do things differently from the way things were done in your
mentor teacher's classroom/school?

C. OVERALL LACADIMMLEARNINCLIRQUAM

21. Each of us has an image of what the ideal teacher is like. Have your ideas about
the ideal teacher (at your grade level or in your subject area) changed, over the
last two years? In what ways?

22, In a job interview situation you may be asked to describe what is distinctive about
the Academic Learning Program. How would you describe the most important messages
or themes in the Academic Learning Program?

23. Are there ideas/strategies you were taught in Academie Learning classes that you
think are unrealistic for use in *real" classrooms? If yes, give an example
and explain why.

24. Other comments about your experiences thus far in Academic Learning (please use
back).
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Teacher Application/Information Form

KETURN TO:
MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT Perry Lanier

Mentor Teacher Project
College of Education
201 Erickson Hall

Name: East Lansing, MI 48824

School:

School Address:

School Phone:

Home Aadress:

Hone Phone:

Social Security Number:

Teaching Assignment: Grade(s) Subject(s)

1. Tr .ng Experience

a. Number of years you have taught:

b. Number of years taught in current school district:

c. Grade levels and subjects you have taught:

Subject area strengths/interests:

2. Professional Studies and Activities

a. Undergraduate Major; Minor (if applicable):

b: Describe masters degree study or other study beyond undergraduate degree:

c. Describe educational or school related activities participated in other
than school district in-service or graduate study (e.g, workshops,
professional meetings, committee work, extra curricular programs);



What kinds of things do you read that help you as a teacher?

e, Pnrticipation in professional organizations:

Previous work with preservice teachers:

a. Have you had experience as a cooperating teacher for a student teacher?

b. Other experiences with preservice teachers (e.g. practicum, volunteers,
observers):

c. Name any MSU faculty you have worked with:

4. Mentor Teacher Project

a. Comments about your own background or teaching situation that would
contribute to your work with the Mentor Teacher Project:

From your perspective, who' do you see as the strengths of the Mentor
Teacher Project?

Discuss any convOin seservatious you have about the Project:

Suggest others in your department or building who might be interested
in the Project:

. Additional Comments (e,g, other time commitments, questions):
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Mentor Teacher
June, 1986:

TEACHER FEEDBACK ABOUT
THE MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

We have now worked together on the Mentor Teacher Project for two
terms. At this point it would be helpful in assessing our progress to get
written feedback from each of you. Please take a few minutes to answer
the following questions and return this to us by June 4, 1986.

Over the past two terms, how often were you able to talk with your
student? Was this amount of time sufficient to begin to develop a
useful relationship with your student?

2. a) Looking back across the two terms, how helpful to your student have
the field experiences been?

b) How realistic and manageable have the field experiences been for
both your student and for you?

3. One of our goals in this project has been to involve, teachers in a
more central role in the Academic learning Program. We have tried to
do this by helping you understand our program goals. Please comment
on what you have learned about the program from:

a). our meetings together -

b) course readings and syllabi la have shared with you -

c your student -

d) Other sources (assignment sheets, letters we've sent, informal
discussions with faculty, --formation-exchange sessions, etc.) -

II"



4. At this point, in what ways do you feel you are most able to help
your student?

5. Looking back at the meetings we have had, what have you gained from
those and what do you wish you had gained? What do you think we should
be accomplishing in these sessions?

6. Now have the realities of the mentor teacher experience met or failed
to meet your expectations?

7. In early September, we will
work with you. Do you have
matching a student with you
be teaching next year)?

8. Other comments, concerns.

be identifying an incoming junior to begin
any information that will help us in
(ie, subjects and grade level you will



Mentor Teacher Return to: Kathy Roth
201 Erickson Hall
College of Education
Michigan State Univ
East Lansing, MI 48824

MENTOR TEACHER EVALUATION OF
THE MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

May. 1987

1. What advantages and/or disadvantages have you found in working with the
same student over time?

2. One of the goals of the MentorTeacher Project is to help students link
What they are studying in courses with "real° classrooms. Describe one
example of something your student learned in an Academic Learning class
that he/she discussed with you or tried to incorporate into his/her unit
teaching.

Do you and your student talk about what he/she is studying in
Academic Learning classes? Please comment.

Do any of the ideas that students have been taught in Academic Learning
courses seem unrealistic for use in classrooms?, If yes, please give
an example.



4, The list of program goals that we used during student teaching is
attached. Give your reactions to one or two of these goals.

5. An important function of our meetings together is to get feedback and
suggestions from mentors about field assignments and course goals. Do you
feel free to give suggestions and do you think that Academic Learning
faculty are responsive to your concerns? Please comment.

6. Have the field assignments been both manageable and helpful to your
student? Explain.

Do you have suggestions for alternative field assignments?

Looking back at the meetings we have had what have you gained from
those and what do you wish you had gained?

How have the realities of the mentor teacher experience met or failed to
meet your expectations?

9. If you want to begin working with a new junior student in the Fall,
please give us any information that will help us in matching you with a
student (ie, subjects and grade level you will be teaching next year).



Working with People

GUIDELINES FOR i.sELPING STUDENTS
WORK TOWARD PROGRAM GOALS

strong indications that students are Mixing acadesdc

Learning goals with classroom teaching experiences:

The student teacher values, respects each student's

thinking and actively elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

The student teacher initiates cementations with the

mentor teacher shout his/her teaching, asking for help

In understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

Planning for Instruction Seeks and uses information about students' prior knowledge

to planning.

Estabt !shins Classroom

Ci hate and Neneging

instruction

LI 4

Selects tasks/activities/questions that will engage

student thinking and devaisp student understanding of

of metre' cencepte/idess focuses on learning concerns.

Wilds on information about student understanding gained

fros such tasks for further planning.

Teacher end students ere actively engaged together

Ire Making senserof 'meaningful concepts' and *IOUs.

Indications that students are ga tanking Andesec

Learning Proems Oslo with classroom teaching

experiences

the student teacher is *stigma with 'tufts mho

don't *catch art' quickly and blase* student learning

difficualles an students" lack of effort.

The student teacher doss not initiate conversations

with the mentor dor other school personnel) *bout

professional issues, at conversations are limited to.

Rhos to without asking NW.

focuses on canters-totecovored without thinking

such about students' prior knowledge and probable

(earning difficulties; Assumes coverage miens

learning.

Selects teskeisctivitiestquestions becaUse they will

keep students orderly and busy, or the students will

ilk* *honor because that's what comes next in the

textbook focuses on asnagesen4 concerns without

serious consideration of learning: issues..

Infenstion Ins evaluation tasks is used minly for

grading purposes it is not used to Shape

instruction.

Teacher and students get atone nett and classroom is

busy but studentwere satisfied to just get the tasks

dams, they ignore the content of instruction as much

as possible.
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Commend of Subject

time menegement: Prepares for classes effectively and efficiently,

with an appropriate genes of priorities in deciding whet needs to

be done.

Classroom organizations Organises and explains rules and

procedures that enable classroom to nn smoothly and efficiently.

Deeling with taw disruptions: Deals with minor disruptive

bohevior such as talking tmepproplatoly in a fair and consistent

way. Mips students understand rules and lawn how to follow

thew.

Dahill" with SIDWOre bwhaVier pribidelS WOrke with students

Mho have severe behavioral sr emotional prehisme in an organized

and professional say. *sips them to dewlap and fellow

through in ressenble piens to overcame their problem's.

teacher continually elicits and responds to students'

ideas in order to shape end challenge student understanding.

4.0.r thinks about: Agy are students molting sense of

this? Nu are they going astray?

Can identify central concepts end skate that are critical

for students to understand for liven unit of instruction.

Understands the subject antler in such a way that

applications to everydayisreal world situations can

be sods. Can think of questions that will challenge

students to apply concept*, skills, ideas to reinvent

situations.

Spends too arch thee on sane things and not enough on

ethers, leading to Inadequate preparation and

disorganized tines**.

Procedures and rulos not adequately worked out or

inconsistently enforced. Materials ere sometimes not

reedy or planning incampleto.

Enforcement of rules too lee, inconsistau, or harsh

and arbitrary. fails to help students understand

rules and learn to follow them.

Falls in to unproductive patterns in dealing with

problem students, each as nagging, open frustration,

or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

Classroom interaction is primarily teacher to students

teacher lectures am oaks evaluation questions (Do

the students know thAt or not?)

Takes an everything-you-could-possibirknow acproach

to content coverage - has difficult time picking

out key concepts.

Student has a fact or formula orientedunderstending

of the subject fatter. Cannot think up or ova),

recognize good application questions. Cannot see

alternate says to organize subjecraitter besides the

textbook organization.



Personal and Professional
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Genuine concern for seeningfut, conceptual lemming by
students is a goal that drives the student teacher*,

professional behavior.

the student teacher reflects carefully on blether

teaching end asks wartime of other professionals to

work an learning problems the students are bowing.

the student to Identifies areas ht/she needs to

leant more shout in order OW an affective teacher and

has feeds efforts to pin that knowledge Ombether it be

content knowledge, aenseement skills, communication

skills, etc.)

The student teacher welcome feedback from mentor

teacher and univereity observer as learning opportunity.

The student teacher is conscientious about being

prepared daily but focuses more an having something

far the class to Az than on Whet the students will

The student teacher is satisfied if things are

pleasant and orderly and does not puzzle shout

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggest ions fray the

university observer about arees that be/she reed* to

learn more about, but doss not seek such knowledge on

his/her own.

The student teacher views feedback frill the mentor or

the university observer primarily is evaluative. ("Am

I doing a good job or not?")



Mentor Teacher

Senior Student

MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Mentor Teacher Questionnaire
End of Year 3 - Secondary

December, 1987

I. Evaluation of your Class of 88 student's progress this_ year.

1. In what ways did you think your senior was well prepared to student
teach?

2. What aspects of the Academic Learning Program (including course work,
field assignments, your work with the student) were most useful in
preparing your senior for student teaching? Why?

I. In what ways; did you think your senior could have been t,...tter prepared
fo r teFich 1pg?

.4.. What aspects of the Academic Learning Program did you find least
useful in preparing your student for student teaching? Why?



5. a) In what areas did your student wily:. the greatest growth during the
studpnt teaching term?

b) What experiences/support fostered such growth?

6. Rank the following areas to show the areas in which you felt you were
most able to help the student grow (1 - most influential, 7 or 8
least influential).

Working with people (including students, other teachers)

Long-term planning (units)

Daily planning

Classroom management, routines, and organization

Dealing with student dicipline problems

Assessing and evaluating student learning (including grading,
testing, etc.)

Analyzing lessons taught and learning from experience

Development of professional attitudes

Other

Please comment on ways in which you were helpful in the areas you
ranked as .l and 2.

Were there any areas in which you were unsure of how to best help your
student improve? Please comment.



7. One of the goals/themes of the Academic Learning Program is that
meaningful, conceptual understanding (in contrast with rote learning)
should be a major focus of classroom teaching.

a) Describe examples of ways your student teacher worked toward this
goal (or failed to make much progress in achieving this goal).

b) In what ways were you able to support your student in working
toward this goal?

8. Another program theme focuses on the need for students to be actively
involved in the learning process (rather than passive recipients of
knowledge through lecture).

a) Describe examples of ways your student worked toward this goal (or
failed to make much progress toward thiS goal).

b) In what ways were you Ableto support your student in working
toward this goal?

9. Describe ways in which the mentor meetings held during student
teaching contributed (or did not contribute) to your effectiveness in
helping your student work toward program goals.



10. a) List ways in which the university observer was helpful to you.

b) List ways in which the university observer was helpful to your
student.

c) Do you have suggestions for ways in which the observer could be
more helpful?

II. Overal val t

mentor teacher.
our rien e ACA e Learni s a

1. What advantages and/or disadvantages have you found in working with
the same student over time?

One of the goals of the Mentor Teacher Project is for mentor teachers
to help students link what they are studying in Academic Lek.rning
courses with "real" classrooms.

tt) Do you think, Olin in a reasonable and worthwhile goal?



b) In what ways do you think you have achieved that goal in working
with your student(s)?

c) What has helped you reach that goal and/or what has made that goal
difficult to achieve?

d) What changes can you suggest that might help mentor: better achieve
that goal?

3. Do any of the ideas that students are taught in Academic Learning
courses seem unrealistic or irrelevant to your classroom? If yes,
please give an example.

4. An important function of our meetings together is to get feedback and
suggestions from mentors about field assignments and course goals. Do
you feel free to give suggestions and do you think that Academic
Learning faculty are responsive to your concerns? Please comment.

5. a) Why did you decide to become a mentor teacher?



b) How have the realities of the mentor teacher experience met or
failed to meet your expectations?

6. Do you have any questions or further comments about any aspects of the
Academic Learning Program and its Mentor Teacher Project?

i
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Mentor Teacher

Senior Student

I.

MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Mentor Teacher Questionnaire
End of Year 3 - Elementary

May, 1988

ou C de t' egress tbis ye w.

1. In what ways did you think your senior was well prepared to student
teach?

2. What aspbcts of the Academic Learning Program (including course work,
field assignments, your work with the student) were most useful in
preparing your senior for student teaching? Why?

3. In what ways did you think your senior could have been better prepared
for student teaching?

4. What aspects of the Academic Learning Program OW you find least
useful in preparing your student for student teaching? Why?



5. a) In what areas did your student make the greatest growth during the
student teaching term?

b) What experiences/support fostered such growth?

6. Rank the following areas to show the areas in which you felt you were
most able to help the student grow (1 - most influ7nzial, 7 or 8
least influential).

Working with people (including students, other teachers)

Long-term planning (units)

Daily planning

Classroom management, routines, and organization

Dealing with student discipline problems

Assessing and evaluating student learning (including grading,
testing, etc.)

Analyzing lessons taught and learning from experience

Development of professional attitudes

Other

Please comment on ways in which you were helpful in the areas you
ranked as 1 and 2.

Were there any areas in which you were unsure of how to best help your
student improve? Please comment.



7. One of the goals/themes of the Academic Learning Program is that
meaningful, conceptual understanding (in contrast with rote learning)
should be a major focus of classroom teaching.

a) Describe examples of ways your student teacher worked toward this
goal (or failed to make much progress in achieving this goal).

b) In what ways were you able to support your student in working
toward this goal?

8. Another program theme focuses on the need for students to be actively
involved in the learning process (rather than passive recipients of
knowledge through lecture).

a) Describe examples of ways your student worked toward this goal (or
failed to make much progress toward this goal).

b) In what ways were you able to support your student in working
toward this goal?

. Describe ways in which thementor.meetings held during student
teaching contributed (or did-not contribute) to your effectiveness in
helping your-student Work toward program goels;



10. a) List ways in which the university observer was helpful to you.

II. Ove

b) List ways in which the university observer was helpful to your
student.

c) Do you have suggestions for ways in which the observer could be
4"1.more herpful?

Ev uatio of ou a in ade
mentor teacher.

1. What advantages and/or disadvantages have you found in working with
the same student over time?

2. How have your ideas about ways to mentor Academic Learning students
effectively changed since you first started working with Academic
Learning.



3. One of the goals of the Mentor Teacher Project is for mentor teachers
to help students link what they are studying in Academic Learning
courses with "real" classrooms.

a) Do you think this is a reasonable and worthwhile goal?
If no, please explain.

b) In what ways do you think you have achieved that goal in working
with your student(s)?

c) What has helped you reach that goal and/or what has made that goal
difficult to achieve?

d) What changes can you suggest that might help mentors better achieve
that goal?

4. Do any of the ideas that students are taught in Academic Learning
courses seem unrealistic or irrelevant to your classroom ?. If yes,
please give an example.



5. An important function of our meetings together is to get feedback and
suggestions from mentors about field assignments and course goals. Do
you feel free to give suggestions and do you think that Academic
Learning faculty are responsive to your concerns? Please comment.

6. a) Why did you decide- to become a mentor teacher?

b) How have the realities of the mentor teacher experience met or
failed to meet your expectations?

7. Do you have any questions or further comments about any aspects of the
Academic Learning Program and its Mentor Teacher Project?
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MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Classroom Observations and Informal Interviews
with Case Study Students

Fall, 1987

Rationale for Observations of Case Study Students in the Field

During 1986-87 we conducted a series of interviews and collected
written assignments in order to document changes in 12 case study students'
Chinking about teaching and learning as a result of experiences in the
Academic Learning Program (including both formal coursework and experiences
in the field). Most these students underwent significant conceptual change
in their thinking about teaching, about learning, about the subject matter
knowledge needed to teach, and about the process of learning to teach. Many
students now hold ideas about teaching and learning that seem to match
closely with Academic Learning goals and a conceptual change orientation to
teaching. The big question newts whether the students' actual teaching
behaviors (including their planning, evaluation of student learning, and
reflections on their teaching) will also meet program goals. Will the
students continue to link program goals with their experiences in the field
now that those experiences are less structured? What roles do
mentors/observers/faculty play in supporting students in teaching for
conceptual change during student teaching and the language arts practicum?

INIApes of Records Needed

-Descriptions of actual teaching behaviors by case study students,
including:

a) field notes taken as the student teaches to document the kinds of
things that do not show up in written lesson plans (how the student
teacher responds to students, how, long the teacher pursues a concept

. that students are having trouble with, etc.).
b) written lesson plans including both the required unit plan for

student teaching and samples of more routine types of plans. Pions
for both observed lessons and unobserved lessons would be of
interest.

-Summaries of informal/formal discussions with the student, including:

,)description of post-observation discussions - what issues were
discussed? What issues were raised by the student? by the obserr?
Any insights into the planning and reflecting that the student dit
regarding the observed lesson?

b) description of interactions in formal seminars (either in 470C or
311C)

c) informal "interview" questions asked of the student

-Summaries of informal discussions with the'student's mentor teacher

-Summaries of informal discussions with the student's observer or course
instructor

-Student teacher journals ( ) (optional)

1



MENTOR TEACHER PROJECT

Observations and Informal Interviews with Case Study Students:
ISSUES BEING EXPLORED

As described in Part III of the July, 1937 Progress Report, we are
using these weekly observations to document:

a) the nature of the interactions between mentors and students,
b) the nature of the interactions between university supervisors or

faculty and Academic Learning students,
c) key learnings and issues of concern each week (or every other week)

for Academic Learning students,
d) descriptions of the Academic Learning students' actual teaching,
e) descriptions of evidence that Academic Learning students are drawitir

from or rejecting ideas studied in Academic Learning courses, and
f) changes in student thinking and action over the term (and reasons

for those changes).

In each of the interviews last year, we tried to understand Academic
Learning students' thinking about:

a) teaching,
b) learning,
c) the subject matter knowledge needed to teach, and
d) the process of learning to teach.

We also wanted to understand how particular people and experiences
influenced students' thinking about these four broad areas. A key goal of
the Mentor Teacher Project is to help students learn from both formal study
and from experience and to make links between these two sources of knowledge
in learning to teach.

Below are listed some of the kinds of questions that we would like to
be able to answer based on our observations and interviews with students
this term. I've tried to put questions under the broad headings listed
above (teaching, learning, subject matter knowledge needed to teach, the
process of learning to teach, and the roles of various persons/experiences
in learning to teach). Obviously, these categories overlap a lot - one
question asked of a student can get at more than one category of issues.
However, I thought that this framework might help us make sure that we are
learning as much as we can about the key issues that we explored with the
students last year in the interviews. I am certainly open to ideas about
alternative ways to organize this.



Teaching

What kinds of teaching strategies does the student favor? scorn? Why?
What are the sources of inflvence on these opinions?

What teaching strategies are actually used most frequencly by the student?
Why? Does this mesh with the student's theoretical perspective?

In what ways do the teaching strategies used by the student imitate or
match closely with those used by the mentor?

In what ways do they match (or fail to match) a conceptual change model of
instruction?

What goals of teaching seem most important to the student (executive
concern with order and management, therapist concern with development of
self-concept, liberationist concern with subject matter learning, some
idiosyncratic view of teaching)?

Learning

Do concerns about student learning drive the planning process? In what
ways? Are long-term plans altered because of unanticipated student
learning difficulties?

What kinds of learning goals are most important (as evidenced in planning
or in actual teaching)? Fact oriented? Motivation oriented?
.Conceptually oriented?

How analytical is the student teacher about student learning (how deep?
any theoretical perspective? any evidence of thinking about learning
theories discussed last year?)

Does the student listen and respond to students in ways, that reflect
Careful analysis and thoughtfulness about student learning?

What kinds of questions are used to evaluate student learning? Compatible
with conceptual change orientation?

What kinds of attitudes loss the teacher have toward learning failures
,(analytical? blame it on student laziness ?)



Subject Matter Knowledge Needed to Teach

Does the teacher focus on appropriate conceptual, goals in planning and
actual teaching?

Is there evidence that the student recognizes the need for additional
subject matter knowledge and seeks that out in planning to teach?

Does the student teacher think about the structure of the discipline in
deciding what to teach and what to leave out? For example, does the
student use concept maps in planning? Does the student take an "all
about x" approach, a "what would be the most fun" approach, or a "focus
on central concepts" approach in making curriculum decisions?

Does the student teacher think about the functions of the discipline in
planning and teaching? For example, does the student teacher emphasize
uses of the knowledge being taught, everyday applications, etc.?

THe Process of Learning, to Teach

What sources of knowledge does the student rely on in making planning and
teaching decisions? For example, does the student think about both, the
particulars of the classroom and reserach-based knowledge about
effective teaching strategies? Or is practical knowledge from the
mentor or from experience in the classroom valued over research -based
knowledge?

How does the student teacher use suggestions from the mentor teacher?
other teachers? from the observer? Are mentor suggestions accepted and
used without question, or is there an attempt to link those suggestions
with ideas from AL courses? Are observer suggestions accepted and used
without question (at least on the days the,observer comes), or is there
an attempt to think about ways that the particulars of this classroom
might require modification of those suggestions?

Is the student valuing conceptual change ideas or are they being rejected
as impractical in "real" classrooms?

What AL themes/ideas seem. particularly important to the student in the
field? Which seem unimportant?

What is the student learning from being in the classroom that seems
particularly important to him/her?

What evidence is there that the student is reflectiVe about his/her.
teaching? that the student sees learning to teach as a lifelong process?

441 4'
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Roles of Various Persons/Experiences in Learning to Teach

What kinds of interactions does the student have with the mentor? Do
these interactions complement/contradict/actively support AL themes and
goals?

Same questions regarding other people
observer,
AL instructors,
other AL students (in seminars)
course instructors from last year (200C, 205C, methods courses)
other teachers in the mentor's building

In what ways does the student perceive that he/she is getting similar or

conflicting messages from these different people?
What kinds of things does the student seem to be learning and valuing from

each of these persons? In what ways are each of these persons not
influential in their thinking about teaching?



I. Working with People

GUIDELINES FOR NELPING STUDENTS

WORK TOWARD PROGRAM GOALS

Strong indications that students are linking Academic

Learning goats with classroom teaching experiences:

A. Relations With Students

The student towbar values, respects each student's

thinking and actively elicits and considers students'

thinking in planning and teaching.

S. Rotations With Mentors

The student teacher initiates conversations with the

mentor teacher shout his/her teaching, asking for help

in understanding the successes and failures of lessons.

Retationi with 47TIC Instructor, Other Profassionats

II. Planning for Instruction A. Comprehension of Student Understanding

Seeks and wee hilforsmtion about students, prior

knowledge in planning.

I. Transformation: Developing Tasks and Activities

Solects tasks/activities/questions that will engage

student thinking and develop student undorstending of

of central concepts /ideas focuses on learning concerns.

Militia on information about student understanding gained
from such tasks for further planning.

III.fstablishing Classroom A. Classroom Climate

Climate and Managing Teethe; and students are actively engaged together
Instruction In making sense of meaningful concepts and skills.

Indications that students are Qom, linking Academic

Learning program goals with classroom teaching

experience:

.1.,

The student teacher is impatient with students who

don't "catch on* quickly and blames student learning

difficulties on stuchmts' lack of effort.

The student teacher does not initiate conversations

with the mentor for other school personnel) about

professional issues, or conversations are limited to

',how to" without asking 'why".

focuses on content- to-be- covered without thinking

much about students" prior knowledge and probable

learning difficulties; Assumes coverage means

learning.

Selects tasks/Activities/questions because they will

keep students orderly and busy, or the students will

like them or hecauie that's whit commnext inthe

textbook , focuses on management concerns without

serious consideration of learning issues.

Information from evaluation tasks is used mainly for

grading purposes it is not used to shape

instruction.

Teacher and students get along well and classroom is

busy but students ore satisfied to just get the tasks

done, they ignore the content of instruction as much
as possible.



IV. Command of Subject

S. Time Management

Prepares for classes effectively and efficiently, with an

appropriate sense of priorities in deciding what needs to

be done.

C. Classroom Organization

Organizes and explains rules and procedures that enable

classroom to run smoothly and efficiently.

D. Destine With Minor Disruptions

Deals with minor disruptive behavior such as talking

unappropriately in a fair and consistent way. helps

students understand rules and learn how to tot to them.

E. Dealing With Severe Behavior Problems

Works with students who have severe behavioral

problems in an organized and professional way.

develop andi fellow through on reasonable plans

their pribtees.

or emotional

Helps them

to overcame

F. Communication About Content

Teacher continually elicits and responds to students"

ideas in order to shape and Challenge student understanding.

Teacher thinks about: leg are students Mains sense of

this? ex are they going astray?

Understanding Structure of Content

Can identify central concepts and skills that are critical

for students to understand for a given unit of Instruction,

S. Understanding Functions of Content

Understands the subject matter in such a way that

applications to everycleyeal worlds situations can
be made. Can think of questions that wilt challenge

students to apply concepts, skills, ideas to reievant

situations.,

Spends too such time on some things and not enough on
others, leading to inadequate preparation and

disorganized classes.

Procedures and rules not adequately worked out or

inconsistently enforced. Materials are sometimes not
ready or planning incomplete.

Enforcement of rules too lax, inconsistent, or harsh
an(bitrary. Fails to help students understand

rules and learn to follow them.

Falls in to unproductive patterns in dealing with

problem students, such as nagging, open frustration,

or inconsistent enforcement of rules.

Classroom interaction Is primarily teacher to student:

teacher lectures and asks evaluation questions tDo

the students know this or not ?)

Takes an everything-you-could-possibly-know approach

to content coverage - has a difficult time picking

out key concepts.

Student hes a fact or formula - oriented understanding

of the subject matter. Cannot think up or even

recognize good application questions. Cannot see
alternate ways to organize subject matter besides the
textbook organization.



V. Personal and Professional A. Concern for Meaningful Learning

Genuine concern for meaningful, conceptual learning by

students is a goal that drives the student teacher's

professional behavior.

B. Reflection on Teaching

The student teacher reflects carefully on his/her

teaching and asks questions of other professionals to

with on leaning problems the students are having.

C. Analysis of Teaching

The student teacher identifies areas be/she needs to

learn more about in order to be an effective teacher end

has mode efforts to gain that knowledge (whether it be

content krowledge, menegement skills, communication

skills, etc.)

D. Receptivity to Feedback

The student teacher welcomes feedback from mentor

Teacher and university observer as a learning opportunity.

ow/2AL-60

The student teacher is conscientious about being

prepared daily but focuses more on having something

for the class to gg than on what the students will
learn.

The student teacher is satisfied if things Are

tato:meant and orderly and does not puzzle about

learning failures of particular students.

The student teacher responds to suggestions from the

university observer about areas that he/she needs to

learn sore about, but does not seek such knowledge on
Ms/her own.

The studcnt teacher views feedback from the mentor or
the university observer primarily as evaluative. (Am
I doing a good job or now!)
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Appendix G

Student Assignment Sheets

Describing the 1986-88 set of Field Assignments

TERM COURSE ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Fall, 1986 TE 200C Learning of School
Subjects

Winter, 1987 TE 205C Curriculum for
Academic Learning

Sprin

2 Learning from Experience
3 Observing Learning in

Action
4 Reflections on Teaching

and Learning

1 - Enacted Curriculum
2 - Text Analysis and Critique
3 - Intended and Enacted

Curriculum
4 Actual Curriculum

1987 TE 318C Elementary Science Unit Planning and Teaching
Methods

Fall, 1987

TE 412C Secondary Unit Planning and Teaching
Methods Courses

Weekly Field Visits

TE 306C Elementary Inter- 1 Guided Observation of
disciplinary Beginning Days of School
curriculum 2 Observation/Interview of

Mentor Teacher about Level
2 and 3 Management

3 Lesson 1: Integrating
Reading and Content
and Learning
Lesson 2: Student Writing
and the Learning of
Content

5 Unit Planning

Fal , 1987 TE 470C Secondary Student Planning Requirements
Teaching

Winter, 1988 TE 470C Elementary Student Planning Requirements
Teaching



'1'i 200C Learning from

Experierce

7E Fail Term 1g$6
Rose n, Zeuli.

Assignment NZ

Learning From Experience

Purpose of the Illssigempmnt:

Since we have all been in school settings foe many years, it is often
difficult to Shift one's per on school learning from that of a st4dent
to that of a teacher. The purpose of your first visit to your mentor teacher's
ctossroom, and of this assignment, is to help you become acquainted with this
classroom, and reflect on what you experience free the gersoective el a tier

To assist you in taking on this new perspective toward your experiences fr
the classroom, we are as101g you to try locoing at people and events in the
ciassroom the way some researchers do. Educational researchers who use
ethnographic techniques try to approach ghat they Observe in classrooms by
"making the familiar strange." That is, they try to note deta;ls and pattiens
of action that ili help them understand the classroom froljetNLEttists:
point of view, rather than limiting their interpretion of what they see and bear
to their own point of view. They also try to uno..nstand details of what they
see happen in the classroom in relation to the larger classroom context, so that
they tell a unified story of that classroom. Finery, ethnographers try to os
sensitive to IbLegys in which their presence in the eettipq influeoces whot

This kind of approach to reflecting on your classroom
observations and participation can be helpful to you as you gradeolly take on a
teething rote over the next several terms in your sent:- teacher's classroom

The Assignment:

Tell the story of your first visit to your mentor teacher's classroom to
your classmates, from your perspective as a prospective teacher, and describe
the role_ygu sieuld like tq tqlot in this classroom, during your remaining visits
during this term. The suggested length of your narrative ts 3 to 4 pages.

As you tell the story of your visit, include details that describe the
following:

a) What kinds of learning experiences ( e.g. work, activities,
assignments) are available to students in this classroom?

b) What kinds of social relations do you see in the classroom,
and how or in what ways do they relations of the
learning experiences in the clairoom?

c) What is the overall relationship between teacher and
students in this classrooe that underlies the learning
experiences?

d) What have you learned so far froe your mentor teacher 'about
glam tNstlassroom has the features you describe in a, b,
and c above?

4



Ps you descriDe the role you mou:a like to tOre on as liDu cciticAe
z:ts to the classroom, consider the folloo,ng queztJans

e) Hoe can I be of help in this classroom?

f) What can I learn about school learning from this
c 1 assroom?

g) Mos can I learn from participating in this classroom?

Due Date: Thursday, October 23, 1980



TE200C 011serviml

Learning in Action

TE 200C, Fail Term, 1985
Clark, Rosaen, 2eull, Sykes

Assignment 63
Observing Learning in Action

To Gather information for this Assignment:

Understanding learning in a classroom setting Is an extremely complex
process. As me have already noted, the oyerall organization of the classroom,
the teacher's underlying ideas about teaching and learning, the social
interaction in the classroom, and the subject matter content are all factors
that shape the learner's understanding of subject matter. in addition to all of
these factors, there are various cfmgderielcuLthiaggagr that influence a
student's interpretation of the work he or she must complete in school, and his
or her understanding of subject matter content. Some questions a teacher it
consider to uncover some of these of these characteristics are:

--qhat is the student's prior knowledge and experience with the subject
matter and eith the type of work required? (e.g. Hoe does the
student knoe about this period of history?; ar Has the student ever
written an essay before?)

--What is the student's interpretation of shat the teacher expects for
the activity, task, or assignment?

--In shot say(s) does this assignment or task 'count" in this classroom?
Mhat kind(s) of regards are available for compieting the work, and to
shot standard?

--Mhat level of effort does the student put forth to complete the
activity, task or assignment? Is this level of effort typical?

--41hat resoirces or conditions are ayai table to the student to complete
fie us*? (e.g., Is the teacher available to help?; or
Is the appropriate reading material readily available for the student
to use?)

Mt wet you to try your hand at answering as many of the above questions as
possible for a student in your mentor teacher's classroom.

With the help of yOur mentor teather, select a student on Whom you can
focus during some tie of 'work time* in the classroom. if you can arrange to
mark elth the student in some way as he or she completes the work, that sill be
to your advantage. Observe the overall classroom situation, observe the student
as he or she works, talk sith the student informally, and talk with your mentor
teacher to learn as machos you can about how the student approaches the work,
and hoe the student Interprets the fork. Take notes about what the student does'
and sags to use as a future reference. If the student Is required to produce
some sort of 'product* (e.g. eritten assignment), look,at it carefully.



The Relsigemmmt:

Write a three to fix- page essay in ehich you saurINtAtaLymjibiAjha
student bar hemmed tram completing the assignment, task, or activity. Includein your description the following:

--Briefly desoribe the work you observed the student completing, mend
If possible, how it fits in with chat has been happening In the
classroom in gmneral.

--Describe any background inforeation you have learned about the student
including prior knowledge, prior experience, work habits, past
successes or problems in the classroom, etc. Tell how you learned
this background information.

--To ghat extent eas the student "successful" in completing the lark?
Describe the requireeents of the assignment and the rewards available
in the classroom.

--Describe what you think the student learned from the work (e.g. about
subject matter, about completing the task, about himself or herself,
or about life In this classroom). On ehatovidence do you base your
inferences?

Due Oate: Tuesday, November 25, 1986



TE200C Reflection
Teachin,! & Lent-flirt!

TE 200C, Fali Term 19$6
Clark, Aosaen, Zeuli, Syges

Assignment '4
Reflections on Teaching and learning

Write on essay in ehich you descrilpe has wyrIblokilla about teochin9Ang
learningbsita since the beginning of this cburse. As port of the writing
process, review the following:

-7Assigneents 1, 2, and 3 for this course

--Vote journal entries

--What you learned from reading and discussing the biography of a
person in your discipline

--What you learned from the visitors to our course (e.g., about the
disciplines, and about teaching subject matter)

--Your field visits

--Lectures and discussions

include in your description:

--R summary of your views on teaching and learning mhen the course
began (e.g. assumptions based an prior knowledge and experience,
theories of teaching and learning)

--Describe how your thinking about teaching and ,earning has Changed
since the beginning of the course, what ycs, have read andfor

experienced that accounts for the change(s). 'If your thinking has
remained relatively the some, describe what you have read andfor
experienced that has reaffireed your ideas

--indicate what you thinkare the most important fOctorS about teaching
-end learning that you mill need to take into account as you continue to
work in your mentor, teachers classroom over the next several tares.
What Oil: be important for you to attend to, and why?

Suggested length: 3 to S pages

DueDatic Thursday, December 4, 196

NOTE: Be sure to keep a,photocopy of your essay for your own use and
record's. Other studentt have found'this statement of their
Implicit theories to be a valuable element in their professional
portfolioi



TE205C The Enacted
Currictdum

TE 20= Prderson, Posaen
Winter, IgS7 Smith, Si;kes

Assignment 61: The Enacted Curriculum

Pqr=ost

You hove already hcd experierces in your mentor teacher's classroom from
your field visits in TE 200C *W12 you have observed the overall classroom
routines and the social structure of the classrooe, and you have observed
learning In action as year mentor teacher or a student teacher taught a lesson.
In this course, me sill shift our focus to the intended, enacted and actual
curriculum in the classroom. For this assignment, we would like you to shift
Your focus of your observations from the overall classroom and how an individual
learner understands a lesson to a focus on the enacted curriculum, or the
abject matter that Is taught. Specifically, you sill observe a lesson In your
mentor teacher's classrooe and erite a description of two aspects of the
enacted curriculum:

--the structure of the subject matter (the main point's, of the lesson
and its place in a larger sequence)

--how the subject matter .4; represented it order to help students
comprehend it

Arrangicg Your Qbeermiation and Follow-12p Interview

Contact your mentor teacher as soon as possible to arrange to observe a
lesson in one of the fair major subject areas: Language, Social Studies,
Science or Mathematics. Also allow time for a foiloe-w interviee eith the
mentor teacher. If you will not be able to schedule a follow-up interview on
the same day you observe, you sill need to return to the classroom a second
time. 144 have scheduled Field Day 81 for Thursday, daruary 15, so them sill be
no class held on that day. if you are unable to arronge your field visit on
this day during class time, you sill need to make alternate arrangements

A fee notes for elementary majors:

--It will be most advantageous for eleoentory s -*eve o losson

in the sUbject area that corresponds sith tht 'tion i.jou

attend in TE 205C, and continue to observe in rea
throughout the term.

--There may be a student teacher tecching in =as of the mentor teachers'
cif rsroces instead of the mentor- teacrer, If so, arror;e to otserm
the stUdent teacher teething a lesson, crud to conduct the follow-up
interview with the student teacher. Try to amrange it so that your
eentor teacher will be present as. sell.

0, You %/erne 'and Do Your Foilow-90 interview:

Rs you observe the lesson in your subject area, note details about the
areas listed bolos. Rev your observation, discuss these areas sith your mentor
teacher (or the student teacher). You eay also want to discuss some of these
items in advance with your mentor teacher (perhaps as you Schedute your

observation) to help you know what to focus on as you observe.

4 ti



--Uhat topic is VA lesson about?

--Specifically, what knowledge about the subject area is the
teacher trying to help students understate What is (are) file main
point(s) of the lesson?

--itbat representations of the main point(s) do students encounter in the
lesson? (For example, explicit statements, analogy, eetophor,
illustration, excmples). Look for representations in teconer
presentations, discussions, reading assignments, worksheets,
activities, homework assignments, etc.

--Ham does this kncaladgia fit githin the curriculums in this st..bject
area?

The Uritton Assignment:,

Write a description of the sUbject matter knoeledge that is taught in the
lesson. Include in your description the following:

a) Give a brief description of the lesson you observed. Tail briefly what
the lesson gas about, and hog it gas carried out.

b) Specifically, ghat subject matter knogledge did the teacher try to
help students understand? What eras (were) the vain point(s) of the
lesson?

c) Hog does the subject patter that was taught (the main pointIsI of the
lesson) fit eith the larger sequence of shot is taught about the
subject?

(Note: for (b) and (c) you may try using a concept map or other graphic
representations to shoe what was taught and hoe it fits within a larger
sequence. If you do so, include a brief written explanation.)

d) Wilson and Shulman discuss subject matter representations that
tamhers use to help students understand subject matter content.
What representations of the main point(s) of the lesson does the
teacher use to help students understand i t?

e) What questions do you still hove ctout any of the aspects of the
subject matter you hove discussed above? What can you do to begin to
find answer, to those questions?

Suggested length: 3 to 5 pages, typed (double spaced)

Due Oats: Thursday, January 22, 1527

note: P1 make TUG CCPtES of your finished assigrment. Hand one
in to your discussion section leader during class. Taxa the
second copy try your mertor teacher on Field Day s2 (January
29, 1v877/.

p.



11:205C Text Analysis

and Critique

TE 205C Anderson, Smith,
Winter, 1987 Rosaen, SOces

Assignment 112: Text Analysis and Critique

INC2214111:_

Textbooks are materials you sill most likely usa extensively when you
teach, and the better you are at critically appraising elm, the more useful
they sill be to you as a teacher, and to your students as learners. The purpose
of this assignment is to provide an opportunity far you to closely examine the
content of a textbook In yccr subject area, so that you can develop an
understanding of the rationale and aeganization of the text, and critically
appraise the usefulness of the text as a teaching tool.

Figging a Text:

gn Field OW i (FilitteM2144-1,) I. obk_in the Itath2CJI...2tillaft of a text from
your mentor teacher's classroom that you sill analyze and critique . The
teather's edition contains greater *stall about the purpose, structure and
rationale than the students' edition, so it mill be more helpful to you as you
complete this assignment. If you are unable to the a copy of your mentor
teacher's edition of a textbook eith you, it is quite likely you mill find a
copy of the same text in the Instructional Resources Canter on the first floor
of Erickson Hall. er you may need to photocopy a portion of the text and return
it to your mentor teacher..

11501...M Of Ted:

a) The some time to become familiar mith the overall organization of the
text. Review the chapter headings, subheadings, the format (e.g., Is it
consistent froe one chapter to another? Does it include assignments in addition
to information?), and the general content of the text._

b) Select a portion of the text to analyze and critique. This ell! vary,
according to the subject of the text you are examining, the grade level, and the
organization of the text. If the chapters area manageable length C10 - 15
pages) you may select the entire chapter. If they are longer, you may select a
portion of the Chapter, but be careful not to select too small a portion to be
able to comprehend the subject matter that is included.

c) Read the chapter. (If you have selected a portion of the chapter read
the entire chaptimrimi.04 understand has the section (its with the ehoie
chapter...) If assignments arwgiven, try completing some

d) Read the chapter again, and analyze the content, keeping in mind the
aspects you are to include In your description.

fh,
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Write an analysis and critique of the portion,of the keNt yoli studied. Include
in your written assignment the following:

a) Describe the intended curriculum as it is developed in the text in terns
of:

--,tructure: develop a way of representing the subject matter
to snam ham it is organized, including main concepts and related ideas.
You moy use a concept mep, outline, table, chart, flow chart to
represent the subject matter, and old also provide a eritten
explanation of the station you provide.

--2=211: what are the stated or implicit the purposes for teaching or
learning the subject matter? Why is the subject matter worth learning
for the students here and now? In shot way(s) does it contribute to
students becoming literate adults?

--rtudent develcowent. what infwzat!on is given in the taut chcu: what
students already kw or understand about the subject matter, and shot
they need to know or understand?

b) Hake a critical appraisal of the text, usincLugsific elasples to
Illustrate your ideas, In tares of:

--ftructure: does the organization of the text help students identify
min concepts and their relationships to each other? Does the text
help students sae how this chapter is related to other chapters In
the text? Dons the teacher's guide help the teacher to focus on the
coin points and the connections among main points?

--2Mr 2212: To what extent does the text make explicit purposes for
learning? Is the subject matter, as it is structured, worth learning?
Explain.

--Iludent development: IA what mays does the text help Students,' or
the teacher, build new knoeledge out of prior knowledge?

Scggested length: 4 to 6 pages, typed (double spaced)

Gue_peigl Tuesday, February 3, 1027

Note: Please wake two copies of your finished assignment. Had one
copy in to your discussion section leader during class. Take the
second copy to your mentor teacher on Field Day 13.



TE205C Intended and
Enacted Curriculum

TE 200C Anderson, Rosaen,
Winter, 11,A37 Smith, Sukes

Assignment *3: Intended and
Enacted Curriculus

eurome....

For your first field visit this Lre, and for your first eritten
ossignmecc, you wrote a description of the enacted curriculum based on a lesson
you observed. At that time, you focused on describing the subject matter that
was taught. For this assignment, you eill again observe a lesson or a series of
lessons in your subject area to examine and grits a description of:

--how the mentor teacher intends to laesicaurzsongenijsogstizige

--the sgsste.gmujssalial subject matter that is taught

--the IntEmatim between the intenled cureicvlue and the enacted
cumigghts

ftsinajmrftwastimagetjatgryinmi
We have scheduled two field days (January 29 and February 5) to help you

schedule at feast two visits to your mentor teacher's classrooe to complete this
assignment If it is not possible to arrange your ooservatons and interviaws
an Field Days 2 and 3, you will need to arrange elternate dates and tiaes. Set

up your 2 visits to the field so you can accomplish the following:

--Identify o lesson or series of lessons you sill observe in your subject
area. This should be the same subject area that you focus on in your
TE205C discussion group .

-- Interview, your mentor teacher (along with the studert teacher in the
classroom if the mentor teacher is not currently teaching) about the
structure and purpose of the subject matter he or she intends to teach
in one lesson or a series of lessons. How doss he or she intend to
represent Aha subject matter far the lessons(s), and oily will it been
represented in that manner? What information about student
development inflveneed decisions the teacher mode? What Is hisiher
purpose In teaching the lesson(s)? Obtain copies of eaterlals that

will be used.

--gam the lesson or series of lessons to gather infonmation about
%him manner in which the subject matter was actually taught, and
the contextual factors in the classroom that shaped the way the

lesson(s) progressed. What were the main polnts of the lesson, and
generally, how did it go? Noon did the students respond to the
lessons(s, and what kind of understanding of the subject flatter can
you find evidence of? Mere changes made along the may in how the
lesson. was implemented, and if so, for what reasons?

--If it fits elth the mentor teacher's plans, you may also negotiate to
prlishatkin teaching port of the lessonts) if you wish. This

might Involve assisting in the classroom, 'larking with a small gram
of students, giving a short presentation, preparing materials, or
any other ideas you and your 'altar teachers have about her you eight

contrilxite to teaching the lesson(s).



The prittep assi9nsmt.

Write a description in which you describe hoe your mentor teacher
constructed this piece of curriculum (a lesson or series of lessons), and
analyze the interaction between the intended and enacted curriculum. Divide
your description into three parts:

a) Give a briefaccount opigIgnaingeingLiegthinc,

Describe the structure of the subject batter. What were the main
ideas and hoe did the teacher intend to represent the subject matter
to students to help theft uuderstand?

What 'as the teacher's purpose for teaching it?

What information about student development did the teacher take
into account while planning the lesson(s)?

Hoe did the teacher intend to assess student understanding?

Describe the lesson(s). What were the main points, and how was the
lesson carried out?

b) corgattleiatalAgLiatAimblyise,.

Were the intended main ideas addressed? How? Were they emphas i zed?
Were other ideas emphasized? Usa specific examples to explain
your ideas.

Mitre the intended representations used? Were other repismntations
used? If so, what sere they? Use specific example:, to explain
your ideas.

Summarize the changes that oecured.

Now do you account for the charges? Reflect on what happened during
the lesson, chat the teacher tells you about hoe sThe thinks the
lesson went, and information about student development to help you
infer why the changes were made.

Suggested length: 4 to 5 pages

Due Date: Tuesday, February 17, 1997

Mote: Please make two copies of your finished assignment. Hand one In
to your discussion section leader during class. Take the second copy
to your mentor teacher on Field Day 104 on February 19, 1967.



TE 205C
Winter, 1%37

Assignment 04; The Actual Curriculum

TE205C The Actual

Anderson, $mith,
Rosaen, Sykes

Curriculum

The purpose of your final field visit and your finol eritten assignment
is to provide the opportunity for you to *frees tne actual 1-oir

students understand the enacted curriculum. You will interpret assipments
and/or tests cospleted by students in your mentor teacher's classroom and
interview selected students to examine the actual curriculum for the same
lesson(s) you studied for Assignment 3.

Planning VOur Field Visit:

Identify with your mentor teacher (along with the student teacher
if the mentor teacher did not teach the lessontsl you observed) at
least one written assignment or test that was part of the
lesson(s) you studied for Assignment *3.

Choose two students whose completed assignments or tests you can
study, and with 'hoe you can conduct a clinical interview to find
out sore about their understanding of the subject matter that was
taught. You may already have students in mind as a result of your
previous observations. You may find it helpful to Identify trio
students who contrast in some may (e.g., grades, motivation, level
of class participation, interest in the subject. matter).

Ve_422...sbastesLE12111Wft for February 19, 1991 to enable you
to visit your mentor's classroom to collect the critter: work you
will need, discuss with your mentor teacher any questions about
the work or the students you will interview, and to conduct your
Clinical interviews. Try to allow at least one and one-tom lf hours
fon,lour, visit. You may find the need to return o second time to
d'scuss unanswered questions with the students whom you interview
so you may want to keep this in mind in budgeting your time for
this assignment.

Etsisr-ing-PIESUniclUi4undsu
Prepare a.clinical interview to conduct with two students to find out how...

the students understand the subject matter that was taught in thilesson(s). you
observed. Use the guidelines given in class to prepamyour.interviee,. The
interview will be.an'additional source of information that will.supplementehot
youlearned4roe your observation.of the !esson and from what yoweililearn
free. the. sr 1 t ten ass 1 gnaw* Or test you sill evaluate.

'
41'



T!Atitten AssiguegaL

Compare and contrast two students' understanding of the enacted curriculum <for
the lesson you observed for Assignment 3). Use pseudonyms in your description.
Include in your description the following:

a) Provide three descriptions of the subject matter:

Develop a say to graphically represent the subject bat ter from
three viewpoints: .

--the enacted curriculum
--the way student 1,1 enders tends the subject eatter
--the way student 12 understands the subject batter

From each viewpoint, show how the subject matter is organized,
including main concero.. and related ideas. You may use a concept
map, chart, floe chart, outline or any other means of showing
parallel representation of these three viewpoints.

Accompany each representation with a written explanation. Include
pertinent information from your observation, from studying the
student;' mrItten sort, from what you have learned from the
teacher but the students' development, and from your clinical
interviews. If you include student work, specifically discuss it
in your description.

b) GoggsrsamkapttglentLidest_jamangjors ofutter:,

Haw are the understandings of the two students stellar and
different? Give specific examples.

How do you account foi the differences in understanding? For
example, consider the enacted curriculum, on information about

gttudent development. Give specific examples.

Suggested Length: 4 to 5 pages

ale_pott, Thursday, February 26, 19187

Hots: Please make too copies of your finished assignment and bring
thee to class. NO OM be handed in to your discussion section leader,
who will take responsibility for moiling your second copy to your eentor
teacher.

1' I '01111111"%t,.



TE3ISC Unit Planning
& Teaching
Elementary Science
Methods

TE 318C TEACHING ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE
Glenn D. Berkheimer

Science Unit Plan and Field Assignment
Spring 1988

The development of a Science Unit Plan and the teaching of four lessons
from it are the most important assignments in this course. The format for the
unit plan will be the same as the one you used for the Social Studies unit last
term except it will be expanded to include evaluation of student learning. You
will also have the opportunity to teach four lessons from the unit plan and
reflect on that experience.

tYou should meet with yoqr mentor as soon as .ossible to select a science
topic for the unit. Select a topic that is an integral part of your mentor's
science program so that it might be possible to teach this unit during y!..Ar
student teaching. This would give you the opportunity to teach the entire unit
as well as the four lessons for this course. The more units you have planned
before Winter term 1989, the better prepared you will be for student teaching.

Start your planning process by looking at a unit or chapter in a student
text or teacher's guide, analyzing the way the content is structured and the
suggested activities and objectives. You may decide to build your unit closely
around the textbook organization, and that is fine. We do not expect you to
create this unit from scratch. The important thing is to have a conceptually
Coherent unit that takes into account the students' prior knowledge.

I. The central question or Rroblem tha wjal serve as the Los2,1 for the unit,

Write a sentence or question that describes the essence of what the unit
is about. This central question should be written in terms that your
students could understand before they start the unit, and it should point
out something important (high literacy) that students will learn to do as
a result of the unit.

Describe in a paragraph the main ideas that you w-.1 develop in order to
help students answer the central question. What is the central idea of
the unit? The overall goals?

II. Structure of the subject matter content d your unit.

You will identify the main concepts/terms in your unit and describe them
in terms of their relationship to each other by developing:

A. A list of key concepts, terms, and relationships.
3. Define concepts, terms and relationships in words appropriate for the

specific grads level.
C. Represent the structure for the unit by developing a concept map.

III. ruzctions cot your unit

Why is this content important to teach? What does it enable students to
do? You will address these questions by writing:



A. A paragraph about why this content is important for students (and/orliterate adults) to understand. Refer to the list of " Functions ofHigh Literacy" for science discussed in TE 205C.

B. A list of objectives or purposes. These should be stated in
behavioral terms (e.g. "the students, will be able to describe,
explain, predict, control" etc. rather than non-behavioral objectivessuch as "the students will learn about, understand, be aware of,"
etc). The terms listed on your "Functions of High Literacy" handoutfrom TE 205C can help guide you in stating objectives.

C. Write pre and post assessment instruments that address the content of
the four lessons that you will teach. In addition you will write 3-5
post assessment questions for each lesson that you teach. On a
separate page write answers to each question which indicates how youwould want students to answer the question.

D. A list of activities, teaching episodes, etc. that may become
elements of lessons.

IV. Student Develovment

Provide a list, chart, or written description of anticipated student
prior knowledge, potential student difficulties, and possible student
misconceptions relative to your unit. This could be organized as a
preconception/goal conception chart. Your pretest data, reading, andanalyses of the content are sources of information for this chart.

V. Daily lessor( plans,

The unit must have at least four lessons, You will write out four
fully-developed lesson plans.

Be realistic in terms of your time limitations, and be selective in
terms of the quantity of material that you expect to cover in each.
lesson. Remember that each 1elson should be a step in. helping stUdents,develop a meaningful answer to your central question,,

The four.fully-developed lessons should include:

A. A statement of objective(s) being addressed and how the lesson
relates :o the central question.

B. A list of materials needed.

C. A chronological description of the lesson. This should include an
introduction to the lesson (setting of purpose, linking the lesson to
earlier lessons, providing an advance organizer, or motivating
students to learn); a list of procedures, activities, exercises,
discussion questions, etc. used in the development of the lesson; a
closing summary and an assessment of student understanding.

a, 1



VI. SvaluationL of Student Learning. As part of your unit teaching you will be
assessing student learning both as you teach and in some kind of quiz or
test. In evaluating student learning, think back to your preassessment.
Where did the students start? What progress was made? What ideas still
seem difficult for the students? In discussing the results of your test,
give examples of the types of answers you got and the number of students
making each type of answer. Discuss how you used evidence from your test
or from other work to decide what your students had learned well and what
ideas were still posing difficulties for them. Try to describe changes in
your students' thinking and understanding rather than "They knew this, but
they didn't know Chat." Contrast your "intended" curriculum with what
students actually learned. Were you surprised by any of the results? Did
they give you any insights into how you would teach the unit another time?

You could also supplement your assessment of student learning with
informal interviews with students after the unit teaching week. Ask them
to tell you what they thought the unit was all about, what they learned
from different activities you did, what was easy or difficult for them.
This might give you some interesting insights to the unit from your
students' perpectives.

VII. Reflections and Analysis of the Unit. This section should include:

a. Teacher written fee0eck on Your teaching.

b. Daily reflective writing for each day of the unit using the same
areas on your mentor's feedback form. You might write about ways in which you
deviated from your lesson plan, particular things students said that you found
interesting, things that pleased you, things that bothered you, how you are
feeling in your new role as teacher, etc. You might sometimes explore a
connection between something we've talked about in class and something in your
classroom. After writing, read through what you have written and underline key
words, phrases, or ideas that seem most interesting to you.

c. Anianii_dx0XStishint and description of what you've learned.
This section should be a thoughtful essay that presents your ideas clearly and
honestly. This section needs to be more organized than the daily reflections.
It should include (not necessarily in this order):

why.
-description of any changes you made in your daily plans as you taught and

- strong and weak points of your planning and teaching
- specific suggestions for improvement in the content and conceptual

development of the unit
-management lessons learned and !low you will incorporate social control

strategies in future plans.
-places where you see links between what you've learned in TE 318C

methods, TE 200C, TE 205C with your unit teaching experiences (specific issues
raised in A.L. courses and readings that seemed relevant to your uni?)

-analysis of ideas you tried to incorporate into your unit from TE 318;
how might you explore these ideas further during student teaching?



-description of things you need to learn more about before or duringstudent teaching; discussion of ways in which you can be working on some ofthese prior to or during student teaching.

While you are working on your lesson plans, think about the kinds of thingsthat you would have to do in order to help students through meaningful
conceptual change. You _should also be gongerned about issues related to smtalcontrol aqd how you could address them in your lisoi. Remember that some ofthe major goals of the sciences have to do with educating students to describe,predict, explain, and control the phenomena in their everyday environment.



TE412C Unit Planning
& Teaching in
Secondary Methods
Courses

ACADEMIC LEARNING UNIT PLAN ASSIGNMENT

Spring, 1987

The most important assignment in TE 412C and in your methods courses this
spring will be developing and teaching a unit in your mentor teacher's
classroom. The actual teaching should take about five cies& days around the
week of May 18. However, you will be doing work associated with developing,
evaluating, and reflecting on the unit throughout the term. You will be
expected to teach one of your mentor teacher's classes; your mentor teacher
will continue to teach the rest.

Your goal in teaching this unit is to help the students in your class
achieve an attainable form of high literacy" for the topic that you are
teaching. In other words, you want them to understand the topic, not just to
memorize. You will not achieve this goal completely; teachers never do. In
planning, teaching, and reflecting on the unit, you will have a chance to
engage in each of the activities that Wilscl& awl Shulman (150 Ways of Knowing)
discussed in their paper: comprehension, transformation, instruction,
evaluation, reflection, and new comprehension.

In this course you will be asked to write about your thinking as you go
through these activities in great detail, much more detail than is possible
when you are actually teaching. We hope that this detailed writing will serve
two purposes. First, it will help you to clarify your thinking as you go
through difficult activities that you are trying to do for the first time.
Second, it will allow you to share your thinking with your course instructors
and your mentor teacher so that they can help you with comments and criticism.

Developing, writing, and teaching your unit will be a multi-step process.
The most important steps are outlined below. As you go through these steps,
you should be reflecting on ways in which these steps are useful to you in
planning and bow you might work through similar steps in your own planning as .a
teacher.

I. Defining and understanding the content of your unjt (comprehension)

Your first task is to define the content that you will teach and to try to
understand it as thoroughly as possible. We will ask you to do this by writing
a content focused introduction to your unit plan that includes the following
parts:

A. Central_ focus or question. Write a single sentence or question that
describes the essence of what the unit is about. This central question should
be written in terms that your students could understand before they start the
unit, and it should point out something important that students will learn to
do as a result of the unit.

VitruaLuts_oLunil,genlent. What are the main, points of this unit? How
are they related to each other? How are they related to other important ideas
in he discipline? Answer these questions by developing a concept may or some



1E412C Unit Plannitv,
Teachin in

Secondary Methods
Courses

ACADEMIC LEARNING UNIT PLAN ASSIGNMENT

Spring, 1987

The most important assignment in TE 412C and in your methods courses this
spring will be developing and teaching a unit in your mentor teacher's
classroom. The actual teaching should take about five class days around the
week of May 18. However, you will be doing work associated with developing,
evaluating, and reflecting on the unit throughout the term. You will be
expected to teach one of your mentor teacher's classes; your mentor teacher
will continue to teach the rest.

Your goal in teaching this unit is to help the students in your class
achieve "an attainable form of high literacy" for the topic that you are
teaching. In other words, you want them to understand the topic, not just to
memorize. You will not achieve this goal completely; teachers never do. In
planning, teaching, and reflecting on the unit, you will have a chance to
engage in each of the activities that Wilson and Shulman (150 Ways of Knowing)
discussed in their paper: comprehension, transformation, instruction,
evaluation, reflection, and new comprehension.

In this course you will be asked to write about your thinking as you go
through these activities in great detail, much more detail than is possible
when you are actually teachint We hope that this detailed writing will serve
two purposes. First, it will help you to clarify your thinking as you go
through difficult activities that you are trying to do for the first time.
Second, it will allow you to share your thinking with your course instructors
and your mentor teacher so that they can help you with comments and criticism.

Developing, writing, and teaching you' unit will be a multi-step process.
The most important steps are outlined below. As you go through these steps,
you should be reflecting on ways in which these steps are useful to you in
planning and how you might work through similar steps in your own planning as a
teacher.

1._ Defining ,pd understanOiffig the ;ontent of your unit (comprellension)

Your first task is to define the content that you will teach and to try to
understand it as thoroughly as possible. We vill ask you to do this by writing
a content-focused introduction to your unit plan that includes the following
parts:

A. Central tows or question. Write a single sentence or question that
describes the essence of what the unit is e;out. This central question should
be written in terms that your, students could understand before they start the
unit, and it should point c'tt something important that students will learn to
do as a result of the unit.

B. Structure of unit content. What are the main points of this unit? How
are they related to each other? How are they related to other important ideas
in the discipline? Answer these questions by developing a concept map or some
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Unit

other graphic representation of the unit content and by
discussing the main points and their relationships.

plan assignment, Page 2

writing a brief essay

gsEmnatigjasmsmima. What worthwhile activities will
this unit help students to get better at? Write a set of objectives describing
what students will learn to d2 (or get better at doing) AS a result of studying
this unit. These objectives should describe activities that are worth doing in
the real world, not just for the purposes of passing a course. Ideally, the
objectives should describe "functions of high literacy" that were discussed in
TS 205C. The central question of the unit will probably be associated with the
most difficult or inclusive of these objectives.

Duo data for Part I: April 16

.1_ -9. r

Successful teaching for understanding involves more than telling students
what you know, even if you understand the unit content thoroughly and you tell
them in a clear and well-organized manner. Students can develop true
understanding only through a process of pangtual change, in which they build
on, reorganize, and rethink their own prior knowledge and beliefs. For most
students, this process of conceptual change can take place only if you
Imam your content knowledge, changing it from something that makes sense
to you into something that helps students "build bridges" from what they know
now to what they need to know.

As you try to transform your content knowledge, we will ask 77tu to
consider and to write about the following issues:

A. Student prior knowledge. What do your students know or believe
(correctly or incorrectly) about the topic that you will be studying before the
unit starts? You will conduct a clinical interview or some other
pre-assessment that reveals something about students' prior knowledge:
conceptual knowledge, strategies for solving important problems or for building
knowledge, or beliefs about themselves and the subject that they are studying.

Ita_TharaingigiargiumalyilLindarxjligga. You will analyze the portion
of your mentor's textbook relevant to your teaching unit, focusing on how the
text organizes ideas as well as on ways in which the text may be problematic
for students. You will analyze in what ways the text can be helpful to you in
the unit teaching and what gaps it leaves that you will need to address.

After analyzing the textbook, you will look at other resources that could
help you in planning and/or teaching the unit (other textbooks, tradebooks,
laboratory activities for a science class, manipulative activities for a math
class, original sources for a history class, A-V resources such as overhead
transparencies). Analyze ways in which other resources are different from the
text, how they might help fill gaps left by the textbook, and ash at they will
contribute to student learning.



Unit plan assignment. Page 3

g,Arinsing_tbcaillu_loggthlx.At this point you will have worked on
several separate parts of the unit plan that need to be coordinated: Central
question, objectives, structure of unit content, functions of unit content.
You will try to bring these pieces together by doing a *Askanajall
central question. What will students need to know to answer the central
question well? How do they have to use that knowledge? What change in their
thinking will be involved in learning that?

As you are working on this part of the unit plan, you will learn some
things that will make you rethink Part I. You may discover that your students
already know how to do some of the tasks you described in your objectives, or
(more likely) that they have difficulties that you had never even considered.
Therefore, you will probably need to revise Part I in the light of what you
have learned while doing Part II.

Due date for Part II and revised Part April 30
131. Developing Teaching Strategies (Instruction)

The next step in unit planning is to develop specific lesson plans that
will help your students through the process of conceptual change. We will
discuss a variety of general and specific strategies for accomplishing this
goal, and we will expect you to describe your lesson plans in a way that makes
clear how you are using those strategies.

We will also expect you to work closely with your mentor teacher to
develop daily lesson plans in a format that fits well in your mentor teacher's
classroom. You will also learn about your mentor teacher's routines,
procedures, and rules for managing students, student work, and materials.

As you develop your lesson plans, you may again find that you need to
revise previous parts of your unit plan.

Due date for Part III and revisions (if necessary) of Parts I and II: May 7

Target dates for unit teaching: May 18.22

During the unit you will need to evaluate your students' learning for two
purposes. First, you will need to assign grades. Second, you will need to
decide how well your teaching strategies are working. Therefore you will need
to develop and include iv your unit plan one or more formal or informal means
of evaluation, and nu wiLl need to write about the results of your evaluation.
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Unit plan assignment, Page 4

V. Reflection and New Comprehension

This assignment is intended to be a learning experience, and you will
probably see many ways in which you would do things differently if you were
doing the unit over ..gain. Therefore, we will ask you to reflect on your
teaching after you have completed the unit, writing about what you have learned
and what would be different aboc your understanding of the unit content, your
plans, or your teaching the next time you taught this unit.

We will also ask you to think about the unit planning process as it
relates to teaching in general. What have you learned that will carry over to
your planning and teaching next fail? In what ways is your experience on this
unit unlike what you will be doing in the future?

Due date for all five parts of unit report: May 28



Transformation:

interpretation
-representation
-adaptation
-tailoring

Figure 2. Model of pedagogical reasoning



K. Roth

Suggested Ideas for Use of Field Time

TE 412C

Spring, 1987

TE412C 1:eekly Field Visits
for Secondary
Methods

Observations and Discussions with Your Mentor Teacher

Take field notes of a lesson or part of a lesson using the 2-column
format we tried in class (observations/inferences, questions,
Judgments)

Use ideas from your field notes to start a discussion with your mentor -

ask questions!

observe a lesson for a special purpose. For example, you might focus on
time use and study how long it takes to get the class settled, to go
over homework problems, etc. Most beginners have a difficult time
judging how long things will take. Observations could also focus on a
particular student or on how the teacher responds to student questions.
A requirement later in the course is to focus one observation on
classroom management issues. Before doing this you should talk to
your mentor so that you have some ideas of what to look for.
Remember that field notes will provide something to reflect on later.
This works much better than vague memories and impressions.

Talk to your mentor about planning - both daily and longer term. Think
about ways your planning may have to be different than your mentor's
because you are just beginning. Get a feel for the overall plans for
the rest of the year.

Discuss with your mentor procedures you might use for writing daily
lesson plans.

Tell your mentor about things you are reading about, talking about in
your TE classes. Raise questions about these ideas so that your mentor
can help you think about how the ideas could be useful/modified in this
setting.

Interview (formally or informally) a student (or students) to find out
about their understandings of the lessons, their learning strategies,
their other experiences in school, their attitudes toward school, their
out-of-school activities, etc.

Follow some of your students to Oleir next class to get a better feel of
what their day is. like.

Talk to your mentor about testing and grading.
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Talk to your mentor about classroom management issues.
This will be required later in the term. Find out about handling of
discipline problems, avoiding discipline problems, procedures for
managing materials, activities, small group work, etc. Also find
out about procedures for taking up work, checking work, etc.

Observe another teacher in the building. To get the most out of such an
experience, it is good to have a specific purpose in mind (to look at
a special teaching strategy, to observe a different style of classroom
management, etc.). Once again, field notes will help!

Do something thoughtful for your mentor to show your appreciation
for bis/har help.



Instructional Support

Assist students individually with their work.
Work individually with a student who has been absent.
Wander around the room and answer student questions when they are
working independently or in small groups.

Help a student individually (or a small group) that the mentor teacher
has identified as needing special help of some sort.

Lead a small group discussion.

Take responsibility for leading the whole class for a portion of an
hour (even 5 minutes!). For example, you could lead the class in
going over homework problems or questions.

Walk around the room and look over students' shoulders as they work.
Try to ask them questions to push their thinking or to help them
clarify what they are writing.

Read all materials that students are currently using. Do some outside
reading about the topic they are studying. Investigate any school
curriculum guides in your subject area.

Check homework or quiz papers.

Make up possible test or quiz questions for your mentor to react to or
possibly use.

Read student papers and write comments to the students in pencil before
your teacher reads the papers.

Help the teacher in planning. You might construct worksheets, practice
problems, a learning game, ideas for writing or reading assignments,
etc.

,______Matte up a reading guide for students to use with a homework assignment.

Help the teacher run off dittos, gather or set up laboratory or other
kinds of materials.

Prepare some sort of visual aid (overhead, drawing on a ditto, etc.)
that you or the mentor present to students.

Help the teacher make arrangments for a guest speaker or a field trip
or other special event coming up.

Initiate dialogue journal writing with a student (or with your teacher
if he/she has time). In responding to the student's writing, ask
questions that will help you learn about his/her interests, attitudes
toward school and learning. The student could also fill you in on
what is going on in the class between your visits.

Bring in extra resource information from the library or other sources
to supplement what students are doing in class.

3
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CatherinA Survival Information (also known as the nitty gritty!)

_____Find out about school policies and procedures: hall passes, procedures
for ordering/checking out audio-visual materials and equipment,
attendance taking and reporting, use of xerox or ditto machines,
detention policies, etc.

Talk to people who provide school support services: secretary, media
lab, computer labs, library, counselors, reading consultant, other
specialists.

Find out about district level support services.

Talk to the principal or vice principal about your activities this term
and your reactions to being in the school.

Learn the names of the students in the class you will teach.

Meet other teachers in your building, especially those in your subject
area (they may be helpful sources of ideas, support, or materials at
some point).

Learn how to use audio-visual equipment.

Find out about extracurricular activities at the school, especially
those your teacher is involved in

Dave around the neighborhood (if possible have your mentor take you on
a guided tour).

Attend a staff meeting or find out what goes on at staff meetings.

Find out what inservice and professional development opportunities
teachers have at this school.

Find out how teachers communicate wfth parents. If appropriate, draft
a notice to parents about sr upccuing event.

Investigate the professional journals available at the school.

Find out about teachers' budgets for instructional supplies.

,
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TE304C
Fall 1987
E. Smith

TE3O6C Observation at
Re0.noing Days of
School (Elm.
Majoi.$)

Field Assignment I
Guided Observation of Beginning Days of School

gatiampla
One of the major themes of TE3O6C is classroom management. Our work

will involve your learning more about your mentor teacher's classroom
management. In coming to understand this, the first few days of school are
especially important. First of all, the management is more visible at this
time. The expectations and procedures which make the classroom "run" will
be receiving more explicit attention during this period of time. Later on
in the year, much of the management may seem to occur almost
automatically. To develop an understanding of the nature of classroom
management and to prepare you to take on more responsibility it will be
important for you to understand how your mentor teacher's classroom works.

Secondly, it is important to understand age the procedures and
expectations come to be established. This will be important when you start
off the year with a class of your own, but it will also be important for
when you take over during student teaching. You will need to do some
management teaching to reestablish familiar patterns as zogra and to set
up any new patterns that you want to establish.

All this is presented as a rationale for the first flea assignment
for TOM, guided observation of the beginning days of school. I should
add that this assignment has been suggested by several of the mentor
teachers and previous. Academic Learning program students.

Stheididt
Tbe field assignment involves observation' of three full days of

school. The Ling three days of school forma: mentor teacher's class are
preferable. If this is not possible for you or if your mentor teethes
prefers an alternative, throe other days can be scheduled as near the
beginning of the year as possible, with the three days of ESU registration
being satisfactory. Althea* preferable, the days need not be consecutive.
You should, harm', observe full days.

Flan to arrive at school before school starts, at sheet the same time
that your mentor teadher arrives, and stay for the entire school day.
Star after school to see haw your teacher uses that time. Try to be
helpful, and remeber, THIS IS A VERY ST= TIME POI l'OUR TRACHER. S/he will
probably not be able to devote very much time with you.

Details about the assignment and guidelines for carrying it out are
provided in the following pages.



Pap 2

EIAMSIDELISM-Thinktitl-Abiturgdanagnaent

"...classroom management is primarily a =attar
of preventing problems before they occur, not
the ability to deal with them after they occur.
(Good and Brophy, p. 166)

Classroom management is often viewed in terms of discipline, or
dealing with misbehavior. While this is an important aspect of management,
an overemphasis on this aspect is likely to be counter productive,
creating as many voblens as it solves. At the core of effective
management is the organization of classroom activity so as to minimize the
opportunities for misbehavior and optimizing the opportunities for
engaging in productive learning activities.

Vs will distinguish three levels of manaeement:

1. Organization and procedures,
2. Dealing with routine inappropriate behavior
3. Dealing with sore severe behavior problems

The primary focus of field assignment 1 will be on level 1. Later in
the school year, this level of anapmet is net readily apparent. The
classroom may seem to run itself. However, this doesn't just happen.
Durint the first few weeks of school the teacher establishes certain
patters* of behavior with the students for various aspects of olassroom
activity. The students case to understand the teacher's expectations and
what they will be accountable for. These patterns, often referred to in
the management literature as routines, are maintained through some form of
monitoring; and consistent exercise of accountability. Understanding how a
particular etas/meow works is to a large extent understanding such
routines.

The following are aspects of classroom activity for which routines
might be usefully established (theses lists ars not exhaustive):

Procedural routines
Entry and beginning of the da=y's activity
Distribution of astorials
Movement of students frets one area to another (within and/or
beyond the classroom)
Transition from ens lesion or activity to a new one (Including
the teacher pining the students' attention to begin the new
activity).

tostructional routines
Independent individual or group work for the class while the
teacher works with s smell group
Small group activities (Aerie all the groups tare working at the
same Use under the teadher's supervision)
Whole clime discussion/presentation
Whole class individual work



Pogo 3

tis Ft 1 ,

There is much going on during duo first few days of school. It will be
impossible for you to *believe and thirik about everything. Although you
will undoubtedly observe other interesting and important aspects of the
situation, the establishment of routines and expectations should serve as
a central focus. Try to map out the flow of activity for the day. It
will be useful for you to note what the teacher doss betro and after
school as as what goes on during the school day itself.

Select at least two procedural routines and two instructional routines
for more detailed analysts. Use the following sat of questions as a guide
for your observations and analysis:

What is the pattern of activity?
What are duo expectations for student accomplishment?
What are the oxpoctations for student behavior?
Nov doss the teacher help the students learn to fulfill doss

expectations?
How does the teacher maintain student accountability?

How doom the teacher monitor student behavior and accomplishment?
Wheat are the consequences of students fulfilling or failing to
fulfill the teacher's ampectations?

A set of analysis forma (blue) inctuding the above questions will be
provided for you to use in documenting your analysis. Before you leave
each day, turn in to your mentor teacher a copy of your work on each
selected routine. This will also hsr/hia an opportunity to review and
reflect on your analysis and prepare written or oral foodbock. You should
also arrange a mutually oatiefactory time to confer with your mentor
teacher for at toast label an hour near the end of (or after) the
observation period. KU? 11 NM THAT THIS IS *1 EXTREMELY MUST TIME FOR
THE MENTOR MCNEES. 1W SMOOLD NOT EXPECT TUN TO HAVE StOCKS OP TIE TO
DEVOTE TO YOU BEYOND THE ONE JUST MENTIONED. PLEASE SE SENSITIVE TO THIS
SITUATION.

Your analysis 'Wild develop over rho three days of observation, so
you will add to, revise aa4/or out pp moo forms as you go Ilona. Savo
thee* forms as well as the teacher's foodbook for (pink) as
documentation of your work. lbu.should also keep a journal in which y.ni
document other 'spots of your observations, your reactions and thoughts
about bow this work relates to your ova future teaching, etc. You might
find it usoful to think of the forms as structuro4 journal entries rather
formal marts. That is, use them to develop your own thinking, not just
to report to the mentor teacher and I. Fowl free to mark tWmaliap, add
notes, arrowslota.

You, may find that there is such more to observe and say about how the
the teacher helps the students learn the proceduros and expectations than
tharo is about maintaining accountability at this point in tire. You will
have opportunity *°* elaborate oath* accountability part of the onalysis
at a later time.

You should. also review tho manaseasnt articles from 12318C (by Ltada
Anderson and her colleagues) and try to oasts them to what you are
observing. We will be using than in TE3OSC as moll.
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TE306C Observation/
Interview about
Levels 2 & 3
Management

TE306C
Fall 1987
E. Smith

Field Assignment 2 - Observation/Interview of
Mentor Teacher About Level 2 & 3 Management

We will distinguish three levels of management:

1. Classroom organization and procedures,
2. Dealing with routine cooperation problems, and
3. Dealing with more severe behavior problems.

Field assignment 1 (Guided observation of the beginning days of school)
focused on level 1. For field assignment 2 you will observe your mentor
teacher at least once focusing on level 2 management and interview her/him
concerning level 2 and level 3 management practices. You will also
prepare a written report presenting your analysis of your mentor teacher's
classroom mengement practices (All three levels).

Dialing with routine cooperation problems

Even in the most well organized classrooms, there are occasional
instances of inappropriate behavior. Most such behavior can be dealt with
effectively through short term actions, usually at the tine of the
incident. This is the second level of management . agndling routine

Most teachers have a hierarchy of responses for dealing with routine
cooperation problems using subtle, nondisruptive responses most of the
time end resorting to more forceful (but more disruptive) ones only when
necessary. The following hierarchy illustrates commonly used responses.

Nondisrupttre
eye contact
touch andlorAgesture
physical pro:char/
asking for responses

feedback and encouragement at a natural break in the lesson

Interventions
saying students name
reminder about rule
demand for appropriate behavior

Punishment or threat of punishment
formal warning (name on board), etc.
assigning of negative points or loss of positive poinu toward
some consequence
loss of privilege
detention



Assignment

Try to develop a description of your mentor/cooperating teacher's
practices for handling routine cooperation problems. Use the following
questions as a guide:

What °rules are made explicit in your classroom? What implicit rules
are enforced?

Use your observation(s) and interior to find out bow your mentor
teacher handles:

- failure of students to be quiet and attentive at the beginning of
a lesson

- lack of attention (nondisruptive) during whole class instruction
talking or other disruptive behavior during whole class
instruction

- failure of a student to complete required work during an
allocated work time or at a due date.

Can you identify a response hierarchy for your mentor/cooperating
teacher?

How often are the various responses exercised?

How well does this system seem to be working?

Dealing with Severe Behavior Problems

Occasionally teachers encounter students who do not respond to the
usual measures for gaining cooperation. They continue to engage in
disruptive' behaviors and/or engage in very serious forme of misbehavior.
In such cases, a longer term plan of action is necessary to prevent the
student from making life miserable for the teacher, the rest of the class
and the problem child him or herself. This is the third, level of
management bandline 'revue behavior nroblems.

How does your mentor/cooperating teacher deal with such cases? You
will need to rely primarily on discussion with the teacher to find out
since you whey not have, observed any such cases and since much of the
teacher's response may take place outside of the regular class time. Ask
about one or more cases which the teacher has encountered and about
her/his policies.

What are the district and/or building policy with regard to such
natters as sending students to the office, involving parents/guardians or
the principal in the process, and suspension from the classroom?



TE306C
Fall 1987
E. Smith

Written Report On Field Assignments 1 and 2
Analysis of Mentor Teacher's Classroom Management

Format: Typewritten double spaced. 6-10 pages

Due: October 8

Suggested outline:

I. Introduction
A. Brief description of the classroom context (Grade level, number

and
types of children, etc.

B. Purpose of the paper
II. Level 1 Organization and procedures

A. Overview - Description of the organization and structure of
activity for a school day

B. Analysis of selected routines
1. Identification of the selected routines and how they fit into

the overall organization
2. Analysis of selected routines (Your final version of your

forms may b used here)
3. Summarize your mentor teacher's approach to establishing

classroom organization and procedures. Consider uses made of
explaining, modeling, guided practice, giving feedback and
guidance, use of consequences or other kinds of strategies.

III. Level 2 Handling routine cooperation problems
A. Describe ,your mentor teacher's approach to handling such problems

1. Hierarchy of responses
2. Example cases (indicate whether you actually observed them)

B. Describe the over all, tone of the classroom, the frequency of such
problems, etc.

rv. Level 3 Handling severe behavior problems
A. Describe the teacher's approach to such problems, illustrating with

one or more examples (probably described to you by the teacher
rather than having bees observed)

B. Describe any building or oistrict policies concerning teachers'
handling of behavior problems

V. Discussion
A. Discuss your mentor teacher's classroom management as it relates to

the major themes in the assigned readings
B. Assess what you have gotten out of the observation and analysis.

what questions or issues have been raised for you, and what
further steps you (or others) might take to prepare you for
managing a classroom.
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TE3O6C Lesson 1-integratit
Reading and Content

tE306C *l.a.ntary Zntardtactpftnary curriculum Learning

Field Matpent for Part 2
Xt.t$*tLfl$ Reading and Content Learning

The Madacic Lm.rULn$ PxogXa* stresses the teaching and learning of
subject matt.r. V .*aathO the nature of the sthj.ct a*ttsr In the major
curriculun areas and the pruceassa b bieh learning of that subject
matter takes plus. T.acbiog methods and strategies axe taught which are
consistent vith these mdsretmndth$s.

Much of the Progrse deals vith the various curriculum axuass
distinct sntitiu ainca there are important differences seong them and
since each has to be understood If it La to be taught effectively.
Hovsvor, there are important meys in which the various areas interrelate.
Real world probls often require bn.vledga from acr. that ens area, and
vsn the learning of on. area ofmn requires beovt.dg. of another.

R.csnt dive ].opasnta in research on reading comprehension and learning
in science and other content' aroma indicat, that there are va in which
learning in as. area is essential fOr meaningful learning in th. other.
Studsats are often unable to learning meaningfully frs content t.ztbcoks,
while development and us. of contact imowledge is an essential compomenc
of reading cr.bss. Los. Thea. invsrrelattassbiIs point to the imprtanc.
of integration or coordinatio* across curricular areas.

The focue .1 the assisota for Part I of fl3OK La the intigration
of reading and 'contant axes learning ta particular, they deal with th
teaching learning of strat.giea to help students monitor improve
th.Ix creb.nsLo'n of what they read, the was of these strategies in
learning free omitant ares tact.

. iitcatsà a. n.0 *aaiont T1Ume. the scb.dulM class
viii not meet on sends dqa in order to provide t* and flasibility for
stude to carry the ftstd aamtpnte. fl indloato th. preferred
timing of aui, 11 they need net be done se this, precise
tins. if .ltstte* h a*asIsgu. s date. fOr .*tti ce"
difted fan geld veossne.
Is .ltatiss with th. mentor cachar, identify the topic test

passagi to be used is the 1.ason(. to be taught on mbou October 27.
There are several 4S.&rchl. features for selecting topic and passage.
met all of which viii prsb.bl be feasible in a gives situation.
kpa.ttory tent, tdemly fres the asians. or 505151 siu eurricul, is
preferable. ts sq use * passage free the test beth Les.if or a rele'unt
passage from some other aouxdes. Plansing am4 teaching r. than ono
lesion ld be very helpful. especially if it is coo*dinited with the
*suto1 teacher' a ens plIng teaching. (Jo additional 're' 'its ili

b.r.quixsd.)
aat iz n&as sana n $ICZUART. io * msas vc

LUSCI IT OCOI 13. ther information viii be provided star.

492



Page 2

Dratiosallso
Using the °reciprocal teachings' approach as resource, select the

comprehension monitories and fostering strategies to be introduced end/or
practiced in the lesson, and the teaching stvategies that you will use.
Specify the mut= learning out that the lesson should promote,
given the text passage, information is the teadher's guide (if available),
and any input you ars able to get frees the testher. Draft a sequence of
steps that indicates bow you will use the tine allocated for the lesson.
Remember the teaching strategies of explaining, instructing, guided
practice with feed and praise.

You will Ala to revise all of these based on feedback firm as and,
hopefully, the neuter teacher. The iepottant thing is to get started with
some serious thinking about these aspects of the lesson.

If you are working is kindersarten or first grade classroom, you
will need to adapt tbo lesson to your reading the text aloud to the
students. This has been dame successfully in research studies, by previous
306C students and by vow experienced teachers.

As you think about the conprehension monitoring and fostering
strategies you will be teaching, try to anticipate what the students
naive understanding and performance might be like. Try to specify the
improvements you would Ina to help them make. For eats pis, a e01111111H1
naive pattern in asking summaries is for students to read or repeat
sentence verbatim. An improvement on this would ba for students to learn
to give summaries that paraphrase;

You vill receive written feedback on your draft Lesson plea from me.
You should give a copy of your plan to your mentor teacher La time to get
her ex his feedbaok. This alas with further guidance" in Glass will be
used in revising and elaborating your plan.

Plea to teams your lesson ma October 27 (so class that day) or as soon
as possible thereafter. The master teacher will be provided a fore on
which to give vrittaa feedbask.

Some of the mentor teachers have reported that they ate tastes the
reciprocal teashieg apptatasho or aspects of it In their classrooms. If
your teacher is deli* me, yes should make a point of coordinating your
plan with what a/hm it Me& It would be votary be nefloial if you could
observe such a losses t... tee have fallow up discussion as

In any asset it will be useful for you to discuss your idea about the
approach with put itamember the focus is on helpins the
students lea= strategies for fosterini and moaitorlas their oemprehension
of expositoty tut, and wing there in reading; *subject matter content
readins.

You will prepare written report that describes what happened during
your lesson, and your assessment eat it. Matthiar guidance for preparing the
report will bo'provided is class. I will grade and provide 'mitt=
feedback on your most. You shoat, share your most with your sector
useless as well.



Suggestions for Lesson 1 Report

Attach your lesson plan or a copy of it to the report. It is net
necessary to describe your plan in detail in the report. However, note any
intended departures from the plan as you describe what actually took
place.

Here is a suggested outline for the report:

I. Introduction - Identify the grade level, topic, source of the
passage and its relation to the curriculum, and the comprehension
strategies you addressed.

II. Description of the lessen - Describe in some detail what you did
indium the children responded

III. Student learning
A. Explain your assessment of the students learning for
degree of mastery) of the strategies you taught.
S. Explain your assessment of the students' understanding of
your intended content learning outcomes.

IV. Analysis of lesson
A. What were the major strengths of the lesson/
D. Mtn mete the major yea "messes of du lesson?
C. Slum would you do differently mot time or what will you
do next time(if you plan to do another lesson)

V. Summary/conclusion
A. What is your assessment of the value of this approach?
S. ghat implications does this approach and yaw experience
with it have for your fame teething?

Written feedback and your grades for the plan and report will be
provided on the attached forme.



TE306C Lesson 2-
Integrating Writing
and Content Learnin

TE3O6C
Fall 1987
E. Smith

Part 3
Student Writing and the Learning of Content

Eati2nais

The focus of Part 3 of TE306C is on student writing, the ways it can
be used to help students learn subject matter content, and the ways that
use of writing in subject areas other than language arts can help students
leans to write.

Student writing *Aube a powerful tool in the educational process.
Writing requires thinking. Careful selection of writing tasks is a way of
influencing student thinking. As writing strategies coma under the control
of the learner, they become tools by which the learner can influence his
or her own thinking.

The products of writing provide a basis for inferences about student
thinking and learning. Unlike discussion, with writing tasks all students
must actively think for themselves. and the evidence remains as a basis
for later reflection by teacher and student.

From this perspective, learning to writs goes beyond the province of
language arts. In some respects, learning to write becomes learning to
learn in other subject areas. The purpose of this part of the course is to
help you get started in this important form of curriculum integration.

OrasziaLsaL the lucid= Amason=
The major assignment is to plan and carry out with the children a

lesson(*) in which student writing supports their learning of subject
matter content (in addition to writing per se). As with the reciprocal
teaching lesson, the lesson(s) should be designed to help improve their
writing strategies as well as to help teach "content.*

A variety of options are open, drawing on one of both of the two
themes reflected in the Manual for Instruction (in the reading packet for
Part 3). These themes are: (1) reading as a process including prewriting,
drafting and revising, and (2) use of specific teat structures such as
compaims and contrast or explanation.

At a minimum, you should plan one full lesson plus a follow up in
which you provide feedback to the children. Use of more than one lesson
is encouraged Where feasible for both you and the mentor teacher. The
lesson(s) should include some form of prewriting activity ma well as
composition of a draft. The prewriting may involve a form of
brainstorming, use of a text structure analysis, or a combination. If
appropriate and feasible, a final draft for an appropriate audience
(peers, parents, another class, etc.) could also be prepared.

A lesson report similar to that for the reciprocal teaching lesson
will be required. Further information and assistance in planning your
lesson will be providsd in class, and the readings (especially the Manual
for Instruction). Class attendance and participation will be important in
understanding the assignment and refining your plans.



Selecting a topic
You should have your topic and the nature of the writing task chosen

by November 5.* Working with your mentor, find out what topics will be
under study around November 17.* Can you find any aspects of these topics
that would fit a specific text structure? (e.g., comparing two cultures,
regions of the country, mathematical operations or kinds of animals;
explaining a process or procedure; or analyzing a ughils or a cause aqd,
effect rtjation). Find out if the teacher already has plans for any
appropriate writing projects to which your assignment could relate. If
use of a specific text structure does not seem to fit any of the topics,
or if you prefer, select a topic and try to define a writing task that
would push the children to think about and apply an important idea(s) for
the topic.

Lsbuningiaglaakg-AalltaLUARIAZ
For both its own sake and for the sake coordinating what you are doing

with the teacher's plans, find out as much as you can about your mentor
teacher's approach to and use of writing. Is there a writing curriculum?
In what contexts is writing taught and used? What kinds of strategies,
skills or concepts does your teacher conceive as involved in learning to
write or write better?

Your mentor teacher should have revcsivsd a copy of the Manual for
Instruction last year. You should refer to that in communicating your
ideas about your plans, etc. If s/be does not have a copy of the manual
let me know so that one can be provided.

Arrange to have your mentor teacher review your lesson plan at least
once before you arrive to teach it. Feedback from the mentor and myself
can be used to produce your final plan. In addition to the written
feedback your mentor teacher will be asked to provide, try to arrange for
a time to talk about it as soon as possible after teaching. Bs sensitive
to the other demands on the teachers, but take advantage of any time they
are able to give.

Saadi=
Readings for Part 3 are available from Kinko's. The packet runs about

113 pages. Quite a lot that is made up of resource materials in the
Manual for Instruction. I believe that this resource is worth the
investment and that you will find it useful as you go on to teach in your
own classroom.

Writing to see and think. From Vritins in tbeAtt, and Sciences,
(excerpt) pp.18-25.

Beyer, B.K. (November, 1982) Making the pen mightier. IhialltA
Kan, pp. 193-196.

Raphael T.S., Englort C.S., and Kirsoliner, B.V. (1986) 'rim

mAnual.faxkmatcatign (Occasional Paper NO- 104). gait
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching.
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Part 4 Unit Planning

TE306C Unit Planning

pationalit

The last part of TE306C deals with unit or long range planning. This
kind of planning is necessary for daily and weekly planning to have
direction and systemtically address the devalopment of important student
knowledge rather than being just the planning of things to do or
mechanically following the book. Thus, unit or long range planning is
something that will be a routine responsibility for year student teaching,
not special assignment added to it. The unit planning assignments in
TE306C represent an opportunity for you to get started on this
responsibility with some support and guidance and before the pressures of
day to day teaching, planning, grading of student work, and so on become
great.

QinundisLALstakisispanta
The first step will be to prepare, in cooperation with your mentor

teacher, a curriculum chart which identifies the areas of the curriculum
for your class for the period of January through March and, in broad
terms, the scope and sequence for each. This chart will be useful in
further preparing for student teaching and planning with your mentor
teacher for your assuming of responsibilities as wall as for selecting the
units that you will work en right sway for TE306C.

Next, select in cooperation with your mentor teacher two units on
which you will work for your TE306C assignments. Then, using your mentor
teacher, teacher's guides, and other sources as resources, you will
prepare unit plans for each of the two units. The specific requirements
and suggestions for these plans are ;resented in a separate section.

tAly Written Unit Plug
Student teachers often note that experienced teachers do not seem to

have very extensive written plans and question the value of their hiving
to write out their plans. Experienced teachers typically have quite
extensive plansin-memory for such of their curriculum. FUrthermore,
experienced teachers often have teacher's guides and other resources that
they have adapted for their toms that provide external memory support. As

newcomers to these units, watt:enplane are essential to help you monitor
and push your own thinking and melbas what you have come up with as well
to communicate your intentions to your mentor teacher and university

faculty. In preparing the requirements and suggestions for the written
unit plans, I have tried to identify those things that will be most
helpful to write while keeping the volume of writing to a manageable

level. These categories should serve as a model for what you routinely

think through for all the units you teach.
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Rol of ,Merit reach rn
Unit planning is sometimes viewed as a test of originality or

creativity. While the abilty to make improvements in curriculum and
teaching is at the core of being professional, being creative or original
for its own sake is not. The important issue about a unit plan is its
quality. It is much more important that you have a sound plan that will
enable you to teach effectively than for you to have created it entirely
from scratch. In fact, it is unrealistic to expect yourself to create
"original" units for very many of the areas that you will teach in your
student teaching or your first year in as teacher. Furthermore, at the
outset you are still learning what it means to plan and be ready to teach
a given topic. Even in the long run, you will continue to find resources
that improve on some of your own original ideas. The source of your
professional pride should be in the quality of the experience and learning
you provide. not in whose ideas you use.

Therefore, your mentor teacher and the resources that s/he uses are
very important in preparation of your initial units. Your mentor teacher
will serve as model and coach. I will also be coaching, emphasizing
implementation of themes and approaches central in the Academic Learning
Program. As you proceed, try to identify the resources your mentor
teacher has drawn on and learn to use them yourself. Finally, try to find
new resources that will support your continuing efforts to improve your
plans. Sharing of ideas with other teachers and resource people will be a
major source of such resources. Share routinely with other Academic
Learning students and faculty as well other teachers whenever you have the
chance.

Unith.11iminsAulanisat

ZrnsinAGurZUWAILAUX
Mork with your mentor teacher to prepare a curriculum chart showing

the general scope and sequence for el the areas of the curriculum for the
period of January through March. Much of this is probably already
determined by your mentor teacher, although there may be places where some
negotiation of sequence or even selection may be approriate. This chart
will help you develop your long term planning agenda.. You will need to
discuss a tentative plan for your assuming responsibility for planning and
teaching. Your earliest responsibilities will include understanding and
implementing your teacher's plans. (You should already be doing some of
this.) Cooperative planning and planning with a lot of coaching should
cost next, with the degree of coaching gradually fading (but probably
never to zero).

The cells of the chart should represent weeks for each curriculum area
with the rows representing the various areas. The inital specifications
may be somewhat superficial but can be elaborated as you proceed. The
preparation of the chart is a joint effort with your mentor teacher,

I

aratuniug
suggest that you get organized right from the start by settivig up

notebook with sections for each curriculum area, or oven notebook for
each area. Keep your notes, brainstorming, private problem solving and
drafts of parts of your unit plans, etc, in the notebook.
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In cooperation with your mentor teacher select two units on which to
focus for the TE306C assignment. Since part of the rationale for this
part of the course is to help you get as much long range planning done as
posseible before you start student teaching, select new topics rather than
ones that you are preparing or have prepared for other courses. You are
encouraged to work closely with your mentor teacher in your unit planning,
so try to arrange to take best advantage of his or her particular
strengths and availability.

Dualgaing-AmAgsmand
Part of this process involves finding out as much as you can about

what the mentor teacher's unit would be it s/he were teaching it. Find
out the resources and materials that your mentor teacher uses when s/he
teaches the unit. Review these and discuss them with your mentor teacher.
How does your mentor teacher think about what the students are to learn?
What use doss (and did) s/he make of the materials in planning and in
teaching? What kinds of activities and teaching strategies does s/he
usually use? What instructional routines? What additional resources can
you find (include other teachers and university instructors as well as
printed materials, equipment,etc.)? All this is not to say that your unit
should be just the same as the mentor teacher's. However, that may be a
good place to start. Remember, the goal is a quality plan, not an
entirely original one.

Documenting. Your Unit Platy

The following elements should be included in your Unit plan. You may
include additional elements as well.

I. What is to be learned?

gentral,quetion. groblesLor teal'. To provide a focus for the unit
for both you and the students. Try to formulate this in a way that will
be meaningful to the student; as they begin the unit. A. unit on division
might pose the question, Hew can." figure out how many teams of six we
could form from all the children in our school? A unit on cells might
pose the question, What are living things made of?

List of eoncentg. The key terms that will be used in the unit. This
is a quick way to define the scope of the unit.

content Nist. To represent the relationships among the concepts. You
may prefer an alternative way of doing this for some kinds of units. A
flow chart weight. be preferable for representing a procedure for example.

Anticipated prior knowledge. What prerequisite knowledge do you
expect the students to have? What naive conception* or strategies might
you expect?



aulayil. These should clearly identify the main learning outcomes
of the unit. They should be defined in terms of some combination of the
following:

Tasks that the students should be able to perform
Principles or main ideas they should understand and apply
Strategies or processes the students should be able to use
Skills the students are to develop

II. Now will you monitor and assess student understanding?

AusitiumLidgigg,. Examples of ways you could assess student learning
on a daily basis and for the unit.

III. What teaching strategies will you use to achieve the objectives?

Activity ide4g. grief descriptions of activities you could use. This
could be dons by reviewing curricula materials and indicating the ones you
think are most appropriate, etc. You needn't copy or rewrite a lot of
material in carrying out your planning. Indicate which activities address
which objectives. You might find it useful to make a chart to show this.

ZiAns_kiLlirirjail,cligng. Detailed lesson plans for the first few
days. More than this is probably not worthwhile since you will probably
have to make adjustments after beginning the unit.

VaalinsjarjuigLAWALlia. (optional) This is an efficient way of
doing some planting of activities for the entire unit.

Ingtructimkagmligsg. (optional). Plans for how you will organize
the class for various kinds of activities that will be carried out on
regular basis as part of the unit. Small group work, science activities,
individual student written work, etc.
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7470c Student Teaching
Planning,Require
ments

ACADEMIC LEARNING PLANNING. REQUMEMENTS
Winter Term, 1988

I. Unit Planning Requirements for each unit (or chapter) in math, science,
and social stuaies

A. Before starting to teach the unit (reviewed by mentor teacher and/or
470C instructor: limited to approximately the front and back of onepage)

VhlrailaR2LtMll2LRZUifLtlfLSSLLAAELt
1. Central question, problem, or task
2. List of concerts, terms (not too long)
3. Concept map, "chart, unit outline, or unit overviewligLyillLiagajlizistangLimandimantand
4. Objectives stated in terms of what students will be able to

do with the knowledge/skills learned
5. Sample assessment questions, activities

Now do students think aboutAILLAgantmak=
6. Anticipated student prior knowledge, misconceptions; potential

student difficulties

During the unit

Daily lesson plans (specify unit objectivee being
addressed)

limaili1-1212KawashalsAu-undauwilsantt
2. Unit test, quiz, writing activity or other strategy used to

assess student understanding (in addition to daily monitoring of
student learning)

II. Long-range planning in the Language Arts areas

A. Format negotiated with student teaching instructor and mentor
teacher

B. Identify one piece of Language Arts curriculum or an
interdisciplinary unit that will be approached using the unit
planning format (in I above)

III. Daily Planning Guide

A. Daily written plans for each lesson taught

1. Format negotiated with mentor teacher and 470C instructor
2. A guide to daily teaching should be more than a box in

a teacher planning book but do not need to be lengthy
3. Each lesson plan must indicate which objective(s) in unit plan

is/are being addressed

Plans must be reviewed and approved by mentor teacher in advance of
the day the lesson is being taught

C. Daily (and unit) plans must be available in the classroom for your

t)



4700 instructor to look at before, during or after observations.
This will help the 470C instructor put the lesson being observed
into context.

III. Reflective Pieces for Two Units (2-5 page handwritten or typed essays,
one due at aidtera, one due at end of term)

A. Analysis of student learning

B. Reflections on your teaching and what you have learned

ow/2a1.33
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Academic Learning Program
STUDENT TEACHING PLANNING EXPECTATIONS

Winter, 1988

Lanza'. araSnira.flitaning

Long-term planning is a critical part of becoming a successful conceptual
change teacher. Such planning requires you to think carefully about student
learning goals and how to achieve them. From past experience with student
teachers, we have found that it is easy for student teachers to fall into a
pattern of day-to-day planning and teaching that is more procedural (What are
we going tc 40 tomorrow? How can't fill up that hour?) than substantive (What
do I want 1..te kids to understand about this? Why is it important to learn?
What diffimIties are students having understanding it?).-An important goal of
the Academic Learning Program is to help you become a teacher who is thoughtful
(before, during, and after instruction) about:

a) what is important for students to learn and understand in a given
subject matter area.

b) students' ways of thinking and learning those concepts,
e) how to help students develop such understandings, and
d) keeping track of students' thinking, analyzing their conceptual

development and/or conceptual change.

The long-term planning requirements for student teaching are designed to help,
you develop patterns of planning in which you seriously and consistently
consider these issues. Questions about these issues frame the Academic
Learning unit planning format: What is important for students to learn? How
do students think about this content? What activities/experiences will help
students learn? How will I know if students are really understanding?

For long-term planning in math, social studies, and science you will
develop written overall unit plans for each chapter or unit, following the
Academic Learning, unit planning format. In the Language Arts areas, a
different approach to long term planning may be more appropriate for your
mentor teacher's curriculum. Therefore, long term planning in these areas
(reading, writing, literature, penmanship, language skills, spelling, etc.)
will be negotiated with your mentor and your 470C instructor. However, you
will be expected to identify (in consultation with your 470C instructor and
your mentor) at least one piece of the Language Arts curriculum or an
interdiscipinary unit that will be planned using the Academic Learning unit
plan format. This unit could be drawn from traditional basal readers, grammar
cexra, spelling programs, etc. and/or from outside resources. For example, you
might develop a unit focused on poetry or on a particular piece of literature.
Alternatively, the unit could involve report writing or reciprocal teaching
strategies in social studies or science.
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Daisy, Planning

Daily written plans are required for each subject you are teaching. Theseare the plans that you will ulg as you teach to help you keep the lesson
focused and to help you keep organized for the lesson. They do not need to belengthy or typed. They should be plans you can follow as you teach. TheMOW= of detail that is written down will vary depending on how familiar youare with the content, how familiar you are with the management routines, etc.However, filling in boxes in a teacher planrang book is NOT adequate daily
planning for a beginner. Teacher plan books should be used for planning an
overview and schedule of the day and the week.

Daily plans should clearly link to your long-term goals. Indicate in someway how your daily plans link to your unit objectives.

Your format for daily planning will be negotiated with your mentor
teacher and your 470C instructor. The format you develop may vary from subject
area to subject area. Plans would typically include a list of activities, keyquestions you will ask, reminders to yourself about key directions or
explanations you will give, notes about management routines and materials
needed.

i)rganizing Your Plans

You will need to develop some system for keeping your plans organized.
Many students find looseleaf notebooks very helpful.. You can use one large
notebook with dividers for different, subject areas or use one notebook for eachsubject area. A system of folders for different subject areas is also
acceptable. Include in these notebooks or folders:

--long-term plans (central question, concept map, objectives, etc.)
--daily plans
--one copy of any handouts, worksheets, tests you use

(optional)sample student work
--(optional) written feedback on observations from mentor teacher and
470C instructor

Development. Approval 41ALUAS19.0-91-3k116121.110.

You should seek your mentor's and your 470C instructor's advice and help
in developing both daily and unit plans. 'or example, your mentor can give you
advice about how to structure activities without chaos erupt.ng. Your 470C
instructor can help you figure out an appropriate central question. There are
many ways these people can be helpful to you in finding resources and making
decisions about what and how to teach. Your plans will, be improved by seeking
their help from the beginning. Your primary goal (especially at the beginning)
should be the development of high quality plans rather than on the creation of
something original.



Beo4red Written Reflections for Two Units

For two units you teach during student teaching, you will write a
reflective essay, analyzing student learning and describing your strengths and
weaknesses in actually teaching the unit. You might also want to keep an
ongoing daily or weakly journal. These journal entries could be included with
your reflective essay.

No Does for, Reflective Pieces. The first reflective piece will be due atthe midterm conference you have with your mentor teacher and your 470C
instructor. The second piece will be due at the final evaluation conference atthe and of the term. You will need to make two copies of each piece - one for
your mentor and one for your 470C instructor. These papers do not need to betyped. The essay should be ak,proximately 2-5 pages long (handwritten or
tYPed).

AnaluiljaLltaintlourning. In evaluating student learning, think back
to the beginning of the unit. Where did the students start? What progress wasmade? What ideas still seem difficult for students? Describe charges in your
students' thinking and understanding rather than just saying They knew this,
but they didn't know that.°

Analyze student papers and tests. Discuss how you used evidence from
these and from discussions in class to decide what your students understood and
what was still difficult for them. Did the questions you asked help you assess
student learning? Do you wish you had asked different questions?

Contrast your "intended" curriculum with what students actually learned.Were you surprised by any of the results? Were Chore any unintended 'earnings
(about the subject matter, about how to,learn, about the discipline being
studied, about themselves as learners)? Does your analysis of student learninggive you insights into how you would teach the unit another time?

Select from the
following list or generate your own categories to describe your unit teaching
and what you have learned from it:

-Changes you made as you taught and why
-Strong and weak points of your planning and teaching
-suggestions for improvement in the content and conceptual development
of the unit
-managment lesson', learned or questions raised
-places where you see links between what you've learned in Academic
Learning courses and this unit teaching experience
-the role(s) played by your mentor teacher or 4100 instructor in helping
you learn from this unit (or roles they could play)
-ideas about ways to help students develop better understandings
-ideas about how to link this unit to other units (even in different
subject areas)
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Very early in January, you will meet with your mentor teacher and your
470C instructor together. During this meeting yata will negotiate how your
plans will be reviewed. Typically, your 470C instructor will be more involved
with your long-term unit planning, and your mentor teacher will be more
involved with the daily planning. Make sure you are clear about the procedures
that the three of you develop.

You should expect to be asked to mike revisions in plans - both in the
unit plans and the daily plans. Therefore, daily plans need to be ready at
least .a day ahead of time (or more as negotiated with your mentor). Unit plans
will need to be available well ahead of the dates they will be taught.

Reflecting on your teaching after lessons and units will help you learn
the most from your teaching experience. Such reflection can guide future
planning. There are many different kinds of things to think about after
teaching - management concerns, student motivation and interest, discipline
problems, etc. These are all important areas of reflection, but we would like
you to pay special attention to reflection on student learning. Think about
your intended curriculum and what sense students actually made of it. What
difficulties did they have? What seemed too easy for them? What intended and
unintended things did they learn about the content? about how to learn? about
themselves as learners? about the discipline being studied?

There -are two ways the student teaching experience is structured to
encourage you to develop this habit of reflection and learning from your own
teaching experience: 1-post-observation discussions with your student teaching
instructor and mentor teacher, and 2- written reflections on two units you
teach during student teaching.
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